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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

The core of this book is the publication of two archives of inscribed documents 
bearing on the official relationship between Rome and the city of Aphrodisias in 
Caria from the late republic to the middle of the third century A.D. ; to these I have 
added some other texts which seem to me to be directly relevant to their interpreta
tion. Its theme is, precisely, an official relationship; and, while it necessarily 
touches upon some less formal aspects of the connection (for instance, imperial 
cult, participation of individual Aphrodisians in Roman public life), it does not 
attempt to explore them in any depth, nor, indeed, to collect all evidence that would 
throw light upon them. It is the first volume of a projected three in which the corpus 
of Aphrodisian inscriptions, comprising old as well as new discoveries, is being 
collected. The second to appear, as I hope, is now in an advanced stage of prepara
tion by Charlotte Rouech6 ; that will present the unique series of Byzantine texts 
from the site. The third, which is in an active, but less advanced, stage of prepara
tion by Charlotte Roueche and myself in collaboration, will contain essentially the 
inscriptions of local concern ; these fall, on the whole, into well-known categories, 
but constitute an unusually rich documentation for the society, economy and civic 
life of a city of Roman Asia Minor. In all three the aim is both to establish the 
texts as accurately as possible and to show, in introductory surveys and com
mentaries, how they fit into and illuminate the development of the city and the 
history of the Roman Empire. 

The archives and several of the other new inscriptions here were found in the 
theatre of Aphrodisias, which was excavated between 1966 and 1975 by Professor 
Kenan T. Erim, with generous grants from the National Geographic Society and 
under the sponsorship of New York University. The remaining new items were 
found either in surface survey or, more commonly, during recent excavation 
of buildings elsewhere on the site, also by Professor Erim and with the aid and 
sponsorship of the same two institutions. To him and to them-fontes et origines
outstanding gratitude is owed ; their enterprise has brought to light sculpture, 
architecture and other interesting and often beautiful objects, as well as inscriptions 
of the highest quality in remarkably large numbers. 

The texts presented here are in most cases complex and often long, in some 
cases also fragmentary. Quite certainly more could be made of them than I have 
achieved ; and more will be made of them by others, I am very sure, in the future. 
I must also explain that the manuscript was ready for press in the spring of 1980, 
and, although I .have been able to add some important references subsequently, 
it has not been possible to take account as systematically as I would have wished 
of more recent books and articles. Delay in printing arose from problems with the 
line drawings, which were solved in the summer of 1981, when publication was 
undertaken after a very timely intervention by the Society for the Promotion of 
Roman Studies. The Society's Council has been willing to, draw upon a bequest 
made by Kathleen Chrimes Atkinson in memory of her husband, Professor Donald 
Atkinson ; it is good to be able to add that she had in fact shown an interest in these 
texts. This volume represents the first of a series of Journal of Roman Studies 
Monographs, to be published from time to time by the Society. Professor Fergus 
Millar, on behalf of the Society, has acted as editor. 
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vi PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

During the preparation of the book I have incurred many more debts to friends 
and colleagues who offered suggestions, responded to questions and/or joined in 
seminars at which the texts were discussed. Special thanks should be paid to those 
who organized these seminars, to Professor Sir Moses Finley and Professor J. A. 
Crook in Cambridge, Professors D. Van Berchem and A. Giovannini in Geneva, 
Professor Fergus Millar in London, Drs. A. K. Bowman and J. Rea in Oxford. 
The help of many individuals is acknowledged in general terms in the introductions 
and in some cases in detail in the commentaries to the relevant texts ; but I hope 
that it will be understood that it has not always been possible to attribute to a 
particular name points that I carried away from discussion with groups ; moreover 
I am not less grateful for stimulating comment that I have, in the event, rejected, 
than for what I have incorporated. The whole book was read in draft and again in 
proof by Mr. Michael Crawford (who has also taken particular responsibility for 
the Figures and Plates) and Professor Fergus Millar, and in proof also by Mrs. 
Patricia Easterling, Mrs. Charlotte Roueche and Sir Ronald Syme ; their vigilance 
has enabled me to remove a number of errors. I must make it clear, however, that 
I have rarely taken all the advice that was offered to me on any point; it will be 
obvious, therefore, that no one but myself is responsible for the errors remaining 
and for the omissions. 

Those whose photographs and drawings are reproduced here are recorded on 
the plates ; but other illustrations too have furthered work on the texts, notably 
the magnificent latex squeezes of the archive wall made by Mr. Reha Ancan of the 
Istanbul Museum, certain paper squeezes and photographs made in 1934 during 
the expedition to Aphrodisias for the Monumenta Asiae Minoris Antiqua to which 
the late Professor J. M. R. Cormack gave me access, a squeeze made in 1893 by 
W. Kubitschek, which was lent to me by the Osterreichische Akademie der 
Wissenschaften in Vienna, and the transcriptions in the Spanheim papers of which 
copies were sent to Cambridge for me by the Offentliche Wissenschaftliche Bibliothek 
in Berlin. 

I am grateful also to the British Library for permission to publish photographs 
of the manuscripts of William Sherard and others, to the Osterreichische Akademie 
for permission to publish drawings by W. Kubitschek and W. Reichel and to the 
Society for the Promotion of Roman Studies for permission to re-use material on 
document 22. 

Readers should note that in the line drawing of the Senatus Consultum of 
39 B.c. (Fig. 5), made by Morag Woudhuysen and beautifully executed by Birming
ham Engravers Ltd., to whom I am profoundly grateful for their work on the 
illustrations, it has not proved possible to align the shading so as to indicate exactly 
what can be read of partially-preserved letters. 

I owe a very considerable debt to the University of Cambridge which has paid 
for most of my journeys to Aphrodisias ; and a different kind of debt to those 
who have spent time on chores for me, especially to Robert Tannenbaum for 
assistance with the epigraphic index and to a series of students and former students 
of Newnham College: Stephana Babbage, Mary Beard, Hendrijke Van Bremen, 
Janet Chapman, Georgia Clarke, Patricia Easterling, Susan Fenton, Susan Fish, 
Prances Goodman, Linda Hatfield, Elizabeth Munday, Caroline Murray, Anne 
Noble, Lucy Nuttall, Jennifer Potter, Carol Sailer, Helena Simon, Caroline Weiss, 
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and, above all, Charlotte Roueche, who, with her husband Mossman, checked 
stones and them, assembled fragments and ordered them, and 
provided encouragement and stimulus throughout. 

Finally, I wish to record my strong belief that no author could have editors and 
printers so understandingly benevolent and firmly efficient. 

· Newnham College, Cambridge 



EPIGRAPHIC CONVENTIONS 

Supplements in the texts 

To avoid the expense of printing both a bare text as read from the stone and 
a supplemented version after discussion, which would be very considerable for the 
longer inscriptions here, I have chosen to print all but the most hypothetical 
supplements in the first presentation ; I have endeavoured to show very clearly by 
question marks and under-dotting the uncertain character of many of these. 

Unless otherwise stated in the introduction to a text, underlined letters are 
ones which were erased in antiquity but remain legible. 

Brackets 

( ) enclose the resolution of an abbreviation or the addition of a letter omitted 
on the stone. 

enclose a restoration ; a question mark beside it shows that it is a tentative 
one. 

< ) enclose a correction of the letter on the stone or, if the stone is now lost, of 
the letter read by the copyist. 

[ ] enclose a superfluous letter cut on the stone or, if the stone is now lost, 
appearing in the transcription of the copyist. 

Measurements are all in metres; for monuments they are given in the order 
_width x height x depth. 

Inventory numbers are normally assigned only to inscriptions brought into the 
museum ; where numbers have been assigned I have cited them in the introductory 
account of each inscribed monument. 

Bibliographical references 

I have referred, where possible, to editions likely to be easily available to the 
majority of readers, knowing that these do not always give the most up-to-date 
versions of the texts concerned. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ABBREVIATIONS 

Ancient authors are cited as in Liddell-Scott-Jones' Greek-English Lexicon 
and the Oxford Latin Dictionary. 

Periodical titles are abbreviated according to the system of L' Annee Philologique. 
Other abbreviations used are : 

AE L'Annee Epigraphique (in progress). 
Analecta 0. Liermann, Analecta Epigraphica et Agonistica (Diss. Hal., 1889). 
Aph. L. Robert, 'Inscriptions d'Aphrodisias', in L'Antiquite Classique 36 (1966), 

377 f. 
ARS A. C. Johnson, P. R. Coleman-Norton and F. C. Bourne, Ancient Roman 

Statutes (1961). 
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BMC British Museum Catalogue of Coins, Caria (1897), Lydia (1901). 
Bull. Ep. J. and L. Robert, Bulletin Epigraphique (in progress). 
CAH Cambridge Ancient History. 
CIG Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum. 
CIL Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum. 
Coins David J.,MacDonald, Greek and Roman Coins of Aphrodisias (1976). 

IX 

Corp. Leg. G. Haenel, Corpus legum ab imperatoribus Romanis ... latarum ... 
(1857). 
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INTRODUCTION 

The theatre of Aphrodisias was built for the most part in the second half of 
the first century B.C.; the main work of construction seems to have begun in the 
late Republic and continued into the reign of Augustus. Extensive reorganization is 
attested in the middle and second half of the second century A.D., when the orchestra 
and stage were remodelled to allow use of the orchestra for wild beast fights (brief 
accounts have been published by K. T. Erim in National Geographic Society Research 
Reports, 1966 Projects (1973), 89 f., 1968 Projects (1976), 79 f., and in D. de Bernardi 
Ferrero, Teatri Classici in Asia Minore IV (1974), 162 f.). After this remodelling, it 
seems that documents 2-4 were inscribed on features at the north-east corner of 
the stage, in honour of an Artemidorus who was active in the city at the time of the 
Mithridatic War; they throw new light both on some details of the Mithridatic 
War and on the relations of the city to Rome during this period. In the early third 
century A.D., perhaps during the reign of Severus Alexander (p. 36), documents 7-19 
and probably, as I shall argue, document 6, were inscribed on the south wall of the 
north parodos, described hereafter as the archive wall; subsequently documents 20 
and 21 were added on the wall, while document 22 certainly, and documents 23-5 
probably, continued the series on neighbouring walls. These inscriptions form a 
remarkably rich source of information for the years 41-38 B.c. and an interesting, 
although by comparison a disappointing, one for some aspects of the imperial 
period, when the series of documents is discontinuous and comes from a limited 
number of reigns. 

There are a number of parallels both for inscription (or re-inscription) of 
Republican (or earlier) documents in the imperial period and for inscription of 
collections of documents which form, in effect, an archive. For the former see 
T. Drew Bear, Nouvelles Inscriptions de Phrygie (1978), no. 1, for the latter Sardis vn, 
Greek and Latin Inscriptions (1932), no. 8. None of those known at present provides 
so extended a picture as this one does of the relations of a city with Rome. 

Many of the inscribed blocks were found in situ, others (complete or fragmentary) 
in the immediate area of the wall, either loose or re-used ; but one group from the 
east end of the wall had been taken away, along with blocks from elsewhere in the 
theatre, for re-use in the city wall. The theatre was not the only building to be 
pillaged for building blocks in this way ; indeed the destruction of public monuments 
and tombs, providing material for the city wall, was on a scale that seems most 
naturally explained by a major crisis. As yet, however, there is no unequivocal 
pointer to its character and date (further discoveries have necessitated reconsideration 
of the association with the Gothic invasion of the 260's proposed by Professor 
Erim in The Princeton Encyclopedia of Classical Sites (1976), 68 f.). Substantial 
building work on the city gates is attested in the fourth century A.D. but a relatively 
leisured context for it is suggested by the inscriptions from gate-arches which provide 
the dating evidence (MAMA 426, 427); and it is, in any case, not clear what they 
imply for the walls. The only clue at present is offered by the fact that there is no 
erasure of the name of Aphrodite or of the ethnic derived from it on the blocks from 
the archive wall that were re-used in the city wall; whereas on blocks that remained 
in situ there has been erasure, half-hearted in the upper registers of the text, 
moderately efficient (although not completely so) lower down. Erasure must have 
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been due to Christians ·and probably occurred between the mid-sixth century 
(cf. Mansi IX. 390 ; at the Fifth Oecumenical Council, Severianus . . . episcopus is 
described as sanctae ecclesiae civitatis Aphrodisiadis Carensium provinciae) and the 
mid-seventh, by which time the city was known as Stauropolis (cf. Mansi XI. 692 ; 
at the Sixth Oecumenical Council, Theodorus is Tfjs LTavpoTioAiTc.vv J.ITJTpoTI6Aec.vs 
Tfjs Kapoov eTiapxias). It is, of course, much too vague a clue to be really useful. , 

Re-used material from the theatre can be seen at a number of points in the 
city wall, especially in the south and west stretches, and some of it can be firmly 

I 

connected with the archive wall. One inscribed block found in 1840/1, re-used in 
the south stretch, makes a join with a block actually found in the theatre which 
indubitably comes from the archive wall (doe. 8, see pp. 54, 55); the letter of 
Traianus Decius (doe. 25) is another probable element from the archive still in situ 
in the same stretch of city wall ; of two inscribed blocks copied by William Sherard 
in 1705 in the west stretch of the city wall, one certainly and one probably belonged 
to the archive wall, while two more blocks which certainly belonged were found in 
the same stretch by David MacDonald after clearance of trees and bushes in 1975 
(p. 55). There are, no doubt, more to be found ; but excavation of the city wall, 
where its upper levels have fallen and the resultant banks are more or less densely 
overgrown, is a particularly difficult and expensive operation which has had to be 
postponed. 

The builders of the city wall did not use all the blocks which had fallen or been 
prised from the archive wall ; several must have proved surplus to their needs 
were pushed into a room behind the north side of the stage, where the excavator 
found them. They also left behind at least· one fragment from one of the blocks 
taken (shown on plate XIII. 2); it was found in 1976 re-used in the Byzantine defence 
wall (see below), and has suffered the same distinctive roughening that is visible on 
the parent block found in 1840/1 in the city wall. This block had stood in thehighest / 
inscribed course of the archive wall at the east end and it may have been exposed 
to heavy weathering there. It is to be noted that the adjacent block to its right is 
not similarly roughened. The dismantled area of the parodos wall was subsequently 
rebuilt with rough blocks (plate VIII). 

There is also evidence of a different kind for damage at the west end of the 
archive wall, perhaps the result of earthquake followed by fire, when some blocks 
crumbled and others fell and broke. There was n:o attempt to repair this damage ; 
suitable fragments were used in the construction of a Byzantine defence wall whose 
circuit completely surrounded the so-called acropolis (a mound of prehistoric origin 
against whose eastern slope the theatre was built) and whose course ran right across 
the external face of the stage building, blocking all entrances to the theatre. It 
now seems probable, from evidence found elsewhere on the site, that the earthquake 
occurred in the early seventh century, and the construction of this defence wall quite 
soon after it. The theatre cannot have been used again, and its cavea was eventually 
filled with earth. 

Reports of the discovery of the inscriptions have been given in the Acts of the 
·Sixth International Congress of Greek and Latin Epigraphy, 1972 (Akte Miinchen 
published as Vestigia 17 (1973), 115 f.), the Acts of the Tenth International Congress 
of Classical Archaeology 1973 (1978), 628 f., in National Geographic Society Research 
Reports, 1968 Projects (1976), 84 f., and in JRS 66 (1976), 181 ; translations of some 
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of the imperial letters have appeared in Fergus Millar, The Emperor in the Roman 
World (1977), and some discussion of the triumviral documents in Fergus Millar, 
'Triumvirate and Principate ', JRS 63 (1973), 50 . 
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Carian Aphrodisias is now known from Professor Erim's excavations to have 
been an inhabited site at least as· early as the chalcolithic period (for a survey of 
prehistoric finds see K. T. Erim, National Geographic Society Research Reports, 
1968 Projects (1976), 103 f.); but its development as a city seems to have been late 
(L. Robert, Hell. XIII, 213 f., with references to earlier statements of the same view; 
see also Aph 425, n. 2). Legends apart, it does not figure in the literary record for 
any period earlier than the Sullan, as Robert has stressed (homonyms have sometimes 
been confused with it, but that of Livy 33. 10 was certainly in Cilicia Tracheia and 
that of Livy 37. 21 near Adramyttium). Its first appearance in political history is as 
an element in a combination with its neighbour Plarasa, the city of the Plarasans 
and Aphrodisians, whose formation was surely what was recalled by some at least 
of the ' founding families ' of later Aphrodisian inscriptions (Appendix VI). The 
combination may be conveniently described as a sympolity (so L. Robert, op .. cit. 
and elsewhere); MacDonald, Coins 28, is mistaken in speaking of an isopolity, for 
the new evidence (especially does. 1-4) confirms the old (does. 6, 8): the com
bination constituted a new polis with one board of magistrates, one council and one 
demos (it is, in any case, far from clear that there was any preceding civic organization 
at Aphrodisias, whatever there may have been at Plarasa). Prof. Robert's view that 
the establishment of a cult of the Demos derives from the creation of the sympolity 
relies on this fact. 

Hitherto the evidence for Plarasa/Aphrodisias has consisted of two inscriptions 
of the triumviral period (doe. 6 and what was known of doe. 8) and of its coins, 
which have commonly been assigned to the later first century B.c., sometimes wholly 
to the Augustan period. Older views on the dating of the coin issues are summarized 
by T. Drew Bear, BCH 96 (1972), 467 f., who observed that one of the authorizing 
magistrates should be identified with the Jason son of Scymnus named in doe. 5, 
ll. 10, 29, which indicates some minting early in the first century or even late in the 
second century. Now, in doe. 2, we have a clear terminus ante quem for the sympolity 
in 88 B.c., while doe. 4 may record activity in the late nineties and doe. 1 should be 
earlier still ; but our information remains unsatisfactory. 

Vagts thought that the sympolity was formed in response to the growing threat 
of Mithridates VI of Pontus (Vagts, 7), but it is unlikely that Mithridates aroused. 
such alarm at any period long before 89 (see now E. Badian, AJAH 1 (1976),--107, 
on the improbability that he was expected to clash with Rome in 91), so that other 
reasons should be considered. · 

Rome assigned Caria to Rhodes by the treaty of Apamea and freed it in 167 
(Polybius 21. 24. 7 and 30. 5. 12, Livy 38. 39. 13 and 44. 15). The removal of the 
suzerain as guarantor of its orderly behaviour might well have seemed to create a 
need for compensatory strengthening of its cities ; and since at some stage in the 
second century Rome took action to strengthen Antiocheia on the Maeander, and 
must have approved the alliance it made with Samos, it has recently been suggested 
that her action was in fact a response to this need (Chr. Habicht, MDAI(A) 72 
(1957), 241 f., on inscription no. 65). It would, surely, be in keeping if Rome had 
also encouraged the combination of the two small communities of Plarasa and 
Aphrodisias immediately south of Antiocheia, and approved the alliance of the 
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subsequent unit with friends of Rome beyond that-an alliance such as Plarasa/ 
Aphrodisias is now known to have made with Tabae and Cibyra (doe. 1). The 
references to Rome in doe. 1 show that, although, as contracting parties to an 
alliance, they must have been sovereign states when they made their treaty, Plarasa/ 
Aphrodisias, Tabae and Cibyra felt at that time a dependence on Rome not unlike 
that attested for Antiocheia and Samos in the documents relating to theirs and also 
for Pharnaces of Pontus and the city of Chersonnesus in the documents relating to 
theirs made in 179 (JOSPE2 I, 402, quoted on p. 10). The date and content of doe. 1 
are discussed in detail on pp. 6 f., but it must be said here that unless the sympolity 
was formed a considerable time before its earliest attestation (which is, of course, 
possible), a Roman policy directly responsible for its sense of dependence on Rome 
must be dated markedly later; 179, and even the period c. 165 proposed by Habicht 
for the Antiocheia/Sarnos alliance, are very much earlier than we have any solid 
grounds for believing in the existence of Plarasa/ Aphrodisias. 

It is commonly argued that Caria was annexed into the province of Asia in 129. 
Several documents, notably the se de Tabenis and the se de Stratonicensibus (RDGE 
17, 18), have been held to indicate that it was part of the province after Sulla's 
victory over Mithridates ; since many Carian cities fought for Rome against 
Mithridates, the Mithridatic War has seemed an unlikely occasion for its annexation, 
and before that no more satisfactory date can be proposed than 129 when, it has 
been thought, a reason can be suggested in the support which some Carians had 
given to Aristonicus (Brandis, RE II, col. 1538; V. Chapot, La province romaine 
proconsulaire d'Asie (1904), 80 f.; RRAM I, 155; 11, 1044, n. 30; E. Will, Histoire 
politique du monde hellenistique II (1967), 354; T. Drew Bear, BCH 96 (1972), 471, 
n. 224). The case falls short of proof (it is rejected as based on no real evidence by 
Th. Liebmann-Frankfort, La frontiere orientale dans la politique exterieure de la 
republique romaine (1969), 144, and regarded with scepticism by A. N. Sherwin
White, JRS 66 (1976), 3, n. 6); it is debatable how many, if any, Carian peoples did 
support Aristonicus voluntarily, and some seem positively to have helped the 
Romans against him (RRAM n, 1038 f., n. 14, and, on the possibility that the 
Stratonicea in whiCh Aristonicus was eventually captured was not the Carian city 
of that name, 1042, n. 21). For the west coast cities there is no positive evidence 
which certainly shows annexation before the Mithridatic War; even the presence of 
a copy of the Pirate Law at Cnidos (M. Hassall et al., JRS 64 (1974), 105 f.), which 
might be used to support the view that coastal Caria was annexed by 100, is not 
conclusive, since it is certain that the document was distributed to some cities 
outside the province (Cnidos copy, col. 111, ll. 28 f.) and may have been inscribed 
by them for other reasons than an instruction sent by the governor of Asia. For 
the area of inland Caria which includes Aprodisias there has not been even that much 
evidence; but we now know that Plarasa/Aphrodisias may have approached 
Nicomedes of Bithynia in the nineties in the manner of a free city (doe. 4), that it 
recorded its decision to fight for .Rome in 88 B.c. in terms which suggest that it 
believed itself to have a choice (doe. 2b, 1. 2), and that Q. Oppius commended it as 
if it were a free ally (doe. 3, ll. 26-9). 

It is perhaps worth considering, then, the possibility that in 129 Rome preferred 
to retain a zone of free peoples, at least in inland Caria. The stimulus to the com
bination of Plarasa with Aphrodisias into a new and technically free city could then 
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be dated in the early years of the province of Asia, and Rome's interest in its 
occurrence, if that stimulus did in any way come from her, could be understood as 
very particularly designed to ensure that there was a city strong enough to control 
native tribes in territories which were only just beyond the provincial boundary
precisely a category of people to whom Aristonicus had appealed in his fight against 
her (Diodorus Siculus 34. 2. 26; Strabo 14. 646) and to whom Mithridates was-to 
appeal later (Appian, Mith. 7. 48, 9. 62). For the importance attributed to police
control of the territory at Plarasa/Aphrodisias, see p. 13, and, for the potential 
turbulence of the tribesmen inhabiting such land, the evidence assembled by 
J. and L. Robert, La Carie 11, 41 f. In 129 the Romans would perhaps have in 
mind not only the appeal of Aristonicus but the need for security of movement on 
the vital route along the Maeander Valley. If that were 'the situation, it will have 
been as free but dependent cities that the peoples of this part of Caria mobilized 
against Mithridates in 88 ; but one by one they all surrendered to him and the 
area would be treated as Roman for that reason when it was recovered by Sulla, 
who then distributed privileges to individual cities as a reward for their resistance. 

Whenever created and for whatever reason, the city of Plarasa/Aphrodisias 
appears in the new inscriptions as vigorous in diplomacy (within the Roman frame
work) at an early stage of its history, making an alliance with Cibyra and Tabae 
(doe. 1), and perhaps approaching Nicomedes IV of Bithynia (doe. 4), who was, of 
course, a key figure in opposition to Mithridates. In 88 it actively engaged itself 
against Mithridates (does. 2, 3) as did many of its neighbours (for some connections 
between the pro-Roman cities, which may be relevant to homogeneity of feeling 
among them, see p. 3) ; and to this period belongs the first literary record of 
Aphrodisias; Appian tells of an oracle, given to Sulla in Greece during the opening 
stages of his Mithridatic campaign, which urged him to dedicate a double axe to 
Aphrodite at Aphrodisias (BC 1. 11. 97; cf. K. Fredrich, MDAI(A) 22 (1897), 
378 f.; R. Schilling, La religion romaine de Venus (1954), 281 f.; Laumonier, 
Cultes 480 f., 503; L. Robert, Hell. XIII, 213 f.; Aph 415, n. 1). While Laumonier 
thought that this implied a widespread reputation for the sanctuary, Schilling 
argued that the oracle merely told Sulla what its priests had ascertained that Sulla 
wanted to hear ; if so, the passage is not valid evidence for knowledge of Aphrodisian 
Aphrodite in Greece at this date, but it is still important testimony that Sulla knew 
of her as a fighting goddess, associated with Zeus Labraundos of the double axe (see 
Laumonier, op. cit., for discussion of the relation), and believed that a connection 
with her would be to his advantage ; he had perhaps learnt of her during his period 
of office in Asia Minor in,.the nineties (for recent discussion of his function and the 
date see A. N. Sherwin-White, JRS 66 (1976), 8; 67 (1977), 72; CQ 27 (1977), 182; 
G. V. Sumner, GRBS 19 (1978), 150, n. 12; Athenaeum 56.(1978), 395 f.). When 
in touch with the oracle he may already have known that Plarasa/Aphrodisias had 
remained loyal to Rome in the invasion (doe. 2), but its importance to him must 
have been propagandist rather than military in view of its small size. On his personal 
enthusiasm for Aphrodite some doubts have now been cast (J. P. V. D. Balsdon, 
JRS 41 (1951), 1), but the influence of the Aphrodisian: goddess, if not as considerable 
as Laumonier thought, was perhaps rather more than strictly local (does. 1 and 
perhaps 4 constitute a little evidence for that), and in addition she could be seen as 
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Venus, the mother of Aeneas. As L. Robert has noted, Appian's oracle played on 
this possibility when it described the Romans as sons of Aeneas. The importance 
in ancient diplomacy of relationships based on such connections between cities and 
nations has been discussed by Robert (notably Hell. 1, 56 f.; 11, 145-6; VIII, 90 f.; 
BCH 101 (1977), 130, n. 219; HSCPh 81 (1977), 27; see also D. Musti, ASNP 32 
{1963), 225 f.; D. Braund, CQ 30 (1980), 420 f. (making some use of this text); and 
p. 10 below, in comment on doe. 1, ll. 7-9); particularly relevant is a passage of 
Strabo, cited by Robert, which describes and explains Julius Caesar's sense of 
ovyyevmx with Ilium, a relationship which he felt as a Roman because of Aeneas, 
as a Julius because of lulus (13. 594-5). That Plarasa/Aphrodisias itself was quick 
to exploit the concept is probable (L. Robert, AC 416, n. 1); for what it is worth 
the earliest known Aphrodisian to be named Aeneas was of the first century B.C. 

and possibly quite early in it (Reinach, no. 19, taken with LBW 1634 for descendants 
in the Flavian period, from whose genealogy his date may be roughly reckoned). 
It may well have been an element in the calculation which brought the city into war 
against Mithridates and on the Roman side, although the gratitude of Carians for 
freedom from Rhodes and perhaps, if there is any substance in the suggestions made 
above, of a city for its existence on favourable terms, will have been other con
siderations. 

Does. 2 and 3 certainly show that when Mithridates invaded Asia in 88 Plarasaf 
Aphrodisias shared the pro-Roman feeling attested in a number of Carian cities 
(deducible from the list of beneficiaries of Sulla after the war, see RRAM 232 f.) 
and undertook a campaign in response to a call for help from Q. Oppius during the 
siege of Laodicea on the Lycus. What happened to it after the surrender of Laodicea 
can only be guessed ; it can hardly have stood out when Mithridates' soldiers 
advanced westwards, but there is no mention in doe. 3 of fighting in its territory or 
of losses, so that it was, perhaps, able to avoid invasion. If so, it may have felt its 
position equivocal after the defeat of the king, and that might explain, at least in 
part, its anxiety to secure the patronage of Oppius in 85 and his testimony to its 
earlier stance (doe. 3). 

Of Sulla's arrangements for it we know only that he dedicated to Aphrodite the 
axe recommended by the oracle, adding a gold crown (Appian, BC 1. 97. 455); 
he may also have made some regulations favourable to the sanctuary, but that is 
not certain (doe. 8, I. 38). The terms of his political settlement are not recorded, 
and information for the subsequent period from which they might be deduced is 
inadequate. In 39 B.c. it certainly lacked freedom, since Octavian claimed to have 
freed it (doe. 10, I. 2). On the evidence of doe. 5, which shows two Aphrodisians 
appointed as ambassadors of the koinon of Asia and some Aphrodisian interest in 
a protest against abusive action by publicani, it has been held that it was already 
subject in the middle of the century (and in fact much earlier, see T. Drew Bear, 
op. cit. on p. 1, pp. 443 f.). That may be right; and yet the ambassadors also had 
trallian citizenship, so that the evidence is not, perhaps, quite conclusive. Moreover 
does. 28-31, if correctly dated in the triumviral period, indicate that, as late as 
40 B.C., it had a military organization, suggesting (but not proving) that it had been 
left technically free. Could it, after all, have received liberty from Sulla? Perhaps 
without immunity (but seep. 106 for the implication of doe. 13, I. 6 that immunity 
would normally be a consequence of liberty)? If Sulla did give it liberty, its unfree 
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status in 39 is most likely to have resulted from intervention against it as a Caesarian 
city by Brutus and Cassius, which had not yet effectively destroyed its military 
organization when Labienus invaded (see also p. 31). Alternatively, Cicero attests 
an occasion when it was maintained that some of Sulla's Asian beneficiaries had 
bribed their way to privilege and ought to lose it (Off. 3. 22. 87); but we have no 
statement that any did. 

It has been reasonably inferred from the order of the two names in the title of 
the sympolity that Plarasa originally dominated (soL. Robert, Villes 66); but it is 
now known that at a comparatively early stage some Aphrodisians played an 
important part in its affairs; Jason son of Scymnus, who appears as a magistrate 
on what must be an early coin of Plarasa/Aphrodisias (so Drew Bear, cited on p. 1), 
was an Aphrodisian (doe. 5, I. 10); it is probable that the Artemidorus of does. 2, 4 
(see also Appendix m) was another; and, rather later two more outstanding 
figures-Callicrates son of Pythodorus (Appendix IV) and Zoilus (does. 10-12, 
Appendix v). Obviously such vigorous and successful men enhanced the status of 
their group by providing leadership for the sympolity (so Artemidorus, Callicrates, 
Zoilus), acquiring personal prestige in the province of Asia at large (so the sons of 
Jason son of Scymnus), and making a mark as successful ambassadors to the 
Romans (does. 2, 3, 5, 28 and possibly 6, but we do not know certainly that the 
ambassador there was Aphrodisian); and the erection of monuments at Aphrodisias 
by them or in their honour suggests a distinct local pride in them (Appendixes m-vi). 
Nevertheless it may be mistaken to think of two potentially rival groups rather than 
of one substantially integrated society ; and it is possible that at an early stage, 
perhaps from the moment of creation of the sympolity, its civic centre was in the 
protective neighbourhood of Aphrodite, that is at Aphrodisias. Doe. 1, which is a 
record of action by the sympolity, was inscribed at Aphrodisias, perhaps only 
because of the importance of Aphrodisias as a religious centre, but possibly also 
because the political action of the sympolity took place there ; and when doe. 5 
seems to refer to an assembly of the demos of Aphrodisias at Aphrodisias in the 
middle of the first century B.c. (ll. 12, 16) it would not be unreasonable to guess that 
this was, strictly speaking, the demos of Plarasa/ Aphrodisias. 

The sympolity was certainly quite prosperous ih the middle of the first century 
B. c. (for a family of indubitably rich citizens of the period see doe. 5 and p. 3 I), but 
cannot of c,ourse have been immune from the strains and distresses felt in Asia as a 
whole. As already said, it may have suffered from publicani (doe. 5) and it certainly 
did so from the Roman civil wars (note ev Tracrt Tois TrOAEJ.J.ots in does. 30, 1. 4 ; 31, 
11. 3-4 and the record of fighting, famine and debt in does. 28-30, which may well 
go back behind the triumviral period although that is probably their main focus). 
Given the connection of the Julii with Venus, it is not surprising that in these wars it 
took the Julian side. Julius Caesar is now known to have dedicated a golden Eros to 
its Aphrodite (doe; 12, 11. 13 f.) and he gave the temple something, probably the right 
of asylum (doe. 8, ll. 41 f.; Tacitus, Ann. 3. 62, seep. 79).- One local response may 
be seen in doe: 32 ; it is likely that another has survived in a portrait head whose 
subject Professor Erim has proposed to identify as Caesar (J. Inan, E. AlfOldi
Rosenbaum, Romische und friihbyzantinische Portriitplastik aus der Tiirkei (1979), 
202 f., no. 173, and pi. 129). In consequence it may have received harsh treatment 
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under the regime of Brutus and Cassius (pp. 50-3), as it did in the war of Labienus 
(does. 7-13) before it received the rewards of freedom, immunity and a treaty as a 
protege of Octavian (does. for whom it was, perhaps, something of a pawn 
in a play for prestige in Asia against Antony. 

The first text is not, strictly speaking, part of the archive, but it was found 
re-used in the north parodos of the theatre. Its letter-forms suggest that it is the 
earliest document of political consequence found at Aphrodisias so far. Its dedica
tion to Zeus Philios, Homonoia and Dea Roma is the only clue to its original 
location and that suggests either a temple of Zeus or the sanctuary of Aphrodite 
(which may well have provided space for shrines to other deities) or an agora. For 
its relevance to the possibility that the political action of the sympolity took place . 
at Aphrodisias, see above p. 5. 

DOCUMENT 1. Oath of Plarasa/Aphrodisias, Cibyra and Tabae 

Marble altar (inv. no. 69. 237 ; 0 ·55 x 1 · 09 x 0 · 44) moulded at top and 
bottom of the front face, both mouldings badly damaged, the face chipped all along 
the right edge and approximately in the centre of the left ; inscribed on the face. 
Found re-used in the north parodos of the theatre; now in Aphrodisias Museum. 

Letters probably second century B.c., imperfectly aligned: av. 0·025; the last 
line cut on the lower moulding. 

Mentioned by R. Melior, 8EA PQMH (1975), 49 f. (dedication in I. 2), whence 
J. and L. Robert, Bull. Ep. 1977, -no. 76 (commenting on the geographical relation
ship of the three cities); J. Reynolds, PCPS 206 (1980), 70. 

Acknowledgments to Professor Louis Robert (restoration in 11. 7-8) and for 
discussion to Andrew Drummond, Richard Gordon, John North, Simon Price (all 
on religious aspects), Michael Crawford, A. N. Sherwin-White, David Whitehead 
(mainly on political background), John Crook (language of 11. 12 f.). 

Plate I, 1. 
Llti <!>ti\ic.:>l l<Cxi '0!-lOVOiCXl l<CX (i] 
8ech 'Pwll111 oi 8fillot oi Te [ ?v.] 
nAcxpcxcrewv Kcxi • Acppo8u;r [ 1 ]
ewv Kcxi 6 Kcxi 6 T <;X-

5 1T01110"6:1lEV01 Kcxi op1<1 [ CX] 
Kcxe• iepwv VEOl<cxVTWV l<CXt O"q> ( 6: ]-
( ytcx] l{rrep Tfis 1Tpos &Mi]i\ovs cp [ vcr ]
[et] O"VIlllCX)(icxs Kcxi 
[ cxi]wviov Kai 6:8ei\cp6T11TOS K<;X [i] 

10 [v]1:rep TOV ll'lleev v<1T)EVCXVTiov 
l,lTJTE 'Pc.:>llCXiOlS llTJT[e] 

$oiS KCXi llTJTE TlVCx J.:l ( TJ]· 
TE eimiv, llTJTE eicrcxyyeii\cx [ 1, llTJ]-
TE KCXTex Twv ev To [is] 

15 opKOlS avcxyeypcxllllEVWV [ ?v. V.] 
Tov Se Tt KCXTex To\JT [ wv] 



, 

DOCUMENT I 

Efva1, Kai a\rrov, Kai ye[ve]
av, Kai evoxov i:Tvat Kai [E\J]-
6vvecr6at tmo ToO [ ov] 

20 Kai KaTCx TCxS KOlVCxS crvv6i]K<;x [S], 
&yaeO: Be O:Mi]P.ots ocra c'Xv B [ v ]
vaTov 1 &1Tpo<pacri [er]
TVJS Kai TCx CYVVWJ.lOAOYTJ!lEVa TT] [p ]
[ ij]getv vacat. 

7 

ll. 6-7. cr<p&yta seems inevitable here; the accusative case is imposed by the 
repetition of Kai in this sentence. 
1. 7. AA appear to have been cut twice, the first attempt being partially erased. 
ll. 7-8. <p[v]/[cret] is due to Professor Robert. 
1. 10. Y is partially damaged and the subsequent n written as if the cutter saw Tr, 
but vmvavTiov in such contexts is so common that there can be no doubt that it 
was intended. 
1. 12. For r the cutter originally wrote T. 

To Zeus Philios, Concord and Dea Roma; (dedicated by) the Peoples of Plarasa/ 
Aphrodisias, of Cibyra and of Tabae who have taken oaths over newly-burnt offerings 
and made blood-offerings for their natural alliance, eternal concord and brotherhood 
with each other ; and in order that they shall take no action in opposition either to 
the Romans or to each other and that no one shall draft, advocate, introduce a proposal 
or record anything contrary to what has been written in the sworn agreements ; and 
that anyone who does anything in contravention of these s}Jall be utterly destroyed, 
himself and his family, liable to a capital penalty and open to prosecution by anyone 
who wishes and in accordance with their common agreements, and that they shall 
jointly promote each other's advantage in every possible way, unreservedly; and that 
they shall observe what has been agreed. 

It should perhaps be noted that this document seems to show a certain absence 
of sophistication in its language, which is nearer to everyday speech than to a chancery 
style. This would accord with a date quite early in the history ofPlarasa/Aphrodisias 
when that city might lack experience of the traditional formulae of diplomacy. 

1. 1. On the face of it Zeus Philios and Homonoia are natural deities to choose for 
a dedication which solemnizes a treaty. In fact they do not seem to be attested in 
other treaty-oaths, and the nearest parallel that I have found is in the use of the 
head of Zeus Philios on Homonoia coins of Thyateira and Pergamum under Trajan 
(BMC Lydia 320, 145, pl. 41-5, cited in Roscher, s.v. 'Homonoia '). Treaty-oaths 
were normally sworn either by local gods (but there seems to be no particular local 
connection for these) or by groups in which Zeus, Ge and are common factors. 
Zeus Philios seems to have been first and foremost a god of family concord and of 
friendships within groups analogous to families (Roscher m, 2305 f. ; VI, 664 f., 
where ·evidence is presented for oaths in his name sworn between and among 
friends). Homonoia was a personification of harmony within and between cities 
and later identified with Roman Concordia (Roscher i2, 270. 1 f.); she received sacri
fice when Antiocheia ad Pyramum honoured its crvyyeveis Kai <piP.ovs in Antiocheia 
ad Cydnum (SEG xn, 511) and is associated with the O:BeP.<poTTJS of two Roman 
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colonies (OG/S 536, Lystra and Pisidian Antioch). It seems likely that it was the 
family relationship between the contracting powers, stressed in ll. 7-9, that dictated 
the choice both of this particular manifestation of Zeus and of Homonoia. See 
further on I. 9. 
I. 2. The presence of Dea Roma is still more remarkable although paralleled in the 
agreement of Samos with Antiocheia on the Maeander (cit. p. 1), where fines for 
contravention of the terms are to be paid to her cult. She is attested as the object of 
cult in two of the cities who made this treaty (Plarasa/ Aphrodisias, doe. 30, I. 16, 
first century B.c.; Cibyra, OGIS 762, l. 15, probably second century B.c.) and was 
doubtless also worshipped in the third. She may have been invoked because Rome 
was felt to 'be the ultimate arbiter of peace in Asia Minor (so Melior, loc. cit.; cf. the 
introduction of the Tyche of a king into the list of deities by whom oaths were sworn 
in some Hellenistic treaties, e.g. Staatsvertrage m, no. 492) ; but the acute con
sciousness of dependence on Rome, implied also by the pro-Roman provisions of 
ll. 11-:12, suggests that the clientship of the contracting parties was the important 
factor and that they were perhaps pursuing a policy approved, even sponsored, by 
her (as tentatively proposed on pp. 1 f.). Yet to make such a treaty they must have 
been technically free. 

The combination of freedom and dependence might have provided a clue to 
the date, but the development of Rome's authority in this area is too imprecisely 
recorded for any confident conclusion. As already stated (p. 2), the date c. 165 
assigned by Chr. Habicht to the analogous Samian/Antiochean documents (op. cit., 
p. 1 ; cf. 179 for the treaty of Pharnaces with Chersonnesus cited on pp. 4 and 10) 
is much earlier than any precise testimony for the existence of Plarasa/Aphrodisias. 
If it were certain that Rome annexed this part of Caria in 129 there would· be a 
strong case for dating the treaty at any rate earlier than that ; but the evidence 
does not seem to me adequate and its interpretation can be disputed, so that I have 
argued above that Plarasa/Aphrodisias was probably still free at the time of the 
Mithridatic War. Cibyra was free until c. 82 (Strabo 13. 631) and was probably 
federate from the second quarter of the second century (OGIS 762, dated by Ditten
berger between 187 and 167 ; the case for the date is not dependent on the un
acceptable connection that he made with a supposed fall of the Cibyrate tyranny in 
189, on which see p. 9); Tabae received freedom by a Sullan senatorial decree 
(RDGE 17, see also M. H. Crawford and J. M. Reynolds, GRBS 15 (1974), 289), 
but this may well have been a renewal of status ; the inscription which attests it as 
federate is placed by some in the second century (/G R I, 63 ; ILLRP 180 ; see 
RRAM I, 132 f. ; 11, 954 f., n. 67), although by a number of recent writers in the 
Sullan period (A. Degrassi, BCAR 74 (1951-2), 25; Melior, op. cit., appendix, and 
Chiron 8 (1978), 319; A. W. Lintott, ZPE 30 (1978), 137), and there seems to be 
no clinching argument either way (J. and L. Robert, La Carie II, 96-7, and Bull. Ep. 
1955, no. 288, leave the question open). 

The contracting parties are each described as the demos of their cities. This is 
certainly early evidence for the combination of Plarasa with Aphrodisias and is also 
explicit that it produced a single city (see L. Robert, Villes 64, for a demonstration 
from the older evidence that it was wrong to contest this); but for its existence the 
first firm date is as yet 88 B.C. (doe. 2), and this inscription looks earlier than that. 
The constitutional histories of Cibyra and Tabae are also unhelpful for dating. 
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Cibyra was held by Dittenberger to have undergone in 167 a revolution from the 
tyranny attested there in 189 (during the confrontation with Cn. Manlius Vulso) to 
a free civic constitution (in comment on OGIS 762; see also RRAM n, 1122 f., 
n. 30; Melior, op. cit., and G. E. Bean, JHS 68 (1948), 52). Doubts have been 
expressed (to those of Taubler and Wilhelm recorded in RRAM, loc. cit., add 
A. N. Sherwin-White, JRS 66 (1976), 10, n. 51); and in fact the passage of Polybius 
cited to prove the point (30. 9. 13 f.) combines the implication of contiimed tyranny 
with a description of the city's governing body as 'the Cibyrates '. It is better to 
accept Strabo's statement that tyranny was continuous there till c. 82 (13. 631 : 
hvpavveiTo 5' &ei ... ), with the proviso that public business was officially conducted 
in the name of the People. The internal history of Tabae is wholly obscure (RRAM, 
loc. cit.; J. and L. Robert, La Carie II, 149 f.). 

In the absence of any clear chronological pointer it can only be suggested that 
a context such as I have tentatively proposed on p. 3, in the aftermath of the war of 
Aristonicus and the Roman annexation of Asia, would make good sense. 

The three cities are natural allies for geographical reasons (see J. and L. Robert, 
La Carie n, 17 f., and, with special reference to Tabae, Ankara Univ., Dil Ve Tarih
cografya Fak. Dergisi VI (1948), 540 f.; OMS m, 1452 f.). For their belief in a 
'blood relationship' see on 11. 7-9. The survival of links between them in a later 
period is shown in the honours paid by Aphrodisias in the third century A.D. to 
Cibyra (C/G 2764) and Tabae (C/G 2765); while a bust of Aphrodisian Aphrodite 
is reported to have been found at Tabae (L. Robert, Hell. XIII, 285). 
11. 5-7. "OpKta probably has its original sense of oaths since in I. 15 the sworn 
agreements seem to be described as opKot, but it may mean both; cf. LSJ s. v. and 
p. 45 below for the probability that it is used in both senses in doe. 8. I<payta were 
blood offerings of which no part was eaten (P. Stengel, Opferbriiuche der Griechen 
(1910), 93 f.; J. Casabona, Recherches sur le vocabulaire des sacrifices grecs (1966), 
180 f.) and properly made when oaths were taken (cf. MAMA VI, 1 (LSAM 88) at 
Laodicea on the Lycus, 6 eei\cuv &yvws IJEivas (e )vcret O"<pcly!OV opKtov). 
·1ep6: are quite commonly associated with, but distinguished from them, as offerings 
from the slaughtered animals burnt on the altar (Stengel, op. cit., 96 f. ; Casabona, 
op. cit., 16). 

For further information on the ceremonies when treaties were sworn see 
Stengel (op. cit., 19 f., 93 f., cf. Kultusaltertiimer der Griechen (1920), 136 f., and 
articles on cr<payta in Bermes 21 (1886), 307; 25 (1890), 321; F. Ziehen, RE m A, 
col. 1669 f.; G. Glotz, s.v.' Iusiurandum ',in Daremberg-Saglio, m. I; J. Casabona, 
op. cit., 185). They involved hacking tne cr<payta to pieces, and taking the oaths at 
a point when some texts describe the iep6: as in process of being burnt and others, 
like this one, as already burned. Stenge1 thought that the oath was taken before the 
burning was complete, but the language of the texts seems decisive that it was not · 
always so. For iepO: ve6KavTa in other solemn agreements, cf. the treaty-oath between 
Smyrna and Magnesia on the Maeander in the second half of the third century 
(OGIS 229, 1. 48), the civic oath at Itanos in Crete, also third century (Sylf.3 526, 
I. 8), and the dicastic oath agreed for cases between Temnos and Clazomenae, 
probably in the second century {B, I. 26), P. Herrmann, MDA/(1) 29 (1979), 253. 
It is a plausible hypothesis that the intention was to symbolize the absolute destruc
tion that would befall the forsworn, cf. the explicit parallel drawn in Iliad 3, 300-1, 
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between the pouring of wine on the ground and the deaths of the forsworn and their 
families. That fate is, of course, explicit here in the curse of ll. 16 f. 
ll. 7-9. LVJ..IJ..ICX)(tCX is alliance of war and OJ..I6votcx concord; q>vcret is explained by 
O:oef.q>oTT)S which provides a particularly strong basis for the links formalized in this 
treaty. On the use made in ancient diplomacy of blood relationships alleged to exist 
between cities see p. 4; there is a well-known and useful parallel to this text in 
SylP 591, ll. 26-7, where the Lampsacenes described the Massiliotes as i]J..Iiv O:oef.q>of 
(both being colonies of Phocaea) and I. 55 where they stated that the Romans too 
were their brothers (because, it is thought, both had a special relationship with 
Ilium) and urged [--- ?e\lvotcxv O:K6t.]ov6ov Tilt ovyyevelcx[t -- -]. Cf. also the 
case of Lystra and Pisidian Antioch cited above and of Samos and Antiocheia on the 
Maeander (loc. cit., p. 1, I. 19). There was a legend that Cibyra and Tabae were 
founded by the brothers Cibyrasand Marsyas (Steph. Byz., s.v. 'Cibyra'; see J. and L. 
Robert, La Carie n, 73-4; L. Robert, Villes 215 f.). I have found no clear connection 
between them and any of the foundation legends attested for Aphrodisias, but Marsyas 
had links with the Phrygians, and a relief recently discovered on the site (AJA· 82 
(1978), 324) features Gordios (also connected, obviously, with neighbouring • 
Gordiouteichos); for his probable presence, symbolizing Gordiouteichos, along with 
figures symbolizing Plarasa and Aphrodisias, on the Lagina frieze, see L. Robert, 
Et. Anat. 554 f. 
ll. 10-11. For the undertaking not to oppose Rome the closest parallel seems to be 
in the treaty of Pharnaces of Pontus with Chersonnesus in 179 B.C., in which the 
king's oath was to be valid so long as the citizens have sworn the same Tf)v Te 1rpos 
•pwJ..Icxlovs q>tAlcxv 8tcxq>vAcxcrcr6VTwv Kcxl J..IT)OEV evcxvTlov cx\rrois 1rpocrcr6VTwv (IOSPE2 I, 
402) ; cf. also a decree of the Delphic Amphictyones of 130 B.C. which ends ... elvcxt 
oe TexUTcx Tois ev ·Aei]vcxts TE)(vlTcxts, e6:J..1 Tt ·pwJ..Icxlots vmvCXVTlov (Sylf.3 692, 
ll. 61 f.), showing that the clause was in use over a considerable range of time and 
place. There is a good deal of evidence from Asia Minor to show the concern of 
states to do what the Romans wanted. Cibyra's action in 167 in returning the 
anti-Roman Polyaratus to Rhodes illustrates it (Polybius 30. 9. 18); so too the 
Samian congratulations to the Antiocheians on their relations with Rome (loc. cit. 
on p. 1), especially the phrases in ll. 24-5 ... eis TE TO: ·pwJ..Icxlwv 
q>t Kcxi To is O:ei e\JepyETeiv 1Tpocxtpov ]J..Ievcns eVx.cxplcrTws O:rrcxvTO:v ev mxv [ Tt 
Kcxtpwt .. .]. The orthodox view is that after the battle of Pydna the states of Asia 
Minor were little more than Roman puppets. It has recently been challenged by 
A. N. Sherwin-White (JRS 67 (1977), 62); if the undertaking here seems at first 
sight against him, the fact that it was made by three minor city-states, for whom 

support against larger powers was essential, reduces its weight. 
ll. 11-15. The formulae are approximately as in the agreement of Antiocheia and 
Samos (ll. 3-5) except that O:vcxypex\j/cxt KCXT6: Twv ev To[is] opKots yeypcxJ..IJ..IEvwv 
stands where the Samian inscription has [J..IT)OE VOJ..IOV 6]eivcxt ws oei KCXTCXAv6f1vcxt Tl 
Twv yeypcxJ..I[J..I]evwv. In such a context ypexq>etv must mean to write down a law 
to be proposed (LSJ s.v. A.6) and eimiv to propose a measure in the assembly 
(LSJ s. v. IV); for eicrcxyyet.t.w with the sense to put a proposal cf. Sylf.3 742, ll. 22-3 : 
eicrcxyyetACXJ..IEVwv Twv crTpCXTT)ywv of a measure agreed by the people of Ephesus 
(wrongly presented by LSJ s. v. 11, as if it meant to lay an impeachment); O:vcxypexq>etv 
is presumably to record or register such a motion as passed (LSJ, s.v.). 
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11. 16-18. A curse on a member of a contracting state who contravenes the terms 
of an agreement occurs in some, but not all, treaties (cf. the treaty between Praisos 
and Stalai, Staatsvertriige Ill, 553 B, 11. 6-7: ei 8e <hr]oA.ijcre![v Ked 
cru]Tos Kai yevos To it is of course paralleled also in oaths of allegiance 
(cf. OGIS 229, ll. 69, 78; 226, I. 51). 
11. 18-20. Provision for legal procedures against contravenors is a natural enough 
feature of treaties, cf. the Antiocheian/Samian agreement, ll. 5 f. There, however, 
the penalty is a fine, whereas here it is That underlines the very great signifi
cance of their treaty, at least in their own eyes, to the three cities here. 

It is plausible to regard the three inscriptions which follow as elements in a 
memorial for the Artemidorus who led the forces of Plarasa/Aphrodisias in the 
first Mithridatic War (doe. 2 and Appendix m). That such a memorial existed at 
the north end of the theatre stage in its Augustan form is probable; doe. 27 may 
refer to part of it and doe. 53 possibly contains an authorization to restore its 
statues after the stage was remodelled in the second century A.D. (p. xv). On the
remodelled stage several existing decorative elements were used for inscriptions 
relevant to Artemidorus' career, but there was apparently no coherent monument. 
At either end of the stage the Doric entablature which runs across it (p. 161 and 
Fig. 1) bends slightly backwards from the orchestra; at the north end doe. 2 was 
inscribed on one metope and part of the frieze of the entablature to the north of 
the angle (plate Il). A little in front of it is a corner pilaster where the edge of the 
stage meets the end of the south wall of the north parodos ; doe. 3 was inscribed 
on the capital and face of this pilaster which looks towards the orchestra ; doe. 4 
on the face which looks towards the north parodos. 

DOCUMENT 2. Decree of Plarasa/Aphrodisias 

Two blocks (inv. nos. 67. 749 + 68. 399, 70. 406; together, 3 · 06 x 0 ·59 
x 0·43) from a Doric entablature with architrave and frieze in one piece, inscribed 
on one metope and on the frieze ; block a is chipped at both sides, block b is broken 
in two. 

Letters, second cent. A.D.; av. 0·02; ligatured THin a, 1. 1, ME in a, I. 6, TH, 
ME, HN, NE, HM in b, I. 5, ME, NE in b, I. 6; the decree is laid out in two columns. 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Anthony Bulloch, Vivian Nutton (language), 
James O'Neill (general), Peter Garnsey, Keith Hopwood (the strategos). 

Plate 11. 

a In a metope 

TlJ 

A fj Kai T(i) 8ij 
Kai nepeiTov [TOY] sic 
TOV 'AvT16xov 

5 8ij 
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Kai 'ATTCiAov Tov Me
vavSpov TOU hri 
Tf\S xwpq:S O'Tpa-
v. T'llYOV V. 

b On the frieze below 

Column 1 

THE LATE REPUBLIC 

rnei "Omnos Ko"iVTOV vies O'TpaTT)YOS &ve\maTOS 'Pw[IJO:kv]v 1TE1T01Jq>EV 
1TOAtopKeicreat AaoSiJ<T)av TE 

eavTov 6 Se Sf\1-1os eKpetvev j3oT)eeiv KaTa TIAf\6os ovvEKTiopeuecreat Se Kai Tovs 
TiapoiKovs Kai Tovs Sovt.ovs, eif.aTo Se eTii 

sic Tf\S EKKAT)crias Kai O:vSpa Tov T]yT)craiJEvov v. Se EO'Ttv Kai 
1Tpecrj3eVTas Tovs evcpavtOvvTas T<{) &vev

sic mpi TE Tf\s aipecrews Tis exet 6 Sf\iJos TJIJWV 1Tpos 'Pw!Jaiovs oVTas crwTf\pas Kai 
EVEpyETO:S KO:i EOv Tt 6 O'Tp(aT)T)YOS E1Tt-

5 Tacrcr1J Kai hepov Tfj TI6f.et, oo<JTe Sto:craq>T)6f\vat Kai yevecreo:t· Se86xeat 
T<{) EAE0'6at 1Tpecrj3eVT0:S avSpo:s TWV TEIIJ

. WIJEVWV KO:i 1TiO'TtV EXOVTWV KO:i EVVOlKWS 1TpOS 'PWI..lO:iOVS Sto:KEIIJEVWV ohtVES a<ptKO
IJEVOt 1Tpos K6ivTov "01Tmov Tov &vev-

1TaTov evcpavtoucrtv o:VT<{) f]v exEt 6 Sf\iJos TJIJWV aipecrtv 1Tpos o:VTov Kai 1Tpos TICxVTO:S 
'Pw!Jaiovs, Se cm ov 

vac. IJOVOV KaTCx 1TAf\6os O'VIJIJO:XEiV El<peivaiJEV aAACx KO:i O:vSpc;x TOV E1Ti Tf\S O'VI..ll..lO:Xio:s 
eif.6:1..1eeo: vac. 

Column 2 

'ApTEIJiSwpov TOV O'TE<pO:VT)<p6pov O:vSpa Twv TEIIJWIJEVWV 
10 Kai Tii<JTtv exoVTwv Kai Tfj ev Tois oTIAots &peTfj Sto:<pepovTa· 

ev<pavtOUO'IV Se o:VT<{) OTI 1TCXS 6 Sf\l..lOS TJIJWV crVV 
sic Kai TEI<vots Kai T<{) TiavTt 1Tapo:j36:t.t.ecreo:t \mep 

KotVTOV KO:i TWV 'PWIJO:iwv 1TpayiJCxTWV KO:i OTI xwpis Tf\S 
vav. 'Pwl..laiwv Tjyel..lovias ouSe sf\v 1Tpoatpov1JE6a vac. 

a The preamble is patently Comparison with MAMA 408 suggests that it 
should have read: Tfj j3ovjAfj l<O:i T<{) apxoVTWV jKai nepehov 
Tov . . . The superfluous Tov at the end of 1. 3 seems to indicate the loss of another 
line between 11. 3 and 4, so that the secretary was probably identified by the names 
of both father and grandfather, as in MAMA 408. 
b 11. 3 and 5, future participles might have been expected; the aorists may be due to 
confusion in the copyist's mind with the practice, increasingly common in his own 
period, by which the aorist participle indicates a single action in time with the 
main verb (cf. Galen, 8. 361. 16K and examples in Mayser, n. 1, 171-4, Blass
Debrunner-Fink, A Grammar of New Testament Greek,§ 339. 1 and 2 c). 

1. 4. lapis; clearly a slip. 
1. 12. is presumably for hoi!Jos. 

J 
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. a Decision of the Council and the People(? proposed by the magistrates), by Pereitas 
son of ( ? , grandson) of Antiochus, Secretary to the People, and by Attalus, son 
of Menander, General in charge of the territory. 
b Since Quintus Oppius, son of Quintus, Roman praetor with proconsular power, 
has sent (a message) that Laodicea and he himself are under siege and since the 
People decided that they should help him in force and that the paroikoi and slaves 
should march out with them and has also chosen in the assembly a man for their 
leader and it is necessary to despatch ambassadors too, to inform the proconsql of 
the policy of our People towards the Romans who are saviours and benefactors, and, 
if the governor gives any other instruction for the city, to arrange that it is passed ori 
clearly and carried out, the People decided to elect as ambassadors men from among 
those who are honoured and hold trust and are well disposed towards the Romans, 
who shall go to Quintus Oppius the proconsul and inform him of the policy of our 
People towards him and all Romans and shall report that we have not only decided 
to fight alongside him in force but have also chosen a man to command this auxiliary 
unit, Artemidorus the stephanephoros, a man of those who are honoured and hold trust, 
and one distinguished in military excellence, and they shall inform him that our whole 
People, together with our wives and children and all our property(?), is ready(?) to 
risk all for Quintus and the Roman cause ; and that without the rule of the Romans 
we do not choose even to live. 

a 11. 1 f. give preamble to a civic decree which can be dated from b, I. 1, in 
88 B.C. : -it is therefore the earliest dated evidence so far known for political action 
in Aphrodisias. Comparison with doe. 3, 11. 3-4, shows that it is a decree of Plarasa/ 
Aphrodisias. . . 

The constitutional features of the sympolity named here, council, people, 
magistrates, general over the territory and secretary to the people, recur in later 
decrees normally attributed to Aphrodisias alone, and are described, but not analysed, 
by Vagts (op. cit., 18 f.). In MAMA 407 there are unnamed generals (without 
further specification) in the place of the one general over the territory here, in 
MAMA 414 a paraphylax in that place, in LBW 1611 generals in place of the 
magistrates here and two named generals over the territory in place of the one here ; 
since these inscriptions are not closely dated, the variations cannot be evaluated. 

The sympolity appears in the preamble as a theoretical democracy, its decisions 
made by the Council and the Assembly of its People on proposals drawn up by a 
board of magistrates with the assistance of a secretary to the People and a general 
who was certainly concerned with the maintenance of law and order and apparently 
not a member of the board of magistrates. The importance of this general reveals 
the importance attached to control of the territory (note that the general over the 
city, attested in doe. 41, ll. 1-2, is much less prominent); his approval seems to 
have been necessary to every proposal, presumably to guarantee that it contained 
nothing detrimental to security (see also on b, 11. 1- 2). The territory was probably 
extensive and certainly included mountainous areas populated by dependent native 
peoples whose way of life was liable to encourage violence (see also p. 3). It 
would appear that on this occasion they were expected to follow the city's lead 
(see on b I. 2). 

Neither Pereitas, grandson of Antiochus, nor Attalus, son of Menander, are 
identified, but all four names are very common at Aphrodisias, and Pereitas, Attalus 
and Menander are names which occur in the families of founders (Appendix VI). 
Descendants of Attalus are probably to be seen in Menander, son of Attalus (MA·MA 
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441), and Attalus, son of Menander the son of Attalus (MAMA 450); since all 
these records were found in Aphrodisias, the family was very probably Aphrodisian 
(see above p. 5 for other cases). 
b I. 1. For Q. Oppius, proconsul in Cilicia in 88 according to Livy, Periochae 78, 
see RE xvm, cols. 740-1. His name is fully transliterated here and in 1. 6, but in 
I. 13 his praenomen is used alone-a comparatively late example of a Greek practice 
in naming Romans (cf. G. E. Bean, JHS 68 (1948), 53, citing a similar juxtaposition 
of full name and praenomen used alone in the same document, Sylf.3 700 from Lete, 
of 118 B.C.; some further information on third- and second-century Greek use of 
the praenomen· alone is collected by P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria 11 (1972), 
1075, n. 364). At this point Oppius is also given a form of title which came into 
vogue among Greek speakers in the second half of the second century and con
tinued to be used well into the first (M. Holleaux, ITPATHrOL YTTATOL (1918), 
10 f., 31 f.); it indicates that the senator concerned, whatever his rank, had been 
given consular powers (W. F. Jashemski, The Origins and History of the Proconsular 
and Propraetorian Imperium to 27 B.C. (1950), 49 f.). It is shortened to ave\rrrCXTos in 
ll. 3--4, 6-7 and to OLpCXTT)y6s in I. 4 (cf. Holleaux, op. cit., 41 f. for the inter
changeability of these titles as used of governors of Asia at the beginning of the 
first century); for Oppius' own version of his title see doe. 3, ll. 2-3. His function 
is disputed. He is usually conjectured to have held the praetorship in 89 before 
what the Periochae describe as a posting to Cilicia ; but Posidonius may be more 
accurate when he describes him as OLpCXTT)y6s •. ncxl.l<pVAicxs (ap. Athenaeus v, 213a 
= Edelstein-Kidd, F. 253.78); A. N. Sherwin-White has recently suggested that his 
mission was perhaps to restore Ariobarzanes to the Cappadocian throne (JRS 66 
(1976), 9). 
ll. 1-2. The occasion was the siege of Laodicea on the Lycus by an army of 
Mithridates in 88 (Appian, Mith. 3. 20; on the chronology of the opening stages of 
the First Mithridatic War see E. Badian, AJAH 1 (1976), 109). 

The text adds a little to our knowledge of the early stages of the war. Oppius 
was at first stationed on the borders of Cappadocia and, according to Appian, had 
an army of 40,000 infantry and 4,000 cavalry (Mith. 3. 17). After the defeat of 
M'. Aquilius and Nicomedes of Bithynia he fell back on Laodicea and was besieged 
there. Since he is only credited with the cavalry and a few mercenaries there (Mith. 
3. 20; the present decree also shows him to have been short of troops), he too 
may have suffered a defeat with heavy loss of manpower ; but it is also possible 
that Appian's information on the original size of his army was wrong. It can now 
be seen that he had time to send out appeals for help from Laodicea and to get a 
response ; so that the siege must have lasted rather longer than is usually supposed 
before the Laodiceans surrendered and handed him over with his lictors to the 
enemy (Mith. 3. 20). 
I. 2. The proposal put to the people of Plarasa/ Aphrodisias referred to a preceding 
decree, presumably passed at the same meeting, to muster in full force and to call 
up the 'Tt'apotKot and SovAot as well. The SovAot should be chattel slaves; 'Tt'apotKot 
could, in principle, be the equivalent of l.lETOtKot, resident aliens, or, as often in Asia, 
the unenfranchized, dependent Acxoi who tilled the soil of the city's territory, the 
native eev'l'l (for the terminology see D. M. Pippidi in M. I. Finley (ed.), Problemes 
de la Terre en Grece ancienne (1973), 73 ; for the condition of these people in the 
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Hellenistic period see recently P. Briant, Actes du Colloque 1971 sur l'esclavage, 
Annales Litteraires de l'Universite de Besanron 140 (1972), 93 f., and M. A. Levi, 
Actes du Colloque 1973 sur I' esclavage, Annales Litteraires de I' Universite de Besanron 
182 {1976), 259 f.; T. Alfieri, ibid. 283 f.; there is also relevant material in H. 
Kreissig, ibid. 237 f.). It is, of course, just possible that there were 'immigres 
residents', who wished to signalize their pro-Roman alignment; more probably 
though they were Acxoi, and if so we have a rare and important glimpse of the social 
organization of the population (see also on a above) and a demonstration that the 
city's leaders believed that they could command the support not only of the citizens 
but of these dependent peoples in their territory. Their confidence would contrast 
with the hopes of attracting such people to his side which are attributed to Mithridates 
by Appian (Mith. 7. 48) and with the earlier expectations of Aristonicus who appealed 
to them against Rome and the authorities of the cities of Asia in 133 (see also 
pp. 3, 13). 
1. 2. The city here represents itself as having a right to choose whether it would 
fight for Rome and also to decide in what strength to muster (I. 9) ; that suggests 
that when Oppius later described it as having done what was due from good friends 
and allies (doe. 3, ll. 27-9), he meant literally that it was a free city in the friendship 
of Rome, see also pp. 2, 19. 
ll. 2-3. There is also a reference to election of a general for the forces to be mustered; 
for stress on such an appointment cf. OGIS 443 of 80/79, when C. Claudius 
Nero instructed the magistrates of the J>,oimanenes to send 1rpos tillas eis 1Tcxpcx<pv
ACXKTJV Tfjs 1T6Aec.us o-rpCXTtooTcxs Kcxi e1r' o:\rrwv i)ye!l6vcx. 
ll. 3-5. The content of the proposal is now set out, to elect an embassy with the 
task of informing Oppius of the city's policy, which would, no doubt, take a little 
time to implement, and of receiving further instructions from him. The description 
of the Romans as Saviours and Benefactors may refer to their liberation of Caria 
from Rhodes in 167 (for recent observations on the reaction to this see Chr. Habicht, 
op. cit. p. 1) ; but if Plarasa/ Aphrodisias developed specifically under Roman 
protection, as tentatively suggested on pp. 2, 3, . there would be a strong local 
significance in the formula. 
ll. 5 f. The decision to elect ambassadors is followed by a definition of their brief 
(ll. 7 f.). 

The ambassadors, like the commander of the army (11. 9-10), are to be of the 
TtllWilEVot Kcxi 1Tio-rtv exoVTes. In discussing the phrase oi 1TpwTot Kcxi llaAto-rcx 
TtllWilEVot in doe. 5, I. 6, T. Drew Bear has recalled the appearance in the civic 
language of Asia of honorary terms such as oi TtllW!lEVOl which originated in Hel
lenistic royal courts, drawing particularly on the texts collected by M. Holleaux 
(Etudes I, 287; 11-III, 220 f. ; cf. also L. Robert, Hell. XIII, 42). In civic life TlllTJ 
will have been primarily a matter of office and oi TtllWilEVOt were the office-holding 
group. For the concept of magistrates as 1Tio-rtv exoVTES see the examples presented 
by L. Robert, RPh 1927, 105 (OMS n, 1060), a relatively late usage, as he argues, 
but established by this time (see e.g. OGIS 438, ll. 6 f., 8teveVKCXVTcx 1Tio-ret between 
99 and 88) ; for a more specific use of it at Aphrodisias see doe. 30, ll. 8 f. where 
1rio-rets preserved by an official follows an earlier reference to strongpoints 
Ellmo-reveeVTcx to him (11. 7 f.). It is clear that the theoretical democracy (see p. 13) 
was in fact led by the elite group thus described. The provision that the ambassadors 
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were to be elected from pro-Romans suggests that the elite group was not absolutely 
unanimous. 
11. 7 f. The brief was to report the decision to muster in force (for CTVJJJJCX)(fa in the 
sense of an auxiliary unit see M. Holleaux, Etudes m, 81, n. 4, and there is an instance 
in the passage of Josephus quoted on p. 77), the election of a commander and the 
commitment of the whole city to support the Roman side to the death. 

The commander must be the Artemidorus of doe. 4, 11. 5, 25, who may have 
appeared also in doe. 3 in the lost area at the top of col. 1 (for other texts which 
may refer, see Appendix m); the absence of filiation can only mean that he was 
singularly well known in his city (for a possible patronymic, seep. 149). If he was 
the Artemidorus of the building inscription, doe. 26, he was almost certainly an 
Aphrodisian (cf. p. 5). As a former civic ambassador (doe. 4) and current 
stephanephoros (the eponymous office of the city, Vagts 37. f.) he was very clearly 
TlJJOOJJEvos and ;r{cntv E)(c.ov and, if doe. 4 is to be dated in the nineties and its writer 
was Nicomedes IV of Bithynia (p. 24), had already associated himself with a civic 
policy of alignment with an enemy of Mithridates. His reputation for excellence in 
arms is also noteworthy. It could have been acquired during ephebic training and 
in the police activities organized by the generals over the territory; but it is not 
impossible that he had served with Nicomedes of Bithynia (doe. 4, 11. 25 f.). 
11. 11-14. The statement of absolute devotion to Rome strongly recalls the language 
of a nearly contemporaryThasian decree as reported in a senatus consultum (RDGE 
20 C, . . . crvvoJJ6 [ O"aO' ]eat eavTovs TB<va &vef.eiv Kai Tais Toov ;roAEJJfc.o [ v] 
5vvaJJEO'tV Kai Tex ;rvevJJaTa \mep Toov 5rlJ..IoO"fc.ov ;rpayJJ<lTc.ov i]JJETepc.ov ev 
Tfit xpe{at JJCXAAOV f} EV TlVl Katpoot &iro Tf\s TOV TOV ·pc.oJJa{c.ov qnA.fas 
&;reO"TCXTT')Kevat and of a brief Milesian record (Sylf.3 742, ll. 12 f.); it 
also accords with the actions, known and implied, of Chaeremon of Nysa (RDGE 
48, RC 73, 74) ; and is reminiscent of oaths of loyalty to Roman leaders like that 
of Gangra (OGIS 532); the concept of a client's duty to his patron is implicit here. 
The action taken involved serious risk to the city, so that this is something more 
than prudential adulation, if we assume, as doe. 3 surely entitles us to do, that there 
has been no subsequent' touching-up' of the language. That the highly emotional 
anti-Roman propaganda of the time (see e.g. Justin 38. 6) produced an equally 
emotional loyalist response is sufficiently interesting to be worth underlining. Doe. 3 
shows that the ambassadors did reach Oppius in Laodicea, where they gave him their 
advice, and that the muster did take place. 
1. 13. The most meaningful sense to attribute to seems to be livelihood or 
property (LSJ s. v. u). For its use in an analogous context cf. Polybius 23.11.2: 

Kai TEKva Kai ;r6A.ets &p5rJV KaTacnpa<p6Tas. 

DOCUMENT 3. Letter of Q. Oppius 

a Pilaster capital (inv. no. 67. 550; 0 · 98 x 0 · 27 x 0 · 74) inscribed on the 
moulding of one face (inscribed area 0 · 395 x 0 ·13), found loose in excavation at 
the north end of the stage front; it indubitably fitted above b, a pilaster (c. 0·81 
x 0 · 66) in situ, terminating the south wall of the north parodos at the stage end, 
inscribed on two faces. The inscription given below is cut on the face which looks 
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towards the orchestra; this face is in two planes, one stepped back from the other 
(each containing one column of text), has been damaged above and along all edges 

. and pierced by a round hole near the left edge towards the top. 

Letters, second cent. A.D.: a av. 0·018; b av. 0·02. 

Acknowledgments for discussion to those listed for doe. 2 and additionally to 
Ernst Badian (the text) and Fergus Millar (Oppius' title), George Souris (the 
embassy). 

Plate I, 2-3. 

a On the capital 

K6ivros "Ornnos Ko'iVTov 
vias &ve&rrcrros ·p(.o.)JJCXt{.o.)V 
o-rpCXTT)yos m.cxpcxcr€{.o.)v Kcxl 
• A<ppo5etcrt4{.o.)V apxovcrtv, 

5 Oij)JCj> XCXlpEtV 

b On the pilaster 

[ .. c. 14 .. ... ] 
[ .. c. 12 .. ], 'AvTiTicxr[pos] 
[?'Aopa]crrov, TTepehcxs 'ATIOAA{.o.)
[ vio ]v, 'ApTeJJ{O{.o.)pos Mv{.o.)vos, 

10 Mi]vt5os, TetJJo- v. 
t<Afjs Zi]v{.o.)vos, 
v)JETepot, &vopes KcxAoi Kcxl 
&ycxeoi, crvvhux6v JJOt ev 
K(j) Kcxi crvvexapT)O"CXV, TO TE 

15 \l)f]<ptO"JJCX cmEO{.o.)KCXV ev c;> Ot
ecrcxcpeiTo xcxipetv VIJCXS )JE
YaA{.o.)S E1Ti Tij e)Jij 1TCXpovcriq:, 
oTIEp eyoo V7Tep Tf\s VJJETepcxs 
eeAi]O"E{.o.)S eis )JE Tcl TE OT))J0-

20 crtcx 1TP,clyJJCXTCX ..; JJETepcx O:crcpcx
AWS mo-rev{.o.)· Kcxe' ov yap Kcxt
pov 6K Acxo5tKi]cxs 1Tpos v. v
JJiis e1TEJJ\IJCX ypaJJJJCXTcx 
o-rpCXTtOOTCXS 1Tp6s )JE cmocr ( Te]-

25 AT)TE, ev 1Tp00T01S [i]
ACXTE, TOVTO 5e E1TOtijO"CXTE K [ex]
eoos O"VIJIJ [a]-
XOtS &ycx6ois Kcxi <piAots 5i]-
JJOV •p{.o.)f.:l<;l:l{.o.)V 1TOtfjO"CX1, 

30 TWV TE cmOO'TcxAEVT{.o.)V 
epycxcr{q: 

KcxAij Kcxi 1TAElO'T1J EXPTl
O"cliJTlV V. 01' CXS CXlTlCXS V. 

<ppOVTlS{.o.) ( ?KCXt EV ap ]-
35 Xi:i Kcxi iOtCj> (tCj>? ?o]-

1TEp &v cr{.o.)[;OJJE}' [ i]s] 
Tfjs eJJf\s Tiio-r [ e-] 
{.o.)S Tiotfjcrcxt VJJEiv 5V
V(.o.)IJCX1 TOiS TE 011JJ9-

4Q criots 1TpclyJJCXcnv y[JJ]E
Tepots e1Jxp110"Tfjcrcxt, 
KCXt ae{ T1VOS &ycx6ov 
TicxpcxiTtos yevecrecxt· 
01T{.o.)S TE Tij O"VVKAi]TCj) 

45 T(j) TE 5iJJJ'!' TCx O:cp' V)JWV 
1TE1Tpay)Jevcx eo-riv sic 
oTcxv eis ·pOOIJT)V Ticxpcx
yev(.o.)JJCXt 5tcxcrcxcpi]cr{.o.)· 
oi o:V-roi Ticxpe-

50 KclAEO"CXV 01T{.o.)S Tij 
[e]JJij 1TCXTp{.o.)vi]q: Kcxi vJJeiv 
XPf\0"6cxt· TOVTOVS eyoo 

KCXTCXAO-
yfjs eveKev Tf\s VIJETE-

55 pcxs TioAe{.o.)s, EllE Tov 5i]
JJOV Tov VIJETEpov 1Ta
TP{.o.)VCX V. ecre0"6cxt V. 
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Quintus Oppius, son of Quintus, proconsul of the Romans, praetor, sends 
greetings to the Magistrates, Council and People of Plarasa/ Aphrodisias . 

. . . ], Antipatrus son of [? Adra]stus, Pereitas son of Apollo[nius], Artemidorus 
son of Myon, Dionysius son of Menis, Timocles son of Zen on, your ambassadors, fine 
and good men, met me in Cos, congratulated me and gave me the decree in which it 
was reported that you are very much pleased at my presence-as I certainly believe, in 
view of your good intentions towards myself and our public affairs; for on the occasion 
when I wrote to you from Laodicea that you should send me soldiers, you were among 
the first to send them and your conduct was exactly what was due from good allies and 
friends of the Roman people ; and I made use of the fine and unstinted activity of the 
ambassadors whom you sent. For these reasons I am taking care, both as a magistrate 
and in a private capacity (?),to do whatever I can, while preserving my good faith, to 
help you and your public affairs, and always to procure your advantage; and shall see 
to it that whenever I am in Rome I make clear to the Senate and People the things 
(which) have been done on your part. The same ambassadors begged that you too 
should be allowed to enjoy my patronage. I accepted them because of my regard for 
your city and undertook the position of patron of your People. 

I. 1. For Q. Oppius see doe. 2, b, 1. 1. Since ll. 13-14 clearly refer to his release from 
the captivity into which he had been surrendered in 88 (p. 4) the date is after 
Sulla's victory over Mithridates in 85. 
11. 2-3. The title is surprising but stresses that he had consular powers. For formulae 
used of a senatorial official in Asia and specifically of Oppius at Plarasa/ Aphrodisias, 
see on doe. 2, b, ll. 1, 3. Holleaux, op. cit. p. 14, 16 f., showed that a governor would 
normally describe himself as avewcx-ros 'Pc.o!Jcxic.ov by this date, instead of OIPCXTI'lYOS 
aveVrrcx-ros 'Pc.oiJ.cxic.ov which his subjects would tend to use of him. Oppius may 
have been old-fashioned in his usage, but perhaps was seeking here a formula 
which was particularly solemn (because old) in order to assert dignity after the 
humiliations of captivity, or to underline the distinction between his own rank and 
that of Sulla's legates; and indeed Sulla himself, although senior by virtue of being 
an ex-consul, had no grander title in which to express his powers (cf. Sy/[.3 745 at 
Rhodes in 82). Neither hypothesis explains the unusual position of o-rpcx-r1)y6s in the 
phrase; was it displaced simply in order to avoid a string of three genitive plurals? 
ll. 6 f. This letter was written in response to an embassy of at least five persons and 
probably more, since 1. 6 and the first half of 1. 7 will surely have contained more 
names. The position and character of the reference to the embassy follow the practice 
normal for the period, cf. also does. 4, ll. 8 f., 6, ll. 14 f., and seep. 45. If it is right 
to regard does. 2-4 as part of a complex honouring the Artemidorus of does. 2, b, 
1. 9 and 4, 11. 5, 25, his name should have appeared here in a prominent position 
(in fact in the lost area), as in doe. 4 where he was evidently the leader of the embassy. 
Of the names which survive, the patronymic in 1. 8 is uncertain, but Adrastus is 
so comrpon at Aphrodisias that it is very likely to be right. None of the persons 
named can be identified with any confidence, but an Arteinidorus son of Myon 
appears in C/G 2754 and a probable descendant in LBW 1611. Other descendants 
are likely to appear in the list of founders' kin in Appendix vi but cannot be certainly 
recognized at present. The language of what follows perhaps suggests that Oppius 
composed the Greek himself, combining an often stilted expression of what was 
particular to the occasion with padding by use of the standard formulae of official 
correspondence. 
ll. 13-14. Oppius received this embassy in Cos. According to Appian (Mith. 16. 112) 
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he was released from custody by Mithridates after the Peace of Dardanus ; but then 
he drops from the literary record. It now appears that he went to Cos, maintaining 
his status as a Roman official, and presumably operated there with Sulla's approval. 
Cos had joined Mithridates, providing his base for the attack on Rhodes, and 
although it subsequently changed sides there was, no doubt, occasion for Roman 
intervention there. 
ll. 14f. Plarasa/Aphrodisias was clearly at pains to please Oppius, who must have 

·seemed still to be a man of influence (see also ll. 49 f.); the wording was no doubt 
lifted from the civic decree and the ambassadorial speeches. Oppius accepted its 
protestations as genuine in the light of his experience of the city in 88 (see doe. 2); 
there may be an implicit contrast here with cities like Cos and Ephesus which had 
initially supported Mithridates and only returned to Roman allegiance later. 
I. 19. 8eAT}crts does not appear in the indices of RC or RDGE, Sy/1.3 or OGIS. It 
seems to emphasize the good intentions of the city. 
ll. 21 f. The reference is to the siege of Laodicea in 88 and shows that Plarasa/ 
Aphrodisias implemented the decisions made or mentioned in doe. 2. To say that 
its soldiers were sent ev TipwTots etc. makes the best of a situation in which others 
had been as quick to field armies in support of Rome, and, in Sulla's estimation, 
Stratonicea had been quicker (RDGE 18, ll. 6-7). 
ll. 27-9. For the formula Cf. Sy/1.3 682 (a Delphic decree of 140/39), I. 11 : [Ka6ws] 

avopots KcxAois [ K&ya6ois]. Oppius' phrase is most naturally taken to 
mean that Plarasa/ Aphrodisias was· free in 88 and this accords with the kind of 
activity in which it is now known to have been involved from does. 1, 2, 4 (see also 
p. 15). It was certainly not federate, however (see doe. 8, I. 22, which omits reference 
to a treaty). 
ll. 30 f. The embassy described here must be that voted in doe. 2; since part of its 
brief was to carry out Oppius' further instructions (doe. 2, b, ll. 4-5), the usefulness 
he attributes to it is plausible. 

It is nowhere stated what happened at Plarasa/Aphrodisias after the surrender 
of Laodicea. The city can hardly have resisted Mithridates on its own; and yet 
nothing is said here about dangers faced or losses incurred, in lives or property, 
such as appears for example in the Sullan se de Stratonicensibus (RDGE 18, ll. 7 f., 
60 f., 114 f.). It may, therefore, have come through unscathed, or relatively so, 
possibly because it contained collaborators (see pp. 15-16); certainly the embassy to 
Oppius in Cos might be held to have displayed an anxious concern that the city 
should have a Roman patron willing to testify to its earlier merits (ll. 34 f.). It seems 
likely that its despatch was a precautionary move made before Roman decisions 
were taken on cities in Caria, and therefore that it preceded Sulla's residence at 
Ephesus during the winter 85/4. For the possibility that doe. 4 records another 
move with the same intention,· see p. 24. 
ll. 34-5. There can be little doubt that Oppius promised to exercise his care on the 
city's behalf both when in office and afterwards, but it is difficult to find a noun 
to follow except and loios seems commonly to mean private livelihood 
rather than private life (LSJ s. v.), but cf. Polybius 6. 56. 8; eis TE Tovs KCXT' ioicxv 
Kcxi Ta Kotva Tfjs TI6Aews. 0 ATIEp would be possible instead of oTIEp. 
ll. 35 f. Two constructions are used after the infinitive in ll. 37, 40, 42, 
and clauses introduced by oTiws in ll. 44 f. 
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The caveat in ll. 36-43 is, of course, normal for a senator in such a context; 
his benevolence for the future, both immediate and in the longer term, is proposed 
in a manner which goes back to the earliest phase of Roman official letter-writing 
in Greek (cf. RDGE 35, ll. 13 f., in 190 B.c.) and derives from Hellenistic royal 
correspondence ; a promise to report well of petitioners in Rome is found in some 
other official letters and notably in the nearly contemporary letter of C. Cassius to 
Nysa (RDGE 48, ll. 12-13: [i]]llei[s Se K]ai T[aifra T]fj Kai Tc'i> Tc'i> 
['Pw1-1ai]wv S [lacra<pfJcro!JEV.]. 
ll. 45 f. TO: must be used for Taifra & ; for &n-6 of the agent in later Greek see 
LSJ s.v., 4. 
ll. 50 f. There is no other account of a Roman's acceptance of a client from the 
Greek world at this date and this is also, at present, the earliest attested appearance 
of the word 1rmpwv1Ja (1rpoO"Tacria was the term in common use), although 1r6:Tpwv 
itself had been accepted for some time (see Mason s.v.; his earliest instance is in 
Sy/J.3 656 of 116 B.c.). 

Oppius appears to have used the verb avcxSE)(o!Jal in two senses and with two 
different constructions; he received the ambassadors (meaning, obviously, their 
request) and undertook to be patron (cf. Pindar, Pyth. 2. 41 ... 6:yyEAicxv, 
Xenophon, Cyr. 6. 1. 17 ... <ppovpiJcreiV VlliV avaSE)(61leea TCx xwpia ... , as cited by 
LSJ s. v., 11, 2 and 4). 

DOCUMENT 4. Letter of Nicomedes IV (?) 

Shattered left-hand face of the pilaster which carries doe. 3 on its front face. 
It was constructed in two courses, the upper consisting of one block and the lower 
(which includes the dado) of two placed side by side. Of the upper block the top, 

. badly chipped, and the left-hand side were found and remain in situ (inv. no. 67. 552; 
0 · 625 x 0 · 67 x 0 · 83) ; nine fragments from the right-hand side and the centre 
were found fallen beside it and have been reassembled (inv. nos. 67. 311, 452, 456, 
458, 460, 469, 470, 490 and an unnumbered chip). Of the lower course no inscribed 
surface was found in situ, but six fragments among those found fallen nearby have 
been identified as belonging to it (67. 451, 457, 526; 69. 312, 372, 451), while the 
right-hand side (inv. no. 76. 12) had been re-used in the Byzantine wall (p. xvii) and, 
among the fragments with it, three more have been identified as belonging here 
(inv. nos. 76. 11, 196. 2, 196. 12); more unassigned fragments (Appendix 1) may 
refer. 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D., very like those of does. 2, 3, and marginally 
different from those of does. 6-25: ll. 1-3, 0·025; ll. 4 f., av. 0·02; ligatured 
THin ll. 8, 14, 15, 24, THN in 1. 15, HM in 1. 18, ME in ll. 18, 30, NE in 1. 20, HN in 
I. 24, HME inl. 27; circular stops in ll. 5, 31; apices in ll. 4, 5, 7, 8, 17, 26, 27. 

Assistance with assembly from Michael Crawford. Acknowledgments for 
discussion as for does. 2, 3, and additionally to Peter Derow and A. N. Sherwin
White (identity of the writer), David Braund (royal use of ethnics), Anthony Bulloch 
(language), J. Deininger (formula valetudinis), Simon Price (the sacrifice), R. Merkel
bach, Fergus Millar, Eric Turner (the text), George Souris (the embassy). 
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Plate Ill ; Fig. 2. 

Bt%vwv NtKoll]ftSm [nl\apacrewv] 
[Kai TlJ 

[T0] vac. xai[p]etv vac. 
[ . .4-5 .. ws Kai a\J-

5 [ Toi] Vy!aivollEV. 'ApTE!li5wpos Kai oi &
[!la T aipe6EVTES crvv

Kai cX0'1TaQ"6:1-lEV01 TJI-lCXS 
1! [ ap TOV 1T [l\ ]i]Sovs cX1TE5WKC:W Kai f]v 

[ y ]p,6:mpet [ T ]e E-rncrTOATJV St' Tis eST)-
1 0 l\o [\IT ]e O'VVT) [ cr6fiv ]at E1Ti Tois KaTCx Myov 

till [ ei]y [xJcppT)KOcrtv Kai EO'TE<pa
vw[Ke]yat tillii[s Kai 
eiK[6vt]" 5t€Aex[S]T)crav Se Kai oi 1rpecr-

[ Tai O:Ko ]l\oVSws To is ev a\rrfj KaTa-
15 KEX [ wptO'IlE]yots, Ti]v evcriav 1TapEO'TT)

crav T]fis TJI-lETEpas 1Tpoatpecre-
ws. c;>vv To[v S]fi1-1ov v1-1wv 
eK 1! l\et6v [ wv ?ruvotKw [St ]c;o<ei!levov 

"J!POS TJI-l(iis Kai ?0'1Tev]5oVTa v. aei em-
20 (TV]yx6:ve(tv ?iJI-liiS ev] "J!CXO'tV TOiS 1rpo 

[ .. c. 7 .. o]!S, 6:1To vac. e- v. 
[ ?1TT)VEcr ]allEV 1TOAV 1-lCxAtQ'T [a T ]ijv eOvotav 
[?vllwv] mtpacr61-1e6a [ev]Katpi]crav- vv. 
[?Tes ?xap]!crSfivat K[ai ?v]1-1wv Kai Tfjs 

25 ... . .4-5 .. ] 'ApTE!li5wpov 
[ .. c. 5 .. ] [ .. c. 5 .. ]ovs viovs Ka-
[ ?TO: TO 1T ]apov [ .• c. 5 .. ]ecr6at ti1-1eiv 
[ .. c. 9 .. ]IOYIK[ .. c. 5 .. ]s EnAN 
[ .. c. 10 .. ]OYIY[ .. c. 5 .. ]AITOY elvat 

30 [ .. c. 11 .. ] ?El<:p [eiva1-1]ev t<ai VllElV 
[ ?eyp6:1.JlallEV 1T ]epi T [ o\rrw ]y. "Eppwcr6e. 

21 

1. 1. Part of the top of the block survives and the whole of the crowning capital, 
which is uninscribed on this face ; there is no doubt, therefore, that this is the first 
line of the text ; only the bottoms of letters remain. 
1. 4. ? could be !;: ; an apex on I should imply that it was pronounced separately 
from the preceding vowel and at first sight suggests it<avws. N is cut over a partially 
erased M. 
I. 5. The dotted letters are faint and incomplete but reasonably certain. 
ll. 8, 9, 11-30. Dotted letters are often little more than vestigial traces, but consonant 
with the interpretation printed . which assumes use of the common formulae of 
diplomatic interchange in the Hellenistic world. 
1. 24. A small space at the base line before MQN suggests that the preceding letter 
was Y not H. 
I. 25. ? might be !;:, ?. or ; might be !;:, ?., ? or possibly *· 
1. 26. might be !;:, ?. or ?. 
I. 27. !;: might or possibly*· 
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Fig. 2. Doe. 4. Letter of Nicomedes IV (? ). Drawn by Georgia Clarke. 
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Accepting many of the restorations proposed in the commentary (including 
some that are very tentative), I translate ll. 1-22 as follows: 

[? Nicomedes king of the Bithynians] to the Council and People of the [Plarasans 
and Aphrodisians ], greetings. · 

[? If you are well it would be] as we wish ; we too are in good health. Artemidorus 
and the ambassadors chosen at the same time met and greeted us from the People and 
gave us the letter you have written, in which you reported that you had rejoiced at the 
satisfactory progress of our affairs and had crowned us with a golden crown and a 
statue. Further your ambassadors spoke in terms which accorded with those expressed 
in the letter and furnished a sacrifice worthy of our conduct. Understanding then 
from many [things] that your people are [well disposed] to us and [?anxious for our] 
success in all [our ? undertakings], we approve and have [praised] very highly [your] 
goodwill and shall try, in our prosperity, to [? do you favours] in a manner worthy 
both of you and [our own] reputation. [ .. ? .. ] Artemidorus [ .. ? .. ] sons [ .. ? .. ] to 
be [ .. ? .. ] with us [ .. ? .. we ?decided] and [? have written] to you about these 
things. Farewell. 

11. 1-5. The writer's name and title (if used) were very short, even allowing that the 
name of the Plarasans might be abbr.eviated (as in doc.ll, 1. 1). I can in fact find no 
likely Roman whose name (with or without title) will fit the space and the surviving 
traces. It is also difficult to find one whose known epistolary practice accords with 
what appears here. The following points may be noted : 
a magistrates are omitted from the address. The texts in RDG E show a few instances 
of this in the correspondence of Roman officials (34 of 193, 35 of 190, 36 of 190/89, 
47 of the nineties) ; it is common in the letters of kings (RC 2, 4, 5, ?6, 7, 14, 15, 22, 
?23, 25, 31-4, 35, ?38, ?41, ?43, 48, 62, ?64, 66, 67). 
b the article is included before and Viereck (p. 60) thought that this 
was not normal practice for Roman writers before the imperial period; while the 
larger collection of Republican texts in RDGE shows a significant number of 
instances, two falling within the possible time range for this inscription (RDGE 14, 
L. Calpurnius Piso in 114, and RDGE 47, Q. Mucius Scaevola, in the nineties), it 
remains rare in Roman official correspondence, whereas it is regular in the letters 
of kings (RC, passim). 
c there was perhaps a formula valetudinis, as suggested to me by J. Deininger. 
A phrase to fit what survives in 11. 4-5 is hard to find and it seems reasonable 
to propose that the copyist of the third century A.D. misunderstood something 
unfamiliar and should have wrjtten Ei eppwcr6E ELT] &v ws Kai a\rroi · 
l)ytaivoi..\EV (cf. RC 71, 11. 2-3). Such a formula is not at present attested in Roman 
official letters before 73 B.C. (RDGE 23, with discussion p. 190), but occurs earlier 
in the letters of kings (RC 56, 58, 59, 61, 71). 
d the epistolary plural is used. Examination of the practice of Roman Republican 
officials suggests that they regularly used the first person singular of themselves and 
the plural only when they spoke for colleagues as well or for the Romans in general 
(see Mayser n\ 40 f.). Commenting on RDGE 47, Sherk claims that Mucius Scaevola 
used the epistolary plural of himself; but it is plausible to argue that all Scaevola's 
attested plurals in fact refer to 'the Romans'. The only apparent exception that 
I have found is in the letter of C. Cassius to Nysa of 88 (RDGE 48, I. 12), and that is 
not certain. In the letters of kings, however, the epistolary plurafis when 
the writer is thinking ofhimselfas the representative of a state (RC 1, I. 65 note). 
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e there are a number of other words and phrases for which parallels are easier 
to find in the letters of kings than in those of Roman officials, for instance : 
(a) (ll. 6-7) which is relatively frequent in royal letters (RC 31, I. 9; 
52, l. 3; 54, l. 3; 60, l. 10) but does not appear in the index of RDGE. (b) aOTiacr6:
llEVot iJilas 'l![ap]a Tov TI[i\]ij6ovs (ll. 7-8), paralleled by ... oiTtves] aOTiacr6:1lEVot 
a&-rov Tiapa T[ov OTJilOV, OGJS 219, ll. 42-3 (cf. also aOTI6:cracr6at Tiap' TJ!l&'lV, RC 14, 
l. 15), but nowhere in RDGE. Tli\fj6os is, again, not uncommon in royal letters and 
can be used interchangeably with Sfillos (RC 22, ll. 1, 6, 14). 

There is, then, reason to suspect that the writer was not a Roman official but 
a king. If Artemidorus in I. 5, and probably also l. 25, is accepted as identical with 
his homonym in doe. 2, the date is late in the second or early in the first century B. c. 
and the king, therefore, plausibly to be identified as a Nicomedes of Bithynia; 
name and title fit very well into I. 1, giving what I have tentatively printed. Hellenistic 
kings rarely indicate the area of their rule in the preambles to their letters but it 
seems right to restore Bt6vv&v here on the analogy of RC 25, I. 1 (j3acrti\rus Bt6vv&v 
Ztai]i\as) because, in both cases, the king is corresponding with people outside his 
kingdom. It is open to debate which Nicomedes is involved. Nicomedes Ill 
Euergetes (died c. 94), who was noted for his good relations with and generosity to 
Greek cities, is one candidate ; but the connection of Artemidorus with the first 
Mithridatic War may suggest his son Nicomedes IV who was, of course, associated 
from the first with opposition to Mithridates. The occasion was probably not an 
accession, since El< Tii\st6voov in I. 18seems to imply earlier contacts; the restoration 
ofNicomedes IV after the usurpation of Socrates (Appian, Mith. 2. 11) or his subse
quent raid on the Paphlagonian coast, which brought in considerable booty (Appian, 
Mith. 2. 11-12), are both possible; but a much later date, after his reinstatement 
following Sulla's defeat of Mithridates cannot be excluded (see also on I. 13). 
A diplomatic approach of this kind to a king of Bithynia must surely imply that 
Plarasa/Aphrodisias was a free city when it was made. 
ll. 5 f. Artemidorus is presumably to be identified with the homonym in does. 2, 3, 
see also Appendix m. 

For the position and general character of the reference to the embassy, which 
are normal for this period, cf. doe. 3, ll. 6 f., 6, ll. 14 f., and p. 18. The omission 
of all other ambassadors' names obviously underlines the importance of its leader. 
ll. 6 f. The text consists largely of commonplaces, paralleled many times in RC; 
what substance it contained, if any, must have appeared in the area towards the end. 
l. 9. For the spelling yeyp6:TI<pEtTE see Mayser 12, 82. 
l. 13. A portrait head of a Hellenistic ruler has been found at Aphrodisias, see 
K. T. Erim, Turk Dergisi 22 (1975), 77 and figs. 56, 57, noting features in which it 
resembles Mithridates VI; that it represents Nicomedes IV may now seem very 
probable. The crown and the ·statue are more likely in the period before the 
Mithridatic War, but not absolutely excluded even in its immediate aftermath, since 
there is no evidence in doe. 3 that the city was in serious financial distress after the 
war. 
ll. 15-16. For the description of the sacrifice I have not found an exact parallel; 
it presumably celebrated the success of ll. 9 f., and for sacrifices on the arrival of 
good news cf. the examples collected by L. Robert, Laodicee du Lycos 273 f. 
npoaipecrts, which I have translated by the neutral word conduct (LSJ s.v., 6), 
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supposing a quite general reference to the king's pro-Roman policy, might have been 
intended simply to express goodwill (LSJ s. v., 8) to PlarasafAphrodisias, perhaps also 
involving devotion to the city's goddess (which would provide an alternative 
explanation for the sacrifice); but this seems less likely. 
Jl. 17 f. Kcrre1Afl[cp6TE]S seems inevitable and must mean understanding, cf. LSJ s.v. 

; for the run of the sentence here cf. K<rravooOvres To e\ryeves v1,1wv Kai 
hepwv llEv TIAH6vwv KTA. in RC 15, ll. 18-19. If E\ivolKWS was not the adverb 

modifying 5laKEillEVov it must give approximately the right sense. For [T]& at the 
beginning of I. 19 cf. oiKeiws Ta 1rpos Ti)v TIOAIV 5iaKEillEVov in RC 14, ll. 4-5. In the 
second phrase, crTIEv5ovTa followed by an accusative and infinitive construction (in 
which emTVVxavelv would be used intransitively) is a guess which seems to give the 
kipd of sense needed (the first surviving letter in 1. 20 is incomplete but certainly N 
rather than r). In ll. 20-1 we may have a phrase like Tois 1rpo Tov epyo]!S (or 
Kaip01s) or a compound word, e.g. TipoyeyevrwevolS (it is a little long for the space 
but could probably be adapted to it by ligaturing). 
ll. 21 f. It is in line with other royal letters (RC, passim) that at this point the writer 
should signify, with the verb &-rro5execr6ai (on which see A. Wilhelm, AA WW 65 
(1928), 132 f.), his approval of the ambassadors, their city and/or its conduct and 
proposals; here the object was the goodwill shown by the city, and approval was 
associated with praise already given (? by word of mouth to the embassy). It is also 
normal for this kind of sentiment to be followed by the writer's promise to seek in 
the future the advantage of his present clients ; here the promise was related to the 
king's success (for the turn of thought cf. the letter of Ziaelas of Bithynia, RC 26, 
ll. 23 f., ... Kai eis To :Aomov Se TIE1pacr61,1e6a Twv Kcx6' iJilas oVTwv ev i]crvxia1 llTJ 
axaplO'TEiV Vl,liV ev TOiS and was probably described as corresponding 
both to the merits of Plarasa/ Aphrodisias and to the reputation of the writer (for this 
balance, cf. Sylf.3 682, ll. 5 f. : nepyal,lf}VOL ... TcXv TE O:vao-rpocpO:v ... ETIOlijO'aVTO 
1,1e[v Tov aTioo-r]ei:AaVTos 'An&:Aov] Kai Tas Cxl,lETepas TIOAIOS ... ). Restora
tion of xapicr6fival in 1. 24 would introduce a concept suitable to the context (cf. llTJ 
axaplO'TEiV in the letter of Ziaelas just cited), but its object should be in the dative 
case ; while it might be possible to supply such an object after [as in 1. 25, 
v1,1eiv is overlong, a\JToi]s not really appropriate (as well as overlong), while [Toi]s 
[ TIEpi] 'ApTe1,1i8wpov is less than satisfactory, since the favours are more probably 
promised for an indefinite future ; possibly the object was felt to be deducible from 
?v1,1wv in 1. 23. 
ll. 25 f. The next sentence, probably, then, beginning in 1. 25, but possibly not until 
I. 26, is too incomplete for restoration. It perhaps began with a subordinate clause 
and ended with the main sentence, for which I have guessed the verbs in ll. 30, 31-2. 
Initially it concerned an Artemidorus (1. 25) and sons (1. 26). It seems most natural 
to identify this Artemidorus with the ambassador of I. 5 ; if he is one of the sons 
(another being then named Alexamenes, I. 26) the paternity of these is left un
explained in a surprising way, whereas, if he is the ambassador, his own presence is 
already explained by I. 5 and the sons would appear to be his ; the first surviving 
letter-group of I. 26 will then be from a verb ( ?81a:Aeyw, or a compound). 
The sons were apparently to do something with the writer (1. 27) (but the range of 
words which would fit is wide), probably in present circumstances (for K<rra To 1rap6v, 
the only serious proposal that I can make for the phrase straddling ll. 26 and 27, 
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cf. Sy/1. 3 814, I. 45 . . . 8e8oy1.1evov eTvo:t .•. Kmhepwcro:t 1.1ev KCXTa To 1ro:pov . . . Tov 
Tentatively I suggest that Artemidorus petitioned that his sons might stay 

for a time in the king's court ; whether more should be read into KCXTa To 1ro:p6v 
(if it -is right), e.g. in present circumstances involving danger from which the king 
might protect them, is unclear. 

If this interpretation is at all on the right lines, the text shows that the city of 
Plarasa/Aphrodisias had been acting as a free state and taking diplomatic initiatives 
within the Roman sphere of interest, in the late second or early ,first century, very 
probably as late as 90/89, just possibly later still. Their enterprise helps to explain 
the attitude of Q. Oppius (doe. 3) and, still more, Sulla's awareness of and interest 
in the local Aphrodite (p. 3). 

The next relevant document does not come from the theatre. It has been 
published several times recently and commented upon at length by T. Drew Bear 
(see below), but I reproduce it, for the reader's convenience, with limited com
mentary, taking the opportunity to propose a few minor changes in the text and to 
underline some points particularly relevant to the matter of this chapter. On the 
date, I agree with Drew Bear ; it must faH between the Sullan settlement and 
Caesar's reform of the taxation system for Asia in 48, which eliminated publicans 
from collection of the main tax; it may even belong, as he suggests, before Lucullus' 
reforms in 71. 

DOCUMENT 5. Decree of the koinon of Asia. 

Part of a marble panel broken away on an uneven edge at the left side, chipped 
along all edges (inv. no. 66. 26 ; maximum surviving width 0 · 60 x 0 ·58 x 0 · 30), 
from a composite monument whose inscribed area was completed on another block 
above and probably on a third to the right. Found in Byzantine fill, in the area 
adjoining the so-called bishop's palace and the odeon. 

Letters, first century B.C.: av. 0·01; a stop in the form of- in 11. 17 and 24. 
K. T. Erim, PBSR 37 (1969), 94, whence J. H. Oliver, AJP 93 (1972), 195; 

T. Drew Bear, ZPE 8 (1971), 286; and BCH 96 (1972), 443; J. and L. Robert, 
Bull. Ep. 1973, nos. 398, 399. 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Michael Crawford (reading, supplements 
and general comment), J.-L. Ferrary (publicani, contests and dangers). 

Plate IV; Fig. 3. 

sic Tc;> KOtvc;> v. YVW!.lT) 1T]poe8pc.vv KO:l YPO:!.lCX'TEC.VS v. emi TWV 
[ ?Ko:i TWV e6vc.vv \rrr6 TE TWV OT')!.lOCYlWVC.VV KO:l TWV yetVO!.lEVC.Vl' 
[ . . . . c. 17 .... ?1ro:vTo:x]ov Ko:i eis Ti)v ecrxCrrf)v chr6yvc.vcrtv 1ro:p· [ v] 
[ ?Ko:6ECYTT')K6Tc.vv TO Kotvov] rwv •EAAi}vwv ovveAeov O!.l06v!.lo:86v eKptvs [ v] 

5 [ ?ev ovvKAi}T<{) ovvsopi]<t ev T'iJ ·E<pscric.vv 1r6At 1TE!.ll.jiO:t 1rpos 

. .. ] 

[ Tf}v TS cnJVKAT')TOV KO:i TO )VS TJYOV!.lEVOVS EK TWV 1TpWTC.VV KO:l !.laAlCYTO: Tl!.lC.V
[!.lEVC.VV TOVS cxtrr )9iS mpi TE TWV 1TpoyeypO:!.l!.lEVC.VV KOl TWV OAAC.VV TO [v ?] 
[ ?Kotvov ?Tipay!.lerrc.vv Ko:i o:trr ]ovs Tfls e1To:px1)o:s Ko:i 

V[1Tep ?]
[ <p6etpo!.le]vT')v o:\m1v, Ko:i o:ips6eVTc.vv ev ols Ko:i vac. 
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10 [Lltowcrlov Kai 'lep]ot<Aeovs Twv 'lacrovos Tov LKVIJVOV Twv 'A<ppoStcrtewv TioA.[t]
[?TruoiJevwv Se aiJ]a ev TpCxA.A.ecrtv, Cf:Jv Kai llTJ emSrwovVTwv oi TipoeSpo[t] 
[?mpi To\!Twv 1r]ap' 'A<ppoStcrtewv Sf\1-1ov ypa1-1 [ll]aTa TIEpl TE Tov eipf\crSat cxV-rov[s] 
[ ]qoVTas Sta To Kotvfj CTVI-\q>Epov Twv 'EA.A.i)vwv, ytvooCTKOIJEVTJS 
[?Tiapa Tois "EAATJ]CTtV Tf\s E1T' apETfj Kai Ka66Tt TCx KaTCx llEPOS 

15 [?ETI'IJVTJIJEVa Sta] Twv V1Tep cxV-rwv ypallll<lTwv 51"}/..ov
sic [Tat ?Sto Kai KAT}6EVTES VTIO TOV Si]IJOV crvvax6eiCTT}S EKAT}crlas 

[ TEAEcretv Ti]v stop St' f}v Kai Tio/../..ovs 
[ Kai llEy<lAovs] Ktv8Vvovs VlTOIJElVaVTES Kai ava86VTES TCx 
[ Tfj TE Kai To is i]yoviJEVOt') Kai [KAI] TipocreSpevcraVTES ev Tiav-

20 [ Tt TO iS] fJYOVIJEVOtS Kat 1TOAAOVS Kai 1-\EYCxAOVS aywvcis [a 
[vot V1Tep Tov] Twv 'EMi]vwv Kai TiapcrnJxOVTES Tiacrtv Tois aywcrt Kai TIO!
[ i]craVTE') Ti]]v KaATJV Kai e\rrvxf\ Kai TOV t<OtVOV TWV 'EMi]vwv 

sic [ Kai Tf\S mpi] cxtrrwv KaToop6wcraVTo TCx IJEYtCTTa Kat CTVIJ<pEpOVTa TO iS 
[ev Tfj 'Acric;x 1T JO:crtv Si) !lOtS TE Kai e6vecrtv stop Se86x6at KO TWV E1Tt Tf\s 'Acri-

25 [as 'EMi]vw Jy E1T'!JVf\cr6at TOVS TipoyeypallllEVOVS &vS pas Kai ECTTE<pav( w )crSat 

Et<a]Tepov mhwv e<p' iJ eicrTJVEyKaVTo avSpi]c;x TE t<ai crTiovSfj vacat 
sic [t<ai KaTacrTf\cr]c;rt cxtrrWV Kat iKovas XaAKCXS Tiap' 4) av ll e6vet yey

[ OIJEVT}S emypa ]<pf\s vac. oi EV Tfj 'Acrlc;x Sf\1-101 Kai TCx e6vT} ETliJT}CTOV LltOVVCTlOV Kat 
'Iepot</..f\v 

[Tovs 'lacrovo]s Tov LKVIJVOV t<aTop6wcra1Jevovs Ta iJe(y)tCTTa apETf\S [ENEK] vacat 
evEKev vacat 

1. 1 ... TI]poeSpwv E, --- yvwllT} 1rp]oeSpwv DB, yvwiJT} TI]poeS
pwvO; ypall(ll)aTewsE,O,ypallaTEwsDB; 1.2 ... ]E, [aiTIAEiCTTat---]0, [?Kat 
Twv Eevwv DB; yetvoiJevwv E, 0, yetvoiJevw[v] DB; 1. 3 ... ] E, 0, DB; 
ll. 3/4 .. . E, 0, DB; 1. 4 ... To Kotv6v] E, 0, [e.g. Ka6ECTTTJKOTWV To 
Kotv6v] DB; 1. 5 ... ] E, 0, DB; 1. 6 ... To]ysE, [KalcrapaKaiTo]vsO, [Ti]vTEcrW
KATJTOV Kat To ]vs DB; 1. 7 [!lfvwv .. ? .. ] E, [llevwv O:vSpwv - -] 0, [llevwv Tovs Sta-

cxV-ro]is DB, &Mwv Tw[v] E, 0, To[is] DB; 1. 8 ... cxV-r]ovs E, 0, ["EMT}crt 
CTVIJ<pEpOVTWV Kai cxV-r]ovs DB; v[TI] E, 0, \![.]DB; 1. 9 ... ] E, 0, DB; E, 0, 
vac. DB; 1. 10 [vcriov Kat np]oKAEOVS E, 0, [Lltowcriov Kat 'lep]oKAEOVS DB; 1TOA E, 0, 
Tiof..[t] DB; 1. 11 [iTwv .. ? •. ] E, [iTwv oi EiJEvo]y 0, [TEVOIJEvwv Se Kal] DB;-1. 12 
... TI]ap' E, [ws Tov EKEi TI]ap• 0; [e.g. O:vSpa TI]ap' DB; 1. 13 ... ]!oVTas 
E, 0, -- -]ovTas DB; 1. 14 ... E, [&Tiacrtv ws 0, [1rapa Tois "EMTJ]qtv 
DB; '1. 15 ... ] E, [ai TI6/..ets Et<] 0, [mpt Et<aCTTwv Sta] DB; 1. 16 [crt .. ? .. E, 0, 
[Tat-- DB; Et<(K)ATJcrias E, 0, El<AT}crlas DB; 1. 17 ... ]E, [vTiecrxovTo Et<]Te/..ecretv 
0, DB; 1. 18 ... ] E, [Kat !ley<lAovs] 0, DB; 1. 19 ... ] E, [Kaicrapt 

0, [Tfj TE DB; 1. 20 [Tt .. ? .. ] E, [Tt Tois] 0, DB; 1. 21 
[vot .. ? .. ] E, [vot V1Tep Tov] 0, DB; I. 22 [oviJEVOt .. ? .. Ti]]v E, [TJcraVTES Ti]]v 0, 
DB; 1. 23 ... ] E, [Kat Tf\S TIEpi] 0, DB; crvv<pepovTa E, 0, CTVIJ<pepovTa DB; 1. 24 
... 1T ]O:crtv E, [ Tf\S 'A cri as 1T ]O:crtv 0, [ev TICxCT'IJ Tfj ?]' Acric;x DB (but noting also the 
possibility of [ev Tfj 'Acric;x Tia]crtv; I. 25 [as .. ? .. ] E, [as 'EMi]vwv] 0, [as 
'EMflvw]y DB; I. 26 ... ]Tetov E, TO ecr]TEIOV 0, EKCx]Tepov DB; 
I. 27 ... ]y E, [Kai iCTTavEt]y 0, [Kai crTfjcra]t DB; (e)iK6vas E, 0, iK6vas DB; at end 
ETI[t] E, 0, yey[o] DB; I. 28 ... emypa]<pf\s E, [Tf\s Einypa]<pf\S 0, [llEVT}S emypa]<pf\S 

PROPERTY OF 
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DB; np,oKAfjv E, 0, 'IEpOKAfjV DB; I. 29 ... E, [TO\JS '16:crovo]s 0, DB; llEylO"Ta 
E, 0, 1-1e(y)tcrTa DB (MEniLTA lapis). 

Above I. 1 the bases of letters cut on the block above can be seen ; in ll. 3, 10, 
and probably 12, 27, the penultimate letter of a word or syllable is so close to the 
right edge of the stone that the final letter must have been cut either on the adjoining 
block or at the beginning of the next have preferred the former solution; 
in I. 7 it seems to me possible that there was an unfilled space at the right end of the 
line after TO but since this would impose To \j.lf}cptcrlla (or To 86y1-1a) whereas I. 18 
indicates that the ambassadors took more than one decree, I have, like Drew Bear, 
accepted that the smooth surface is misleading ; in I. 29 the cutter has written 
n for r and started evEKEV but had no room to complete it. 

Although I have not altered the interpretation in any essential, I have modified 
Drew Bear's text at several points, occasionally because I disagree with his reading, 
sometimes because further thought about the tenor of the document seems to me 
possible, more often because he seems to me to have paid too little attention to the 
space available in proposing restorations. Erim rightly noted that there is con
siderable variation in the horizontal spacing (e.g. in ll. 18 and 28, in both of which 
the supplements seem certain, from 55 letters to 67 plus a stop) ; but the total line
length cannot be the only criterion for restoration, for although the spacing overall 
is variable, the variation in the number of letters within the short areas to be filled 
at the left-hand side cannot be so very great. 

[Decision of the koinon; proposal] of the presidents and the secretary. Since, 
in view of the fact that the cities [and the nations are oppressed ?everywhere] by the 
publicans and the [ .. ? .. ] that have come into being, and [have been reduced] to the 
utmost despair at the hands of some, the koinon of the Greeks met and unanimously 
decided, [? at a special session] in the city of Ephesus, to send ambassadors to [the 
Senate and] magistrates, chosen from among men of the first rankand the most highly 
honoured, to [? report to them] concerning the aforesaid matters and the other 
[?affairs of the koinon] and to beg them to assist and [?protect] the province [which 
is being ruined]; and given that among the ambassadors chosen were [Dionysius and 
Hi er ]ocles, sons of Jason the son of Scymnus, Aphrodisians, who also [exercised] citizen
ship in Tralles, who were not in residence [? there], the presidents sent a letter [about 
these men] to the people of Aphrodisias and about their selection [to go as ambassadors] 
for the common good of the Greeks, [among whom] they had a reputation for excellence 
and glory, as the detailed [testimonials] in the letter despatched on account of them 
make clear; [and so], since the men, [who were present] and called upon by the People 
in the assembly which was summoned, [agreed] to carry out the embassy, and in its 
course endured many [and considerable] dangers, delivered the decrees [to the Senate] 
and magistrates, waited constantly; on every [occasion], on the magistrates, were 
involved in many serious contests [on behalf of] the koinon of the Greeks and were 
present at all of them, carried out their embassy with success and good fortune, in a 
manner worthy of the koinon of the Greeks and of [their] own reputation, and 
successfully secured the most important interests of [all] the peoples and nations [in 
Asia]; for these reasons [it was agreed] by the koinon of [the Greeks] in Asia to decree 
praise to the aforesaid men and to crown each of them with a golden [crown] in 
consideration of their courage and zeal [and to set up] also bronze statues of them 
among whatever people or nation they wish, carrying the [inscription] 'The peoples 
of Asia and the nations honoured for their excellence Dionysius and Hierocles [sons of 
Jason] the son of Scymnus who have successfully secured the most important matters'. 
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I. 1. At present there is no other relevant text to provide a model for the preamble ; 
a formula something like what I have taken from Oliver must have stood before 
yvWJlfl, but it may have been sufficiently extended to have started on the preceding 
line. If that is not so, the preceding line presumably contained a heading. 
I. 3. The first surviving letters suggest to me Tiavraxov, Kcx66?\ov or St6?\ov (which 
would make a balance with Ticxp' evic.ov). nap' eviwv seems awkward; I suppose it 
to mean as a result of some oppressors (or of some circumstances). 

The missing source of oppression specified along with the publicani may possibly 
have been another group of people associated with them (such as money-lenders, 
debt-collectors, soldiers), or another aspect of the system (such as debt, tribute, 
tribute assessments, Sulla's indemnity, some other demand for goods and services, 
interest on loans), or, indeed, a more general feature of the times (such as wars or 
invasions). The combination of tax-collectors and creditors in Plutarch, Luc. 20, 
where the province is said to be &rro Tcr:>V Tel\wvwv Kcxi Twv Scxveio-rc.ov Tiop6ovJ.lEVflV 
Kcxi strongly suggests creditors, loans or interest-rates. 
1. 5. It seems probable that the opening phrase described the meeting held at 
Ephesus-EKKAflcricx is possible, ervveSpeicx, in the sense of session (LSJ s. v.), perhaps 
preferable; it might of course have been a regular session, but the tone suggests an 
extraordinary meeting ; hence my conjecture. 
I. 6. There can be no doubt that Drew Bear's supplements are right; Oliver's 
introduction of Augustus fits neither the content nor the letter-forms. Nevertheless, 
absence of the name of Rome or of the Romans (there is certainly no room for 
either), although not uncommon, seems worth noting; it is taken for granted that 
the references to the Senate and authorities will be understood (for this phenomenon 
see Mason 121). Note also the absence of any reference to Rome or to the publicani 
in the inscription authorized for the honorands (ll. 28 f.); it may well have been 
considered prudent to avoid an over-specific statement about the Roman oppression 
involved. 
I. 7. To express the representations of ambassadors the commonest verb in use 
was Stc:xAeyetv (or Stc:xAeyecr6CX1) as proposed by Drew Bear for this position, but the 
active as well as the middle form seems to me too long and I have not found a fully 
satisfactory alternative of the right length. 
I. 8. As in I. 7, Drew Bear's proposal seems too long; my guess is rather better in 
that respect. 
11. 8-9. I have failed to find a satisfactory verb to straddle the lines and rather 
unhappily offer which is used in the Sullan se de Stratonicensibus 
(RDGE 18, I. 82). That the partly surviving word which followed it in I. 9 was a 
participle describing the state of the province seems very likely ; there are other 
possibilities besides cp6etpoJ.lEVflV (the sentence from Plutarch cited in comment on I. 3 
could suggest Tiopeowevflv), but this must give the approximate sense. 
I. 10. The choice of Aphrodisians as ambassadors of the province and the pressure 
put upon them by Aphrodisias to accept (ll. 16-17), may seem to be proof that 
Plarasa/Aphrodisias was now within provincia Asia and a member of the koinon 
(see also p. 4); but the men might have been selected as Trallians (1. 11 seems to 
suggest that they were first sought in Tralles) and stress on Aphrodisias could perhaps 
be due to an awareness in the province of the usefulness of Aphrodite as a link 
with Rome. 
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Drew Bear noted that the father, Jason son of Scymnus, is named on coins of 
Plarasa/Aphrodisias (BMC Caria p. xxxiv), indicating how a citizen of the lesser unit 
in the sympolity could play a full part in its government even at a quite early date 
in its history (see also p. 5). 
1. 11. After the break a slanting stroke, perhaps with traces of a· cross bar before 
EN, imposes &1.1a rather than Kai, but Drew Bear's supplement must be right in essence. 
The text shows one Aphrodisian family with interests, which were presumably 
important, outside the city. For another reference (fragmentary) to an Aphrodisian 
connection with Tralles see doe. 8, ll. 63 f. ; we do not, of course, know how long
standing it was, but it seems worth suggesting that it may be a pointer to links at 
elite level between the cities of the Maeander valley, which would help to explain 
their comparatively homogeneous reaction both to the invasion of Mithridates and 
to that of Labienus (see p. 3). 

It was presumably from Tralles that the brothers were absent, since ll. 12 f. 
imply (what my supplement in 1. 16 assumes) that they were found in Aphrodisias. 
1. 12. Drew Bear's restoration is too long; for my mpi To\rrwv an alternative is 
mpi a\rrwv. The statement here seems to imply the existence of a separate city 
organization for Aphrodisias, apart from that in which Aphrodisians participated as 
a component of the city of Plarasa/Aphrodisias. It cannot, however, be taken as 
quite certain that the reference to the demos of Aphrodisias is not a slip (or short
hand) for the demos of Plarasa/Aphrodisias; the formula would then be the earliest 
evidence for a tendency, which reached its conclusion in the Augustan period, when 
Plarasa dropped from the city's name altogether (see p. 108). 
1. 13. After the break something is visible, consonant with L ; the future participle 
of Trpecr[3evEtv gives very appropriate sense. 
1. 14. Drew Bear's reading and solution are right. 
1. 15. Drew Bear's supplement is rather long, my own of the right length but pure 
conjecture. 
1. 16. The brothers, who have been the object of discussion from 1. 10 onwards, 
become the subject in 1. 16, so that something like 5t6 is needed to link the two parts 
of the sentence ; the first surviving letter seems as likely to be L as E, which suggests 
another participle parallel with I<AT]6EVTES ; hence my proposal. A situation in which 
members of the elite were pl.Jshed into activity by the demands of a public assembly 
was common enough in the Greek and Hellenistic world. For a parallel at 
Aphrodisias under the empire see MAMA 410, 1. 10, emi<AT]6eis \mo Tau 5i]!lov Kai 
aipeeeis. . . The enthusiasm of the local assembly suggests the probability that 
Aphrodisias (or Plarasa/Aphrodisias) had itself suffered from the oppression for 
which a remedy was sought. 
1. 17. Drew Bear's supplement fits the context better than Oliver's. 
l. 18. The risks run by ambassadors are a commonplace of the Hellenistic world, 
cf. the notorious decree of Abdera on the K<XKoTra6ia endured by its ambassadors to 
Rome in c. 166 B.C. (Sylf.3 656, ll. 20 f.); the Abderans too found constant 
attendance on Roman nobles necessary·. On the dangers of involvement in such 
cases see Drew Bear 458 and evidence collected by J. and L. Robert, La Carie 11, 306, 
to which he refers. For parallel references to aywves see L. Robert, Et. Anat. 50 f.; 
they can also be illustrated fr9m the se de agro Pergameno (RDGE 12) and the se de 
Oropiis (RDGE 23) which show disputes between subjects and publicani argued 
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both before the full Senate and before committees advising the consuls, as well as 
from Cicero, particularly from his vivid account of a hard-hitting debate before the 
full Senate, with Gabinius and Aelius Lamia as protagonists, in a dispute between 
the publicani for Syria and the city of Tyre (Q. fr. 2. 12. 2). 
I. 24. The first surviving letters seem to me much more like than and I 
have therefore preferred the alternative supplement from Drew Bear's footnote 162. 
1. 27. Drew Bear's supplement seems to me too short. 

Doe. 5 is the last of the official public documents of the true Republic so far 
discovered at Aphrodisias. The next documents are of the triumviral period and 
on the archive wall. 



CHAPTER 11 : THE ARCHIVE WALL 

To enable the reader to make an effective assessment of this presentation of the 
documents inscribed on the archive wall it is necessary to describe the monument in 
some detail. It is constructed with blocks of local marble, whose width varies on no 
obvious principle, laid in alternating thick and thin courses. In the lowest course 
(thick), the lower part of the blocks is roughly tooled to provide a dado, 0 · 69-0 · 78 m 
in height ; at the west end, where it meets the stage, it terminates in a pilaster ; 
at the east end, where it meets the outer fa<;:ade of the stage building, the original 
blocks are lost ; it seems a reasonable hypothesis that on grounds of symmetry it • 
terminated here in a decorative feature which simulated a pilaster (p. 41), but since 
the corresponding blocks are also lost in the south parodos there is no unequivocal 
evidence. In the central area of the parodos springers for a vault survive, c. I · 68 m 
above the dado. The inscription reached to that height and probably continued to 
that height as far as the pilaster at the west end ; at the east end both wall and 
inscription reached at least three courses higher (p. 55). 

The wall was not originally intended to carry inscriptions, but was adapted for 
them by fine polishing of the surface above the dado. The polishing must have 
been undertaken section by section as the masons were ready to lay out particular 
texts or groups of texts, for at some points the cutters have obviously had to remove 
the dado to a rather lower level than originally planned, so that its height is variable 
(plates VII-VIII), and at others they have left roughnesses between columns of 
lettering which may be so pronounced that they might be described as balks ; these 
are altogether too haphazard to be planned decorative features (plate XI). It must 
be added that although the lettering is beautifully legible now, it is far from clear how 
adequately it was lighted when the theatre was in use and the parodos vault in position. 

The letters are cut between lightly-incised guide-lines. They vary in height from 
c. 0·018 to c. 0·023; both height of letters and depth of trenches are reduced in the 
lower registers, but the reduction is so graded that it is not immediately obvious. 
The letter forms are those standard in public and good private inscriptions at 
Aphrodisias from some time in the middle second century A.D. to late in the third, 
so far as is known at present. They are substantially based on a square, designed 
with the aid of ruler and compass (compass marks at the centre of circular letters 
are commonly visible), cut with quite deep trenches which are triangular in profile, 
have rather elaborate serifs and include a distinctive beta whose lower bowl is not 
closed, I'\. Ligatures are common, especially of H and N, M and E; and sometimes 
letters have been fitted into one another more subtly, as by the truncation of one 
side of the cross bar of tau or of one of the base serifs of omega. Apices are commonly 
used to indicate that adjacent vowels are to be pronounced separately, and diaeresis 
(two small dots or circles on either side of a letter) for the same purpose (both com
paratively rare outside Aphrodisias); but neither system is used consistently and 
both apices and diaeresis sometimes occur for no obvious reason. Suprascript bars 
are usual but not invariable above figures. The beginnings of paragraphs are 
normally outspaced by one or two places but there is also s.ome centering ; the ends 
of sentences may be marked by a vacat, a star, a small circle or an arabesque. Small 
vacant spaces are sometimes left to emphasize a word or phrase. For subsequent 
(but half-hearted) erasure of the name of Aphrodite, see p. xv. 
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Fig. 4. Archive wall. Drawn by Morag Woudhuysen. 
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Faint traces of what may be colour seem to show that letters throughout the 
text were painted in red ; but one recently-found block with the beginnings of a 
few lines of doe. 8 showed, on first discovery, vivid colour in the initial letters of 
paragraphs and nowhere else-so that the apparent traces may often be a delusion. 
Analysis of the colouring matter most kindly undertaken by the Chemistry Depart
ment of the University of Cambridge showed that it was derived from cinnabar. 
True cinnabar was in fact available in Asia Minor (Dardanic) and is scheduled as , 
the best quality minium in Diocletian's Edict on Maximum Prices (eh. 34, 1. 74, as 
now known from the Aezani copy, M. H. Crawford and J. M. Reynolds, ZPE 34 
(1979), 183); but there is no evidence to show whether this was in fact the Aphro
disian source. 

Despite their occasional slips and misunderstandings of the text, which have 
sometimes, but not always, been C<?rrected, the epigraphic masons employed were 
highly skilled. Detailed examination has shown that several men were employed 
and that there were at least two periods of epigraphic activity ; but the effect produced 
is a remarkably beautiful whole, which achieves uniformity without monotony. 

In the central area there was a heading, which survives, in larger letters (0 · 08) 
cut just below the springers of the vault : 

, A ,.,A;; T' 
Y'·"''·' VXTJ 

There may have been a more informative heading above the columns of lettering at 
the east end (Appendix 1, no. 1), perhaps on the lines of the introduction to doe. 9 
and, if so, describing the archive as an account of the privileges given by the Senate 
and People of Rome and the Emperors ; but the combination of doe. 6 and the 
first line of doe. 8 may have been felt to suffice. 

The date and the motive for the inscription are open to discussion. The latest 
documents certainly cut on the wall are letters from Gordian Ill (does. 20, 21) 
under whom space ran out (cf. doe. 22 on the north analemma, although there may 
have been other reasons for this, seep. 137, and 23, 24 from some unlocated position 
in the neighbourhood). Since Aphrodisian coins of the reign of Gordian lay some 
stress on Eleutheria it would be tempting to attribute the inscription to that period ; 
but Gordian's letters seem to me to be cut by hands different from those of the main 
corpus of texts (although by masons trained in the same tradition), with lettering a 
little less well designed and finely cut ; moreover they are differently aligned from 
what precedes them and must be regarded as an addition to the design. I once 
thought that the letter of Severus Alexander (doe. 19) was also an addition to the 
original corpus, on the grounds of slight variations that I detected in its letter forms 
(Vestigia 17 (1973), 115); I now think that these variations are to be detected also 
in another document cut in the same register (the triumviral decree, doe. 7) and are· 
not significant for the dating. The letter of Alexander is aligned with the two letters 
of Severus and Caracalla which precede it and the layout suggests that the space for 
all three was prepared at the same time, therefore most probably in the reign of 
Alexander. The point is not entirely antiquarian. If the inscription of the archive 
was commissioned under Septimius Severus the main intention would surely be to 
demonstrate what were the Aphrodisian privileges confirmed by the new dynasty ; 
later the essential purpose would be, I suspect, to proclaim them as a warning to 
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other cities of Asia, which might be inclined to overlook them. Alexander's letter, 
doe. 19, seems to show that an issue of this kind had arisen; and the policy of his 
reign may have been specifically to affirm civic rights and privileges (see also doe. 48). 

order in which the documents appear on the wall is not always chronological. 
The layout is as follows : 

Column 1 Lost ?Letter of Octavian to Plarasa/Aphrodisias (see document 6) 
Column 2 a Senatus consultum de Aphrodisiensibus (document 8) 

b Triumviral decree (document 7) 
Column 3 a Letter of Hadrian to Aphrodisias (document 15) 

b Letter of Octavian to Ephesus (document 12) 
c Letter of Stephanus to Plarasa/Aphrodisias (document 11) 

Column 4 a Letter of Octavian to Stephanus (document 10) 
b Subscript of Octavian (?)/Augustus to Samos (documeht 13) 
c Subscript of Trajan to Smyrna (document 14) 
d Extracts from awards to Aphrodisias (document 9) 
e Letter of Gordian Ill to Aphrodisias (document 21) 

Column 5 a Letter of Commodus to Aphrodisias (document 16) 
b Letter of Severus and Caracalla to Aphrodisias (document 17) 
c Letter of Severus and Caracalla to Aphrodisias (document 18) 
d Letter of Severus Alexander to Aphrodisias (document 19) 
e Letter of Gordian Ill to Aphrodisias (document 20) 

Obviously the ordinator altered the order of texts so as to fill his space in a 
satisfactory way, without carrying over part of any document from one column to 
the next. That may lie behind the peculiar placing of the letter of Hadrian (doe. 15) 
in col. 3 (but seep. 112 for another possibility) and perhaps also that of the extracts 
from awards to Aphrodisias (doe. 9) in col. 4. The position of the letter of Gordian Ill 
(doe. 21) in col. 4 is more probably due to the fact that it was an addition to the 
original scheme (p. 36). 

In publishing the documents, I have placed first what I believe to have appeared 
on the wall as the introductory text (doe. 6) and thereafter presented them in what 
appears to me to be their correct chronological order. 

PROPERTY OF 
ST. MARY'S COLLEGE 
STRAWBERRY HILL 



CHAPTER Ill : THE TRIUMVIRAL PERIOD 

First on the archive wall there stands a coherent group of texts of triumviral 
date (does. 6-13, all probably of 39-38 B.c.). They might almost be allowed to speak 
for themselves, but a very brief account of some of their major implications may be 
useful. 

In terms of local history, they leave uncertainty about the fate of the city (which 
was, of course, Caesarian, see p. 5) at the time when Brutus and Cassius controlled 
Asia and during Antony's dispensations after Philippi, but show that its territory 
was invaded in the War of Labienus (does. 11, 12 and probably 7, 13); that, 
probably, was the occasion for the display of courage by an Aphrodisian recounted 
in does. ZS-30 (the other activities of the subject of these inscriptions indicate other 
strains of the time, notably famine and debt, see Appendix IV). The sanctuary was 
looted by Labienus' army, and private property also plundered (does. 11, 12); but 
substantial unanimity in support of the Caesarian party seems to have been 
maintained. Since the nomen Antonius appears later in the elite class at Aphrodisias 
(e.g. MAMA 408, 502, 504, 508, 565) it might have been thought that the citizens' 
real attachment was to Antony, and from the relatively frequent (although not 
invariable) association with it of the praenomen Lucius (e.g. MAMA 502, 504, 565) 
that the connection was first established by his brother Lucius, who was quaestor in 
Asia in 49 and for a time the acting governor (M RR n, 260; for grants of citizenship 
in this area of Asia Minor which can be associated with L. or M. Antonius see 
L. Robert, Laodicee 308 f.). In fact, it is now clear that, whatever feeling for Antony 
existed in the city and whatever grants of citizenship Antony may have made there, 
Octavian took pains to work up a connection established by Caesar (but I do not 
see any evidence to justify a suggestion that supporters of Antony ever suffered for it, 
MacDonald, Coins 1). Caesar had dedicated to Aphrodite (doe. 12, ll. 13-14), 
regulated the asylia of her sanctuary (doe. 8, I. 41) and perhaps acquired property 
there, since Zoilus, a freedman of Octavian, may have been operating there in 40 
(doe. 10 and Appendix v) and sporadic imperial freedmen are found there later 
(Appendix VIII, section F). Zoilus, himself by origin Aphrodisian, may have helped 
to keep the city loyal, not simply to the Caesarian party but to Octavian, and, on 
Octavian's own testimony, was important in influencing him to give it valuable 
privileges (doe. 10). In 39, after the withdrawal of Labienus' army from western 
Asia Minor, the city sent its citizen Solon son of Demetrius as ambassador to Rome 
(does. 6, 11. 14 f., 12, ll. 4 f., probably 8, I. 22, and perhaps 41), where he received a 
welcome and help from Octavian. He returned home with copies, provided by 
Octavian (doe. 6, ll. 25 f.), of a triumviral decree (doe. 7), a senatus consultum 
(doe. 8), a law (some clauses perhaps in doe. 9), a treaty (one extract in doe. 9), and, 
it seems clear, several documents through which Octavian sought recovery of its 
looted property (does. 10, 12) or (if my dating of doe. 13 is accepted) in which he 
testified to his high regard for the city, which had been given libertas, immunitas, 
and a treaty with Rome together with confirmation of, and probably increased status 
for, the asylum in Aphrodite's sanctuary. At this point the official documents break 
off. From other inscriptions it is known that Zoilus set up boundary-stones defining 
the area of the asylum (doe. 35), received remarkable local honours (Appendix v ; 
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his career illustrates the possibilities of unexpected promotion available, with luck, 
in a revolutionary era), and contributed to a considerable programme of public 
building (the theatre and the temple of Aphrodite certainly, some parts of the 
monumental agora probably, are assoCiated with the name of Zoilus among others). 

In broader terms these documents contain important information on events at 
Rome, and on the triumvirate, its procedures, policies, administration and personali
ties. Some aspects of this have already been noted by Fergus Millar (JRS 63 (1973), 
50), but he argued from a less complete dossier than is now available ; even more 
vividly than he could know, it demonstrates that combination between formal 
observance of constitutional proprieties and monarchic authoritarianism which he 
was concerned to bring out as a feature of the period. Antony and Octavian in their 
joint decree (doe. 7), Octavian taking action in his own name (does. 6, 10, 12, 13), 
spoke as absolute authorities ; but, as Millar noted in comment on doe. 6, ' The 
careful distinction between the different forms of Roman official acts ... and the 
reference to the public archives (in the aerarium), emphasizes again the extent to 
which the Triumvirs, at least formally, operated within the framework of the res 
publica'. Dio Cassius reports that in 39 the triumvirs had the Senate ratify all their 
acta to date (48. 34. 1); consonant with that report is the ratification in the senatus 
consultum here (doe. 8) of that part of a decree of theirs (probably doe. which 
concerned Plarasa/Aphrodisias. It has been noted in the past, since this passage of 
the senatorial decree was already partially known, that at the same time they 
forward ratification of relevant decrees that they might issue in the future. The 
senatus consultum itself, in its new detail, the law which followed it and the treaty, 
show t4e full apparatus of Republican procedure in use ; and yet, at the same time, 
the senatus consultum indicates clearly enough that what the consuls proposed was 
what the triumvirs had approved, and in so doing recalls the Sullan and Caesarian, 
and foreshadows the imperial, situation. A further small point, if I am right in my 
proposed interpretation of doe. 8, ll. 83 f., is that the full apparatus of Republican 
procedure included that religious archaism in the matter of the Fetials which Millar 
(op. cit., 61) noted as something emerging in 32, in the new era which was to become 
that of Augustus. While it may have been due already in 39 to Octaviari (who 
claimed the credit for the measures in favour of Aphrodisias, does. 10, 12, 13), it 
accords very well with the fac;ade of traditional constitutionalism which both 
triumvirs were apparently concerned to erect in 39. 

Another feat1,1re that deserves underlining is the implication of acceptance (by 
Antony and by at least some cities in Asia) that Octavian had a right to make formal 
interventions in Antony's area (cf. also his correspondence with Rhosus, RDGE 58). 
Plarasa/Aphrodisias itself was, no doubt, a special case (doe. 10, ll. 3-4); but 
Stephanus (doe. 10; probably Antony's agent), Ephesus (doe. 12) and Samos 
(doe. 13; I assume my dating of the document) were not. Octavian's instruction 
to Stephanus assumed his right to deal with Antony's administrative agents (at least 
when his own clients were involved), and Stephanus admitted it (doe. 11); his letter 
to Ephesus assumed his right to deal with any city within Antony's area (in the 
same circumstances); the case of Samos, which had approached Octavian with a 
request for favours, is even more significant, since it shows that a city of Asia might 
think it wholly appropriate to request favours from him. Some reappraisal of the 
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relationship of these two triumvirs to each other seems to be needed ; it would 
seem to be the case that their division of the Roman world between them was not 
held to have impaired the powers and responsibility of each for the whole. 

In the matter of day to day administration there is also useful information here, 
supplementing the literary evidence, for extensive triumviral use of personal agents 
for public business (does. 10, 11) in a manner which is another foretaste of the 
imperial situation and the escalating use of the emperor's procurators. 

As for the triumvirs themselves, the omission of Lepidus must be noted (doe. 7) 
and although explicable by his physical absence helps to explain his subsequent 
complaint that he was treated as a subordinate (Dio Cassius 49. 8. 3). There is also 
important illustration of the. political techniques of Octavian. He showed himself 
diplomatic in formula, but the order behind his requests is clear (doe. 12), and in 
writing to an inferior he did not disguise it (doe. 10). He was very quick to seize 
whatever tool came his way and to use it for all that it was worth. He claimed full 
credit for privileges in fact given to Plarasa/ Aphrodisias by Senate and People, after 
sponsorship by Antony as well as by himself. In writing to an agent of Antony he 
suggested that they were his reward to an agent of his own (doe. 10), to a city that 
they represented the munificence of his patronage to a community that had deserved 
well of him (does. 12, 13). The propagandist twist is clear; not subtle, but enter
prising ; the impression given is of a sharp operator making the most of what 
Antony may have seen as unconsidered trifles, and freely adapting his interpretations 
of events to his audience for the time being. 

Apart from this there are many details of interest to the historian of the period, 
among· them perhaps a date (August/September of 39) for the Misenum meeting 
(p. 70 f.), and certainly one (very late 39, more probably early 38) for Octavian's 
assumption of the praenomen Tmperator (p. 75 q; but the place for such details is 
in the commentaries. 

A further general point may be offered : the documents constitute an important 
addition to our knowledge of Roman public procedures in the late Republic, of 
archival practice, of official letters and responses to petitions, of magisterial edicts, in 
a small way of the making of law and of treaties, but above all of senatorial decrees. 
for example, as noted by R. Bernhardt (Historia 29 (1980), 192), the subscript 
to Samos (doe. 13) strongly suggests that in normal Republican practice a free city 
also had immunity, contrary to the view, commonly held since Mommsen, that 
libertas was often conferred without immunitas. The senatus consultum de Aphro
disiensibus, in its new form some ninety-five lines long (including preamble and 
appendix), is, for all its lacunae, the longest and most elaborate Senatorial decree of 
which we have any text. It presents many notable features, some of which may be 
the result of the triumviral situation (so the reference to what was probably a 
triumviral speech at 1. 26), while some would perhaps be seen to be the personal style 
of the draftsman (so perhaps the reporting of the ambassador's appeal in indirect 
speech in 11. 16 f.), and yet others to be purely tralatician, if we had more documents 
for comparison. Among the more striking points I would draw attention to the 
incoherence of arrangement, to the repetitions of theme (see p. 74 f.), and to the 
variation in the form of the recommendations/decisions from the correct accusative 
and infinitive or orrws clauses dependent on to sentences with verbs in the 
imperative (11. 55 f., 67 f.) where the draftsman has slipped into the language of law 
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making (it is perhaps possible that some sections were in fact drafted as for the law 
which confirmed the senatus consultum, see pp. 75, 84). 

Within the triumviral group the first text surviving on the archive wall is part 
of a senatus consult1Jm (doe. 8), indubitably the source both of the text commonly 
known as the se de Aphrodisiensibus (RDGE 28B), first copied by William Sherard 
from a block re-used in the city wall, and of the text giving part of a list of senators 
present at the recording of a decree (RDGE 29), first copied from another block in , 
the city wall by H. Loew in 1841-2 (p. 55). Near his block Sherard also copied 
from a tall, narrow stone an official letter whose opening lines, and so the heading, 
are missing; they were presumably cut on another block which originally stood 
above the one he saw (Sherard's transcript makes it clear that there is no question 
of an erasure of the heading as has sometimes been suggested). This text (doe. 6) 
was published by E. Chishull in 1728 as a letter of the triumvir M. Antonius. All 
subsequent editors have accepted the attribution, but in fact the writer must have 
been Octavian, whose titles will fit what survives as well as Antony's do. Its content 
shows that it was the covering letter to a dossier of copied documents-a decree, 
a senatus consultum, a treaty and a law-carried to Plarasa/ Aphrodisias by an 
ambassador. The inscribed senatus consultum (doe. 8) which refers to a law and to 
arrangements for swearing to a treaty and for its subsequent recording and publica
tion, together with the triumviral decree which follows it on the wall (doe. 7) and the 
extracts from a treaty and perhaps a law which appear later (doe. 9), may reasonably 
be regarded as elements in that dossier ; so that it is plausible to argue that the stone 
inscribed with Sherard's headless letter came from the archive wall, like the stone 
with his section of the senatus consultum, and formed the introduction to the whole 
series of triumviral documents which we now have. Calculation of the space required 
for the missing portions of the senatus consultum indicates that between it and the 
east end of the wall there was space for a narrow column of letters ; and discovery 
of a fragment of Sherard's text of the letter has made possible a calculation 
of the width of this stone, which could in fact have fitted neatly into the space 
available (see plate figure 4). The fragment shows that while the lettering is entirely in 
the style of the lettering of the main corpus of texts on the archive wall (and was 
immediately recognized as such by Professor Erim) the depth of the stone is thinner 
than is normal for blocks of the wall. It would suit well the requirements of an 
applied pilaster such as I have suggested for the terminal feature at this end of the 
wall (p. 33). 

Discovery of this fragment unfortunately shows that the stone has been broken 
up and is unlikely ever to be recovered in toto. 

DOCUMENT 6. Letter of Octavian to Plarasa/ Aphrodisias 

Tall, narrow inscribed stone re-used in the dty wall, west stretch, where it was 
copied by Sherard in 1705 ; a fragment from the left side of an inscribed marble 
block (inv. no. 72. 487; 0 · 21 x 0 · 33 x 0 ·125), found re-used in a modern field 
wall and now in Aphrodisias museum, proves to be from Sherard's stone. 
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Letters second-third cent. A.D.: 0·022; ligatured HP in 1. 21, nE in 1. 36, 
TE in I. 37 ; apices in H. 33, 37 ; circular stop in I. 34. 

E. Chishull, Antiquitates Asiaticae (1728), 150 f., from notebooks containing 
copies made by W. Sherard and others ; CIG 2737 similarly derived (for the relation 
of both these publications to Sherard see Appendix n). All subsequent texts have 
depended on these-C. F. M. Texier, Description de l'Asie Mineure m (1849), 152 f.; 
Viereck, 5 f., no. v; OGIS II (1905), nos. 453-5 ; Fontes, no. 43; E. Tiiubler, 
lmperium Romanum (1913), 177 f.; F. F. Abbott and A. C. Johnson, Municipal 
Administration in the Roman Empire (1926), 324 f., no. 29; S. Riccobono, F/RA2 I 

(1941), 269 f., no. 38; V. Ehrenberg and A. H. M. Jones, Documents Illustrating the 
Reigns of Augustus and Tiberius2 (1955), no. 299 ; RDGE no. 28A. There is an 
English translation in ARS no. 122 and notes or discussion by Reinach, p. 103 
(summary of the content), S. Accame, // dominio romano in Grecia dalla guerra 
acaica ad Augusto (1946), 92 f. (civic freedom and the method of its conferment), 
M. Gelzer, Gnomon 21 (1949), 24 (comment on Accame), RRAM I, 418, 432 f.; 
11, 1271, n. 43 and 1282, n. 15 (civic freedom), MAMA, p. 148, R. K. Sherk, Historia 
15 (1966), 123 f. (date), L. Robert, Aph 409 f. (civic freedom), F. Millar, JRS 63 
(1973), 57, no. 13 (triumviral procedure). 

Much of the discussion, however, is nullified by the new evidence. 

Attribution of the. fragment by Charlotte Roueche ; acknowledgments for 
discussion to Anthony Bulloch (language), H. D. Jocelyn (the yetvw01<61Jevot), 
George Souris (the ambassador), D. van Berchem, Michael Crawford, A. Giovannini, 
Wynn Williams (the last line). 

Plates V-VI. 

[? AlfroKperrwp Kaicrap] 
[ ?6eov 'lovAfov vi6s,] 
[\hrCXTOS anoSeSet]
YIJEVOS ToW Kai [Toy',] 

5 Tptwv &vSpwv Tfi (s) 
Twv Sf11JOcriwv npa
YIJCrrWv 
nAapacrewv Kai 'Aq>po
Setcrtewv apxovcrtv, 

10 j3ovAfj, SiJI-l"ll xafpetv· 
ei eppwcr6e EV Cxv E
xot, Vytaivw Se Kai 
alfros IJETCx Tov O"Tpa
TEVIJCXTOS. LOAWV 

15 LlfiiJfiTpiov, (v)!Jhepos 
npecrj3eVTi}s, €ni-
1JeAEO"TCXTa neq>pov
T(t)Kws TWV Tiis n6-
AEWS VIJWV npay-

a. Sherard's transcription 

20 IJCrrWV, OV IJOVOV 
TJpKecr6f} sni TOiS [y]
eyov6crtv oiKovo
[IJTJ]IJacrtv, aAACx Kai [ti]
IJCXS napEKclAE-

25 [ cr ]ev eis To Tov yeyo
v6Tos VIJEiv €m
Kpt1JCXTOS Kai S6y1Ja
TOS Kai opKtOV Kai v6-
IJOV clvTtlTE<j>WV'I) IJE-

30 va €K Twv Eif}IJOO"iwv 
SeATwv 
Aat VIJEiV TCx &vTi-
ypaq>a stop eq>' ois enatve
cras Tov LoAwva 1-10: [A]-

35 AOV ecr
xov TE €v Tois 'lilT' €1Jov 
yetVW01<01JEV01S 
4) Kai TCx Ka6TJKOVTa 



<hrE!.lEptcr<X <pt?\av-
40 Spv.ma tlYfl

cra!.levos TOV O:v-
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TWV yeyov6TC.VV v-
1-lEiV <pt?\cxvepwnc.vv 
Tex VTI'oyeypa1.1 (1.1 )eva 

opa Tfis 1)1.1( w )v [TEI] 
TEtl-lfls, v1.1eiv TE av [ v ]
TJOO!.l<Xt bri T( 0) EXEtV 

50 & V!-ICXS 
ev Tois Ofl!.lOcriots 
YPCc!.l!.l<XCTtV 
ypa!-11-l<XT<X Kaicrapos leaf 45 TOtOVTOV 'ITOAEiTf}V" 

, ECTTtV oe c:Xvriypa<p [a] 

b. The surviving fragment 

••• 06y!.1<X]
[ TOS K<Xi opt<iov K<Xi VO J-

30 [I-IOV cXvrt'ITE<pC.VVT]!.lE]
V<X e[K TWV OT]!.lOCTic.vv] 
OEATC.VV E 
A<Xt V!.lEiV [ TCx c:Xvri]-
ypa<p<X stop e<p' o [is enatve]-

35 eras Tov 26 [Ac.vva 1.10:A ]
l\ov &-rreoe ecr ]
xov Te ev To [is V'IT' e1.1oii] 
yetVC.VCT [ KO!.lEvOtS], 
4) K<Xi TCx [KaeiJKOVT<X] 

40 <ptAav]
[Spc.vna • • • 

43 

The layout and cutting of this inscription strengthen the case for believing the 
letter to have come from the archive wall and for treating it as part of the archive 
inscribed on it. At the same time it confirms the substantial accuracy of William 
Sherard's transcriptions when compared with those of the copies used by Boeckh 
for CIG (Appendix n). Sherard seems to have had difficulty in reading at several 
points down the edges, which were presumably chipped, especially at the right. He 
may also have been confused in places by ligatures (which he does not always 
record, as the surviving fragment shows). He did not record apices. 

Of his corrections to his transcription, those written with a thick nib may have 
been made in the field, those with a thin nib were more probably added in the study. 
In the apparatus I have recorded the latter as S.2 (see Plates V, VI). 

I. 4, T, bar above the figure, S.; I. 5, THb. • ·, S., C. Tfj [s], other edd.; I. 15, 
HMETEP02, S., (v)1.1€Tepos, edd.; I. 18, THKQ2, S., T(t)Kc.vs, edd.; I. 21, ligatured 
HP, S., C.; 11. 21-2, r om. E. who shows E as the first letter of I. 22, yeyov6crtv, 
edd.; I. 23, · MTA21N, S., [MH]MA21N; edd.; ll. 22-3, H om. S. who shows M as 

- the first letter of I. 23, rwas, edd. ; ll. 24-5, 2 om. S. who shows · · EN at the beginning 
of I. 25, napEKCcA.ecrjev, edd.; ll. 32-3, ANTI;fPA<l>A, S. (cf. lapis) corr. from 
ANTirPA;<l>A, aVTiypaj<pa, edd.; small circular stop, S. (cf. lapis). I. 34, 1\ om. 
S., 1.10:A, edd.; 1. 42, HMON, S., HMQN, S.2 , i)1.1&v, edd., TEI, S. who shows the 
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same letters also at the beginning of L 43, TEI/1-lf\S, edd.; ll. 43-4, N om. S. who 
shows Has the first letter of I. 44, O"Vjvi]8o!lm, edd.; I. 44, TO, S., TQ, S.2, T0, edd.; 
I. 46, ANTirPAct>., S., ANTirPAct>A, S.2, avTiypa<pa, edd.; I. 49, YfTOrErPAMENA, 
S., \moyeypallllEva, edd.; I. 50, BOYAOMAI · ·, S., BOYAOMAI KAI, S.2 ; [3ovAolla!, 
edd.; I. 52, unfilled space for twoletters, S., ignored by edd., S., 
S.2 ; edd.; I. 54 aligned with rest, S., C., displaced to right, other edd., 
concluding leaf S., ignored, edd. 

[? Imperator Caesar, son of divus Julius, designated consul] for the second and 
[the third] time, (one) of the Tresviri Reipublicae Constituendae, to the Magistrates, 
Council and People of the Plarasans and Aphrodisians, greetings. If you are well it 
would be good; I too am in good health, together with the army. Solon, son of 
Demetrius, your ambassador, who has taken the greatest care over the business of 
your city, has not only been satisfied by the administrative arrangements that have 
been made but has also urged us to send you from the public records these copies of 
the edict, the senatus consultum, the treaty and the law that relate to you. For this 
I praised him, approved him the more, held him as one of my acquaintances and gave 
him the appropriate privileges, thinking him deserving of honour from us ; and I con
gratulate you on the possession of such a citizen. The copies of the privileges that 
relate to you are these that are subjoined ; I wish you to register them among your 
public records. Letters of Caesar. 

ll. 1-2. The identification of the writer as M. Antonius seemed self-evident to 
Chishull and to all subsequent editors, since Antony received the eastern provinces 
when the triumvirs divided the Roman world amongst themselves after the battle of 
Philippi. However, as Fergus Millar has pointed out (JRS 63 (1973), 57), Octavian's 
letter to Rhosus (RDGE 58. i) might have suggested that Octavian did not regard 
himself as debarred from formal interventions in Antony's area; does. 10-13 now 
demonstrate that he retained a close connection with Plarasa/ Aphrodisias and 
considered himself free to take action elsewhere in Asia on its behalf, while doe. 13 
shows that the Samians thought it reasonable to approach him with a request for 
favours for themselves (on his interventions in the east, see also p. 39). From doe. 12, 
ll. 4 f., it appears that it was to Octavian that the Solon son of Demetrius of ll. 14 f. 
here made representations about the effects of the War of Labienus on his city, so 
that it should have been Octavian who provided him with the copies of documents 
and with the testimonial incorporated in the present letter. What survives of the 
titles in ll. 4 f. accords as well with those of Octavian as with those of Antony at 
any time after the decision (made a little before or at the Misenum meeting, see 
p. 69) that both should be designated to second and third consulates (held by 
Octavian in 33 and 31). There can be no real doubt that the writer was Octavian. 

The exact form in which Octavian gave his name must remain uncertain. 
Since he was still using the praenomen Caius on 2 October 39 (doe. 8, ll. 26, 48), it is 
overwhelmingly probable that he did not assume the praenomen lmperator until 38 
(see further p. 75 f). If this letter was written in 39 then he will have been ra·ios 
Kaicrap, if, as seems quite probable, it was in 38, then he may well have been 
A\rroKp<XTwp Kaicrap. 
I. 5. Viereck, followed by later editors, added [Twv] at the beginning of the line, 
but Sherard's copy is against this and doe. 8, I. 48 shows that it is unnecessary. 
I. 7. appears in all the relevant Aphrodisian documents in the triumviral 
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title, K<rrao-racrews elsewhere, _both in Antony's and Octavian's usage (see Mason, 
s.vv.), it is presumably an idiosyncrasy of the particular translator at work on this 
occasion. Sherk put forward a very tentative suggestion that the appearance of a 
different Greek translation of his title on different occasions by (as he thought) 
Antony might show that Antony himself was not responsible for the Greek of these 
pronouncements. Obviously this letter can no longer be used to throw light on 
Antony's practice; and it was already known from Suetonius (Aug. 89. 1) that 
Octa vian/ Augustus employed translators. 
ll. 11 f. The formula valetudinis is as normally used by Octavian (RDGE 58, i, 
ll. 4 f. ; ii, ll. 75-6; 60, ll. 4-6; doe. 12, ll. 2-3). Reference to the well-being of a 
Roman army as well as of its commander occurs at least as early as 117 B.C. when 
the Letaeans drafted their decree in honour of M. Annius (Sylf.3 700, ll. 42-3: 
crvvxapEVTES eni TWl \rytaivetv aVTOV TE Kai TO o-rpa-r6moov) ; but its earliest attested 
appearance in a Roman official letter is in 62 when Cicero wrote si iu exercitusque 
valetis bene est to Metellus (Fam. 5. 2) and, according to most manuscripts, abbre
viated to STEQVBE to Pompey (Fam. 5. 7. 1); the earliest inscription in which it 
occurs records a letter written by Caesar (RDGE 26, col. A, ll. 3-4). It is clearly an 
accident that we do not know when it was first introduced into official epistolary 
practice, only that the convention was established by the later sixties. 
ll. 14-16. Solon also appears in doe. 12, 1. 4 (see above on ll. 1-2) and his name may 
be plausibly restored in doe. 8, 1. 16; he may well be the subject of doe. 41. 
ll. 16 f. Reference to an ambassador at this stage of a letter, and an accompanying 
testimonial of this type was normal at least to the Augustan period (cf. also in 
doe. 3, ll. 6 f., and in the probably royal letter, doe. 4, ll. 5 f.); by the early second 
century A.D. the reference had been transferred to the end and was very brief (as in 
doe. 20, I. 8). 
ll. 22-3. For the rare word oiKoVOIJfl!Ja see the collection of instances and discussion 
by L. Robert (Laodicee du Lycos, p. 269). He translates actes juridiques; in the 
Aphrodisias record I take it that it includes not only the triumviral decree, senatus 
consultum, treaty and law (does. 7-9) but also the letters written by Octavian with 
the aim of recovering looted Aphrodisian property (does. 10, 12). 
ll. 23-4. ['H]1-1Ci:s ought to mean the Romans, the Senate, or conceivably the 
triumvirs, rather than Octavian himself (cf. p. 23); no doubt Octavian saw to it 
that Solon did go officially ' through the proper channels ', that is the Senate and 
magistrates, although the documents show clearly that it was the patron Octavian 
who ensured results. 
ll. 26 f. For eniKpt!-la, edictum, and 86y!Ja, senatus consultum, see Mason s. vv., 
L. Robert, Aph 406 f.; the edict meant here is surely the edict of Octavian and 
Antony (doe. 7, but see p. 95) and the senatus consultum must be that of 39 B.c. 
(doe. 8). On opKtov see also pp. 9, 89 f.; the meaning must be sworn agreement, 
treaty ; for .a nearly contemporary instance, cf. opKtov in the inscribed treaty between 
Rome and Cnidos, E. Taubler, Imperium Romanl,lm (1913), 450, A, 1. 1. There is 
reference in the senatus consultum (doe. 8) both to the inclusion of Plarasa/ Aphrodi
sias in the number of Rome's allies (1. 32) and to the treaty, with provision for its 
publication (ll. 91 f.), as well as to the oath taken on the Roman side in the record 
of the number of senators present when it was sworn (1. 95). The treaty is not in 
fact inscribed on the archive wall in full (one clause only is given, doe. 9, 11. 7 f.); 
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reasons for the omission are considered on p. 95. The v61-1os (lex) is mentioned in 
the senatus consultum (1. 89); part of it may be preserved in doe. 9, ll. 2-6, 10 f., 
but it is otherwise absent from the archive wall, presumably because its provisions 
repeated, if in a slightly different formulation, much of the senatorial decree, while 
the decree probably contained some points not covered by the law. 

Millar noted the careful distinction made between the different types of Roman 
official act, illustrating the formal observance of constitutional niceties by the 
triumvirs which he characterized as an insufficiently noticed feature of their 
administration at this stage. 

The new evidence conclusively disproves Accame's view that the hriKpt!la was 
the present letter while the opKtov and v61-1os were to be referred to the Lex Titia 
de Illviris reipublicae constituendae (Dominio Romano 92 f.), already rejected as 
improbable by Gelzer. 
ll. 29-30. 'AVT1<pwveicr6at usually means write in reply to (Polybius 8. 18. 11, Josephus, 
AJ 14. 265, cited by earlier editors), but Viereck argued that these are copies which 
corresponded to the documents in the public archive at Rome from which they were 
taken (on 8rw6crtat SeA Tot meaning the Roman public archive, see L. Robert, 
Aph 405, referring back to A. Wilhelm, Beitriige zur griechischen Inschriftenkunde 
(1909), 244 f.); Sherk made an attempt to preserve the standard meaning, but it 
depended on the identification of the writer as Antony and must now be rejected. 

For the practice of sending copies of Roman documents to subjects and allies 
see M. W. Frederiksen, JRS 55 (1965), 184 f., and p. 91, in comment on doe. 8, 
ll. 92 f.; there is a particularly explicit statement in the so-called Piracy Law (con
veniently accessible in M. Hassall et al., JRS 64 (1974), 203, ll. 22 f.). 
I. 32. Ta is surely demonstrative-these particular copies attached to the letter. 

The whole sentence from ll. 14-22 is awkward and betrays the Latin thought 
behind the Greek words. As Robert noted (Aph 406), Viereck was mistaken to see 
strained eloquence here ; there is simply a Greek translation of Latin ' officialese '. 
ll. 36-7. Octavian's personal acceptance of Solon is stressed, and especially that he 
placed him in a particular category of his associates. Robert has collected instances 
of ytyvw<YKetv and words from the same root applied to official acquaintance 
(Aph 422, n. I, see earlier Et. Ep. et Phi!. 85, n. 1, with reference to F. Cumont, 
L'Egypte des Astrologues (1937), 29); it was, of course, a custom derived from 
Hellenistic court practice. The corresponding Latin use of notus is attested in Rome 
as early as Plautus, Ps. 127 : ' omnibus amicis notisque edico meis ' (the speaker is 
mocking the terminology of Roman patres familiae and magistrates); it is to be 
found also in Terence, Eu. 238 : ' omnes noti me atque amici deserunt ', and in 
Caesar, Civ. 1. 74. 5: 'hi suos notos hospitesque quaerebant '. C. Gracchus is said 
to have been the first Roman noble to divide his friends into categories for the 
morning salutatio (Seneca, Ben. 6. 34. 2), but it seems that a categorization into 
friends and acquaintance already existed, and of course persisted, alongside the new 
development. Octavian's practice was, no doubt, the standard one in contemporary 
Roman noble households; but this happens to be the earliest attested instance at 
present of the adoption of a specific individual as the notus of a great man. 
ll. 39-40. <l>tA6:v6pc.uTra here should be beneficia, privileges granted (see RC appendix, 
s.v.). Obviously Solon qualified for the privileges conferred on ambassadors of his 
city by the senatus consultum (doe. 8, 11. 76 f.), but Octavian claims to have conferred 
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something himself; this may be additional, although it is not impossible that he 
was taking credit for what the senatorial decree gave. The translation emoluments 
in ARS is hardly right ; for these the normal Greek is and they were certainly 
conferred by senatorial decree (doe. 8, ll. 74 f.). 
I. 48. ct>!i\avepv.mcx here must have its additional sense of acts granting privileges 
(Robert, Aph 402); the reference is to the conferment of privileges by senatus 
consultum, treaty and law (does. 8, 9). 
ll. 50 f. For the request that copies of Roman documents should be registered 'in 
a local archive see the parallels collected by Frederiksen, op. cit., above, and by 
L. Robert, Aph 405. Particularly close is the language of Antony's decree, recorded 
by Josephus, AJ 14. 319 (cited also py Wilhelm and by Taubler): Olerray!Jcx EIJOV 
<hrecrrcxi\Kcx Tipos v!lO:s TIEpi o& f3ovi\o!Jcxl V!Jas <ppovTicrCXI \v' cx\rro Eis Tas OT]IJOcricxs 

oei\Tovs yp<lllllCXm 'Pw!JcxiKois Kcxi 'Ei\i\T]VIKois. See further on doe. 8, ll. 90 f. 
I. 53.· Hitherto it has been assumed by most editors that this line was inset as a 
heading and that it referred to a communication ·from Julius Caesar which followed; 
but this is difficult to accept. In the first place Sherard transcribed the line (and 
Chishull published it) in alignment with what precedes and showed a concluding 
leaf at its right end (ignored by Chishull and so unknown to subsequent editors). 
In the second, Julius Caesar was, by this time, eeos 'lovi\10s (doe. 8, I. 41) and although 
6e6s seems to be omitted in the approximately contemporary doe. 35, ll. 3-4, another 
characteristic title (51KTerrwp) is there present ; at this date Kcxicrcxp alone must have 
denoted Octavian. It· is obviously unlikely that a second communication from 
Octavian, cut immediately below doe. 6, would receive a new heading of this type ; 
nor is it very plausible that the heading was intended for the documents written by 
Octavian about or on behalf of Plarasaf Aphrodisias, which were, in the event, 
placed elsewhere on the wall (does. 10, 12, 13). Indeed I think it improbable that 
I. 53 was a heading at a:ll. 

A simple solution would be that ypall!JCXTCX means archive, as it does in I. 52 ; 
this would then distinguish doe. 6 from does. 7-9, which come from the Roman 
public archive. The absence from the text of a valedictory greeting (? eppwcr6e) is 
surprising, however (even allowing that it is absent also from does. 10 and 12), and 
perhaps suggests that I. 53 was part of doe. 6, preceding that greeting in the original, 
that being cut on a stone below the one which Sherard saw, or not cut at all because 
there was no further polished space. If that were right, the explanation may be 
connected with the addition of a valediction in the writer's own hand, which might 
then be preceded by some kind of authentication. At ERW 221 Millar discusses the 
likelihood of a convention that emperors added the valediction to their letters in 
their own hands, and traces it back in the literary evidence to Caesar (Plutarch, 
Caes. 63. 7). The practice was not confined to emperors, cf. St. Paul, Ep. Col. 4. 18: 
6 CxCJTICXCJIJOS Tfj Ellfj XEIPi ncxVi\ov; Ep. Thess. 2. 3. 17: 6 CxCJTICXCJIJOS Tfj Ellfj XElpi 
ncxVi\ov, o ecrr1 crT}IJEiov ev m:X01J emcrroi\fj· o\rrw yp6:<pw (the references are owed to 
Professor van Berchem). It is rare that the epigraphic record seeks to show this ; 
the earliest known instance seems to be in ILS 6870, col. 4, ll. 22 f., below a letter of 
procurators to a local subordinate: [et ali]a manu: [opt]amus te felicissimum be[ ne 
vive]re. Vale; also, in the same text, col. 4, I. 9, below the rescript of Commodus, 
are the words et alia manu: scripsi. Recognovi. Much later there is the conclusion 
of FIRA2 I, 93 : et manu divina: vale Dalmati carissime nobis (Licinius and Con-
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stantine). It must be admitted that if this is what we have it is expressed in an 
otherwise unattested formula, in which ypcXIJIJCXTa does duty for the more natural 
and attested xetpi and the Latin manu. 

From this letter and from references in the senatus consultum (doe. 8, especially 
ll. 48 f.) it is clear that the items in the dossier brought to Aphrodisias began, 
chronologically, with an edict, surely the partly preserved edict of the triumvirs 
which appears below the senatus consultum on the wall. 

DOCUMENT 7. Triumviral Decree 

Inscription cut in the lowest register of column 1, immediately above the dado, 
a (0·97 x 1·06 including the dado x depth not measurable), damaged at the left 
side, still in situ, containing the right ends of the lines ; b (0 · 81 x 1 · 06 including 
the dado x 0 · 40), reassembled from three pieces, their surfaces damaged, found 
re-used in the city wall, west stretch, containing the left ends of 11. 3-11 ; c two small 
fragments (inv. no. 75. 187) found near b and fitting on to its damaged surface; 
dpiece of a block (inv. no. 75. 141; 0·81 x 0·29 x 0·55) also found re-used in the 
city wall, west stretch, containing part of I. 1 below part of doe. 8, ll. 90-5. 

Letters second-third cent. A.D. : av. 0 · 20, rather more lightly cut than those of 
doe. 8 above it; ligatured ME, MH in I. 4, TH in 1. 5 ; no apices or diaeresis marks. 

Discovery of b-d by David MacDonald. There is a brief account of a only by 
F. Millar, JRS 63 (1973), 56, no. 9. 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Michael Crawford and John Crook 
(particularly legal aspects), Simon Price (Apollo Paean). 

Plates IX ; XIII, 1 ; XVII, 2. 

sic [r a'ios Kaicrap MOK [p ]6:Tc.op, [MapKOS , AVTWVIOS ?a\rrot<p6:Tc.op Tptwv 
&vopwv Tils TWV orw]ocric.ov TipayiJcXTC.OV v. P.eyovcrtv vac. 

[? rnetST] Kai EV To is EIJTipocreev xp6vots aei 01ETEAOVV TIEpi Tils TOV Si]IJOV TOV 
'Pc.oiJa{c.ov Tjye]IJOVias 1TAElO'TllV O'"TTOVOTJV eicrcpepo1JEV01 

1-;1 [a TO iS fJIJETEpOtS IJEpecrt [ v] 1!1?9 [ <ryEVOIJEVOt?. . . . . . c. 17 ..... . 
'P6otot 1\Vl<tot Ta]pcreis TE Kai 1\aoOtKEiS ET! Se mapacreis Kai vv. 

• AcppoSetcrteis O:eeiJhc.os MET ...... c .40 ...... v ]Tiep Te Twv orwocric.ov 
Kai TJIJWV eTii Tf)s KMAi-

5 O'TllS yev61Jevot yvwiJT)S TiavTa K[iv]ov[vov ?aveoexoVTo ?St' oTIEp ...... c. 20 
...... TicXVTt Kai CTTiovofj 

TI P.eiO'Tllv 6cpeiP.oiJEv Tiapexetv [ ... ]TH! [ . . . . . . c. 40 . . . . . . K ]a6to-rav IJETa 
TIP-eiO'Tlls Tipoewias em6v1Jov1Jev 

[o]Tic.os llrl1-16vov V"TTep (;)v Tipocre9 [eoVTo? ...... c. 35 ...... ?xpTJIJcXT ]'9v Twv 
O:TioP.c.oMTc.ov O:AP.O: Kai vTiep Twv Tipoyeyo-

[ v6 ]TC.OV cptP.a V. vepw"ITC.OV TCxS Oq>EtAO [iJEvas ?xaptTas ?O:VTaTiooioc.oj.IEV ..... . 
c. 20 ...... Ka]P.ws exov eo-riv IJrlTIPOS 'P6Stov 1\vKtOV 1\aoOtKfj ma-

[p]c;xcrfj Kai , AcppoOE10'tfj Tapcrfj EAeV6epoy. [ ...... c. 40 . . . . . . 
yeyov6Tc.ov f}ST) TIOTE v. 6:TI6 
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10 EKElVOV TOV xp6vov TOV I.IETCx MCi:pKOV ••..•• c. 35 ...... ?emyey]ov6T<XS 
ecp' i)v TIOTE TIOAlV TIOAE!llOlS o-rp<XTOTIEOc:p 

sic ETifjA.eov. os &v To\rrwv I.ITJ 1l"Otl01J ••...• c. 40 ...... ?]1.1wv ETIEVTJvoxevm 
Kai (o)s &v To&rov K<XTTJyopiJ01J 

vacat [ ...... c. 40 ...... ]wv 8wcroi.IEV vacat 

1. 7. Of the last surviving letter before the break there is only a horizontal base 
meeting a slanting stroke to the left; the angle seems more like that of 1J. than 
Of the first surviving letter after the break there is some slight trace suggesting the 
serif on the right horizontal of Q. 

1. 9. Before the break the two uprights interpreted as N are followed by a letter of 
which only a horizontal base survives, /J., E, Z, z, 
1. 10. Before the break the stone shows unmistakable signs of a triangular letter 
wjthout a base-line, A or A ; the photograph is less clear. 
1. 11. The cutter wrote 0 for 0. 

The translation assumes some of the controversial restorations proposed. 

[Caius .Caesar] Augustus, imperator, [Marcus Antonius, imperator, triumviri] 
reipublicae constituendae, announce : 

[? Since in former times too the Rhodians, Lycians, Ta]rsians and Laodiceans, 
and also the Plarasans and Aphrodisians, [always] showed the greatest zeal [for the] 
empire [of the Roman People] and [being] especially [attached] to our party [ .. ? .. ] 
they [have been] unlawfully [ .. ? .. ? when], holding the most noble principles, 
[? they undertook] every risk on behalf of the respublica and ourselves; [for which 
reason .. ? .. ] we ought to provide the most abundant aid in every way and with all 
zeal [ .. ? .. ? for the sake of Apollo] Paean (Medicus), we desire, with the greatest 
eagerness, [?to restore them] in order that [?we may pay the debt of gratitude] due 
not only for those things which [ .. ? .. being things] destroyed, but also for their 
former good services [to us .. ? .. it is] proper that [no one shall have] the power 
[to .. ? .. ] against a Rhodian, Lycian, Plarasan and Aphrodisian, Tarsian [ .. ? .. ] 
a freeborn person in respect of [ .. ? .. ] which have occurred already in the past 
[ .. ? .. ] from the time when Marcus [ .. ? .. those who ? assaulted] each city which 
they attacked ? with hostile armies. Whoever fails to observe ? any of these injunctions 
[ .. ? .. ] ? to have brought a charge [ .. ? .. ]and to whomsoever informs against him 
we will give [ .. ? .. ]. 

I. 1. Nyovcr1, dicunt, shows that this is an edict. It was issued by two of the triumvirs 
jointly (there is no room for the name of Lepidus, see p. 40) and it is reasonable to 
identify it with the edict mentioned in doe. 6, 11. 26-7 (but see p. 95), and with the 
edict of Octavian and Antony referred to in doe. 8, 1. 48, which then provides a 
terminus ante quem (2 October 39, see doe. 8, 11..1 and 3). The appearance of 
Octavian's name before that of Antony, here and in the senatus consultum when it is 
probably referring to this edict (doe. 8, I. 48), is surprising in view both of Antony's 
seniority and of its concern with part of Antony's area; but it could perhaps be 
explained if they were west of the line agreed at Brundisium as dividing their areas 
of administrative responsibility (Appian, BC 5. 65) at the time of its promulgation; 
the terminus post quem, would then be the agreement made at Brundisium in autumn 
40 (seep. 71). The reversal of this order of their names in the senatus consultum, 
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in the reference to their joint report to the senate (doe. 8, I. 26), seems to show that 
normal priorities operated in the senate house. 

The inclusion of with Octavian's name is startling, but the location of 
the fragment which contains it is guaranteed by the place of its first six lines in 
doe. 8, ll. 90-5; it must have been inserted at Aphrodisias at some time in or 
after 27 B.C. (cf. the probable addition of AiJyovCJTos in doe. 13, I. I), perhaps in 
A.D. 22, see p. 105. Since Octavian still used the praenomen Gaius in doe. 8 (see 
p. 75 f.), that must be restored here. Since he has the title cx\rroKp<hwp after his 
name, that would be expected after Antony's name too ; although the result is rather 
a long line of 107 letters, compared with 98 in doe. 8, I. I, which must have been 
markedly outspaced (seep. 63 f.). While the cutting and letter-sizeshere would make it 
possible to accommodate more letters in a line than these, I 07 seems too many ; 
Antony's title was perhaps omitted. 

For the translation of the title of the triumvirs see p. 44 f. 
The edict gave what should, presumably, be regarded as a short-term privilege, 

called for by an emergency situation. Relief and long-term privileges had already 
been conferred by Antony on Rhodes, Lycia, Tarsus and Laodicea (Appian, BC 
5. 3. 29-30) after Philippi, and these were, no doubt, confirmed by senatus consultum 
during 39, in accordance with the triumviral policy reported by Dio for that year 
(48. 34. I). Plarasa/Aphrodisias appears here for the first time in such a context 
(see also on ll. 3-4) and was to receive long-term privileges by senatus consultum, 
treaty and law later (does. 8, 9) under the joint sponsorship of Antony and Octavian, 
as well as relief from Octavian, who took action personally to assist recovery of 
looted property, reparations for what had been destroyed and arrest of looters in 
the War of Labienus (does. 10-12). Some evidence for the honours paid to Octavian 
in recognition is published in does. 32 (probably) and 35; he was, of course, also 
honoured as Augustus (cf. MAMA 431). No local honours for Antony have been 
found, but the nomen Antonius borne later by a number of Aphrodisians with 
Roman citizenship should indicate that he had supporters there (see also p. 38). 
I. 2. General reasons for the decisions to be presented would be expected first, 
followed by more specific ones. What survives recalls doe. 8, I. 25 and Sulla's letter 
to Stratonicea (RDGE I8, ll. 3-4): Ola 1rpo[y]6vwv mxvTa Ta oiKma [1rpos TiJv 
fwm\pa]v i]yell[ov]iav TIETIOI'IlKOTas, and I have tentatively offered a formulation 
with this in mind ; but too much is lost for any confident proposal and the line
length itself is less than certain, since in the whole text only I. I allows any basis of 
calculation. 
I. 3. Tois fJilETEPOIS llEpem must meanpartibus nostris. For llEpos as a political party, 
see LSJ s.v., IV, I; it already has this sense in Thucydides 2. 37. J. Hellegouarc'h, 
Le vocabulaire Iatin des relations et des partis antiques (I963), 110 shows that in 
Rome it was the plural partes rather than the singular pars which denoted party, 
so that llEP'Il provides an obvious translation for the Roman political paries of the 
late Republic; this meaning, however, has not been attested hitherto. There is, 
then, a frank recognition by the triumvirs that the essential background to this 
decree was party war; for a suggestion that it may be a document referred to by 
Tacitus (Ann. 3. 62) see p. 79-80. 

At the point of the break some word or phrase corresponding to the Latin 
suscipere partes would be appropriate ; what I have tentatively suggested in the 
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text gives the sense of attaching themselves to (Tipocrex6!lEVot would be an alternative 
to the Tipocryev6J,levot which I have printed). 
ll. 3-4. The list of peoples can be completed from ll. 8-9. Apart from Plarasa/ 
Aphrodisias, the beneficiaries are identical with those in the list given by Appian 
(BC 5. 3. 29-30) as suffering particularly badly from the demands of Brutus and 
Cassius and in consequence receiving beneficia from Antony after Philippi (Laodicea 
must be the Syrian city, since the peoples named before Plarasa/Aphrodisias are 
obviously placed in geographical sequence moving from west to east). It is, of course, 
plausible that, as a client of Julius Caesar, Plarasa/Aphrodisias suffered at the hands 
of Brutus and Cassius ; but there is no specific record of it and much stress instead 
on its maltreatment in the War of Labienus (does. 10-12, probably 13, and Tacitus, 
Ann. 3. 62). The reference to enemies and an army in I. 10 might also seem to 
indicate Labienus rather than Brutus and Cassius although not conclusively. Yet 
if the list is one of Labienus' victims it is surprising not only that there is no record 
that any of these peoples except those of Plarasa/ Aphrodisias suffered from his men, 
but also that other peoples known to have done so do not figure in it (Alabanda : 
Dio 48. 26. 3-4; Strabo 14. 660; Laodicea on the Lycus: Strabo 14. 660; Miletus: 
A. Rehm, Delphinion 128-9; Mylasa: Dio 48. 26. 3-4; RDGE 60; Stratonicea: 
Tacitus, Ann. 3. 62). It could perhaps relate to the war of Labienus if we could 
assume that Antony knew or guessed that the peoples whom he had especially 
assisted after Philippi were especial targets for Labienus (whose invasion was, in a 
sense, simply a continuation of the campaign of Brutus and Cassius). We could then 
suppose that he had proposed a decree for their assistance, into which Octavian 
persuaded him to insert Plarasa/Aphrodisias (its position out of geographical 
sequence and attached by the words E-n oe in I. 3 seems to suggest an afterthought) 
before information about other victims of Labienus was available. The course and 
chronology of the War Of Labienus are not very clear, but Ventidius Bassus was 
probably appointed to the command against him soon after the Pact of Brundisium 
and achieved victory over him in the Battle of the Taurus Mountain during the 
campaigning season of 39 (for recent discussion see T. V. Buttrey, ANSMusN 1960, 
95 f., cf. RDGE, p. 161). News of this would presumably reach Rome during the 
summer ; but the fate of the cities of western Asia Minor would surely be known 
earlier and it may well be that of these Plarasa/Aphrodisias was very swift to send 
its ambassador to Rome and Octavian very swift to listen to him, because he saw 
the use that could be made of his inherited connection with the place. But my 
suggestion is very tentative. See also on 1. 5. 
1. 4. 'Aee!lhc.us, lawlessly, must describe the treatment from which the beneficiaries 
had suffered. It is an emotive word (cf. Appian, Pun. 53, of abusive treatment of 
envoys, and BC 2. 77 where a6EJ.ltcrria describes the behaviour involved in civil war, 
which is particularly relevant here); it is very suitable to the Caesarian view of the 
conduct of Labienus but also to that of Brutus and Cassius at Laodicea on the 
Lycus (Appian, BC 4. 63), in Lycia (4. 75 f.), at Rhodes (4. 73) and at Tarsus (4. 64). 
There is a parallel in Antony's references to the TiapavoJ,liat and irreligious O:vo!liJJ.lcrra 
of Brutus and Cassius in a letter written to the Jews after Philippi (Josephus, AJ 
XIV. 309). 

It would be reasonable to expect a sentence in which the cities are said to have 
been treated lawlessly while taking a praiseworthy stance in relation to Roman 
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affairs (8111.16cna obviously corresponds to res publicae) and the triumvirs; but it is 
not clear precisely how the gap was filled. The noun l.lETapacrts (LSJ s.v., n, 1) 
appears in Aristotle with the sense of a reversal of fortune (Poetics 1449a. 37) but it 
does not seem to have been widely used in this way. More commonly it refers to a 
change of residence or even migration (Brutus, Cassius and Labienus could all be 
said to have moved into Asia) and the Worterbuch cites a passage which may be 
relevant in P. Flor. 99, l. 8 (first-second cent. A.D.) where a man is said to have 
moved from his own to his parents' property in order to prey on it (E-rri TCx i]1.1wv 
l.lETaPO:s povi\eTat cnroi\ecrat). Another possibility is to take the letter group as 
l.lETCx pacri(i\ews] or l.lETCx pacrt[i\ea], in reference to Parthian king with whom 
Labienus co-operated ; but the run of the sentence seems against this. 
I. 5. ·Ava8Ex_ecr6m, common with Kiv8wov, is a very probable supplement: a finite 
verb is needed at this point since a new subject appears in l. 6. The decision does 
not start until the latter part of I. 8, so that the text is still explanatory ; 8i omp (or 
8t6, si• T]v ahiav) or something similar is needed to provide the link between the 
sentences in which the beneficiaries are the subject with that in which ' we ', 
i.e. Octavian and Antony, have taken their place. But there is still some space to 
fill ; and when the break ends there are nine letters of whose sense I am uncertain. 
The triumvirs might be expected to be pursuing the theme and so now that we are 
victorious, we ought etc. ; yet it would be strange to find victory described in terms 
of the paean in a document which is essentially administrative. Alternatively the 
word Paean might be used as a divine cult-title-?xaptv • Arr6i\i\wvos Tov natavos. 
Apollo Paean (Medicus) would be particularly relevant here, if the tradition of 
Valerius Maximus that Apollo's name was given as the watchword at Philippi by 
Antony and Octavian (1. 5. 7) is preferred to that of Plutarch that it was given by 
Brutus (Brut. 24). On Apollo Medicus as the object of the one official Roman cult 
of Apollo at the time, and the connection made by the Romans between him and 
victory, see J. Gage, Apollon Romain (1955), and for Caesarian associations with 
him, Gage, pp. 467 f., and S. Weinstock, Divus Julius (1971), 12 f. If he appeared 
here, as seems quite probable, it would be certain that, in essence, this decree was 
concerned with victims of Brutus and Cassius, cf. also Antony's stress on the peace 
which followed Philippi as given \rrro Tov Beov (Josephus, AJ xrv. 312). There would 
also be an important addition to our knowledge of the development qf the Apolline 
cult at Rome in the triumviral period. 
I. 6. There can be little doubt that, in general terms, the triumvirs here indicated 
their desire to restore the beneficiaries to prosperity but the precise mode of 
expression seems beyond recovery. might be a present participle, neuter, 
from Ka6iO"T1ll.ll {Ka6iO"Tav), but also a present infinitive of the related verb Ka6tO"Taw 
{Ka6tO"Tav) and if that is what it is it must be dependent on em6vl.lOV1.1EV. 
11. 7-8. "Orrws introduces a final clause dependent on infinitives in I. 6 (to provide 
help and ? to re-establish, in order that,) with its verb in the gap in l. 8. It contains 
a long relative clause in two balancing sections, of which the first is concerned with 
things (? XPTJI.laTa) destroyed, which were perhaps the subject of requests from the 
beneficiaries (since [eoVTo seems a possible supplement in l. 7), and the 
second with the obligation to give a return for services rendered in the past. 
<Dti\av6pwrra, beneficia, although normally conferred by Rome, are sometimes 
received by her, or at least by her.citizens, and what is owed for them are xapms 
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whose restoration I have proposed; there is a parallel point in the decree of,Julius 
Caesar cited by Josephus, AJ 14. 10. 211-12: e\Jx.a:ptO'Tf)crcwr6s TE Tov Ka:i 
Tfjs. a:\rrois, KcxAWS EXE1 KO:i i]J..las WOJ..lVT)J..lOVEVE1V KO:i 7rpovoeiv om.vs 
'YpK6:VC{) ... \rrro KO:i 'Pc.uJ..lO:lC.UV Tfis 7rpos iJJ..lCi:S ewofa:s a:\rrwv 
KO:t wv ruepyETT)CTO:V i]J..las xapts OVTCX7To5661J, which I have drawn upon for my guesses. 
11. 8 f. The main sentence starts towards the end of 1. 8, giving the decision of the 
triumvirs. ·It appears that no one was to have powers to act in some way defined in 
the lost area, against a free citizen of any of the beneficiary states, in respect of 
certain things that had happened in the past, from a date fixed in 1. 10. 'E:Aev6epov 
is unexpected after the list of ethnics; of the initial of the next word what survives 
excludes oVTa: and TioAhflv and instead rather suggests crwJ..la: (cf. Ta T' e:Arueepa: 
crwJ..lCXTCX in Sylf.3 521, 1. 15),, which might imply something like Antony's ei Ttves 
e:AeV6epo1 f] Sou:A01 \mo 56pu e7rp6:6T)cra:v, who were to be freed or restored to 
their original owners (HJ XIV. 313). For what is lost thereafter a clue must lie 
in the letters printed in capitals towards the end of 1. 9, despite what seem to 
me strong grounds for suspecting textual corruption in them (I cannot split them 
in any way that gives satisfactory sense). There are several possibilities. · If the 
group is split into ov a:ipecre1 Twv (Twv referring back to yeyov6Tc.uv), the phrase 
recalls two in the se de Asclepiade, oTic.vs TollTc.uv ... Ka:i a:ipems iJ and ov &v 
7rpoa:fpc.uvTa:t (RDGE 22, ll. 18, 20), both used of the privilege of choosing the court 
in which one's case might be heard; if that is relevant, the privileges of persons 
with this right were presumably cancelled for the time being, if their cases concerned 
a member of any of the beneficiary states ; this seems a rather limited concession, 
however, to have been justified by the lengthy formulae of ll. 2-8. If the letters are 
taken as a single (garbled) word (referring back to yeyov6Tc.uv), the point at issue 
might possibly be a form of manus inieetio for debt ; there is every reason to suppose 
that debt was a major problem in the aftermath of the upheavals of the late forties
it was mentioned as such at Plarasa/ Aphrodisias if does. 28, 29 are rightly dated. 
But the passage from Josephus just cited points rather to the process of &<pa:ipecrts, 
the assertion of the freedom of a person in slavery (for which LSJ s. v. cite Hyp. fr. 
23), cf. also SiKfl an action against one who has in fact asserted the free 
birth of a serving slave (for which LSJ s. v. cite Is. fr. 70). Accounts of Brutus 
and Cassius and of the invasion of Labienus make it clear that in Asia as 
well as in Syria a number of freeborn persons were captured and enslaved, 
so that after their defeat a considerable number of cases might be expected in 
which serving slaves were claimed as freeborn citizens, and, no doubt, of cases in 
which the assertion was contested and the assertors prosecuted in their turn ; that 
members of the beneficiary states were, for the time being, released from the risk of 
such prosecutions may seem a conjecture worth consideration. 
ll. 10 f. There is a parallel for the backdating of concessions in the se de Asclepiade, 
where taxes exacted and property sold up from the moment at which the beneficiaries 
left home in Roman service were to be restored in full, and, from the same moment, 
deadlines for meeting obligations, or for collecting payment of them from others, · 
were waived, inheritances bequeathed to them were to be handed over to their pos
session, judgements given against them were declared invalid (RDGE 22, ll. 12-22); 
cf. Josephus, HJ XIV. 317. Unfortunately the point of time here is elusive. On the 
face of it, it was fixed for each city as the hostile attack made on it (e<p' f]v ... 7TOA1v 
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seems to require the restoration of emyey]ov6Ta:s) by several named persons (two 
names might be expected to take up all or most of the space in the lost area ofl. 10); 
but the surviving praenomen and initial of the nomen of the first name exclude 
Brutus, Cassius and Labienus who seem to be the most obvious attackers, and 
among the members of their party the only ones I have found with names to fit the 
traces are M. Appuleius Sex. f., legate of Brutus in 42 (but in Bithynia), and 
M. Aquinus, legate of Cassius in 43 and 42 (MRR, p. 364), who are not quite con
vincing. Although the clause concerned with the attacks becomes less pointed in 
such a context, it may be that the date chosen was the trial of the Liberators in 
absentia in 43, after which the illegality of all their actions was, in Caesarian eyes, 
incontestable ; for the trial the prosecutors included Marcus Agrippa, whose name 
could be accommodated, but it seems a little strange to describe it in terms of the 
names of the prosecutors. Alternatively, since the cases for which the concession 
was made may well have arisen only after the triumviral victory, it may have been 
Philippi itself, described in terms of a battle won by Marcus Antonius and Gaius 
Caesar. 

At the end of I. 10 TIOAE!lfots crrpCXTOTIES<f> seems an improbable phrase; there 
may be textual corruption for TioAEill<f> or even TIOAEiltOt. 
I. 11. A penalty for failure to obey the triumviral injunction is paralleled in the 
documents concerning Seleucus of Rhosus, where a fine was laid down for neglect 
of his privileges (RDGE 58, ll. 63 f. ; it was payable to the Roman People, perhaps 
because Seleucus had been given Roman citizenship). The first clause here opens 
awkwardly and it may be suspected that Tt has dropped out by error, before or after 
To\rrwv; it ends obscurely because so much is lost. It is tempting to restore [ti]llwv 
(?Eq) tlllcrw, before us) and to guess that those who failed to observe the provisions 
of the edict were to be judged as if they had brought a charge in a court presided 
over by one of the triumvirs (where, presumably, the penalties would be heavier). 
For the sense of eTiupepw involved see LSJ s. v. 
11. 11-12. A reward for informers naturally followed. 

DOCUMENT 8. Senatus consultum de Aphrodisiensibus 

Inscribed in the first surviving column on the archive wall (inscribed ·area 
in situ, 1 · 41 x 2 · 36 = five courses) from which the blocks of the upper part and 
left side were removed in antiquity (p. xv). Two blocks and part of a third from the 
three courses above those in situ (for their placement see below) were found in rooms 
at the back of the theatre stage (inv. nos. 70. 246 + 69. 313 + 69. 482, 70. 249, 
70. 251 A-D) and of these one makes a join with a broken block first recorded by 
H. Loew in 1841-2 in the south stretch of the city wall (most recently republished 
as RDGE 29); a further fragment of Loew's block (inv. no. 76. 28) was found re-used 
in the Byzantine defence wall (p. xvii). These three additional courses took the area 
covered by the inscription to a height of c. 3·40 m(= eight courses) and included 
a heading for this document, but it is possible that a heading for the whole series of 
texts on the wall was cut on a yet higher block (p. 36). From the area to the left 
ofthe blocks surviving in situ came, without doubt, the block seen in 1705 in the 
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Fig. 5. Doe. 8. Senatus consultum de Aphrodisiensibus. Drawn by Morag Woudhuysen. 
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west stretch of the city wall by W. Sherard and others (giving the text known as the 
senatus consultum de Aphrodisiensibus (most recently republished as RDGE 28B), of 
which the upper left-hand corner only was seen and squeezed by P. Gaudin in 1904 
(Reinach, no. 16, L. Robert, Aph 409 and platen); no part of this has been redis
covered, but the block which originally stood to the left of it and carried the begin
nings of the lines in this course has been found by David MacDonald, also in the 
west stretch of the city wall, where it has been recently re-used in the base of a wine 
vat (plate XVIII, 1). MacDonald's block, together with an estimate of the likely 
width of Sherard's block, makes it possible to calculate the width of the inscribed 
column as c. 2 · 96 m. One fragment from the bottom of the block which stood to the 
left of the lowest block from this inscription to survive in situ was also found by 
MacDonald in the same area (inv. no. 75. 141). 

The two published blocks, Loew's and Sherard's, both give parts of the Greek 
translation of a senatus consultum, but have hitherto been treated as deriving from 
two separate decrees. What survives on the archive wall in this column is also 
demonstrably from the Greek translation of a senatus consultum. Since Loew's 
block joins a loose block found near the wall and certainly from it, and since the text 
of Sherard's block joins that of a block still in situ on the wall, it is now clear that all 
these elements are parts of one document. 

Despite the complete loss of a number of blocks and damage to others, 
especially at the edges and on the corners (inflicted by the dismantling party which 
was preparing to remove them from the wall, see p. xv), it is possible to reconstruct 
this document in general outline, and to some extent in detail. The task is facilitated 
by the formulaic characteristics of senatus consulta (for comparatively recent analysis 
of their main features see O'Brien Moore in RE Supp. VI, col. 803, and R. K. Sherk, 
RDGE, pp. 7 f.); details can be examined very easily in Sherk's collection of 
inscribed Greek translations of senatorial decrees of Republican and Augustan date, 
supplemented ·by the Greek texts in Josephus, AJ 14. 10 and the Latin texts in FIRA2• 

Some help is also provided by the construction of the wall in alternate thick .and 
thin courses (p. 33). 

Loew's block (RDGE 29), with the adjoining new block found in one of the 
backstage rooms and the fragment of it found in the Byzantine defence wall (plate 
XIII, 2), constitute an introduction to a senatus consultum with the record of archival 
registration and the list of those present when the text was drafted. They are from 
a thick course (course 1, containing ll. 1-12). The thin block found with the new 
block just placed (plate XIV. 1) carries formulae of a type that appear at the opening 
of senatorial decrees, just after the list of names of those present at the drafting; it can 
therefore fairly be assigned to the course immediately below (course 2, containing 
ll. 13-20). The third block found with them, broken but now reassembled from its 
pieces (plate XIV. 2), is a thick block carrying formulae recognizably appropriate to 
follow those on the thin block and assignable, therefore, to the course below that 
block (course 3, containing ll. 21-36). It is unfortunately broken below, but con
tained at least sixteen lines. The thick course 1 contains twelve lines ; of the two 
thick courses in situ, the higher contained seventeen and the lower eighteen lines ; 
so that there is some chance that course 3 was complete with sixteen, but it is also 
quite possible that one line is lost from it, just possibly two. Between the content 
of this block and that of the top course remaining in situ there is no continuity, but 
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also nothing to suggest that a long passage is lost. However, since the topmost 
course in situ is a thin course it must be supposed that two more courses, one thick 
and one thin, intervened, unless course 3 stood immediately above it in the wall. 
The former possibility would carry the inscribed area to a grotesque height at 
which the upper lines could not have been easily legible by anyone on the ground. 
It is much more reasonable to take the topmost course in situ as course 4 (containing 
11. 37-45). Below it, in the thick course 5, the content of what survives on the wall 
makes a direct connection with that of Sherard's block which will have stood 
immediately to the left (with Sherard's own copy the fit is very good in most lines; 
difficulties arise with the versions of Chishull and C/G, see bibliography and 
Appendix 11), while MacDonald's block stood to the left of that (plate XVIII, I, 
11. 46-62). MacDonald's fragment (plate XVII, 2) is shown by its content to have 
belonged to course 8. 

The resulting text can be further supplemented from an area of the wall which 
survives intact, where extracts from related documents had been separately inscribed 
(doe. 9), providing the substance of 11. 32-5 and 77-82. 

The decree as it can be envisaged now was, obviously, a much more complex 
document than the one block seen by Sherard had led anyone to expect. In con
sequence many of the supplements offered to Sherard's text in the past and much 
of the published discussion of it are based on assumptions that can now be dismissed, 
and I have omitted many of them from the commentary. 

For the restorations proposed here, which are certainly not all that might be 
achieved, I have used estimates of the line-length drawn (a) from 11. 47-62 where, 
with the help of Sherard's transcription of the one missing block, the lines are in 
effect complete: the two lines 55 and 61, which are outspaced to mark the beginning 
of a clause, contain 95 and 97 letters respectively, while other lines vary from 87 
letters (ll. 48, 50, 51) to 95 (1. 60); (b) from 11. 32-5 and 77-82 where the complete 
lines can be restored from doe. 9 ; here the variation is from 82 (plus a vacat) in 
I. 32 to 92 in I. 82. Variation in line-length is very marked; apart from the out
spacing, reasons for it are that some lines are extended a little beyond the norm at 
the right end, that ligatures are common, that stops or blank spaces (of varying 
width) occur from time to time and occasionally wider spacing of letters in words 
which are to be emphasized, e.g. the names of the triumvirs in I. 26. 

Sherard's block was first published by E. Chishull ; for bibliography see doe. 6 
and add Reinach no. 16, L. Robert, Aph 409 f. (both giving the upper left-handcorner 
from Gaudin's squeeze), the derivative text of RDGE 28B and the brief note by 
F. Millar, JRS 63 (1973), 56, no. 8 (on triumviral procedure). 

Loew's block was first published by J. Franz, Annali dell' Istituto di Corri
spondenza Archeologica 19 (1847), 113, no. 5, and again by Waddington, after 

;:,. re-examination, as LBW no. 1627; whence Viereck, no. 19, with p. vii, and 
P. Willems, Senat 252; it was republished as Reinach, no. 1, from a squeeze by 
Gaudin, and in MAMA 405 by Calder and Cormack, after a new examination of 
the stone; whence RDGE 29; there are brief notes by B. Hausoullier, RPh 23 
(1899), 152 (right of asylum defended in A.D. 22), E. Schlesinger, Die griechische 
Asylie (diss. GieBen, 1933), 79 (the fact of asylum), J. M. Reynolds, JRS 61 (1971), 
285 (on 11. 1,4) and F. Millar, JRS (1973), 57, no. 12 (triumviral procedure); there 
has been discussion of the prosopographical aspects by many writers, usually in 
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connection with individual senators, but for a recent treatment of all·see MRR 11 

with Supp., under each name. 
Assembly of elements assisted by Linda Hatfield and reading from the stones 

by Charlotte Roueche ; acknowledgments for discussion to Peter Brunt, Michael 
Crawford, John Crook, Elizabeth Rawson (all on historical and legal aspects and 
on the text), John Chadwick, Robert Coleman (language), A. Giovannini (especially 
on the structure of the document and a number of supplements), R. Merkelbach 
(text), Fergus Millar, Richard Talbert (senatorial procedure), Ernst Badian, T. R. S. 
Broughton, Michael Crawford, Ian Davies, Ronald Syme, Peter Wiseman (all on 
prosopography), Lawrence Keppie (substitute soldiers), Mary Beard, Simon Price 
(fetiales), Donald Baronowski (the treaty). 

Plates IX; XIII, 2-3; XIV-XVIII, 1; Figs. 4, 5 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.; ll. 1-17, 0·025 av., 11. 18-95, 0·02 av.; out
spacing at the beginning of paragraphs; ligatured nn in I. 4, MH in 1. 19, HN in 
I. 23, HN in 1. 24, NE in 1. 29, MH (twice) in 1. 44, HM in 1. 46, HM in 1. 54, HM in 
I. 57, NM in I. 58, HM in 1. 59, TE (twice), HM, NH in 1. 60, ME in 1. 66, MH, MHN, 
rM in I. 67, MH in 1. 68, HN in I. 79, HM in 1. 90, HM in 1. 91, MH in 1. 92, NH in 
I. 93; apices in 11. 1-8, 10-12, 14, 19, 22, 23, 26, 29, 32-4, 40-3, 48, 49, 51, 55, 56, 
58, 60-2, 64, 65, 68, 73, 75, 76, 81, 86-8, 92-4; diaeresis in 11. 1, 4, 6 (twice, once 
above the letter), 7-12 (all above the letters); dots for stops in 11. 2, 4-11, 23, 26, 
circular stops in ll. 27, 28, 30, 33; arabesque stop in I. 78; part of OL in 1. 14 cut 
on an inset piece of marble ; tall r in I. 31 (perhaps to correct a mistakenly written 1). 

['E1Ti rextov Kex:Aovetcriov rextov viov, 1\E\ndov MexpKi]ov /\eVKiov viov \rrrerrc.>v, 
Et< T&v [ v ]ex6eVTwv SoyJJerrwv 

[ ?1TpWTIJ, KT]pWJJexcrt 1T Texis Se 
TexJJtCXKexis Se:ATots e1ri M6:pKov MexpTt-

[ ...... c. 18 ...... TexJJt]&v KCXTex 1r6:Atv 1Tpc.OTIJ, 1rpa tiJJep&>v 
Novc.>v '0KTc.>j3piwv EV EV T4) 

[?vex<{) ..•••. c. 15 ...... ]ypexq>oJJevwv 1rexpf)crexv MO:pKos Ovc;x[:AE]ptos 
M6:pKov vias /\eJJc.>viex Mecrcr6::Aexs, "A1rm.: 

5 [os ?K:AcruStos ?/\EVKiov 'Acr(1r)pi}vexs, /\M<tos LKptj3c.Ov(t)os 
. /\EVKiov vias <l>ex:Aepvcx /\i!3wv, 1\M<t-

sic [os ...... c.10 ...... [ .. c.l2 .. ]s rextov 
vias KAcxvSwvetcxv6s, /\eV!<tos Lep

[ytos ?/\EVKiov vias] <l>cx:Aepvex nAexilTos, rO:ios M [ ... c. 7 •• vios 
rvexios 'Aoivvtos rvexiov vias 

[?'Apvi}crcrts .. c. 7 .. ]n61TAIOS LTJcrTIOS /\eVKiov [vias Ko:A:Aeivex, 
no!JlTTJlOS Ko'iVTOV vias 'Apvti}crcrts, rO:ios 

["HStos rcxtov vi]as KAcxv9ic;x /\e[V!<tos ... c. 9 .. vi]as 'Apvi}crcrts 
Kex1Thc.>v, Thos AtKivvtos Thov 

10 [ vios .. c. 18 .. ]1JVOS r [ ...... c. 26 ...... ]vtos r vexiov vi os , Apvi}crcrts 'Povcpos, 
n61TAIOS 

[ ...... c; 48 ...... ]via[s ?'A]vti}crcrts, rvexios Li}Stos rextov vias KAcxv-
[Siex ...... c. 45 ...... ]y, Th[os Thov vias <l>exl3iex Tvpexvvos, 
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[ .....................•.....•.....•.•••......••.. J!!TOS 
[ ...... c. 43-53 ...... ? mpi wv fa"ios Kat.oveicrt]os ratov vios [KaAOVel<YtOS] 

15 [/\eV!<tOS MapKtos /\EVKiov vios KT)vcrwpeivos \hr<XTot Myovs ETion1craVTo] vacat 
[ ?Loi\wva , A<ppOOE10"1EWV xaptT<X, <ptAl<XV, <YVI..II..I<XXl<XV 

avaveoucr6at], oeecr6a{ TE Tf\S <JVVKATJ
[ Tov o1rws . . . . . • c. 56-66 . . . . . . TT]f.apacrewv Kai 'A<ppooetcrte-
[wv ...... c. 32-42 ...... ?<ptAl<XS EVEKEV Tipos TOVS 'PWI..I<XlOVS] Te K<Xi evvoias 

ev Tois emcpa-
[ve<JT6:Tots •..... c. 47-57 ...... TaVT<X oTiw]s &1ro0661) TEt1..11)6w-

20 [crt TE ?oi aypoi 01E<p6<Xpi..IEV01 ?oTIWS TE ..•.•. C. 26-36 ...... <ptA<XV6pwTI]WS 
TE &TioKpien [?vacat] 

T]fj Tipo[s TOV o]i]I..IOV TOV nt.a[pacrewv K<Xi 'A<ppoOE10"1EWV 
xaptT<X, <ptAi<XV, <YVI..IIl<XXl<XV ava]

[vewcracr6]<;q, O:vop,c;x Kai &yaeov, ht Kai <pi[t.ov, 1rapa 
oi]1..1ov K<XAov Kai &yaeov ?eTt oe Kai <pi]

[t.ov <YVI..IIlcX Jxov 1rpocrayopevcrat stop Kai emtoi) <YVI..I<pwveiT<Xt Ti)v Tio [AE1TTJ<XV 
Ti)v T6'>V nt.apacrewv K<Xi , A<ppOOE10"1EWV] 

[&<p' ov 1rp6s] -ri]v cptf.iav Tov oi]1..1ov Tov 'Pw1..1aiwv 5t1)v[EK •..... 
c. 36 ...... ] 

25 [ .. c. 6 .. TlJ T]]yEI..IOVl<;X TOV OTJI..IOV TOV 'PWI..I<XlWV I..IETCx I..IEYl<YTT)S evy [ Ol<XS ••..•• 
c. 33 ...... ] 

[ .. c. 9 .. ]as \rrrapxetv v. Kai emtot) MO:pKos 'AVTwvtos Kai fa"ios Kai[crap 
?aVToKpclTOpES ?vac. TptWV avopwv] 

[Tfjs ?vac. Tw]y OT)I..IO<riwv Tipay1..16:Twv stop ev T1JOE Tfj [?Myovs 
ETioti]cravTo TIEpi Tf\S ?Kai\f.iOLTJs ?1rpo ]

[?atpecrews] TE Tii<YTews i']v Tois OT)I..IOcriots Tipay1..1acrt[v 6 of\1..1os 6 
nAapacrewv Kai 'A<ppooetcrtewv] 

[ ?TI<XPE<JXT)K]E, eTii Tc';> <YVI..I<pEpOVTt Twv OT)I..IO<riwv 1rpay1..16:Twv ooKeiv Ely [at 
mapacrEiS K<Xi 'A<ppooetcrteis, <XVTovs] 

30 [Kai TEKV<X e]yy6vovs TE <XVTwv, cXTEAEiS TicXVTWV stop TWV TIP<XYI..IcXTWV dv[at 
...... c. 17 ...... 

[Efvat 1r6:v]Twv oei\Twv TipocrootKwv oi]1..1ov 'Pw1..1aiwv, <XVTovs Kai TCxs EKE[tvwv 
ywatKas, TEKva eyy6vovs TE <XVT&v Kai] 

[eis TOV crv]l:lllcXxWV apt6I..IOV K<XT<XTayfjvat vac. I..ITJTE I..ITJV apxoVTa Ttv[a ft 
aVTapxoVTa OTJI..IOV 'Pw1..1aiwv ETEp6v TE] 

[TtV<X eis Ti)]v TIOA1V [T]DY xwpav V. ft K<Xi TOVS opovs Tov[s] nAapacrewv K<;X[i 
'A<ppooetcrtewv <YTp<XTtWTT)V K<Xi &VTtcrTpa ]

[TtWTT)V, iTITI]ea, ETEp<;}[v TlV<X ei]s TI<Xpc;x[xet]I:I<;XC![i]c;xv Tipos aVTOVS o{oo[cr6at 
I..ITJOE K<XTa6ecr6at KEAevetv, I..ITJTE XPTJ]-

35 [ll<XT<X ?stop <YTpa[TtWT<XS ?stop I..ITJTE TIAoia ?stop I..ITJTE creiTov ?stop I..ITJ]Te 
OTIA<X stop I..ITJTE crx [ EOl<XS' ?stop I..ITJTE I..ITJV hep6v Tl TIPCXyll<X] 

[Tc';> OTJI..I'P Tc';>] mc;xp, [ <XO"EWV K<Xt , A<ppoOE10"1EWV rn1Tacrcrecr6at ••••••......•• ] 
[ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ] <p [ ••••••••••••••••• ] 
[?ilv TE Ttva ?&crvf.iav .• ? •• 'Acpp,ooeiTIJ v. Tfj 1rap' <XVTois ov01J crw-

. -rc;x\rnly 
[?crvVKexwpfjcr6at ••• c. 10 ... ? Kai ?K<XTa Ti)v To]v oi]1..1ov Tou 'Pw1..1aiwv 

Tfj cr [ WKATJT ]c.p cpaivecr6<X! [ ?dvat] 
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40 [. . . . . . c. 32 . . . . . . &p]ecn<e1v TE El<eivo TO 1epov acrvAov Kai T'i) <XVTW 
9 elva1 c() 91Kai'!> 

[To iepov 'ApThu5os 'Eq>Ecrias EV 'Eq>EO"'!> EO"Ti]y TCc TE Aoi1ra OO"CX eeos 'loVAIOS 
mpi El<eivwv Twv 1TpayJJ6:Twv 

[?TI6:VTa K\Jp1a 51aJJeve!V ..•• c. 15 ... 6JJoi]ws &pecn<e1v Tfj crvvKA'i)T'!> Tov 5fiJJov 
TOV mapacrewv Kai > A<ppOOEI-

[ cr1ewv . . . . . . c. 31 ...... w ]v Tip os T'i) Ma16:vop"l> crvve1cr<popas TI6:vTwv Twv · 
1TpayJJ6:Twv KE)(Wplcr-

[ • • . . . . c. 25 ...... ? TI6:VT [ 1 JrovP.Y\JT [ ov ?&veicr<pop TE elva1 Kai 
JJ'i)Te eicr<popas JJ'i)Te &:A.Ao Ti 

45 [ ...................... ]N![.2-3.]T[ .. 3-4 .. ]To TIPOyJ.lCX evE)(vpov A[aJJ]-
?&]1!6:yecr6al ATE[.c. 2. ?&AA]a eAev6epovs elva1 T'i) OIKai'!> Kai 

Texis [i5ims Kpicrecrlv evEKev Tov] 51)JJov Tov 'PwJJaiwv TT] [v] 
1TOAEIT1)ay l'ijv mapacrewv Kai > A<ppOOHO"IEWV xpficr6all evy&rjv E [is 'PWJJT)V 

EVTOS T ]wv opwv El<eivwv TIVCX OJ.lOA [ 0 ]
yeiv TIVI il [ K ]ai KEAEVEIV OJ.lOAOyeiv I & TE TIVCX E1Ta6Aal TEIJ.lCxSI <j>IA6:v6pw [ 1TCX r 6:\]os 

Kcxicrap il MapKos • AVTWVIOS1 Tpl
wv &v5pwv Tfjs Twv OflJJocriwv TipayJJ6:Twv T'i) i5i'!> E1TIKpiJJOTI 

m [apex ]O"EVO"IV Kai > A<ppoOEIO"IEVO"IV EOWKCX [V] 
so il OWO"OVO"IVI 1TpOO"EJJEp1(cr)avl 1TpOO"J.lEp10VO"!VI OVVEXWPflO"CXVI crvvxwp'l)crovO"IVI 

TCX [v]Ta 1TCcVTCX op6ws KCXl oTOIXOVVTWS 
5oKeiv yeyev(fi )crem v. 6JJoiws TE &pecn<(e1 )v Tfj crvvM'I)T'!> Tov 5fiJJov Tov 

nAa [pcx ]crewv KCXl > A<ppOOEIO"IEWVI TEKVCXI EKy6-

vovs TE a\rrwv, l'ijv eAev6epiav Kai l'ijv a\rrovs TiaVTwv Twv Tip ay [JJ ]6:Twv 
TOUT'!> TE T'i) OIKai'!> EXEIV, OICXKpa

Teiv Ka66:mp KCX( TIS 1TOAEIT(TJ )a T'i) KcxA(A)lO"T'!> OIKCXl'!>1 KaA(A)lO"T'!> TE VOJ.l'!> 
eO"Tivl l)TIS 1ToAe!Ti)a 1Tapa Tfis OVVKAi)Tov 

Kai Tov Si) [JJO ]v TOV 'PwJJaiwv TTJV EAEV6ep[ e ]iav Kai &TeAEiav EXEI, <piAl') TE Kai 
o-V[JJ]JJCXXOS Tov 51)JJOV Tov 'PwJJaiwv EO"Tiv. 

55 "0 iepov eiTe K[ai] TEJ.lEVOS eeas 'A<ppo5EiTT)S EV 1TOAEI mcxpacrewv Kai 'A<ppoOEIO"IE
w[v] eO"Tiv, El<eivo To iepov, eKeivo To TEJJE

vos acrvAov [e]O"Tw TOUT'!> T'i) OIKCXi'!>1 Tcx\m:l TE 5(e)lcrl5cxiJJOVi<f: c() OIKai'!> Kai 
5elcriOaiJJOVi<f: To iepov eiTe Kcxi TEJJEvos • Ap

TEJ.ll5os 'E [ <pe]crias eO"Tiv ev 'Eq>E0"'!>1 KVKA'!> TE El<eivov Tov iepov, eiTe TEJJEvos EO"TIV1 

eis To TICcvTfl JJExPI Tio5&lv eKcr:rov eiKo-
0"11 EKEivos 6 T01TOS CXOVAOS EO"Tw· 01TWS TS tl1TOAEITTJCXI oi 1TOAEiTCXI oi nAapcxcrewv 

Kcxi • A<ppooe1cr1ewv JJee· wv &yp&>v1 ToTiwv1 

oiKOOOJ.liWV1 KWJ.lWV 1 XWPlWV 1 OXVPWJ.lCcTWV1 OpWV1 1Tpocr65wv 1TpOS TTJV <j>IAlCXV 
To [v] 5i)JJov Tov 'PwJJaiwv TipocrfjA6ov Ta0Ta 

60 1TCcVTCX exw[cr]!VI KpaTWO"IVI XPWVTCXII TE, 1TCcVTWV TWV 1TpayiJCcTWV 
[N] E[A]eVeepol OTEAEiS TE i<ai aOT)IlOO"IWVT)TOI WO"IV 

Mi)Te J.lTJV Tly[es 8]16: Tlva ahiav eKeivwv S(1)06vm (?T1) J.lT)OE (cr)welcr<pepe!V 
O<j>ElAWO"IV I [ a]AACx EAeV6Ep01 Kai OTEAEiS WO"!V, VOJ.lOIS 

TE i5iOIS 1T[OTpi]OIS Kai ovs &:v J.lETCx TcxVTCX EV e<XVTois Kvp(w )cr(w )criV XPWV [Tal 
• • • C. 6 ... ]VTCXl TE CXTE TIVCx CXv KCXl [ oi' a ]v nAapCXO"EiS 

[ Kai • A<ppo5EIO"IEiS . . . . . . c. 38 ...... ]c;x eK TW}' [T pC£A 9P.&lv 
TWV [6p&lv Tw]v mcxpcxcre-
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[wv Kai 'A<ppoSetcnewv ...... c. 31 ...... -ay]wcnv1 TaUTa rraVTa cXTEAfj Kai 
, O:vvevollfw [ Ta eK 

sic 65 [ T&'>V opwv TWV ?T paAAtav&v· ?E6:v TE CTTPCXTTJYOS1 aVTtO'TpCXTTJyOS1 VrraTOS T ]e 
v. EcXv TE Kal rnp6s TIS apxwv [ST)]I,lOO"ias Si}

[llOV •pw1-1aiwv ?m'rrois ?rrapex Tex <ptA6:v6pwrra Tex \rrro Tfjs cr]VVKAi}
Tov SeSo!leval 

[. . . . . . c. 45 ...... ]VTat1 llTJTE llTJV TIS eKEivwv Twv rrpay!lchwy Ttvi Tt 
1.11cr6o\rr( w) 

[ ...... c. 25 ...... O:pxwvl &VTapxwv TE os O:v rrepl Tw]v EV errapxeiats 
StKatOOOTIJ emKpetVhw l.lTJ Tt \rrre

[vavTiov Tc;; 56yl.laTl Tfjs O"VVKATJTOV YEVT)TOI" orrws TE K]c;xi [f)] TIOAEITTJO, 
oi rroAeiTat TE oi fTAapacrewv v. Kal 

70 [' ?oicrrtcrt v61.1otc; iSio15 rraTpiots TE Kai Eetcrl.lois ?Exp] i}cravTo1 Kai 
1.1e6'wv Se T6rrwv1 &yp&v1 oiKo

[So1.1t&v1 KW1.1WV1 xwpiWV1 OXVPWI.lcXTWV1 opWV1 rrpocr6Swv .... C. 24 .... ] 
TO! [ ... ]wv1 hepwv Te rrpay1.16:Twv v. Kai 

[ ?xpT)I.lcXTWv .. c. 17 .. rrpos Ti)v <ptAiav Tov Si}1.1ov Tov •pw1.1aiwv rrpocrfji\eov 
TrcXv ]Ta a\rrex exwcrtv StaKOTEXWO"lV' 

?vacat nepi Se wv raios KaAoveicrtOS1 AeVt<tos MapKtos KT)vcrwpei]yos 
vrraTot Myovs erroti}craVTo 

[?orrws AeVt<tos MapKlOS KT)VO"Wpeivos Kai raios KaAoveicrtos VrraTOl TOiS KOTCx] 
1J6Atv Tal.ltais eis To 

75 [ aipaptov ?6:va<pepetv ovo1.1a Kal Tc;; rrpecr[3EVTfj T&'>v rTAapacrewv Kai 
'A<ppoSet]crtewv Sowat O:rrocrreiAat TE KE-

[Aevcrwcrtv ?O:rro O"T)O'TEpTiwv VOI.lWV ....•. c. 34 ...... orrws T]E EV TOiS 
cXyWO"l TE Kai TOiS l.lOVOI.lO

[Xfatc; hi Te KVVT)yiotS1 Kal eexv &eAT)Tat ev rr6Aet •pWI.llJ TIAT)criov 
TE rr6A]ews •pWI.lT)S l.llAlOV EVOSI EV Tc;; TWV 

[ O"VVKAT)TIKWV ?Tc;; rrpecr[3eVTfj nA.apacrewv Kal 'A<ppoSetO"lEWV Ka6fjcr6atl 
es]wpeiv T' stop Kal ohtves Se O:v 

[ TIOTE rrpecr[3eVTai ?Tov Si}l.lOV TOV nA.apacrewv Kai 'A<ppoSetcrlEWV eis •pWI.lT)V 
rr]pos Ti)v crVvKAT)Tov rrapayevwVTat, 

80 [Tois apxovcrtv, O:VTapxovcrtv Si}l.lOV ·pwl.laiwv, Tois exovcrtv crVVKAT)T]ov 
crvvayayeivl EV<pavicrwcrtv orrws 

[crVvKAT)TOS a\rrois 5661J' O:pecrKE!V SeEK TOV crrixov crVvKAT)TOV a\rrois Soefjvatl 
]vcriav TE a\rrois yevecr6at eis To e

[KeivlJ Tfj StaAeyfjvat El.l<pavicrat TEI EV TJI.lEpats S€Ka Tais evytcrra ais O:v 
rrp ]ocrei\ewcrtv 1 ev<pavicrwcrtv 1 0:rr6Kptl.la 

[ rrpecr[3EVTais fTAapacrewv Kai 'A<ppoSetcrtewv Soefjvat. orrws TE AeVt<tos MapKtOS 
KT)VO" ]wpeivoc; Kal r aios KaAoveicrtos 

[vTraTOl ?To opK!OV TOV Si}l.lOV TOV ·pwl.laiwv yevecreat <ppOVTlO"WO"l TOV TE 
Sfj!lOV TOV nA.apacr]ewv Kal Stex TWV rrpecr-

85 [[3EVTWV ?61.100"01 ....... c. 55 ....... ]HAN a\rrovs TOVS eel.ltcrTfjpas rra-
[ .............. c. 65 .............. l.l]ETex TaCiTa ecr61.1evot ois O:v a\rr&v 
[ ........ c. 55 ........ TOV Si}l.lOV T]ov nA.apacrewv Kai Se-

[ .............. c. 65 .............. T]a TE rrA.i}61') ev€vKwcrtv & O:v oihot 
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[ ...... c. 45 ...... ? q>pOVTJO'WO'lV chrws ETIEtSl) .... y]evwVTat, KCl'TaO"Ta-
ewcriv TE VOIJOV 

90 [ nepi To\rrwv Tcr:w np]ay1-16:Twv eni Tov Ofj!Jov [ ?emq>epwcrtv ..... c.lO ..... ] 
onws Te To\ho To S6y1-1a Tfjs cruvt<Ai}Tov 

[ Kai TO opKtOV TO npo ]s TOV Ofj!JOV TOV m.apacrew [V Kai • Aq>poSetO'tEWV Ell' ]t
'YEVT}O'OIJEVOV SeATOlS XaAKeiats evxapa

[xeevTa ev iepc;> b.io]s ev 'Pw1J1J ev Tc;> KaTIETwAiC¥ &[vcrrt6wcrt, oj.lotws Se Kai 
_ &AA.a ]s SeA.Tovs ev • Aq>poSetcrtaSt ev Tc;> iepc;> Tfjs 

[' Aq>poSeiTTJs Kai ev] rais TIA.apacrewv Kai • Aq>poSet [ crtewv ?O:yopais ov av 
Sfj:A]ov Ka6ws av a\rrois npo Twv ST}IJocriwv npa

[y!J<lTwv Kai iSias] ni01ews eq>aivero e[ivat vac. vac. ev Tfj 
crv ]vi<Ai}TCj> oTe To\ho TO S6y1-1a he:AeiTo napfjcrav 

95 [ .. c. 11 ..... Kai] v. O'VVKAT}TtKoi TptaK<?q[tot TEcrcrap<lKoVTa cm ey]evero TO 
opKtOV. vac at 

Variant readings of the published blocks are noted in the commentary. The 
translation assumes many of the supplements tentatively proposed there. 

[In the] consulship [of C. Calvisius C.f. and L. Marcius] L.f.; from the record 
of decrees referred to the Senate, file [?one, pages four], five, six, seven, eight, nine; 
and in the quaestorian files of the year when M. Marti[- and .. ? .. ] were urban 
[quaestors], file one. 2nd October, on the Palatine, in the [?temple of .. ? .. ]. When 
the record was written there were present M. Valerius M.f. Lem. Messala, Appius 
[Claudius ?Pulcher, (L. Nonius) L.f.] Vel. Asprenas, L. Scri.bonius L.f. Fal. Libo, 
L. [ .. ? .. ] L.f. Ouf. Balbus, [ .. ? .. ] C.f. Claudonianus (sic), L. Ser[gius ?L.f.] Fal. 
Plautus, C.M[ .. ? .. f.] Pom., Cn. Asinius Cn. f. [?Arn.], P. Sestius L. [f. Col., Cn.] 
Pompeius Q.f. Arn., C. Hedius C.f.] Cla. Thorns, L. [ .. ? .. f.] Arn. Capito, T. Licinius 
T. [f ... ? .. ]c;nus, C[ .. ? .. , .. ? .. ]nius Cn. f. Arn. Rufus, P. [ .. ? .. , .. ? .. ] ?Ani., 
Cn. Sedius C.f. Cla. [ .. ? .. , .. ? .. ]n, T. [Li]cinius T.f. Fab. Turannus, [ .. ? .. ]itus 
[ .. ? .. Concerning the matter on which the consuls C. Calvisius] C.f. [and L. Marcius 
L.f. Censorious spoke, saying] 
[that ?Solon son of Demetrius, envoy of the Aphrodisians, was renewing the relation
ship of favour, friendship and alliance] and seeking of the Senate [that .. ? .. the 
People of] Plarasa and Aphrodisias [ .. ? .. because of their friendship towards the 
Romans] and goodwill, [?in which they have been] among the most outstanding, 
[ .. ? .. that these things] should be restored to them [and ?the destroyed fields] should 
be valued, [ .. ? .. and that they should receive a favourable] reply; the Senate 
[decided to reaffirm the relationship of favour, friendship and alliance] with the· 
people of Plarasa [and Aphrodisias], to address their ambassador as a good and 
noble man and, moreover, a friend [from a good and noble people, which is, moreover, 
our friend and ally]; and since it is agreed that the community [of the Plarasans and 
Aphrodisians has] continuously [ .. ? .. ] shown the greatest [ .. ? .. and] goodwill 
[ .. ? .. ] to the empire of the Roman people from the time when it entered the friend
ship of the Roman People; and since M. Antonius and C. Caesar [victorious generals, 
Triumviri] Reipublicae Constituendae, [spoke] in this house [about the very noble 
policy] and the exceptional loyalty which [the people of PlarasafAphrodisias have 
extended] to our public affairs, (resolved) that it seems to be in the public interest 
[for the Plarasans and Aphrodisians, themselves, their children] and their. descendants 
to be exempt from all levies [ .. ? .. and removed from] all taxation documents of the 
Roman People, themselves and their [wives, children and descendants and] to be 
enrolled among the number of allies ; nor should any magistrate [or promagistrate 
of the Roman People, or anyone else], billet on them, in the city or territory or bounds 
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of the Plarasans [and Aphrodisians, a soldier or a substitute soldier, a cavalry-man], 
or anyone else, with a view to providing winter quarters, [nor order such billeting to 
take place], nor levy from the people of Plarasa [and Aphrodisias money], or soldiers, 
[or ships, or corn], or weapons, or rafts, [or anything else at all; .. ? .. ; also resolved 
that the ?asylia which .. ? .. conceded] to Aphrodite who is present among them, is 
agreed by the Senate to have been [rightly and duly conceded and in accordance with] 
the sense of duty to the gods felt by the Roman People [ .. ? .. ] ; and it is also agreed 
by the Senate that the temple of the goddess in that city should be an asylum and 
with the same rights as [the sanctuary of Ephesian Artemis at Ephesus], and in other 
respects that the ordinances of Divus Iulius on these matters [should all remain 
valid .. ? .. similarly] it is agreed by the Senate that the people of Plarasa and 
Aphrodisias should be exempt in all respects from the joint levy [ .. ? .. ] on the 
Maeander [ .. ? .. ], should be free of liturgies and [?levies] and [contribute] no pay
ments nor anything else [ .. ? .. ] the matter [?nor should it be allowed to anyone] 
to take and ?carry off[ .. ? .. ] a pledge but the community of Plarasa and Aphrodisias 
should be free and enjoy [its own] law [and courts ?as far as] the Roman People 
[are concerned]; and [within] their boundaries no one should take bail from anyone, 
or order bail to be taken from anyone, [for an appearance in court at Rome ?] ; and 
all those rewards, honours and privileges which C. Caesar or M. Antonius, Triumviri 
Reipublicae Constituendae, have given or shall give, have allotted or shall allot, have 
conceded or shall concede by their own decree to the people of Plarasa and Aphrodisias, 
all these should be accepted as having come about duly and regularly ; similarly it is 
agreed by the Senate that the people of Plarasa and Aphrodisias, their children and 
descendants should themselves have and possess freedom and immunity from taxation 
in all matters on the legal basis which is that of a community with the fullest right and 
law, having freedom and immunity from taxation granted by the Senate and people 
of Rome, and being a friend and ally of the Roman people. 

The temple or precinct of the goddess Aphrodite which is in the city of the 
Plarasans and Aphrodisians, that temple or precinct is to be an asylum, with the 
rights and the religious sanctity which pertain to the temple or precinct of Ephesian 
Artemis at Ephesus, for an area of 120 feet surrounding that temple or precinct in all 
directions; that area is to be an asylum; and (it is agreed) that the community, and 
the citizens of Plarasa and Aphrodisias are to have, hold, use and enjoy all those 
lands, places, buildings, villages, estates, strongpoints, pastures, revenues which they 
had when they entered the friendship of the Roman People, and are to be free, and 
immune from taxation and the presence of tax-contractors. Neither are any of them 
obliged on any account to give or contribute (anything) but they are to be free in all 
respects and immune from taxation and are to enjoy their own traditional laws and 
those which they pass among themselves hereafter. All the[ .. ? .. ] which the Plarasans 
[and Aphrodisians .. ? .. ?move] from [the boundaries] of Trallian territory into 
[the boundaries of the Plarasans and Aphrodisians .. ? .. ], all ,these [they should 
be allowed to move] without paying tax and without paying pasture dues from [?the 
Trallian boundaries and if any ?praetor, propraetor or proconsul], and if anyone else 
in authority [seeks to levy] the public taxes [of the Roman People contrary to the 
privileges] given and conceded by the Senate to the Aphrodisians [ .. ? .. ] nor should 
anyone let to anyone a contract for collecting any of those things; [a magistrate or 
promagistrate charged at any time] with administration of justice in the provinces 
shall see to it that nothing contrary [to this decree of the Senate takes place ; and also 
that those traditional laws and customs of theirs which] the community and citizens 
of Plarasa and Aphrodisias [enjoyed] and the places, lands, buildings, [villages, farms, 
strongpoints, pastures, revenues, .. ? .. ] and other matters and [properties which 
they had when they entered the friendship of the Roman People, all] these they should 
have and hold. [?Agreed. Concerning the proposal made by the] consuls [C. Calvisius 
and L. Marcius Censorious, (it is agreed) that L. Marcius Censorious and C. Calvisius, 
consuls,] should instruct the urban quaestors with a view to [?registering the name of 
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the ambassador at the Treasury] and [bid] them give and pay [subsistence allowance 
to the ambassador of the Plarasans and] Aphrodisians [up to the sum of .. ? .. and 
that the -ambassadors of the Plarasans and Aphrodisians should be allowed to sit] 
as spectators in the [area reseryed for Senators] at contests and gladiatorial combats, 
[also hunts and competitions of athletes, should any occur in the city of Rome or 
within] one mile of the city of Rome; and whatever [ambassadors come from Plarasa 
and Aphrodisias in the future to Rome] to meet the Senate they are to report [to the 
magistrates and promagistrates of the Roman People who have the power] to summon 
[the Senate], in order that [they may be given access to the Senate; and itis agreed 
by the Senate that they should have access to the Senate without waiting their turn 
and] the right [to speak and report in that body (and) that) a reply [be given to the 
envoys of Plarasa and Aphrodisias within 10 days of their] attending and_ reporting [to 
the Senate; and that L. Marcius] Censorinus and C. Calvisius [consuls] should make 
provision [?for the oaths of the Roman People to be sworn and for the people] of 
PlarasajAphrodisias [to swear] through their ambassadors[ .. ? .. ] the priests (?Fetiales) 
themselves [ .. ? .. ] those about to be hereafter (?holding office) to whomsoever of 
them [ .. ? .. of the people] of Plarasa and Aphrodisias [ .. ? .. ] they should ?report 
the ?numbers whatever these [ .. ? .. the consuls are to see to it that, ?after certain 
things] have taken place and been instituted, [?they bring] a law [on these] matters 
before the People (of Rome) and that [they have] this decree of the Senate [engraved, 
and also the treaty with] the people of Plarasa [and Aphrodisias] which will be made 
[in addition to] it, on bronze tablets [and set up in the temple of Jupiter], in Rome, 
on the Capitol; [and to arrange that other] tablets [be displayed] at Aphrodisias in 
the sanctuary of [Aphrodite] and in the [?market place(s) of the Plarasans and 
Aphrodisians, ?where they are clearly visible], as seemed to them in accordance with 
the interests of the state and [with their own] good faith. [Agreed]. In the Senate 
when the decree was passed [ ? Senators] were present, and 3[40] Senators [when] the 
oath was taken. 

I. 1. The layout of this line poses a problem. The presence of the word vmx-rc.vv 
shows that it began with a consular date, as was to be expected. Of the two consular 
names there survives only the filiation of the second, which is so placed in relation 
to what follows that, if praenomen, nomen and filiation of the first and praenomen 
and nomen of the second are supplied before it, the line must be extended to the 
left well beyond the point which may reasonably be proposed for the beginnings of 
ll. 2 ff. Outspacing of the opening line is natural, but it is surprising that it should 
have been to this extent. If the consuls are identified as C. Calvisius and L. Marcius 
Censorinus, as I think that they must be (see below), it must have stretched appre
ciably near to the left-hand end of the wall (see Fig. 5) and so run above the column 
in which I have argued that doe. 6 was inscribed (p. 41), as well as above that used 
for the present document. I see no solution .but to accept this, unless we suppose 
either that the names were incorrectly copied or that most of the first name was cut 
in a short preceding line, perhaps on the moulding of a cornice (cf. Appendix I,A.l). 

There has been dispute as to whether the consuls whose names are to be supplied 
on Loew's block were those of 39 or of 35. The case for 35 was made by Viereck, 
in reliance on a ' rule ' that at this date a man was invariably given his cognomen 
in a document if he had one ; so that the second consul here could not be L. Marcius 
Censorinus, cos. 39, and must be L. Cornificius, cos. 35, the only consul ofthese 
years to combine the right filiation with lack of a cognomen. It was already deducible 
from RDGE 31, in which C. Calvisius Sabinus appears without a cognomen in 1. 74 
and with one in 1. 86 that the ' rule ' was not invariably followed ; and Viereck 
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himself was aware that, on occasion, a cognomen might be displaced and appear. 
before the filiation (cf. fcdov Koti\iov Kai\Sov faiov viov in Sylf.3 732 to which he 
refers), so that it could never have been applied with absolute confidence here. In 
fact it is now clear from ll. 14 and 83 below that the consuls who put to the Senate 
the proposals agreed here were those of 39. Their names should be supplied here, 
since registration of a decree must have followed very soon after its passage (Senat 207, 
cf. RDGE, p. 7); indeed the need for reaffirmation of a decree put to the Senate 
by Julius Caesar, but not yet registered when he was assassinated (Josephus, 
AJ 14. 10. 221), is held to indicate that only those who proposed a decree could 
register it. The conclusion also vindicates the general historical arguments for 
placing the contents of Sherard's block in 39 which were put forward recently by 
L. Robert (Aph 419). 

The surviving filiation indicates that the name of L. Marcius Censorinus stood 
in the second place and, although his cognomen was regularly used, its omission 
here must be accepted-there is no room in the line for it before the filiation. Its 
absence ·may be due to a slip of a type that is not uncommon in the transcription of 
names, cf. 1. 14 where either Calvisius' name was written twice or his filiation was 
wrongly placed. Alternatively it might be explicable in terms of the source of the 
date, which may have been the consuls' own copy rather than the quaestorian archive 
(see below). 

There is, however, a difficulty in this order of names, since Censorinus appears 
first in the Fasti Capitolini, first in the date at the head of the se de Panamaris (RDGE 
27, ll. 3-4) passed in August 39, and first in 1. 83 below. The order of names in 
citations of consular pairs tends to be reasonably uniform (L. R. Taylor and 
T. R. S. Broughton, MAAR 19 (1949), 7 f., Historia 17 (1968), 166 f.; see now the 
reassessment of the evidence by A. Drummond, Athenaeum 56 (1978), 80 f., who 
accepts this point in the argument). Nevertheless the testimonies collected by 
A. Degrassi (Ins. /tal. XIII. 1, pp. 348 f.), while encouraging belief in a 'normal 
order ' of names, indicate at the same time that it was quite commonly varied. 
Reasons for variation are briefly considered by Drummond, op. cit., 5, who shows 
that in the literary sources they include artifice. In administrative documents, 
however, it might be expected that the monthly alternation of fasces between the 
consuls would be a major factor (it has sometimes been said that this was abandoned 
in the middle Republic, so in Daremberg-Saglio s.v. 'Lictores '; RE VI, s.v. 
' Fasces ', but the evidence offered is Suetonius, Jul. 20, which in fact takes its con
tinued existence for granted and merely records Caesar's reintroduction of ceremonial 
attendants in the months in which he did not have the fasces). To test this, however, 
there is very little relevant evidence available. The consul who proposed the se de 
Asclepiade is named second in what seems to be the ' normal order ', and so should 
not have had the fasces at the time of the decree on the criteria normally accepted 
(i.e. that the consul named first in the 'normal order' had the fasces in January); 
he is nevertheless named first in the date at the head of the document (RDGE 22, 
I. 1 Greek ; the Latin version is lost at this point) : the consul who proposed the 
se de Panamaris, in fact the L. Marcius Censorinus of the present document, is named 
first in the' normal order', and first in the date at the head of the document (RDGE 
27, 11. 3-4), but did not, on the accepted criteria, have the fasces at the time. That 
perhaps suggests that the inscribed copies of these two decrees may have derived, 
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not from the quaestorian archive as normally assumed, but from the tablets which 
the consular relatores deposited in the aerarium (see on 11. 1-3) on which, one might 
guess, the relator's own name would tend to be placed first, whether or not he held 
the fasces at the time. The question then arises whether I. 83 here is to be taken, 
as at first sight it might be, to show that while the consuls were jointly responsible 
for the proposal (1. 73), Censorinus took the lead, despite the priority given to 
Calvisius' name in the date. It seems to me a hypothesis worth considering that it 
was not so (and in 11. 14 and 73 where the names of the proposing consuls must be 
supplied I have printed them with the name of Calvisius in the first place); 'in I. 83 
the consular pair was named in a clause which probably required the consuls to take 
further action (so also in I. 74 where, however, the names are entirely lost), and in 
such a clause, given the supposedly joint interest ofthe consuls, a reversion to the 
' normal order ' of names would perhaps be natural (it does not occur in the se de 
Ascl_epiade, RDGE 22, I. 14 Latin, I. 24 Greek, but there the one proposing consul no 
doubt had a special interest in the issue, cf. I. 8 Greek). 

On Loew's stone the incomplete participle· towards the end of the line was 
originally thought to describe registered decrees and was restored by Waddington 
as &v[cxyeypaJ.lJ.lEVwv, which subsequent editors have accepted even after Reinach had 
observed that the correct reading was &vs[ . .. ]. The new piece shows that the word 
was &vs[v]sx6eVTwv. 'Avacpepw was used by Plutarch (Cat. Mi. 17) and Josephus 
(AJ 14. 10. 221, quoted below) and refero commonly by Cicero for registration 
(cf. Sui. 15. 42: indicium in tabu/as relatum); but here the dative in
dicates, apparently, that the Latin translated was ad Senatum relatum, proposed to 
the Senate. I can find no parallel for this formula in a heading, but cf. on 11. 1-3. 
11. 1-3. Here, as has long been recognized, is valuable evidence on the Roman state 
archive; but the incomplete elements on Loew's block have blurred the picture. 
It is now clear that two official records of senatorial decrees were mentioned, both 
presumably preserved in the aerarium. For accounts of the Roman public archive 
see RDGE, pp. 8 f. (summarizing from Mommsen, St. R.3 III, 1015-21, Willems, 
Senat 204-6, O'Brien Moore, RE Supp. VI, cols. 804 f.) and the note on the archival 
aspect of the aerarium by F. Millar, JRS 54 (1964), 34-5. The double reference here 
is paralleled in a decree reported by Josephus (AJ 14. 10. 221) where the senatorial 
decision includes avEVEYKEiV TE TaVra sis 5EATOVS Kai 1Tpos TOVS KaTCx 1TOA1V TOJ.llOS 
01TWS <ppoVTfcrwcn Kai a\rroi ev 5ei\Tots &va6sivat 5nrrV)(ots. The first must, surely, 
be identical with what Cicero, writing of 146 B.C., called the librum in quo sunt 
senatus consulta Cn. Cornelio, L. Mummio coss (Att. 13. 33. 3), cf. the much later 
se de nundinis saltus Beguensis (CIL VIII, 23246) where the copy is said to be descriptum 
et recognitum ex libro sententiarum in senatu dictarum Kani Iuni Nigri, C. Pomponi 
Camerini coss. It probably consisted of the originals as handed in by the relatores, 
from which the quaestors had copies transcribed on to their own tabulae. That, if 
accepted, would explain the unparalleled formula of I. 1. 

Both the book containing the decrees and the quaestorian records will have 
been written on wooden tablets (5ei\Tot, codices, tabulae) with waxed or gummed 
sides {KTJPWJ.laTa, cerae), which were strung together in groups (cf. the accounts of 
the archive already cited). Willems argued from the words J.lTJVOS Mafov in the file 
reference for the se de Asclepiade (RDGE 22, 11. 1-3) that the quaestorian record, 
which was supposedly cited there, was broken down into monthly sub-divisions 
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(Senat 218, n. 3), but since it now seems possible that it was from the book of 
decrees that it was cited, his argument can no longer be taken as conclusive. In 
I. 3, however, the present decree is said to be written on the first tablet of the 
quaestorian record ; and since it is inconceivable that the first tablet for the year 
should carry a decree passed on 2 October, in a year of much senatorial business 
following the decision of Antony and Octavian to ratify their acta by senatorial 
decrees (Dio Cassius 48. 34. 1), this must be the first tablet for October, proving 
the sub-division by months. It seems certain that the book of decrees too was broken 
down into monthly sub-divisions, for the numbers of the waxed sides cited in what 
survives of I. 2 are also low for a decree passed in October 39 if the numeration was 
continuous throughout the year. It would seem reasonable to guess then that the 
Sei\Tos here too was the first for the month, but after KT}PWilacrlv in I. 2 there is only 
room to add the fourth page to those whose numbers survive. 

At the end of I. 2 part of the name of one of the urban quaestors survives but 
is not identifiable ; the conclusion of his name, with that of his colleague, filled the 
beginning of I. 3. It is not possible to make valid suggestions for the second name, 
since we are v{:ry ill-informed on the names of quaestors in the triumviral period, 
see MRR under these years; for 39 Broughton proposed only Q. Sosius, who cannot 
have been an urban quaestor since he minted outside Italy (M. Grant, From lmperium 
to Auctoritas {1946), 39-40, where the praenomen is given wrongly as C., in accept
ance of an error in F. W. Shipley, Washington University Studies 3 {1930), 73 f.). 
Ti. Sempronius Gracchus and Q. Voconius Vitulus (RRC, nos. 525, 526) are possibi
lities, but very uncertainly dated. 
I. 3. The date is 2 October ; this is later than any previous attestation for the con
tinuance of Censorinus and Calvisius in office, and pushes further towards the end 
of the year the occasion at which they were succeeded by suffects (C. Cocceius 
Balbus, P. Alfenus Varus). 
I. 4. At the beginning the name of the specific place on the Palatine in which the 
Senate met is wanted. There are very few references to meetings of the Senate on 
the Palatine under the Republic. Dio Cassius (40. 49) records one in 52, following 
the burning of the Curia Hostilia after Clodius' death; Lily Ross Taylor argued 

was held in the Temple of Jupiter Stator (TAPhA 100 (1969), 568-9) where 
a meeting is recorded in 63 during the Catilinarian crisis (Cicero, Catil. I. 5, Plutarch, 
Cic. 16). The temple of Jupiter Stator is, strictly, on the Velia rather than the 
Palatine and described by Livy as ad veterem portam Palatii (I. 12. 3), by Ovid as 
ante Palatini ora iugi (Fast. 6. 794) and by others similarly; moreover there is no 
evidence to show that it was a regular meeting place for the Senate (in 63 it was 
selected, apparently, because it was conveniently near Cicero's house). It is, however, 
the only attested meeting place which could be described as being on the Palatine 
at this date; if the Senate met there on 2 October 39 the text probably read ev 

lHos 'OpSwcriov, and there was space thereafter for a small vacat before the 
list of those present when the record was drafted. 

On no basis can room be found for the statement that the presiding magistrate(s) 
consulted the senate (Tfj crvve[3ovt.evcraTo ). This is normally placeq before 
the day of the month, occasionally after the place of the meeting (RDGE 1 C, 11. 1-2), 
but is sometimes omitted, as from RDGE 4, 7, and, very relevantly, from the se de 
Panamaris (RDGE 27), also of 39. The formula in I. 1 may have superseded it. 
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ll. 4 f. The list of senators present when the record was drafted is introduced by 
ypa:<poJ.levwv; Waddington and Viereck emended to and later editors 
have followed them. There is now a sufficient number of inscriptions with the 
genitive case in this formula to show that the emendation is unnecessary, cf. Ditten
berger's comment on ypa:<poJ.levov in the se de Oropiis (Sylf.3 747, 1. 61) that the 
dative case is the commoner. 

The list contained at least 20 names and probably more, a markedly larger 
committee than any other known for the purpose (O'Brien Moore, op. cit., col. 801, 
calculated that numbers varied between 2 and 11, cf. also RDGE, p. 7). That must 
indicate great importance attached to the decisions here ; only a few weeks earlier 
10 men had sufficed for the se de Panamaris (RDGE 27) which, like this decree, was 
probably a response to the effects of the War of Labienus. 

The names are presented formally, praenomen, nomen, filiation, tribe and often 
cognomen. The inclusion of the tribe with a name in this type of list is first attested 
in 170 B.c., in the se de Thisbensibus (RDGE 2, ll. 4-5); it seems to have become 
standard practice by c. 160 and continued until a little before 17 B.c. (so L. Ross 
Taylor, The Voting Districts of the Roman Republic (1960), 167 f.). In Greek the 
tribe name was normally written in full, where in Latin it was usually abbreviated. 
There are minor variations in the transliterations of different translators, which do 
not cause serious problems ; but their intention in the matter of case-endings has 
led to considerable difference of opinion. .In Latin the tribe name occasionally 
appears as an adjective in agreement with the subject (cf. C/L n, 5076, Scaptianus), 
although it was normally presented as a noun in apposition to the unexpressed tribu 
(so Scaptiii). In Greek there are a very few instances in which it is in the genitive case 
(in apposition to <pvi\fjs) and some have thought that this may be the correct inter
pretation of forms such as appear ·here in ll. 8 (' 9, 10 (' 
11 (' Av11l0'0'1S), which others would explain as nominatives in agreement with 
subject, as seems to me more likely. The much more common forms in -a: have been 
taken by some as datives used in imitation of the Latin ablatives, but more frequently 
now as transliterations of the Latin without adaptation to the syntax of the Greek 
senterice in which they stand. I have accepted this convention. (For discussion see 
W. Kubitschek, De tribuum Romanorum origine (1882) and in RE VI A 2, col. 2511 ; 
C. Payer, Studi Urbinati 36 (1962), 185 f.) 

The membership of the committee here shows marked resemblances to that 
recorded for the se de Panamaris (RDGE 27, ll. 5-11); it presents a series of points 
of interest and raises a number of problems. 

It is probable-and normally assumed-that those present were listed in order 
of seniority. In so far as seniority can be assigned with confidence, it seems to be 
observed here ; but its observance is not proved to be an absolute rule, so that 
arguments for identity which depend on seniority should be treated with a certain 
reserve. 

For each man I have given references to articles in RE and PIR where they 
exist; there is, of course, useful material in MRR for almost all of them. 
1. M. Valerius M.f. Messala, tribu Lemonia. Viereck suggested that this was a 
Messala Corvinus, but both men with these names (the cos. suff. in 32 and the 
cos. suff. in 31) were too junior in 39 to take first place in this list, as Sherk noted 
(RDGE, p. 171). Ernst Badian has suggested Messala Rufus, cos. 53 (RE vm, 
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A.1, col. 166, no. 268), a man of suitably senior status ; if that is right the text gives 
his hitherto unknown filiation (disproving Sir Ronald Syme's guess that he was 
M'.f., JRS 45 (1955), 157, RP I, 263 f.) and provides, for the first time, a tribe for 
the patrician Valerii. It is relevant that he probably had a hereditary connection 
with the province of Asia (Syme, ll.cc. 158 and 265 together with Historia 4 (1955), 
70--1, RP I 291). 
2. The praenomen Appius can hardly belong to anyone but a Claudius, plausibly 
Appius Claudius Pulcher, cos. 38 (RE 111, cols. 2853 f., no. 298 ; P IR2 C 982); but in 
1. 5 there is certainly no room for more than the end of his praenomen and his nomen 
before the filiation of the Asprenas who follows (see also on no. 3). There must 
here be an error of transmission. 
3. The cutter wrote AITPHNAL which all editors have necessarily emended to give 
• Ao-rrpi}vcxs. But there is no room for his praenomen and nomen as well as those of 
no. 2. It is possible that, in moving from the end of 1. 4 to the beginning of l. 5, the 
ordinator's eye slipped from the nomen K:Awotos to the filiation 1\EVKiov vi6s or 
from the praenomen "Amnos to the nomen Nwvtos. An Asprenas, tribu Velina, 
must beL. Nonius L.f. Asprenas, cos. suff. 36 (RE xvm, col. 9656, no. 14, see also 
R. Syme, CPh 50 (1955), 135). He was listed in the se de Panamaris, again in the 
third place (RDGE 27, ll. 6-7). Viereck proposed him here but later rejected the 
identification (p. viii) on the grounds that Messala Corvinus, to whom he had 
assigned the first place, was his junior; with Messala Rufus in the first place the 
objection vanishes. 
4. L. Scribonius L.f. Libo, tribu Falerna, presumably the associate of Sex. Pompeius 
and consul of 34 (RE 11 A, cols. 881 f., no. 20; PIR1 S 210); his tribe was not 
previously known. He is a symbol of the new concord between the triumvirs and 
Pompey after Misenum. There would be a difficulty in his position after Asprenas if 
Miinzer were right in arguing that he was praetor before 49 (RE, loc. cit. ; Broughton 
suggests that it was perhaps in 50, MRR 11, 248), since Asprenas was probably 
praetor in 47. The evidence for the date of Libo's praetorship is at present in
conclusive. During 39 both men were designated for consulships by the triumvirs, 
who might, perhaps, have been expected to recognize Libo's seniority over Asprenas 
as a praetorian if he had it. On the other hand, it is possible that the triumvirs had 
already made designations as far ahead as 36 (and so including Asprenas) before 
the question of consulships for Pompeians arose (seep. 69 f. on Appian, BC 5. 8. 73) ; 
in that case they would inevitably place him in a later year whatever his relative 
rank as a praetorian, and it is very likely that he would, in consequence, rank lower 
than Asprenas from the moment of Asprenas' designation (for the whole matter of 
the consular designations of 39 and their effect on the ranking of senators, see 
p. 69 f.). 
5. Lucius [ ... in 11. 5-6 seems very likely to be the praenomen of ... ] L.f. Balbus, 
tribu Oufentina, since it is impossible to fit a nomen, praenomen and tribe for him, 
as well as a praenomen and nomen for Balbus, into the space available at the beginning 
of 1. 6. The alternative is to suppose an error of transmission such as is probable 
at the beginning of l. 5 (see no. 2) and certain at the end of 1. 6 (see no. 6). If the 
names were correctly recorded, the line is likely to have been rather shorter than the 
95 letters that I have used as the basis for calculating the size of the gap (following 
the model ofll. 1, 2) and may have been no more than 85, leaving c. 12 for the missing 
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nomen (see also on nos. 7, 12).-L.f. Balbus, tribu Oufentina, was identified by 
Waddington (so also Viereck) with M. Attius Balbus (taken to be M. Atius Balbus) 
but the identifications are certainly wrong, seeR. Syme (CPh 50 (1955), 133; Historia 
4 (1955), 56 f., RP 11, 275-6; and Broughton (MRR Supp., p. 9); Syme listed 
several candidates including (tentatively) L. Saenius L.f. (Balbinus), cos. suff. 30 
(RE I A, col. 1722, no. 2), despite the difference in the form of the cogn_omen, or- a 
member of his family, but Saenius seems a little short if I am right to suggest that 
the praenomen begins in l. 5; he has now proposed L. Lucilius Balbus (see MRR, 
p. 37, where a connection is suggested with L. Lucilius L.f., p. 36). 
6. C.f. Claudonianus is clearly wrong since no tribe is given and the cognomen is 
very unlikely; Peter Wiseman suggests, most attractively, that there is an error 
for C. Considius C.f. Claudia Nonianus (RE IV, col. 914, no. 12). Nonianus' career 
is uncertainly dated ; his name appears on coins, perhaps in 57 (RRC 424). 
7. L. Ser[ ... ] in I. 6 seems very likely to be the beginning of the name of[ ... Plautus 
tribu Falerna in I. 7, since it is difficult to fit in the end of a nomen, filiation and tribe, 
together with a praenomen for the next man, in the space available in I. 7 ; the 
alternative is to suppose an error of transmission, see also on nos. 5, 12. Plautus, 
however, is a cognomen attested for Sergii (RE n, 2, cols. 1718-19, nos. 36, 37) and 
although not elsewhere associated with a contemporary, now seems likely to have 
been used by one-perhaps, as hinted by R. Syme (Historia 4 (1955), 66; RP 1, 286), 
the associate of Catiline and Clodius (Cicero, Dom. 13). 
8. C. M[ ... ], tribu Pomptina; not identified. Wiseman suggests, as a very long 
shot, C. Messius C.f., trib. pleb. 57 (RE xv, col. 1243, no. 2). 
9. Cn. Asinius Cn. f.; presumably Marrucinus (RE n, col. 1583, no. 2), elder 
brother of Asinius Pollio who was cos. in 40, and consequently given his father's 
praenomen where Pollio was Caius ; he was politically undistinguished and so junior 
in rank to Pollio. The family tribe was probably Arnensis ; if this is restored at 
the beginning of I. 8 the space available is reasonably well filled ; there is no room 
for the cognomen. 
10. P. Sestius L.f., tribu Collina, is, at first sight, naturally identified as Cicero's 
friend, trib. pi. in 57 (RE n A, col. 1886 f., no. 6). But a man of this name, usually 
identified as Cicero's friend, appears in the second place in the se de Panamaris 
(RDGE 27, I. 6) and so above L. Nonius Asprenas (who is in the third place there). 
It is hardly convincing to postulate two men of the same name but different rank, 
one otherwise unknown, each present at the drafting of one of two senatus consulta 
passed within a few weeks of each other. That a sudden distortion of the 
rules of preceaence might have occurred between the passage of the two decrees has_ 
been suggested by lan Davies, and if accepted would provide a more satisfying 
solution to the problem. 

There is no doubt that, by the time the meeting of Antony, Octavian and Sex. 
Pompey at Misenum was over, consuls (both ordinaries and suffects) had been 
designated for eight years ahead, that is until and including 31 ; Dio Cassius, 48. 
35, 1-2, described designations for eight years ahead as made in 39 but is including 
those for 38 which had been made in 43 (Dio 47. 19, Appian, BC 4. 1. 2); Appian, 
BC 5. 8. 73, speaks of designations for four years ahead as made at Misenum, 
but the names he gives show that he had in mind the years 34-1, which obviously 
implies that designations had been made earlier for 37-5 as well as for 38 (so 
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Mommsen, StR.3 1, 586, n. 2). Of those designated at some point in this process 
L. Nonius Asprenas was one and P. Sestius was not. There is, it must be admitted, 
absolutely no evidence to show whether consuls designate traditionally took pre
cedence over other ex-praetors in lists of this type, but it seems very probable that 
they did, since they were asked for their sententiae in the Senate even before the 
consulars. The revolutionary existence of consuls designate for several years in 
advance must have led to ad hoc adaptations of practice ; it would seem natural 
that these should include precedence for all consuls designate over all other 
praetorians, and precedence within the group of designates according to the date at 
which each would be consul. There are four men in the present list who held the 
consulship between 38 and 31, of whom Ap. Claudius Pulcher (cos. 38), L. Nonius 
Asprenas (cos. 36) and L. Scribonius Libo (cos. 34) are suitably placed to accord 
with the theory; the fourth, Cn. Pompeius Q.f., tribu Arnensis (cos. 31), appears 
after P. Sestius and so is not. That is not necessarily fatal to it, however, for it had 
already been suggested by R. Syme (The Roman Revolution (1939), 279) that 
Pompeius was not among those designated in 39, but was inserted into the Fasti 
late in the thirties when the breach between Antony and Octavian had so widened 
that Octavian decided to modify in his own interest the arrangements made in 39. 

But to be relevant to the relative positions of P. Sestius and L. Nonius Asprenas 
in this list, the designation of Asprerias must have been made between the passage of 
the se de Panamaris on 14 August and that of this decree on 2 October. On the date 
of the designations made in 39 Dio is imprecise, but he associates them with Antony's 
preparations for his Parthian expedition and mentions them towards the end of his 
general account of the year, although before he embarks on the subject of Sex. 
Pompey and the meeting at Misenum to which he gives special treatment ; Appian, 
as already stated, describes the designations of 34-1 as made at Misenum. Mommsen 
accepted the account of Appian with all its implications; or, alternatively, it is 
sometimes suggested that Antony and Octavian planned the consulates to 31 before 
Misenum at Misenum found places in the list for Sex. Pompey and L. Scribonius 
Libo (see e.g. E. Gabba, Appiani Bellorum Civilium liber quintus, pp. lxxi f.). What
ever the solution to this conflict in the sources, there is nothing in them which 
requires belief that the designations made before Misenum were made very long 
before ; and for the date of the Misenum meeting the ,evidence seems most imprecise. 
Many modern writers state with confidence that it took place in spring or early 
summer, although Dio's account of platforms built out over the sea, banqueting 
on Pompey's flagship and popular indulgence in aquatic sports to celebrate the 
agreement, points clearly to the calm warm weather of full summer. J. Carcopino 
argued for spring nevertheless, on the grounds that the bread riots of winter 40/39 
would force the triumvirs to arrange the meeting as early as possible (RA 22 (1913), 
259) ; but the argument is weak, since Pompey certainly knew that his bargaining 
position would be the stronger if he could delay it, for preference until the provincial 
harvests were due to be shipped to Italy (Appian, BC 5. 8. 70, reports Menodorus as 
drawing his attention to this point). The absolute terminus ante quem is set only by 
Antony's departure for Greece, which is itself a most imprecisely dated event. 
J. Kromayer (Hermes 29 (1894), 562 f.) thought that he could not have gone before 
September, since Octavia had already given birth to his first daughter by her before 
he Went and she was still pregnant by Marcellus when she married him after the 
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Pact of Brundisium (fairly closely dated, if ILLRP 562a of 18 October 40 refers 
to it) ; it may indeed be implied by 1. 26 below that he was still in Rome on or shortly 
before 2 October. At any rate there is no obstacle there to a date in the second half 
of August for Misenum. Interestingly, a French scholar, Raoul Sciama, wrote a 
short note in RA 23 (1914), 259 referring to imminent publication of a study of 
Sex. Pompey, and stating, but without proof, that the Misenum meeting took place 
in August. The book on Sex. Pompey never appeared (I am grateful to Professors 
F. Chamoux and J. Le Gall for checking this) and his argument is unfortunately 
lost ; but it is worth noting that August has seemed attractive to at least one other 
writer. If Misenum can be accepted as an event of middle or late August so can the 
designations ; and the way is open to identifying the P. Sestius of this list with the 
tribune of 57. The case is obviously based on a series of hypotheses but is not, 
perhaps, completely implausible. 
11. [Cn.] Pompeius Q.f., tribu Arnensi, must be the cos. suff. 31 (RExxr, 2, col. 2265, 
no. 60, where he is wrongly said to be Cn.f.); on his consulate see above, p. 70. 
His praenomen is given as Cn. in the Fasti (cf. the Fasti Amiternini, Ins. /tal. xnr.l, 
pp. 170-1); his tribe, which was not previously known, connects him with the 
Pompeii Rufi. The form of his tribe's name may not need emendation; Greek 
translators offer both 'Apvn)crcrts as here and 'Apvi]crcrts as in 1. 10 (one would, of 
course, have expected consistency within a single document). 
12. Gaius in 1. 8 must be the praenomen of C. Hedius C.f. Thorus, tribu Claudia 
(RE vn, col. 2592, no. 3) in 1. 9, although this gives a rather short length (80 letters) 
for 1. 9, since it would be impossible to fit in another full name here; see also on 
nos. 5, 7. Thorus' name is partly restored by comparison with that of the seventh 
name in the se de Panamaris (RDGE 27, 1. 9). He is otherwise unknown . 

. 12. L. [??f.] Capito, tribu Arnensi, is perhaps not to be connected with the 
quaestorian L. Ateius Capito (Cicero, Fam. 8. 8) since the known Ateius Capito was 
tribu Aniensi, as Professor Syme warns me (see also on no. 18); he suggests the 
possibility of an Aelius (observing that Sejanus' son was Capito Aelianus, PIR2 

C 412). The space available is very small, and if Aelius is right the father's praenomen 
can hardly have been longer than Titus or Caius (and Titus was a.regular praenomen 
of Aelii). 
13. T. Licinius T.f.; not identifiable. 
14. Here Waddington read ]IIOIINOLr[ (so also in Viereck); Calder recorded ]--NOL 
(followed by Cormack in MAMA 405); I see ]!!NOLr[ and suggest, verj tentatively, 
that we have a cognomen such as Serenus ; but a nomen such as Passienus, followed 
by the filiation, is also possible. Not identifiable. 
15. ? C[aius] or C[naeus], if the preceding name is a cognomen; the space available 
is limited, but a short name would be possible. Not identifiable. 
16. . .. ]nius Cn.f. Rufus, tribu Arnensi; not identifiable. Cn. Pomponius Rufus 
(T. P. Wiseman, CQ 14 (1964), 125) is in the wrong tribe; Pompeii Rufi are in the 
right tribe and the possibility of an error in transmission must not be forgotten. 
17. P. [ ... ; not identifiable. 
18 .... ] tribu Aniensi, or possibly Arnensi (spelt as in 1. 7) Capito; on the face 
of it he could be L. Ateius Capito (see on no. 12), quaestor by 52. 
19. Cn. Sedius C.f., tribu Claudia; not identifiable. 
20. At least one name is lost at the beginning of 1. 12, possibly two. The name 
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immediately preceding no. 21 ends in nu (since eta, although palaeographically 
possible, cannot conclude either a tribe name or a eognomen); a eognomen of the 
type of Karrhwv, <!)p6VTwv may be posited. 
21. T. Licinius T.f. Turannus, tribu Fabia; not identified. Cognomen and tribe 
would lead one to expect T. Atinius Turannus who figures in the se de Panamaris 
(RDGE 27, 11. 10-11); but the K is certain, although incomplete. The possibility of 
error in one or other of the texts is real. 
22. At least one further name, and very possibly more, may have stood at the top 
of the next block, for although it is tempting at first sight to restore crVVKA]TITOS at 
the end of 1. 13, there is no known formula which would introduce the Senate in the 
nominative case at this point in the decree. It is plausible therefore to suggest here 
the eognomen of another witness (?noTeiTos, ncxiTos, KvfjTos). 
I. 14. The upper parts of the last two letters of the line are cut on an inset rectangle 
of marble which presumably replaced a faulty area. This line too may have begun 
with a continuation of the witness list, for that list was normally followed by mpi wv 
with the name(s) of the speaker(s) who put the proposals in the Senate and it is not 
necessary that this formula should be placed at the beginning of a new line (although 
it gives a satisfying layout if it is), cf. the layout of the se de Panamaris at this point. 
There are two speakers' names to be accommodated, since I. 73 shows that the 
consuls put the motion jointly ; whether there was in fact room also for the names 
of more witnesses depends in part on the order in which the consuls were named 
(for what is proposed here seep. 64 f. on I. 1) and in part on the spacing of their 
names, which may have been broad and/or interspersed with vacant spaces with 
a view to emphasis (cf. the titles of the triumvirs in ll. 26-7). 

By error the filiation of Calvisius precedes his nomen ; it may be that the cutter 
wrote the nomen twice (as I have guessed), the second time in the place of the 
eognomen which, in the third century A.D., he would expect at this point, or that he 
wrote the filiation immediately after the praenomen. 

If I am wrong to place the name of Calvisius first in I. 14, something more 
than the bare standard formula is needed in I. 15 unless the vaeat was very long 
indeed. Following the model of e.g. the se de Thisbensibus (RDGE 2, ll. 5-7) I would 
suggest: 
14 [ .. ? .. mpi wv AEVKIOS M6:pKlOS AEVKiov vies Kr)Vcrwpeivos, ra'ios Kcx:Aoveicrl]os 

rcxtov vies [KcxAOVElCTIOS] 
[Myovs ETIO!i)crcxvTo mpi Twv n:Acxpcxcrewv Kcxi 'Aq>poSelcrlewv] vaeat 

I. 16. The consular speech opened with a report of the representations of an 
ambassador from Plarasa/Aphrodisias. In most earlier decrees for which we have 
evidence the fact that ambassadors made representations is stated in direct speech ; 
here, as in the se de Panamaris (RDGE 27), it appears in indirect speech, as reported 
by the consuls. There is insufficient evidence to show whether this is a development 
of the triumviral period. It is improbable that the ambassador had not, in fact, 
spoken before the senate, since the triumvirs seem to have been concerned at this 
stage to create an impression of procedural normality (p. 39). 

That there was only one ambassador is stated in I. 22 (but see I. 84) and it 
seems obvious that he should be identified with the Solon son of Demetrius who is 
known to have discussed the problems of his city with Octavian at about this time 
and to have taken copies of this decree and of other relevant documents home with 
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him (does. 12, ll. 4 f., 6, ll. 46 f.). He is otherwise unknown, but might be the subject 
of doe. 41. 

The space available after his name is too short for a full statement of his 
ambassadorial credentials as well as for the diplomatic courtesies with which 

_ambassadorial speeches in the senate normally opened (cf. RDGE 8 A and B, 10, 
14, 15, 26). I have assumed, therefore, that the account of his credentials omitted 
reference to the Plarasans as well as the Aphrodisians, perhaps by a copyist's error, 
but possibly because Octavian was seriously interested only in the Aphrodisians; 
for a similar omission cf. I. 66 and the comment thereon. 
ll. 17 f. The terms of the request are even more defective in the se de Pa11:amaris 
than here, so that there is no close parallel to guide restoration ; the latest of the 
sec de Stratonicensibus (Rf!GE 30), which may be contemporary (see p. 76), and 
Octavian's letter to Mylasa (RDGE 60) are relevant, however. Ll. 18-19 suggest that 
there was reference to the city's outstanding loyalty, and to the losses that it had 
incurred on Rome's behalf (no doubt in the War of Labienus, see p. 38). In 1. 18 
something is wanted en the lines of the [<pt:Aicxs e]ve[Kev -rr]pos fJilas evvoicxs Te which 
appears in the Sullan se de Stratonicensibus (RDGE 18, 1. 11), and in ll. 19-20 the 
intention can probably be conjectured from a request made by Jewish ambassadors 
to Rome in c. 126 as reported by Josephus ivcx TE TIEil\jJCXVTES &-rro8o6fjvcxt TE 
cxliTois TIOltlO'CIJO'l TCx \nr· • AVTtoxov a<pe<1pE6EVTC< KC<i TTjv xoopcxv 01C<T1!ltlO'CIJVTC<1 TTjv EV 

8te<p6e<pi-\EVflV (AJ 13. 9. 263); for damage to land in the War of 
Labienus, cf. Octavian's letter to Mylasa, RDGE 60, B, 11. 7 f., Se !lOt Kcxi 
-rrepi Tfjs xoopcxs Tfjs AEAEflAC<TflllEVflS KC<i TWV ETI<xVAECJJV TWV EI-\TIETIPflO'IlEVCJJV. The 
Aphrodisians presumably asked for restoration of their property where possible and 
for reparations after valuation of what had been destroyed, which may have been 
land, as in the Judaean case, but need not have been so restricted (and in view of 
the plural verb was not described by a neuter noun). 

This kind of point is not in fact covered by the decree, which is concerned only 
with formal regulation of the city's relations with Rome ; it is dealt with, significantly 
enough, by Octavian's own action, as shown by does. 10 and 12, in which he sought 
to ensure restoration of looted property, and doe. 11, from which it appears that 
some stolen property was recovered and that some persons were handed over to 
Plarasa/Aphrodisias for trial as a result. 

The representations ended with a plea for a favourable reply as in the se de 
Prienensium et Samiorum litibus . . . o-rroos TcxCi-rcx -rravTcx O:vcxv Kcxi <pt:Aav6poo-rroos 
[Te] cxliTois 6:-rroKpt[friJ ... (RDGE 10, 11. 6-7). In the surviving texts this is unusual. 
11. 21 f. I have assumed a loss of 7-9 letters at the beginning of the lines such as is 
now proved for ll. 46-62. 
11. 21-3. Recognizable elements of the opening formulae of the decree proper appear 
here (cf. RDGE 18, ll. 67 f.), which suggests that there was a formula of decision at 
the beginning of I. 21. There is no room for the common mpi To0Toov Twv -rrpcxyi-\6:
Toov o\rroos ; what I have proposed to restore fits what has survived. It 
appears that all proposals from here to 1. 73 (when a second consular motion is 
introduced) were passed en bloc; for this practice see Willems, Senat, pp. 215-16. 
The decision to renew xapts, <pt:Aicx and O'VIlllCXXicx, which is regular, need not be more 
than a diplomatic courtesy (cf. RDGE, pp. 98 f., summarizing the opposed views of 
E. Taubler and H. Horn on its appearance in the se de Astypalaeensibus, RDGE 16). 
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As stated above (pp. 2 f., 4 f.), it seems to me plausible that Plarasa/Aphrodisias had 
been a dependent of Rome at an earlier date, but without a formal treaty, 
although doe. 10, I. 2 seems to indicate that it was not so immediately before this 
decree was passed. 

The formula relating to the ambassador has substantially its tralatician wording 
except for the addition of ETt Se, which, for reasons of space, I have supposed to 
occur twice in the line. 

The motion continued with further explanation, set out in' two causal clauses. 
Judging by other surviving decrees, further explanation at this point was not usually 
recorded, but here the consuls included two elements from the expression of senatorial 
opinton at the meeting. 

The first clause (11. 23-6) is comprehensible in outline, although the precise 
wording in the lost areas can only be guessed. It undoubtedly picked up the claims 
to merit put by the ambassador on behalf of his city and expressed senatorial 
acceptance of them (ov!-l<pc.vveiTat, etc.). In I. 23, it is better to restore TIOAEtTija than 
m)f..ts since TIOAEtTi]a is used several times in the document for Plarasa/ Aphrodisias 
(ll. 47, 53 (twice), 58, 69, ?84), whereas TIOAtS is applied to the city once only (I. 55); 
O:<p' ou gives the sense needed before the stock phrase at the beginning of 1. 24 
(repeated in I. 59), cf. the se de Asclepiade (RDGE 22, I. 5). It should be noted that 
the reference is to the past establishment of friendship only, and not of friendship 
with alliance (contrast the se de Issaeis, RDGE 24, B, I. 5); see also p. 4 f. In 
I. 24 either the adverb StllvEKec.vs is to be supplied or an oblique case of the adjective 
StllVEKijs (cf. Tfj 1rpos ti1-1Ci:s StllVEKEi Tiia-ret in RC 67, I. 13); for the introduction of 
the Roman empire into a context of this type cf. doe. 7, I. 2 and comment on p. 50; 
the point is likely to resemble that made by Caesar in a decree cited by Josephus 
(AJ 14. 10. 192) : emi 'YpKavos 'lovSaios Kai vvv Kai ev To is E!-lTipocr6ev 
xp6vots EV TE Eipi]v'l) Kai TitO'TlV TE Kai CJTiovSi)v mpi TCx TJI-lETEpa TIPCxy!-laTa 

. . . In I. 25 the space available suggests that at least one more noun 
(? Tipo6v1-1ias) was linked with ruvota and the formula may have continued into I. 26, 
although 1rp6s til-l]Ci:s is a possible alternative to another noun in the genitive case 
there. 
ll. 26 f. The second clause gives a report of views put before the Senate by Antony 
and Octavian. 

Given the condition of the text, the length and character of this citation from 
the triumviral speech is debatable. Professor A. Giovannini has suggested to me 
that it contained not only a summary of the reasons given by Antony and Octavian 
for approving Plarasa/Aphrodisias (11. 27-9), but a long resume of their recommenda
tions which were then slightly reformulated and put to the vote. This has the very 
great attraction of offering an explanation for the surprising recurrences of subject 
matter between 11. 29-48 and 51-64 (note the relationship of 11. 29-36 with 51-4, 
of 11. 38-42 with 55-8; and the rather less close one of 11. 42-8 with 61-4. The 
nearest earlier analogy that I have found for this degree of repetition in the record 
of a senatorial decree is in the Su11an se de Stratonieensibus (RDGE 18) where the 
requests of ambassadors (11. 28-67) are taken up one by one in the body of the decree 
(11. 67-72, 90 f.); but of course there are many examples in civic decrees, where the 
terms of decisions regularly repeat, more or less exactly, the proposals which the 
inscriptions also record. Here the correspondences, though real, are much less 
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complete than that. The best for Giovannini's theory is that between the two 
passages on asylia, for although the first appears to make three points (11. 38-42) 
and the second two only (11. 55-8), they can be reconciled (seep. 78 f.) and the second 
is then seen to have provided a full statement of all that was to be granted, including 
some matters of detail which were simply implied in the first. Elsewhere, however, 
they seem less good. The first passage dealing with ate/eia and other exemptions 
(ll. 29-36) included a list of levies etc. for Roman armies for which Aphrodisias was 
not to be liable that was certainly not repeated in the second (ll. 51-4) ; the omission 
is the more surprising since the list was repeated in what is probably an extract 
from the law which followed the senatus consultum (doe. 9, 11. 2-6), so that it was 
certainly agreed by the Senate. Again the first passage' dealing with what seem to be 
local tax obligations (ll. 42-56) contained specific details which did not occur in the 
second (ll. 62 f.; nor is there room for them in the lost areas of this clause), while 
the second contained other details which did not occur in the first (and there is no 
room for them, I think, in the lost areas there although they may have been implied, 
as in the case of asylia). It may also be observed that there is no correlate to the 
confirmation of privileges granted or to be granted by triumviral decree (ll. 48-51); 
and that there is another striking correspondence between ll. 58-60 and 69-72, both 
of which fall within what is the area of decision on the theory. Another problem 
arises from the absence of any clear mark of transition from triumviral recom
mendations to propositions put to and accepted by the Senate at the point where 
the theory requires it ; ... ]ws ape01<e1v Tfj ovvKATJTC¥ in I. 42 is too early ; the change 
of construction in I. 55 too late: OJ..Ioiws TE Tfj ovvKATJTC¥ in I. 51 already implies an 
earlier decision. 

In consequence I have regretfully given up Giovannini's hypothesis and pro
posed a short citation from the speech of the triumvirs, containing only their personal 
statement of the merits of Plarasa/ Aphrodisias to balance that recorded for the 
Senate as a whole in ll. 23-6. The existence of any citation from a speech other than 
that of the magistrate(s) presiding at the session seems unusual on the evidence of 
other inscribed decrees ; it recalls the Senatorial decree introducing the Fifth Cyrene 
Edict (RDGE 31, 11. 84 f.) where the consular motion is said to concern what Augustus 
avevex6fivo:t 8t' fJil&'lV Tipos Tf)v povi\i)v Tj6ei\T]crev, and seems to give a foretaste of the 
imperial situation when the Senate increasingly received previous assurance of the 
emperor's view on an issue, before making its decision. 

The repetitions remain a puzzling feature of the document; conceivably they 
are the result of conflation of notes by the two consuls, or of conflation of a draft 
senatus consultum with part of a draft for the related law. See also on ll. 55 f. 

Since Antony's nan'l.e precedes Octavian's (contrast doe. 7, I. I and I. 48 here, 
which probably refers to doe. 7) it appears that normal priorities obtained in the 

- Senate house (seep. 49 f.). It would, perhaps, be natural to assume that it was he 
who made the statement of their joint views, despite the special interest of Octavian 
in this decision, presumably because of his agreed responsibility for Asia. If it is 
accepted that he was present on the occasion, the document gives a precise date 
later than any previously known for his continued stay in Rome in 39 (see also 
p. 70 f.). 

The appearance of the praenomen ' Gaius ' for Octavian here is the latest dated 
one so far attested and the first piece of evidence to support unequivocally the 
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argument from coin legends for his assumption of the praenomen Imperatoris in 38 
(so R. Syme, Historia 7 (1958), 172 f., RP I, 361 f.; on the coins see RRC, pp. 101, 
744) rather than 40 (as most recently argued by A. Degrassi, Ins. /tal. XIII. 1, 342, 
568 ; the date of inscription of the section of the Fasti Barberini on which he relied 
must be reassessed). 

For the form of the triumviral title, see on doe. 7, I. 1. 
I. 27. must mean ordo, that is the Senate; for the phrase used cf. Sallust, 
saepe numero, patres conscripti, multa verba in hoc ordine feci, attributed to the 
younger Cato (Cat. 52. 7); Cicero, si hie ordo placere sibi decreverit (Catil. I. 20); 
and the Augustan se de aquaeductibus, placere huic ordini ... (Frontinus, Aq. 100). 
The formula suggests a speech made at the session rather than a written report sent 
to the consuls ; and I have, therefore, supplied a verb of speaking; but it is not 
certain. In ll. 27-8 a phrase to balance Tiicrrews is wanted and I have 
drawn on a sentence from the decree on Seleucus of Rhosus [ ... ] Tipoaipeow Tiicrrtv 
TE TiapEO)(ETO TOiS 5T]I.lOO"lO!S 1Tpayl.lacrtv (RDGE 58, 1. 15) and on doe. 7, ll. 4-5, 
for the adjective (TfiS KaAAtcrTT]S yvwl.lllS)-the result is, of course, exempli gratia and 
no more. 
11. 28-9. From the new text it seems very likely that the words Tiicrrec.vs 
occurred also in the latest of the surviving sec de Stratonicensibus (RDGE 30, I. 15), 
an addition to its verbal resemblances to the Aphrodisian decree which were noted 
by J. Hatzfeld (BCH 51 (1927), 59-60) and which surely support Sherk's tentative 
case for dating it in 39 rather than 31. 

For the wording in the relative clause here cf. the sentence from the decree on 
Seleucus quoted under I. 27. For the formula introducing the proposals cf. Josephus, 
AJ 14, 199, where Caesar is said to have recommended a concession as ETii Tc;l 
OVI.l<pEpoVTt Tfjs crvvKATJTOV Kai Toil 5iJI.lov TOV 'Pc.vl.laiwv. 
I. 29. The space at the end can be neatly filled by the ethnics of the beneficiaries and 
the beginning of the phrase which categorizes the persons qualified for the privileges ; 
there is not quite room for the wives as well as the children and later descendants 
and I suppose that, as in I. 51, they were omitted, although they must have been 
included in I. 31. 

It is surprising that the first point considered is immunitas. In the corresponding 
later passage at ll. 51 f. eleutheria is coupled with it (and precedes it), and in the 
Lex de Termessibus the first section provides that the Termessians shall be leiberei 
amicei socieique p. R. (FIRA2 I, 11, I. 7). Freedom may have been mentioned in the 
lost area at the end of I. 30; it is, of course, implied by the treaty mentioned in I. 32; 
but an explicit grant of it might have been expected in I. 29. 
ll. 30 f. The immunity is to be complete, cf. immunitas omnium rerum in the se de 
Asclepiade (RDGE 22, I. 3 L) and Octavian's decree on privileges of veterans (FIRA2 

I, 56, I. 9), cf. also the plenissima immunitas of Ilium (Dig. 27. 1. 17. 1); in the terms 
put by R. Bernhardt (cit. p. 40) the city was freed from the cptAtKai AEtTovpyiat 
(Strabo, 8. 365) as well as from basic tribute. See also on ll. 42 f., 61 f. The general 
term is followed by details under the heads first of taxation (ll. 30-1) and second of 
additional requirements for Roman armies. For other references to it see ll. 52, 65 f. 
and does. 14, I. 3 {Trajanic ), 15, ll. 13-14 (Hadrianic ). 

The wording supplied in 1. 30 is based partly on Republican usage, cf. 
in the se de agro Pergameno (RDGE 12, I. 8) and ev Tc;l Tfjs l.ltcrewcrews 
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Mal ai xwpat eicriv and TTJV 'Qpc..mic.uv xwpav 
8oKeiv elvat KaTa Tov TllS in the se de Oropiis (RDGE 23, 11. 19 f., 
35, 65 f.), for which Dittenberger (Sylf.3 747) cited Cicero's agri ... excepti lege 
censoria (N.D. m, 49), partly on does. 14, I. 3, 15, ll. 13-14, in which Aphrodisias is 
described as TOV TirrrOV TllS rnapxeias; ; but the term 0EAT011Tpocro8tKai in 
I. 31 is otherwise unattested. All records relevant to liability for taxation seem to 
have been intended by it-thus does. 14, I. 3, 15, 11. 13-14, show that the city's name 
had been removed from the formula provinciae and it is clear from the details of 
11. 65 f. that it would not be part of any area for which a contract to collect taxes 
was let (cf. the Senatorial decree of 55 on Mytilene [ ... T<XIiTT)v TTJV xwpav 
Toov] EK TllS ... (RDGE 25, ll. 9-10). In what sense there was 
a central 'taxation archive' (?Latin tabulae vectigales) is not clear. Cicero refers to 
tabulae censoriae containing records of provincial properties owned by Rome (Agr. 
1. 2. 4; RE IV A, cols. 1899-1900); but the Oropian case (cited above), while it 
demonstrates the ultimate availability of documents awarding tax exemptions, 
suggests that in 73 the censors kept no systematic lists of provincial cities liable for 
and/or exempt from taxation. If that was still the case in 39 the formula used could 
mean no more than that the censorial archive would contain copies of the decree 
and law granting exemption to the city. 
I. 31. The second ypsilon of cx\novs was cut over erased iota. Tas eKEi[vc.uv, because 
of the feminine article, must have been followed by yvvatKcXS, but wives seem to 
have been omitted in ll. 29-30 and 51-2. 
ll. 31-2. The wording used here for enrolment as an ally seems to be new, cf., how
ever, Polybius 18. 47. 8: es Tovs eyypa<pfivat, and Josephus, 
AJ 14. 10. 194: EV Tois KaT, av8pa <piA.ots It is clear that the category 
concerned is of allies with treaties; for other references to the treaty see ll. 54, 91 f., 
does. 6, 9, 28, ll. 7 f., 43, I. 2. 
I. 32. From the middle of the line to the middle of I. 36 the text can be completed 
with certainty since the passage was virtually repeated as part of doe. 9 (ll. 2 f.) 
where what was given is probably an extract from the law.' 

It is notorious that the provision of winter billets and requisitioned supplies for 
the Roman army was a major hardship to the provinces under the Republic and 
exemption a correspondingly prized privilege. For parallels cf. the lex de Termessibus 
(cit. p. 76), col. II, ll. 6 f. Nei quis magistratus prove magistratu legatus ne[ive] quis 
alius meilites in oppidum Thermesum maiorum Pisidarum agrumve ... hiemandi caussa 
introducat quove ibei meilites hiement; the Caesarian document quoted by Josephus, 
AJ 14. 10 .. 204: Kai 01TC.US apxc.uv &vTapxc.uv crTpaTT)yos il 
1rpecrf3EVTi]s ev Tois 8pots Twv 'lov8aic.uv &vtcrTfj crTpaTtwTats 

To\ITc.uv eicr1rpcX-rrecr6at il eis il O:AA<t> Ttvi .... and 
the decree of Octavian on the privileges of veterans (FIRA 2 1, 56, ll. 19 f., but in 
ll. 21 f. taking P. Roussel's interpretation from Syria 15 (1934), 49), lnvitis eis 
neq[ue] magistr[at]us cete[ros] neque laegatum [n ]eque procuratorem [ne ]que em[p ]torem 
t[r]ibutorum esse [p]lace[t] neque in domo eorum divertendi iemandique causa(m) 
(ne)que [a]b ea quem de(d)uci place[t]. 

The list of officials translated here corresponds exactly with that in the Lex de ' 
Termessibus; E-rep6s TtS, quis a/ius, might be expected to cover all the additional 
categories in the other two texts (tax-collectors of course survived Caesar's reforms 
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in Asia for collection of indirect taxes ; there appears to be specific provision against 
contractors at I. 67 below, although in fact one is attested at Aphrodisias in doe. 15, 
ll. 11, 16). It will also presumably have covered a variety of other persons-and 
notably those in the category of the triumviral agent Stephanus who appears in 
does. 10, 11. 

The privileges given by Caesar to the Jews and by Octavian to the veterans 
seem to have been on the same level as those given to Plarasa/ Aphrodisias ; 
Termessus had been less privileged, for its lex makes it clear that while officials might 
not order billeting in its territory, the Senate could do so (col. n, 11. 11-12). 
I. 33. OOpot must be fines in the sense of territorium, as in the Caesarian document 
quoted from Josephus (on I. 32). City and country alike were exempted (cf. in the 
Lex de Termessibus, col. 11, I. 9, in oppidum ... agrumve). 

Of the categories of soldier listed, avnCTTpCXTtWTTlS is unique and the implied 
pro milite is also unknown. The most satisfying explanation that I can propose is 
that of Lawrence Keppie, who compares it with vicarii (milites) in Pliny, Ep. 10. 30. 
If that is right, this reference takes the custom of accepting substitutes for levied 
men in the Roman army back into the late Republic; hitherto, Pliny's was the 
earliest evidence for it (A. N. Sherwin-White, The Letters of Pliny (1966) ad loc.). 
Again Termessus was much less privileged than Plarasa/ Aphrodisias, for it was only 
exempted from levies beyond what were laid down in the Lex Porcia (col. n, 11. 16-17). 
11. 34-5. The list here gives a useful indication of the range of impositions that might 
fall on provincials over and above regular taxation-in any war, although no doubt 
with especial severity during the civil wars; there is something parallel in Caesar, 
Civ. 3. 3. 32 of Pompeian activities in Asia Minor in 49, columnaria, ostiaria, 
frumentum, milites, arma, remiges, tormenta, vecturae imperabantur. At first sight the 
boats and rafts seem irrelevant to inland Plarasa/Aphrodisias; the clause may be 
tralatician, or conceivably they were included in order to prevent vexatious demands 
for provision of goods at inconvenient distances (cf. Cicero, Ver. 2. 3. 140); but 
there may have been local boat-building in antiquity, for the Maeander is not far 
away and wood for construction was certainly available in the territory (it is not 
clear that the local rivers, Morsynus and Timeles, were ever navigable). 
I. 36. Doe. 9 shows that this clause ended in the middle of the line. 
I. 37. At the very top of the block carrying what survives of ll. 38 f. there can be 
seen the lower part of a letter which is probably phi, most of it having been cut on 
the block above. The lower edge of what survives of the block carrying ll. 21-36 
is damaged, so that it is not possible to tell whether it carried one, or even two more 
lines after I. 36 (see also p. 55). I have guessed that it carried one more, and that 
the phi belonged to that-but it remains possible that this belonged either to I. 36 or 
to a second lost line. 
ll. 38 f. When a continuous text is next recovered the subject is Aphrodite and her 
temple; the new clause may have started already in I. 37. 

Three points were made in it: (a) an earlier concession to Aphrodite was 
accepted as in conformity with Roman public feeling about the gods; (b) the Senate 
approved asylia for the sanctuary of Aphrodite, with the same status as that of 
Artemis at Ephesus; (c) Ta i\onra were confirmed as Divus Julius had ordained 
them ; but when the same subject was treated in 11. 55 f. only two points were 
covered, (a) the grant of asylum to the sanctuary, with status as at the Ephesian 
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Artemisium and (b) the size of the sanctuary, which was not mentioned earlier but 
was presumably covered under the first or the third points. If in fact that came under 
the third point, the problem of the first point could be solved in two ways ; either it 
was entirely insubstantial and so needed no confirmation, or it was in fact confirmed 
in the second, being an earlier grant of asylia which rested on the edict of an official 
and not on senatorial decree or on law. The identity of this official would be open 
to debate. His title was a\rroKpcrrc.vp (possibly i!,.lmpchc.vp ), or 5tKTcrrc.vp ; and since 
Julius Caesar was described as eeos ·lovi\tos in I. 41 it might seem that he is excluded, 
leaving Sulla as the only serious alternative. If Sulla's name is to be restored here, 
the title used was probably a\rroKpcrrc.vp, since he is likely to have made the grant 
while he was at Ephesus in winter 85/4, doubtless at the same time as he made his 
dedication to Aphrodite (see p. 4). In Greece, he is known to have given tax 
exemption and, in some cases, land to sanctuaries, eewv &eavchwv iepwv TE 
eveKev (RDGE 23, ll. 39-40), and in Asia, to Stratonicea at least, asylum for the 
temple of Hecate (RDGE 18, I. 113). It seems quite possible that he would give 
asylum also to Aphrodite at Aphrodisias, in some form, although not necessarily on 
the same basis as it was now to be granted. Nevertheless I do not think that we should 
exclude the possibility that Caesar was in fact named here after all, with the title 
that he had used in whatever document conferred his award (probably 5tKTcrrc.vp, on 
the evidence of a sanctuary boundary stone, doe. 35, which almost certainly named 
him, see below); for the clause would run more logically if it meant that (a) the 
Senate accepted that what Caesar had conferred (by decree) on Aphrodite was in 
conformity with Roman piety, and so (b) agreed not only to give her formally the 
right of asylia, but to give it with enhanced status, while (c) confirming all other 
features as he had ordained them for her (i.e. mainly the size of her sanctuary). 

Caesar's regulations for sanctuaries in Asia, introduced largely through the 
agency of Servilius Isauricus, have been discussed by L. Robert (Hell. VI, 38 f.); 
he has suggested, however, that they did not include asylia for Aphrodisias, since 
what Sherard saw of ll. 55-8 below shows that this was given by the Senate in 39 
(Aph 416, n. l). He had, indeed, some reserves, based on the unknown content of the 
yp6:!l!l<XT<X Kaicrapos (doe. 6, I. 54) which can now be seen to be a letter of Octavian 
and irrelevant here (see p. 41); but in their place the present passage offers clear 
proof that Caesar did make some regulations for Aphrodisias, so that the issue 
must be reconsidered in the light of the other evidence, i.e. the boundary stone, 
doe. 35, and Tacitus, Ann. 3. 62. 

The boundary stone, set up after the passage of this senatus consultum and the 
law which followed it (doe. 9), is fragmentary, but appears to mention Caesar the 
dictator, as well as Octavian and the Senate and Roman People, as an authority for 
the establishment of the asylum whose limits were being marked out; it is, I suppose, 
just possible that Caesar was named because he had defined the area of the sanctuary 
and no more. 

The passage of Tacitus is equivocal too. He said that in A.D. 22, when called 
upon to defend their asylia in the Senate, the Aphrodisians appealed to decrees of 
Caesar and Augustus. The language is imprecise, formulated presumably in the 
light of the rhetoric of the ambassadorial speech. It treats the Aphrodisians and 
Stratoniceans in one sentence (Aphrodisienses posthac et Stratonicenses Dictatoris 
Caesaris ob vetusta in partis merita et recens divi Augusti decretum adtulere, laudati 
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quod Parthorum inruptionem, nihil mutata in populum constantia, pertulissent), in a 
way which has led some to think that the Aphrodisians relied on a decree of Caesar 
and the Stratoniceans on one of Augustus (RDGE, p. 168). That can hardly be 
maintained in the light of Octavian's efforts to reward Plarasa/Aphrodisias for her 
behaviour in the War of Labienus (does. 7, 8, 12 and probably 13); both cities must 
have appealed to decrees of both Caesars, but, if the wording is pressed, it was 
essentially as demonstrations of good character, of proven loyalty to the reigning 
dynasty, publicly approved by the founders of that dynasty. It is clear, moreover, 
that no one's services to the Caesarian party could be vetusta in any real sense during 
the dictator's lifetime, although, with goodwill, they might be so described in 39; 
so that, for Aphrodisias at least, it may be suspected that an ambassador has con
flated statements of the dictator with statements of his adopted son (could the 
document in the speaker's mind possibly have been the decree of and 
Antony, doe. 7, with its very striking reference to party loyalty?); and by 'divus 
Augustus ' he surely meant Octavian. Moreover what is now known about the 
relevant content of the archive at Aphrodisias might suggest that what is to be 
attributed to Octavian, if not doe. 7, or even the senatus consultum itself, for which 
Octavian in effect claimed responsibility (doe. 10, !. 2), would be more accurately 
described as a matter of statements than as a decree : i.e. his report to the Senate 
given jointly with Antony (11. 26 f. here); the remarks in his letter to Ephesus 
(doe 12, ll. 5-7); the reference to Aphrodisian merits in his subscript to the Samians 
(doe. 3, 1. 1). It is, on the face of it, unlikely that any other documents existed but 
were not inscribed (but see p. 95). I conclude that the passage is unsatisfactory 
evidence for facts. Nevertheless when it is taken with the present clause in the 
senatus consultum and the boundary stone there are, perhaps, sufficient grounds for 
a hypothesis that Caesar did make a grant of asylia to Aphrodite, as well as defining 
the area of the sanctuary, and that this was given Senatorial confirmation for the 
first time in 39. 

In I. 38 the description of Aphrodite, as ' the goddess who is among them ' is 
less specific than the later ' ruler ', ' founder ', ' source of the city's name ', perhaps 
'first mother' (does. 18, I. 4; 25, 1. 4; 49, 1. 2; 55, I. 1 ; 56, I. 1). For discussion 
of her titles and character see Laumonier, Cultes 480 f. 

For the Hellenistic use of crvvxwpeiv for concede see RC, appendix s.v. The 
formula which follows was probably very like that of RDGE 30, ll. 10 f., the latest 
of the known decrees on Stratonicea, which I believe to be contemporary with 
the present document (see p. 76), &-nvcx e'!T[cx]6/..cx .•• ['1Tp6Tepov Tc'i)] LTpcx
TovetKewv SeSol,levcx Tipocrl,l [ EIJEptcr!Je]vcx TE ecrrtv Tcxihcx 'ITCxVTcx StKaiws T [ e a:V ]To is 
SeSol,levcx ••• [elvcxt Ko:i] mxvTcx t<Vptcx exetv. 
I. 39. The concession accepted as in accordance with the traditional piety of the 
Roman people recalls a number of documents which show the Romans self-con
sciously proclaiming their religious scrupulosity as the motive for granting privileges 
to peoples and sanctuaries (cf. the generalized remark in the se de Oropiis, RDGE 23, 
ll. 37 f. (quoted p. 79), and the letters of Valerius Messala to Teos, RDG E 34, ll. 11 f. : 
KCXi cht IJEV St6/..ov 'ITAEicrrov Myov iTOlOVIJEVOl StCXTEAOVIJEV Tfjs irpos TOVS eeovs rucre[3eicxs 
... and of C. Livius to Delphi, RDGE 38, ll. 23 f.: Kcxi Sta To TI6:Tptov TJIJiV elvcxt 
TOVS eeovs cre[3ecr6cxi TE KCXi TliJCXv TOVS OVTCXS iTCxVTWV cxhiovs T&'lV &ycxe&v). 
!. 41 is restored from ll. 55-7. 
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Precisely what was involved in the 8iKcx1ov, i.e. ius (see Mason, s. v.), of Ephesian 
Artemis is obscure ; see further on 11. 57-8. 
I. 42. My tentative suggestions for the beginning of I. 42 are based partly on the 
passage from the se de Stratonicensibus quoted on I. 38, partly on [ ... om.vs] Tcx0-rcx 
Kvplcx 8!CXIJEVTJ in the se de collegiis Bacchiorum (RDGE 15, 11. 10-11). 

For other references to Aphrodisian asylia see does. 35, I. I ; 41, I. 4; 43, I. 11 ; 
the inscription from the Hadrianic Baths at Aphrodisias partly published by 
L. Robert, Et. Anat. 299, n. 2; and Tacitus, Ann. 3. 62. E. Schlesinger, Die 
griechische Asylie (Diss. Giessen, 1933), 79, mentions but does not discuss it. 
ll. 42 f. The subject shifts to exemptions from obligations to pay and perform 
services which, in I. 43, are related to the Maeander Valley; and if it is right to see 
a further, and in some respects more detailed, consideration of the same subject in 
ll. 62 f., these included taxes, certainly pasture-dues, payable on animals in transit 
between the territories of Tralles and Plarasa/Aphrodisias. 

The word which spans ll. 42-3 might be either an infinitive or a participle. 
:Lvve1crq>opcxi perhaps implies the existence of levy-groups, which might be created for 
routine taxation or for extraordinary impositions, on the lines of the Su11an regiones 
(Cassiodorus, Chron. 670) or the groups of cities through which some, at least, of the 
money demanded by Antony at Ephesus was raised (Appian, BC 5. 4-6, and Strabo 
14. 648). The group here need be no more than an association ofPlarasajAphrodisias 
with the immediately neighbouring Antiocheia on the Maeander, but may have been 
larger. For Roman grants of &AEITovpy'llcricx, cf. the se de Asclepiade (RDGE 22, 
ll. 3 L, 12 G) and the dossier on Seleucus of Rhosus (RDGE 58, 11. 22, 49 f.). They 
may give exemptions from Roman impositions (the q>IA!Kcxi AE!Tovpyicxl, as argued 
by R. Bernhardt, cit. on p. 40), or from local obligations (or both, as seems to be 
the case with Seleucus). Under the empire, Aphrodisias claimed exemption from 
obligations to perform liturgies in other Asian cities and for the koinon of Asia, and 
the emperors to whom it appealed allowed the claim (does. 14, 19, 21). It seems 
plausible that the claim rested on this clause and on 11. 62 f. · 
11. 45-6. It would be possible to interpret the traces immediately after the break as 
]v K[CXTa] r[oOTo] ro TipCXyiJCX, meaning, presumably, in the context of this matter or 
affair. ·EvE)(vpov is pignus, pledge; there appears to be a ban on the removal of an 
object as a pledge (for the verbs see on ll. 46 f.). The state of the text reJJders any 
hypothesis fragile, but what was intended may have been a pledge for payment of 
levies and dues, the clause providing that no one was to impose an eicrq>op6: or to 
take a pledge for the payment of one. Pignoris capio is attested for Roman publicani 
(see RE xx. 1, col. 1238, citing Cicero, Ver. 3. 27); local taxes and levies may also 
have been farmed and the local tax-farmers are as likely to have found it desirable 
to take pledges as the Roman publicani did. 
11. 46 f. For the combination of a loose block, Sherard's transcription of a lost 
block (whose upper left corner was squeezed by Gaudin) and a block in situ to give 
a more or less complete text as far as I. 62, seep. 56. The squeeze (of which L. Robert 
has published a photograph, Aph, pi. 2) shows that there were mistakes in Sherard's 
transcription; and it appears that he had difficulty in reading I. 46 in particular. 
That is understandable, for the loose block shows only the lower part of the letters 
of this line cut on it, while Gaudin's squeeze suggests that, even if their full height 
was cut on Sherard's block, they might be seriously damaged above by chipping, 
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as is the case also on the block in situ. There are two areas of difficulty. (a) At the 
beginning, Reinach read from the squeeze which he combined with 
Sherard's transcription (plate XV) to give [ ... ]1 ayecrecn che[\eis K]o:(i) ei\evSepovs 
eivm. The first iota cannot be the last letter of i\o:J.1!36:vecr6m (the word now known to 
have occupied the beginning of the line), for which there was certainly space on 
the loose block which carried the beginnings of these lines ; as far as I can see, 
however, it is an upright which could equally well be part of pi (in fact Sherard read 
gamma here, which may be some slight confirmation) ; hence my chr6:yecrem. The 
resulting pair of verbs, i\o:J.1!36:vecr6m, O:rr6:yt:cr6o:!, sounds like a literal translation of 
legal Latin, but I have not found a corresponding Latin formula. 

Reinach's proposal for what follows certainly cannot now stand. Between the 
clause which involved a ban on taking a pledge (ll. 45-6) and that concerned with 
autonomy (11. 46 f.) there is a strong change of subject which must surely have been 
marked by a conjunction. In the not dissimilar I. 61 the conjunction used is O:i\7\6: 
but O:[i\i\]6: here is probably too short and provides no explanation for Sherard's 
reading nor for what looks like the base of an upright after A on the photograph of 
the squeeze. ·ATe [i\eis &i\i\ ]6: will not do since chei\eis is inappropriate with what 
precedes, and che[i\eis 5e K]o:(i) is unlikely since elsewhere in the text ei\evSepio:, 
ei\ru6ep01 precede caei\e1o:, chei\eis when the two words are paired (11. 52, 54, 61). As 
a very long shot I suggest that Sherard may have misread two letters here and that 
o:&r [ wv O:i\i\ ]6: is just worth considering. 

(b) In the second half of the line, Chishull observed the need for a conjunction 
and met it with T0 (Te) which has been generally accepted, and Boeckh 
supplemented in the lost area To:is [Kpicrecr1v To:is i5io:IS], which does not cohere with 
the text on the wall. It must surely be right to see the subject here as autonomy, 
and it would not perhaps be difficult to suppose that not only TE but also had 
dropped out before being easy for the eye to overlook in that context; if so, 

was probably missing from the stone, and perhaps TE too, since their addition 
lengthens the line unduly. For the gap Michael Crawford has made the very 
attractive suggestion To:is [i5ims Kpicrecrlv evEKev Tov] Tov 'PwJ..lo:iwv. On the 
face of it this is rather long, but if 11. 45-50 are drawn out with the restorations 
printed, a triangular breach, of characteristic shape, can be seen to have occurred 
at the point where two blocks joined {the result, I suppose, of the insertion of levers 
at the joint) and it can be accommodated (see Fig. 5). 

For the late appearance of eleutheria see p. 76. For other references to it in 
the senatus consultum see 11. 52, 54, 61; add from the official correspondence in
scribed on or near the archive wall, does. 13--16, 20, 21, 25 (it is implied in does. 17-19, 
22, 41-3); there are also texts which show that the city celebrated it by establishment 
of a cult of Eleutheria (does. 33, 39) and certain local coins (BMC, Caria, nos. 23, 77; 
cf. p. 170 and the comments of L. Robert, Aph. 418) on which it is mentioned. 

Autonomy is defined by the references to 5iKmov (probably !810v 5iKo:!ov, see 
above), ius, to KpicrEIS, iudicia (in the sense ofjudgements, see Mason s.vv.), and to 
evy\JTJ, vadimonium (editors have all printed EyyVTJV but Sherard's copy shows nu for 
the first gamma, which accords with practice elsewhere in the document). For the 
phrases used, Mommsen referred to Dion. Hal., Ant. 11. 32. 4, ... Ti]v EyyVTJV OJ..loi\o
yeiTE mpi o:VTfjs eis TTJV o:Vp10v i)J..lepa:v, and Viereck to Josephus, AJ 16. 6. 163: 
eyy\lo:s TE J..lTJ OJ..lOi\oyeiv CX\JTOVS EV cra!3!3o:cr!V ... cf. also 168. The addition of EVTOS 
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in the break reconciles Mommsen's e[is 'Pwll'T]V] with the text surviving on the wall; 
no one, it seems, was to take bail for appearance in court at Rome from a citizen of 
Plarasa/Aphrodisias within the city's territory, or to instruct anyone else to do so. 

For other references to autonomy see ll. 61-2 and does. 41, I. 5 (? Augustan), 
42, ll. 7-8 (Flavian), 15, I. 5 (Hadrianic), 43, I. 5 (third cent.); it is the essential 
feature of doe. 22 (Gordianic). The formula used for the grant of autonomy to 
Termessus is much more cautious than this (cit., p. 76, col. 1, ll. 8 f. eique legibus 
sueis ita utunto itaque ieis omnibus sueis legibus ... utei liceto, quod adversus hanc 
legem non fiat). ' 
1. 48. Sherard added kappa at the beginning of what he saw, possibly in front of the 
stone (where in fact the photograph of the squeeze seems to show the serifs of its 
upright and upper oblique stroke); but it is so obvious a supplement that he may 
have been guessing. In t<e'Aevetv Sherard wrote xi in place of the third epsilon, 
which was interpreted by editors as sigma; the correct reading is clear on the squeeze , 
and has been available since Reinach's publication. 

A new subject is introduced in the middle of the line-the privileges granted or 
to be granted to the city by triumviral decree. Their description recalls that of the 
probably contemporary RDGE 30, ll. 10 f., cited on p. 80 in comment on I. 38; 
for the verbs cf. also Josephus, AJ 14. 10. 196: SeSolleva, cruyt<E)(WPT]IlEVa, Tipo01<et<pt
llEVa (Caesarian). It is probable that the awards intended were essentially those of 
doe. 7, but possible additions in the future were covered too. As in doe. 7, Octavian's 
name precedes that of Antony (seep. 49 f.). The confirmation of the decree illustrates 
the policy of getting Senatorial confirmation for their acta attributed by Dio Cassius 
to Antony and Octavian in 39 (48. 34. 1). 

For Octavian's use of the praenomen Gaius see on I. 26. For the title of the 
triumvirs see on doe. 7, I. 1. 
1. 49. Sherard added an upright before Tf\s, which is more likely to be part of his 
conjectural restoration of this area of the text than a record of anything seen. 
I. 50. For the upright which Sherard added at the beginning see on I. 49. For 
OLotxovvTws at the end LSJ s. v. cite OGIS 532, I. 27 (the oath of Gangra, eav Se Tt 
\mevavTiov TOVTWt T[wt opt<wt] TIOijcrw i11lil O'TotXOVvTWS t<aew[s WllO]cra ... ), where 
they assign it the meaning conformably ; duly or in order is the sense here, and might 
be better there. 
1. 51. Sherard originally read ENE28AI (whence Boeck has [y]evecr6at, RDGE [ye]ve-
0"6at); he added initial gamma, possibly in front of the stone but quite probably as an 
obvious supplement. He also read APE2KIEN, correcting, probably in the study, to 
ape01<etv, a correction which editors have tacitly accepted as his reading, and 

conformably to the practice throughout this document, but editors have 
followed Chishull in printing 
ll. 51-2. The wives are omitted here as in 11. 29-30, although included in the formula 
of I. 31. 
I. 52. Te T0 is clear and shows that it was mistaken in editors to 
assume errors both in the text and in transcription for T<lVT0 when the same 
phrase occurred in I. 56 within Sherard's text. 
I. 53. Sherard wrote Tio'Aemoia which editors have retained, but it conflicts with 
the. normal practice of this document to spell TioAetTija and must be a mistake ; he 
also has KA/\12TQ on both occasions, which editors have tacitly corrected. The 
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formula translated is, of course, optimo iure optima lege, cf. FIRA2 1, 56 I. 10, and 
RE xvm. I, col. 801, as Chishull already saw. 
I. 54. Sherard wrote E/\EY8EPEIAN which editors have tacitly corrected. All 
editors have added -ri]v before 6:-rsl\siav; its omission is inelegant but may be correct. 
ll. 55 f. Sherard copied 'A<ppooshT)s which is in conformity with the practice of the 
document ; editors have printed 'A<ppo8iTT)s. 

At this point there is an abrupt change of construction with the introduction 
of imperatives, which are appropriate not to a senatus consultum but to a law or a 
magisterial decree. They may have been the result of incorporating part of whatever 
document embodied Caesar's regulations for Aphrodite's sanctuary (see ll. 41 f. and 
comment, p. 79); but since this type of formulation continues to I. 73 (although 
not with complete consistency, cf. oTiws in I. 58), it may be that this section was 
drafted as for the law which was to be passed in accordance with the senatus con
sultum (ll. 89-90). Conflation of decree and law would be more readily under
standable if the document were copied not from the quaestorian archive but from 
the tablets of the relatores, as suggested on p. 65. For the formulation see further 
on doe. 9, ll. 2-6. 

The identity of status with the Ephesian Artemisium seems to be the new 
element introduced by the triumvirs (see p. 78 f. on ll. 38 f.), but exactly what this 
involved is unclear. The sources stress mainly the antiquity of Artemis' asylum and 
its size, which was fixed by Alexander at a stade on all sides of the temple (Strabo 
14. 641. 23; Plut., A/ex. 33); it was enlarged by Mithridates and doubled by 
Antony in 41, when some part of the city itself was included within the area (Strabo, 
loc. cit.); it was thus much greater than the Aphrodisian sanctuary (see 1. 57). 

nol\ts, used only here in the document for Plarasa/ Aphrodisias, must have a 
geographical sense, whereas the normal TIOAsm1o: denotes the political community 
and its constitution. 
1. 56. Sherard copied TOYTQ TQ and conjectured To:\rr<;l which editors have taken 
for what he saw, printing TcxUTcp [T<;l] (and Tc:x\n"fj later in the line); cf. however 
the text surviving in I. 52. He also wrote MONIA and added epsilon above 
the line before the first iota, not necessarily in front of the stone ; editors have 
tacitly accepted 8stcn8o:t1Jovio: as his reading. 
I. 57. Sherard copied after TEIJEvos but wrote a conjectural siTs above it 
(clearly in the study), from which editors have accepted sh[s as part of his text. 

On a line measured 120 Roman feet from the stylobate of the temple of 
Aphrodite there are, on the west side, traces of a wall with a monumental entrance 
from a street and, along part of the south side, in the area of the odeon, what may be 
a colonnade. Nothing is visible at present on the north side. A wall with a monu
mental gate has been found on the east side, but it is less than the required distance 
from the present east end of the temple, suggesting that the measurement here was 
taken from an earlier structure. 
1. 58. Sherard copied nO/\E!THA but wrote a conjectural above the latter 
part of the word (clearly in the study), from which editors have accepted Tj TIOAtS Ko:i oi 
TIOAEiTo:t as his text. Professor R. Merkelbach has suggested to me that the first words 
here might be in the dative case (with what political organization), so that the clause 
would deal with autonomy as well as with territorial rights. This is attractive, but 
the difficulties that arise when the phrase is in ll. 69 f. seem to me to rule it 
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out. The odd phrase is presumably designed to cover both the property of the city 
and the property of the citizens, cf. in the Lex de Termessibus: Quei agri, quae loca, 
aedi.ficia publica preivatave Thermensium ... sunt (FIRA2 I, no 11, I. 13). 
ll. 58-9 (cf. also ll. 70-1). The clause guaranteeing to the beneficiaries what they 
possessed when they entered into their relationship with the Romans contains a 
number of tralatician items (cf. in the se de Mytilenaeis of 55 B.c., RDGE 25, I. 13, 
&ypwv, T61Twv, oi[Kwv, (where, perhaps, oiKoSol..lfJI..lCrrWV should now be restored); 
but is not quite identical with that in the Lex de Termessibus (cited above, col. I, 

I. 13), so that we may reasonably surmise the presence of some specific local references 
in the list .here. If that is so, a little light is thrown on the territory of Plarasa/ 
Aphrodisias as containing villages (?the homes of the paroikoi, p.· 14 f.), estates (for 
xwptov in this sense cf. LSJ s. v., 3 and the Cyrenaican census document SEG 20. 766), 
strongpoints (for another reference to Aphrodisian oxvpwl..lcrra: see doe. 29, ll. 7-8) 
and what must be saltus (the first editors printed opwv but 6pwv is to be preferred, 
see Mommsen, St. R. 3 I, 687-8, n. 4; the crucial argument is from the spelling 6pewv 
in RDGE 2, I. 18). The list concludes with local revenues (1Tp6croSot), which rate a 
separate clause in the Lex de Termessibus. 
I. 60. Sherard copied Twv between 1TCxVTwv and 1Tpa:yl..lchwv, which all editors omit, 
and NE at the end of this block where all editors have ATE (naturally restored as 
&it: [Aeis]) for which there seems to be no explanation except a copying mistake by 
Chishull. Sherard's E must be the initial letter of eAru6epot and the N, I suggest, 
a mistaken repetition of the last letter of 1Tpa:yl..lchwv. 

For the verbs cf .... habuerunt, possederunt, usei fructeive sunt ... in the Lex de 
Termessibus (cit. on I. 31). 

, ASfJI..lOO"tWVTJTOt seems to be otherwise unattested but cf. <heAWVfJTOt (LSJ s. v.) 
and O:vvevol..liwTa: (sic) in I. 64; it must mean not liable to be let to a contractor for 
collection of Roman taxes, cf. in the Lex de Termessibus (cit. on ll. 33 f.) dum nei 
quid portori ab eis capiatur quei publica populi Romani vectigalia redempta habebunt. 
Since Caesar's reform of the Asian tax-system, publicani would be concerned there 
orrly with indirect taxes (cf. also on ll. 32, 65, 67). 
I. 61. The outspacing marks the beginning of a new paragraph concerned at first 
with eicrq>opa:i but shifting to autonomy at the end of the line, by way of a reiteration 
of freedom and immunity ; this seems to correspond to the sequence in ll. 42-6, but 
whereas there the subject of autonomy is expanded, here there is probably a return 
to that of levies at the end of I. 62. 

The language is very awkward and at the least we must suppose the erroneous 
omission of Tt, which is needed to provide an object for St56va:t ; there is insufficient 
room to allow its restoration after TIJ' [ es in the lost area. Some of my colleagues have 
suggested that EKEivwv masks a corruption ; the word seems to me to be needed to 
give to Ttves the necessary specific sense, but its position in the sentence is unexpected 
and perhaps due to an error at some stage in the transmission of the text. I would 
suppose the Latin to have been neve quis eorum quid . .. 

Sherard wrote which editors have tacitly corrected, and ZYNE12-
<l>EPEIN, for which the earlier editors wrote and, from Viereck onwards, 
crvvetcrq>epetv (palaeographically and linguistically better). 
I. 62. Sherard wrote KAIOY2AN, but added a conjectural tau above the iota, and 
KYP02021N, but with a conjectural omega_ above 020; both conjectures have been 
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accepted into editions as part of his text. The description of autonomy is unusually 
full in providing explicitly for the validity of future local legislation. It is clear that 
two verbs governed v61J01S etc., but in all the inscribed parallels to the clause that 
I have found xpao!JO:l is used alone (cf. also legibus sueis ita utunto in the Lex de 
Termessibus, cit. p. 85, I. 8). It is possible that it was here accompanied by 

but that is a little long and its meaning (cf. also that of Latin frui) 
seems not quite appropriate. 

At the end of the line ot'&v seems likely to have stood in the very small gap 
(there is no room for ocr· &vas I calculate the space); the relatives apparently began 
a clause in which the most distinctive phrases are EK Tw [v Tpa:A.]A.ta:vwv opc.uv elcrc.u Twv 
[opc.uv Tw]v nA.a:pa:cre[c.uv Ka:i •A<ppoOElO"IEC.UV ... in ll. 63-4 (the gaps can hardly be 
filled in any substantially different way) and Ta:iha: mxVTa: cheA.fj Ka:i avvevo!Jic.u[Ta: 

in I. 64. It is not quite clear whether cheA.fj and &vvevo!Jic.uTa: are used 
synonymously or imply two different exemptions ; but only the second refers to a 
specific tax. • Avvevo!Jic.uTos seems not to be attested elsewhere, but clearly refers to 
To v61Jtov or vo!Jtov TeA.os (LSJ s. v.) with the sense of pasture dues; it must be 
mistakenly spelt for &vevvo!Jic.uTa:, meaning not subject to pasture dues (on evv61JtCX see 
J. H. Thiel, Klio 20 (1926), 54 f.), and will have qualified a general term for grazing 
beasts, probably This suggests the scriptura charged by the Romans on 
grazing-beasts, and if that is right, the use of crwetcr<pepetv in I. 61, with its implication 
of levy-groups (see also p. 81), adds a detail to knowledge of how this tax was 
raised in Asia. The animals subject to it were being moved from the territory of 
Tralles, it seems (for an Aphrodisian family with interests at Tralles see doe. 5, 
ll. 9-10), and into that of Plarasa/Aphrodisias; the payment was no doubt for 
necessary grazing en route. It is at least possible that they also moved from Plarasa/ 
Aphrodisias into the territory of Tralles, so that what was involved was seasonal 
transhumance. Evidence for transhumance in western Asia Minor in antiquity is 
briefly discussed by S. Georgoudi in her study of the practice in ancient Greece 
(REG 87 (1974), 155 f.); of the limited number of documents available for it, that 
published by L. Moretti, RFIC 94 (1966), 290 f., is particularly important and 
illustrates the collection of a charge for grazing beasts in seasonal movement. I have 
assumed that here the movement was described in terms of the boundaries of the 
two states; but it is not at all impossible that the word used was opwv, saltus (see 
on I. 59). The tombstone of a shepherd found in the territory of Aphrodisias 
(L. Robert, Aph 383) is some indication of the importance of sheep-rearing in the 
area ; while Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae, among the comparatively near 
neighbours of Aphrodisias, are well known for their production of woollen goods 
in the Roman period (T. R. S. Broughton, ESAR IV, 819 f.). 
' If this is on the right lines, I. 63 will perhaps have contained further specifications 
of the beasts and I. 64 further description of their movement ; but when the point 
was concluded in I. 65 it is not clear, on present evidence, whether the boundaries · 
(or pastures) from which the animals were being moved at that point were those of 
Tralles or of Plarasa/ Aphrodisias. 
I. 65. What survives at the end shows that there was here another list of officials 
(cf. I. 32), but the addition of &pxc.uv after E-rep6s TlS is new in this text. The formula 
implied occurs in Latin in the Table of Heraclea (FIRA2 I, 13, I. 73) ... censor aliusve 
quis magistratus . . . which indicates the need here for specific magisterial titles 
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before it, possibly on the model of the Cnidian law (JRS 64 (1974), 204, col. IV, 1. 6: 
o-rp<XT1')y6s, oorno-rpcl-rr)yos, O:v6\mcrros) ; others would presumably cover censors, 
since there is a question of letting tax-collecting contracts (1. 67), and perhaps 
quaestors, although Mason, p. 177, suggests that they were not strictly describable 
as O:pxovTES, being without auspices. On contracts in Asia after Caesar see p. 77 f. 
1. 66. The supplement printed is based mainly on such passages as 1rapex TCx TfiS . . 

crvvKAi]Tov 56yiJcrra in the se de Itanis et Hierapytniis (RDGE 14, 11. 7-8) and 1rapex Tex 
5e5o[yll]eva [Tfit crvyKAi]TwL .. ] in the se de collegiis Bacchiorum (RDGE 15, 1. 10). 

The omission of n;>..apacreis from the description of the beneficiaries is to be 
noted (cf. probably also in 1. 16), although it is impossible to be sure whether it was 
an error of the original draftsman or copyist, or, as seems to me more probable, of 
the local copyist in the third century A.D., for whom its inclusion was an unfamiliar 
archaism. 
I. 67. A is cut over a partially erased M. The plural verb-ending immediately after 
the break shows that the citizens of Plarasa/ Aphrodisias were the subject of the 
apodosis, which presumably stated that they were not liable to pay levies, if any were 
illegally ordered. At the end of the line MIL80YTO on the stone must be a mistake 
for 111cr6o\rrw (cf. emKpetvhw in 1. 68). What survives here is very awkwardly phrased, 
and presumably a literal translation from the Latin (? neve quis quid earum rerum 
cuivis locato). However the clause ended, it must have stated that no official was to 
let a contract for collection of dues from the people of Plarasa/ Aphrodisias, or to 
instruct anyone else to do so, or to impose dues on them, cf. in the se de Asclepiade : 
apxovTES rwhepol ohtves O:v 1TOTE • Acrlav' lllcr6wcr1V ft • Acrlat, 

ETI1T16Wcr1V lliJ Tl OVTOl oovvat 6<peiAUJO"lV (RDGE 22, 1. 23). 
ll. 68-9. In what survives of 1. 68 it was certainly laid down that Roman magistrates 
with jurisdiction in the provinces should ensure that nothing was done in con-

. travention of the decree. An analogous provision is made in the decree on Seleucus 
of Rhos us : TaVTa TCx TipoyeypallllE [ va 01TWS OVT ]ws yeiVllTal apx [ OVTES O:VTapxovTe]s 
TE ohtves (a)v EKE(i) eTii Tfis [e]wcrtv emKpetv[h]w[cr]av <ppov

Te (RDGE 58, ll. 70-2, but taking P. Roussel's reading from Syria 
15 (1934), 36, for 5tKato56T1J in the Aphrodisian text shows that to be preferable to 
De Visscher's eTii Tfjs S[iKllS KCXT]acr(T)wcrtv, which Sherk accepted). For the com
paratively rare word 5tKa105oTeiv see also the Leyden decree (RDGE 61, 1. 11) and 
the Cnidos law (JRS 64 (1974), 204, col. IV, 1. 35, with comment, 214). The plural 
ev Tais ETiapxelats is unexpected, possibly meaJ?.ing provincial districts rather than 
provinces, cf. LSJ s.v. and the Cnidos law (loc. cit., 202, col. In, I. 24, with comment, 
211), but not necessarily so; all provincial magistrates everywhere might be intended. 
For the conclusion of the clause, cf. the se de Sarapeo: ToO lliJ Tl \rrrevavTiov T0 Tfis 
OVVKAi]Tov 56y!lCXT1 yiv11Tal (RDGE 5, ll. 34 f.). 
ll. 69-71. Much in these lines repeats ll. 58-60. The repetition is perhaps a matter 
of summing up towards the end of this section of the decree, but it is not exact 
(see p. 74 f.). Assuming that the clause began in I. 69 in approximately the same way 
as in 1. 58, Kai before !lee· wv in I. 70 indicates an earlier relative clause here, referring 
to other items in possession of which the city and its citizens were to be confirmed 
(possibly the legal code, as I have guessed in the printed version, in which case the 
repetitions cover matters already dealt with in 1. 62); this obviously occupied the lost 
part ofl. 70, ending with a verb which may well have been expi]cravTo. The list which 
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began at the end of 1. 70 was much longer than its earlier counterpart-the space 
available suggests that there were at least three more items in I. 71 than in ll. 58-9, 
as well as the surviving hepwv and yet another in I. 72 for which I have 
guessed 
I. 73. At the end of the line the consuls are introducing a new proposal, which 
should mean that those which precede had been passed ; for the order in which 
their names are restored, see p. 64 f. on I. 1 ; there is room for Ked between the two 
names and I have supplied it, following the model of I. 83. There is also room for 

which is needed before the new proposal is put, as well as for the formula for 
speech making. 
ll. 74 f. A proposal that the proposers of a decree should take specific action is a 
standard feature of decrees ; in the same area of a decree as this one cf. the se de 
collegiis Bacchiorum (RDGE 15, ll. 64 f.): 01TWS 1\eUt<tos KaA1t6pvtos vmnos 'A&r,vaiots 

Kcrra To Tov &-rrocrreiAat KEAEVO"lJ o\JTws Ka6ws &v EK Twv 
1ticrrews TE i8ias cpaivT)Tat, and the se de Narthaciensium 

et Melitaeensium litibus (RDGE 9, ll. 67 f.): TE EKcrrepots f6:'ios 'OcrriAtos 
Tov 8owat KE [A ]evo-1:1 &-rro O"T)cr-repTiwv EKcrrov eiKoo-t [ Tie]vTe 

eis EKaCTTT)v KTA, etc., which provide the basis for my proposals as far as 
I. 76. However, none of the inscribed decrees has emTao-o-w or a formula with eis To 
in this context; since KE at the end of I. 75 makes it probable that the instruction to 
make a payment to the ambassador (which regularly involves the use of KEAEVEtv) 
was set out in I. 76, there must have been two instructions in this text, the former, 
no doubt, being to register the ambassador's name in the public record in the 
aerarium (an act which was apparently often taken for granted, but is here spelt out 
in detail). On the registration see F. Millar, JRS 54 (1964), 37 f., and the passage to 
which he refers in Plutarch's Roman Questions (Moralia 275 b-e): !lta Ti 8' oi 

eis cmoeevovv E1Ti TOV Kp6vov vaov &-rroyp6:<poVTa1 
1Tpos Tovs eTiapxovs Tov TaJ.neiov; ... To yap 1TaAatov ws eotKev oi Tois 

. . . Kai voo-o\JVTwv Kai e6aTITov EK 
The sum allotted on this occasion must be left open. 

For the order in which the consular names are restored, see p. 64 f. on I. 1. 
ll. 76-83. The text can be restored by comparison with doe. 9, ll. 10 f. (for the minor 
differences between the two versions see p. 94, ad loc.) except that in I. 79 the 
result is some 11 letters too short ; I have proposed to meet the shortfall by adding 
Tov Tov before nAapao-ewv. 

For what is said there is a close parallel in a senatus consultum of Caesar's 
dictatorship reported by Josephus (AJ 14. 10. 210): 8i8ocr6at ... Ev TE 

Kai 6T)piwv TWV o-vyKAT)TlKWV 6ewpeiv· Kai 
1tapa 8tKT<lTopos f} 1tapa i1T1T.apxov TiapeAeeiv eis crVYKAT)Tov eicrO:ywo-1 Kai Ta 

a\JTois &-rro8t8000'1V EV 8eKa Tais CxnCxO'atS acp' ils &v TO 
yevT)Tat. At the end of I. 78 the subject has changed from the specific ambassador 
currently present in Rome to the general matter of privileges to be accorded to all 
ambassadors from Plarasa/Aphrodisias in the future; it had perhaps already changed 
in l. 76, cf. the implications of doe. 9, I. 11. 
I. 80. • AVTapxwv is unexpected in connection with the ius agendi cum patribus 
which proconsuls and propraetors are generally held to have lacked (Mommsen, 
St. R.3 1, 210, n. 2). It may perhaps be used to cover those extraordinary officials 
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who were attested as having the right (dictators, masters of the horse, triumvirs 
r.p.c.,praefecti urbis, see Mommsen, loc. cit., 209 f.), or, conceivably, if the draftsman 
was a purist, the tribunes of the plebs. 

must mean to report, see LSJ s.v. 
1. 81. The absence of any word for and after &peO"Ketv is attested in doe. 9 ; its in
sertion here would add uncomfortably to the line-length. 

For El< Tov o-rixov, extra ordinem, cf. the Sullan se de Stratonicensibus (RDGE 
18, 11. 65-6) ; C>TIC.VS TE TOiS 1rapex EiS 'Pwi,.IT]V 
EKTOS TOV o-rixov oi apxovTEs cnJyKAT]TOV 8t8wcn[v]. 

The surviving decrees do not provide a parallel for the explicit provision that 
the city's ambassadors have a right to speak in the Senate, although, of course, 
foreign ambassadors often did so. 
1. 83. Since the names of the consuls appear again at the end, it seems a reasonable 
conjecture that here there was another clause instructing them to take specified 
action (for the order in which they appear seep. 64 f. on 1. 1); I have incorporated 
a suggestion from Donald Baronowski that it was to arrange for the formalities 
involved in making a treaty. The relevant texts available as models are few but for 
11. 84-5 there is some analogy in the second senatus consultum of 25 B. C. on Mytilene 
(RDGE 26, col. c, 11. 18 f.), currently restored to read ... O"ITC.VS (se. 6 VrrCXTos), eexv 
EaVTWt <paiVT]Tat, TCx opKta TWV MVT]tAT]Vaic.vv yevecr6at <ppoVT[icrT]t ... ], on which the 
tentative suggestion printed is based. The plural ambassadors may be a slip, since 
only one is recorded in 1. 22 (cf. also does. 6, 11. 14-16; 12, 11. 4--5). 
11. 85 f. The fragmentary text becomes for. a time too obscure for serious recon
struction in the absence of any close parallel. 

In 1. 85 the most obvious supplement at the break would be [ Ti}v "ITOAEJT ]i}av 
which should mean Plarasa/Aphrodisias; but too little survives to show whether 
this is likely. 

are otherwise unattested as far as I can discover (although LSJ cite 
from Hesychius, with the sense knowing right, and this may be relevant). 

Since it seems improbable that the consuls would know and use a recherche title 
for officials or priests of Plarasa/ Aphrodisias, I suggest that they are probably 
Romans ; the translator could hardly have used any but the standard Greek 
equivalents for Roman magisterial titles, but resort to invention in relation to some 
Rom'an priesthoods would not be surprising at all, cf. the variety of terms presented 
by Mason (115 f.) in his note on Greek translations for the names of priestly colleges. 
At the making of a treaty in the old Roman tradition the fetiales played a primary 
part and since they might be thought of as guardians of the series of just ordinances 
summed up in the term ius gentium, is a plausible word for the translator 
to produce ; it seems worth noting that Dionysius of Halicarnassus introduces the 
concept into his account of the fetiales at 2. 72 : Kc.v?\v6VTc.vv Se To\rrc.vv f) 
crvvatvowTc.vv o\rre o-rpCXTtWTTJ o\he O"ITAa Ktveiv ; cf. also 
G. Dumezil, Archaic Roman Religion 1 (1970), 91, who proposes to derive fetialis 
from a root with the sense of' place ',just as is derived from the root of 
If this translation were right it would have some significance for the revival or 
survival of Roman religion ; on one view the religious archaism commonly associated 
with Octavian/Augustus would be attested some years earlier than was hitherto 
believed, and on another the reference would be an indication that, as Varro said, 
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the rituals of the Fetials persisted throughout (LL 5. 86: et per hos etiam nunc fit 
foedus). 

It is possible that the consuls were to exhort the Fetials (?m:x-/[pCXKai\wcrJ] stood 
in ll. 85-6) to go to Plarasa/Aphrodisias; or, simply, to carry out in Rome the 
ceremony for which the classic description is in Livy 1. 24.7-9; see RExn, col. 2259 f., 
and the note by F. W. Walbank on the account in Polybius 3. 25 which presents the 
priest as hurling a stone to the ground, whereas Livy and other authors describe him 
as using it to kill the sacrificial pig ; cf. also Dumezil, loc. cit. 

In I. 86 the future situation envisaged seems too vaguely described for 
recognition. 

In I. 87 the final letters suggest part of the verb Seio-6a1 ; a request was perhaps 
to be made to Plarasa/ Aphrodisias. 

In I. 88 the plural Tii\rW11, which is comparatively uncommon, probably means 
numbers ; is this from an instruction to the consuls to report the numbers of Senators 
who were present when the oath was sworn (cf. ll. 94-5; for <pepcu in this sense see 
LSJ s. v., IV, 4) ? 

In I. 89 the pair of verbs (of which the first is perhaps a compound of yiyvo!JaJ, 
?Emyiyvol-laJ) must conclude one clause, while v61-1ov is the first word of the next. 
Enough of the latter survives in I. 91 to show that a law is to be proposed to the 
Roman People. The former may well have provided that either the current consuls 
or their successors should propose it. On that hypothesis the pair of verbs would 
translate a Latin original of the type found in the Table of Heraclea (FIRA2 1, 13, 
11. 24--5): queiquomque post h.l.r. factei createi erunt eumve magistratum inierint ... 
The suffect consuls for 39 must have been expected to take office quite soon (see 
p. 66) and this is perhaps what necessitated such a provision. 

The agreement of the Roman People would, in principle, have to be obtained 
for the treaty; but the reference here is presumably to the separate law of doe. 6, 
ll. 28-9, doe. 9, I. I, which conferred <pii\6:v6pcuTia, beneficia, privileges (see p. 47), 
and made the city an equal in theory, able to make a treaty with Rome. It pre
sumably repeated, if with mild modification, the terms of this decree ; that must be 
the reason why the law was not inscribed on the wall in toto (see also on doe. 9). 
ll. 90 f. The fragment (plate XVII, 2) makes it possible to propose a reconstruction 
of the remaining lines of the decree. Its position as part of these lines is assured by 
a combination of content, lettering and layout, while its relation to the left-hand 
margin can be calculated approximately from the fact that below the fragment of 
I. 95 it carries also a fragment of the first line of doe. 7. 

In I. 90 the restoration printed in the left-hand gap seems inevitable. At the 
centre there will have been the verb to govern v61-1ov (the phrase used must be a 
literal translation of legem ad populum ferre), but that will hardly have filled the 
space ; it may be that this part of the proposal was voted on separately and that 

stood before the new clause which begins with oTicus Te after the break ends. 
In 11. 90-1 the proposers moved on to publication of the senatorial decree and 

of a subsequent document which must be the treaty, since both were to be inscribed 
on the Capitol (1. 92) as well as in Plarasa/ Aphrodisias. In Italy inscription of official 
documents on bronze tablets is, of course, commonplace, while a number of well
known texts provide for, or refer to, the inscription of treaties on bronze tablets 
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displayed in (or near) the temple ofCapitoline Jupiter; cf. Polybius 3. 26, Suetonius, 
Vesp. 8 and the epigraphic references collected by W. Frederiksen, op. cit. 
(p. 46). There has been some controversy as to whether senatus consulta relating 
to treaties were in fact also inscribed on bronze on the Capitol (H. Horn, Foederati 
(1930), 77). The present text reinforces the argument that they were (or might be) 
as already indicated by the document concerned with the Pergamene treaty (Sy/[.3 
694, ll. 25 f., cited in this sense by S. Accame, Il dominio romano in Grecia dalla 
guerra acaica ad Augusto (1946), 80 f.): avaJ<El!-.u\vo[v] SU[v 'PWJ..lTJ]t ev Twt iepw[tTov] 
tu os Tov KcmETc.vi\ [iov [x]a:i\Ko [v Ka:i] ev a:\rrwt Ka:Ta:TETa: [ yJ..!evc.vv] Tov [ TE ye]
yov6Tos [8]6yJ..lmos [ v ]1r6 Tfjs [ crvyt<i\i]T ]ov mpi Tfjs OVJ..lJ..lO: [x]ia:s 6J..loic.vs Se Ka:i Tfj [s 
crvvei]K]TJs. 

In ll. 90-1 the two actions (engraving and displaying) were probably described 
by a participle and a verb as printed, since there is hardly room for the conjunction 
that would be needed if there were two verbs. There is also no room for the 
customary article before iepc.;> and 

Several copies were to be published at Plarasa/Aphrodisias, cf. the proposal in 
Sy/[.3 694, ll. 29 f. to have two inscribed copies of the treaty between Rome and 
Pergamon set up, one in the temple of Demeter and the other in the bouleuterion. 
That one copy of the senatus consultum and treaty should be displayed in the sanctuary 
of Aphrodite at Aphrodisias, religious and perhaps also political focus of the 
sympolity (p. 5), was predictable ; after that only the feminine plural article and 
the ethnics survive. In the so-called Piracy Law found at Delphi (FIRA 2 I, 9, ll. 20 f.) 
the major alternative to publication ev iepc.;> is (ev) and it is tempting to 
restore &yopa:is here ; if accepted, the plural would surely imply that the existence 
of more than one agora was known (presumably one for Plarasa and one for 
Aphrodisias). What follows is restored on the basis of the fifth Cyrene Edict, 

ov Sfji\ov eCTTa:t 1raow ... (RDGE 31, I. 79). A fragment of a contemporary copy 
of the senatus consultum or law has been found re-used in the city wall and is 
published here as doe. Sa. 
11. 93-4. In the conventional formula deferring to the discretion o( the consuls 
e<pa:ivETo instead of <pa:iVTJTO:t is unexpected. It occurs in the se de Oropiis (RDGE 23, 
ll. 67 f.) but with clear reference to past action, which is not the case here. A final 

may be regarded as certain. 
ll. 94-5. The gap in the middle of I. 95 can be filled from doe. 9, I. 7. Two figures 
must have been recorded here, one of numbers present when the decree was passed 
and one of numbers present when the oath ·was sworn. This is the earliest known 
record of the type, preceding by 16 years CIL VI, 32272 of 23 B.c., which was pre
viously the earliest known (but which abbreviates the formula in senatu fuerunt and 
so always seemed likely to be some time after the introduction of the practice). 
A quorum, varying according to the issues being discussed, is a long-standing feature 
of senatorial procedure (one was laid down in the se de Bacchanalibus of 186 B.C., 

FIRA2 I, 30, 11. 7, 9-10, 18). Mommsen, St. R.3 m. 2, 990, n. 2, conjectured that 
Caesar introduced the minimum of 400 to be present for all decisions, which Augustus 
is represented as abolishing in 11 B.C. (Dio Cassius 54. 35. 1); this minimum would 
not necessarily apply to the ceremony of oath-taking, so that the surviving figure 
here throws no light on senatorial attendances at regular sessions. 
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DOCUMENT Sa. Senatus consultum or law, a contemporary copy 

Fragment of a marble panel (inv. no. 77. 70; 0·12 x 0·12 x 0·038) inscribed 
on one face, found loose beside a stretch of the west wall, a little south of the point 
where Sherard is presumed to have copied doe. 8. Strict search in the area brought 
no further fragments to light ; this kind of panel is liable to be broken into very 
small pieces and re-used widely in the packing of later walls. There is no clue to 
its original location. 

5 

Letters, late Republican-Augustan: 0·012. 
Discovery by Mary Beard. 

Plate XVIII, 2. 

. .. ] 
... Ti}[v .. : 

... TE [ ... 

. . . Tov Oft]J.lOV Tov 'Pcu [llaicuv ... 

. . . TEJ.lEV ]os O:crvf.o [ v ... 
• • • 11"0 ]P.eiTat 0 [i nP-apacrecuv Kai 'A<ppooetcrtecuv •.. 
[ ... 

The fragment is clearly part of the senatus consultum (doe. 8, 11. 52-8) or the 
corresponding lex (see on doe. 9, 1. 1). The letter-forms show it to be a contemporary 
copy, probably one of those set up at Aphrodisias according to the instructions in 
the senatus consultum (doe. 8, 11. 92-3). 

DOCUMENT 9. Extracts from awards to Plarasa/Aphrodisias 

Inscribed on the second and third courses of column four of the archive wall, 
immediately below doe. 17 (inscribed area, 2·075 x 0·22). 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.; 11. 1-9, 0·02; 11. 10 f., 0·015; ligatured HN 
in 1. 3, NH in 1. 8, MH (four times), NTE in 1. 9, MH, NH, NT, HT, NTE twice, MH 
twice in 1. 10, NK twice, NTE, HK in 1. 11, MHN, THN, NK, NT in 1. 12, NK, HT, NE, 
HT, HM, NT in 1. 13, NK, HT, HN, TE, NHM, NE, NH, THin 1. 14, HN in 1. 15; apices 
in 11. 1, 2, 3; diaeretic dots in 1. 9; dots as stops in ll. 1, 3, 5, 6, 11 ; a star at the end; 
bar above the figure in 1. 7. 

The marked change of letter size at 1. 10 is accompanied by outspacing of the 
line, much closer horizontal spacing and very free use of ligatures ; it looks as if the 
cutter was squeezing in a section for which space (or adequate space) had not 
originally been allowed. 

Plate XI. 

Eloos El< Twv oeooj.levcuv <ptf.avepc.:mcuv \rrr6 TE A\rroKpaT6pcuv stop Kai crvvKAftTOV 
Kai OftJ.lOV 'PcuJ.laicuv. 

J.lftTE lliJV apxoVTcX T!Va il cXVTcXPXOVTa OftJ.lOV 'Pcullaicuv E-rep6v TE T!Va eis Ti}v 
TI"OAlV il Kal Ti}v xOO-
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pav il Kai TOVS opovs TOVS mapaoewv Kai > A<ppOOEtO"tEWV O"TpaTtWTT)V Kai 
avrtO"TpaTtWTT]V, hnrea, 

1hep6v TtVa eis TiapCX)(EtJ.!aoiav 1rpos cx\rrovs Siooo-6at J.!T]OE KaTa6eo-6at KI'Aevetv J.li]Te 
XPiJJ.laTa 

5 J.li]Te o-TpaTtwTas stop J.li]Te TIAoia stop J.li]Te oeiTov stop J.li]Te OTIAa stop !li]Te 
crxeoias stop J.li]Te !li}V E-rep6v Tt TIPCXyJ.la 

vac. T(i) T(i) mapaoewv Kai emTaocreo6at vacat 
EISos opKtOV YEVOJ.!EVOV ·pwJ.!aiwv Kai n:Aapaoewv Tiap6VTWV O"VVKAT]

TtKWV TJ.l'. 

ETiapxov, <ppovpav TE eiow TIOAEWS n:Aapaoewv Kai eis TE Tijv 

eavTwv xwpav i)Tts 
cx\rrwv xwpa iStoKTT)TOS cx\rrwv VrrCxPX'IJ &!<OVTES !ll) emoexeo-6woav. 7rpoo65ovs, 

<p6povs !li) StS6Twoav. 
10 "01rws TE ev Tois aywotv Kai Tais J.!OVOJ.ICX)(iats ht TE KVVT]yiots Kai eav &e:AT]Tat 

ev Tio:Aet •pWI:l'IJ TIAT]<riov TE 1r6:Aews •pWJ.!T]S 
i,let:Aiov evos EV T(i) TWV O"VVKAT)TtKWV 7rpeoj3EVTais mapaoewv Kai 

> Ka6f)o-6at eewpeiv TE Kai ohtves Se 

CXJ.l TIOTE 7rpeoj3EVTai nAapaoEWV Kai eis •pWJ.!T]V TipOS Tl)v crWKAT)TOV 

TiapayEvWVTat TOiS apxovotv, cXVTCxPXOVO"tV 
Oi]J.!OV ·pwJ.!aiwv TOiS E)(ovotv oWKAT]TOV crvvayayeiv EV<p<XVlO"WO"tV OTIWS 

oUVKAT]TOS cx\rrois S661J V. apEOKEt EK TOV O"Tl
xov oWKAT]TOV cx\rrois So6f)vat, TE cx\rrois yeveo-6at eis TO EKElV'IJ Tij 

Sta:Aeyfjvat EJ.!<p<XVioat Te, ev l)J.!epats SeKa Tais 
15 evytO"Ta ais O:v TipooeAewotv EJ.l<paviowotv &7r6Kpt!la Tipeoj3EVTais n:Aapaoewv KQl 

'A<ppoSetotewv So6f)vat star vacat 

Clause from the grant of privileges made by emperors and by the Senate and 
People of Rome. 

Nor should a magistrate or promagistrate of the Roman people or anyone else 
billet on them, in the city or territory or confines of the Plarasans and Aphrodisians, 
an infantry man or one substituting for such, a cavalry man or anyone else with a 
view to provision of winter quarters, nor order such billeting to take place, nor levy 
from the Plarasans and Aphrodisians money, soldiers, ships, corn, arms or rafts or 
anything else. 

Clause from the treaty sworn between the Romans and the people of Plarasa/ 
Aphrodisias in the presence of 340 senators. 

Against their will they are not to receive a commander and a garrison within the 
city of the Plarasans and Aphrodisians and into their territory, that territory which is 
their own property ; they are not to pay taxes and contributions. 

And that at games and gladiatorial shows and also at beast hunts, and if athletes 
compete in the city of Rome or within a mile of it, ambassadors of the Plarasans and 
Aphrodisians may sit as spectators in the area reserved for senators ; and that 
ambassadors of the Plarasans and Aphrodisians who come to Rome to wait upon the 
Senate should report to the magistrates or those acting for the magistrates of the 
Roman people who have the power to summon the Senate, in order that an occasion 
may be provided for them to attend a meeting; it is agreed that they should have 
the right to attend the Senate without waiting their turn, to speak in that body and to 
report to it and that a reply should be given to the ambassadors of the Plarasans and 
Aphrodisians within ten days of attending and reporting to it. 
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It is far from clear why these particular clauses were selected for inscription on 
the wall unless, perhaps, they represented extracts made for the use, of particular 
ambassadors to Rome (to document the city's case and provide evidence of the 
rights of its ambassadors), and had been attached to the archive copy of the imperial 
reply. They bear no relation to the subscript ofTrajan (doe. 14) which immediately 
precedes them on the wall, however ; and while they are relevant to the letter of 
Hadrian (doe. 15), they are inscribed at a considerable distance from it. 

I. 1. EISos is perhaps used to mean clause, a development from its established 
meaning species (LSJ s. v.). 

For <pti\exvepc.umx see p. 47. 
In naming emperors along with the Senate and People here the Aphrodisians 

offered a heading in close accord with the formula of doe. 49, I. 3 (probably a pro
consul's letter) and with the sense of doe. 43, 11. 5-9 (a private dedication by an 
Aphrodisian) as well as with the implications of doe. 42, ll. 7-9 (a civic dedication 
at Ephesus). What was meant in all three documents seems to me probably the 
regular confirmation by each succeeding princeps of what had originally been 
conferred through law and a treaty by the Roman People, after the passage of a 
decree of the Senate. 
ll. 7-9 below proclaim their origin in the treaty, and I shall argue that both 11. 2-6 
and ll. 10-15 are likely to be extracts from the law, despite their awkward separation 
from each other by the extract from the treaty. 
ll. 2-6 and 10-15 contain clauses which all but repeat passages of the senatus con
sultum (doe. 8, 11. 32-6, 76-83; these lines are of course supplemented from the 
present document, but I think that enough of them survives to establish the point 
and that there is not in fact circularity here). There are, however, small divergencies 
between the versions of doe. 9 and doe. 8, some in spelling only (which might by 
themselves be discounted)-so in doe. 9, ll. 11, 12, 15, and 

O:v, ev<pavicrc.ucrtv in doe. 8, ll. 77, 78, 82-others perhaps more significant-so 
Tijv 1TOi\tv il Kai Tijv xwpav, &ywcrtv Kai, apEO"KEI in doe. 9, ll. 2, 10, 11, 13, and 
Tijv 1TOi\tv il TTJV xwpav, &ywcn TE Kai, apEO"KElV to be restored with certainty 
in doe. 8, ll. 33, 76, 78, 81, and the shortfall of some 11 letters in the text of doe. 9 
to fill doe. 8, I. 79. It is unlikely that the Aphrodisians had two different translations 
of the senatus consultum to draw upon and so it seems that the passages in doe. 9 
must have been taken not from the text of the senatus consultum but from a very 
similar document. The obvious candidate is the law. It is of course clear that their 
formulatio.n is not altogether appropriate for a law (infinitives dependent on O:peO"Ketv 
in ll. 2-6, oTic.us clauses in ll. 10-15, instead of imperatives or the use of o<peii\etv); 
so that it must be accepted that these passages from the decree were incorporated in 
the law without serious adaptation (cf. the Tabula Hebana, EJ 94a and the Lex de 
Imperio Vespasiani, FIRA2 I, 15; for which the point was recently reaffirmed by 
P. A. Brunt, JRS 67 (1977), 95). The point must be compared with the use in the 
decree of formulae more proper to a law (doe. 8, 11. 55 f., see comment on p. 84). 
Given the amount of business going to the Senate in 39 (and often, no doubt, to 
the People too) confusions of this kind in the drafting are probably understandable. 
If the text of the law so closely resembled that of the senatus consultum, and at the 
same time contained less than the senatus consultum (e.g. no reference to the 
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favourable speech of Antony and Octavian nor explicit confirmation of privileges 
given in their decrees) the absence of the full text of the law from the archive wall is 
fully explained. 

It has been suggested to me, however, that, while 11. 2-6 may be from the law, 
ll. 10-15 are formulated more in the manner of a magisterial decree, indeed an 
imperial decree, and that this would provide a better explanation of the reference 
to autokratores in the heading than the one that I have proposed. This theory 
deserves consideration, although there seem to me at present to be very many 
difficulties in it; important among them the fact that since the subject matter (and 
in essence the wording) of 11. 10-15 is incorporated in the senatus consultum the 
decree should be earlier than that and so a decree of Octavian, or rather of Octavian 
in conjunction with Antony; and if that is accepted, it follows that the triumvirs 
committed themselves-in 39 B.c.-to issuing instructions to Senate and magistrates 
in a manner certainly not conformable with the view of their behaviour in that 
year put forward by Millar (see p. 39 above), nor, it seems to me, with the relevant 
information about them in this dossier. 

For comment on the detail of these lines see pp. 77 f. and 88 f. 
ll. 7-9. Sandwiched between the two extracts, which are probably from the law, is 
another, stated in a separate heading to be from the treaty, which is all that we 
have of that document. The arrangement of the three extracts was evidently dictated 
by their subject matter, the first extract from the law being closely related in content 
to that from the treaty, while the second extract from the law is distinct. 

Since it is obviously unlikely that the Aphrodisians would have cited both the 
lex and the treaty if all that they wanted to show could have been extracted from 
either, it is probable that these two documents were not identical in content. In fact 
the clause from the treaty transcribed here, with its ban on the entry of a commander 
or garrison into the city's territory against its will, is much more elaborate than the 
corresponding section of the senatus consultum. It is also very. likely (although not 
certain) that, whatever else the treaty contained, a central point in it was the pro
vision of mutual military aid, of which nothing is said in the decree, but which is a 
common and characteristic feature in the treaty texts that survive (cf. OGIS 762, 

· Cibyra; Sylf.3 693, Methymna; RDGE 16, Astypalaea; ILLRP 516, Callatis; 
RDGE 26, Mytilene; BCH 102 (1978), 726, Maroneia and Ainos). That would be 
natural in the context of the War of Labienus, when Plarasa/Aphrodisias had acted, 
in so far as her strength enabled her, precisely as such a clause would have required 
her to do. If we accept such differences between the treaty and the decree/law, the 
absence of the full text of the treaty from the wall constitutes a problem; for although 
much in it will have seemed meaningless by the third century A.D., the status it 
conferred wa,s certainly still recognized as prestigious (cf. doe. 43, I. 2) ; note, 
however, its absence not only from the imperial correspondence (does. 14-25) but 
from does. 41, 42. It is perhaps another indication that the main purpose of the 
inscription was to proclaim Aphrodisian advantages in relation to other Asiatic 
cities rather than to make a full statement of the city's rights vis-a-vis Rome (see 
p. 36f.). 

The clause from the treaty cited here is unique in the limited epigraphic record 
of treaty texts ; it covers the same kind of matter as appears in the senatus con
sultumflex and in the lex de Termessibus and implies, as theydo, Rome's superior 
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position, whereas the treaty texts that survive often imply, unrealistically, the 
equality of both parties. Overtly indicative of the same superiority is the fact, which 
was noted above, that some aspects of the relation of Plarasa/ Aphrodisias were 
regulated not by the treaty but by the senatus consultumf lex which conferred them 
as privileges. 

For El 5os see on 1. 1. 
For the record of the number of senators present see on doe. 8, 1. 95. 

11. 8-9. The sense of xwpo: i510l<TT')TOS is probably deducible from the Lex de 
Termessibus (cit. p. 76, col. 1, 11. 28 f.), Quae Thermensium ... publica preivataque 
praeter loca[ta] agros aedi.ficia sunt fueruntve ... quodque earum rerum iei- antea 
habuerunt possederunt usei fructeive sunt, quod eius ipsei sua voluntate ab se non 
abalienarunt ... 'I5!6KTTJTOS meaning held as private property is common enough in 
papyri (Worterbuch s.v.); here in their own possession fits the context very well. 

Documents 10-13 are not among those listed in doe. 6, but 10, 12 and probably 
13 are likely to have been taken to Aphrodisias by the ambassador Solon at the 
same time as those that are. They complement the triumviral decree (doe. 7) as 
administrative acts aimed at restoring the city's losses. 

DOCUMENT 10. Letter of Octavian to Stephanus 

Cut on the top inscribed course of column 4 of the archive wall (inscribed area, 
1·92 X 0·185). 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: av. 0·02; ligatured THN in 1. 2, NMH, NH in 
1. 3, HN in I. 4, MH in 1. 5. 

Brief description by F. Millar, JRS 63 (1973), 56, no. 11. 
Acknowledgments for discussion to Robert Tannenbaum (all aspects), A. 

Giovannini (l. 4). 

Plate XI. 

vacat Ko:icro:p v. xo.ipe1v vacat 
'Qs ZwiA.ov Tov EJJ.ov q>1A.& eTricrTo:cro:1· Ti]v Tro:Tpi5o: o:\rrov i]A.ev6epwcro: Ko:i 

crvveO"TTJ cro:. 
v. 'Qs , AVTWVIOS crnEO"TIV 5os epyo:crio:v TIS o:\rrois em[3apT)O"IS YEVT)TO:I. Mio:v 

TrOAIV To:\rrT)v 
OAT)S Tf\S 'Acrio:s EiA.T)Trq>o:. v. v. T o\rrovs oOTw 6eA.w q>vA.o:x6flvo:l ws EJJ.ovs 

TrOAElTO:S. 
5 vacat "0\JIOJ.J.O:l ws Ti]v EJJ.TJV aVvcrTo:crtv rni Trepo:s ayay'Qs vacat 

1. 3. As the initial letter ofyevT)TO:l the cutter wrote E and then erased the lower bars. 

Caesar to Stephanus, greetings. You know my affection for (?that I am beholden 
to) my friend Zoilos. I have freed his native city and recommended it to Antonius. 
Since Antonius is absent, take care that no burden falls upon them. This one city 
I have taken for my own out of all Asia. I wish these people to be protected as my 
own townsmen. I shall be watching to see that you carry out my recommendation 
to the full. 
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1. 1. ' Caesar ', of course, is Octavian; the personal name can stand alone because 
the letter is not a public document but a private communication. No doubt the 
Aphrodisians received a copy because he wished them to realize what efforts he was 
making on their behalf and to be aware of what they should expect from Stephanus, 
cf. their receipt of does. 12, 13 and the Trajanic 14; all illustrate Roman willingness 
to make official communications available to other interested persons than those to 
whom they were addressed. Good examples outside the province of Asia are the 
letters of Antoninus Pius to Berenice and Ptolemais which were published at Cyrene 
(JRS 68 (1978), 114, 11. 70 f.). 

Stephanus is not otherwise known except from doe. 11 which shows him as 
exercising considerable authority in and around Laodicea (clearly on the Lycus). He 
was presumably a local agent of Antony with an administrative function in this area 
(for further discussion of his position see doe. 11). Octavian, who expected him to 
know a good deal about his freedman, Zoilus of Aphrodisias (1. 2), addressed him in 
curt and authoritative terms ; it is true that the peremptory tone finds some parallel 
in the letter to Norbanus Flaccus known from Josephus, AJ 16. 6. 3 (if its language is 
accurately transmitted), while some of the awkwardness (e.g. the paratactic sentences) 
might be explained if Octavian wrote the Greek himself (he normally used a translator 
for official business, Suetonius, Aug. 50) ; but the threat in 1. 5 must surely indicate 
that Stephanus was a subordinate of low social standing. 

The date of the letter can be fixed approximately in late 39 or early 38. It was 
clearly a response to the representations made by the ambassador Solon (doe. 12, 
ll. 4 f.) about loot taken from the city in the War of Labienus, while the reference 
to the liberation of the city (1. 2) must post-date doe. 8 and the law which confirmed it. 

. 1. 2. Zoilus must be identified with C. J ulius Zoilus, discussed by L. Robert, Aph 408 f., 
but now known to have been a freedman of Octavian (doe. 36) as well as a holder 
of distinguished civic offices and priesthoods (for his dossier see Appendix v, with 
some conjectures about his career). For the importance of the connection between 
locals (usually notables) and dominant figures at Rome in securing civic privileges, 
see L. Robert, CRAI 1969, 42 f., and note especially the final document of the 
dossier of Seleucus of Rhosus, where Octavian wrote to the Rhosians we; oilv EJ..lOV 
TravTa OVvaTa TrOtftcraVTO) VJ..lEiV f}oet[ov Ota LEA]EVKOV, 6appovVTE) mpi wv av 
f3ovATJcr6e 1rp6c; J..lE chrocrTeMETe (RDGE 58, ll. 92-3). The significance accorded to 
Zoilus here was perhaps related to the fact that the letter was meant for an Antonian 
agent and demonstrated incidentally the rewards that might be available to agents 
of Octavian (contrast the stress on other aspects of the situation in does. 12, 13) ; but 
propaganda directed at Stephanus and his like was not the only reason; since a copy 
of the letter went to the city. Zoilus, for whatever services, was presumably felt to 
have deserved a reward; Octavian's written estimate of him must have been a 
weighty factor in the city's decision to confer on him the elite offices, priesthoods 
and honours which are attested for him. 

The possessive Tov EJ..lOV presumably expresses friendship rather than ownership. 
<l>tAw may have been used, as amo can be, with the sense I am obliged or grateful to 
(OLD s.v. 'amo ', 10), but the more obvious like, esteem is perfectly possible. 

For crvveO"TT]cra meaning I recommended, see LSJ s.v. crvviO"TT]Ilt, IV. 1, and in the 
,final document of the dossier of Seleucus of Rhosus ToiJTov oilv VJ..lEiv crvvicrTTJilt 
(RDGE 58, 1. 91); the point is made again in different and more explicit terms in 
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doe. 12, ll. 7-10. Octavian had apparently come to an agreement with Antony, who 
recognized his special relationship with Plarasa/ Aphrodisias ; it was, perhaps, 
parallel to Antony's special relationship with Bononia, recognized by Octavian 
(Suetonius, Aug. 17. 2). From Octavian's need to explain the situation it may be 
conjectured that this agreement was probably recent; after the Pact of Brundisium 
rather than after Philippi. The relationship presumably derived from the time of 
Caesar's benefactions to the city's goddess (does. 8, I. 41, 12, ll. 13 f., Tacitus, 
Ann. 3. 62) and was connected with exploitation of her identity with Venus as the 
mother of the Julian gens (see also p. 4 f.). It is tempting to guess that Octavian 
had just grasped the potential of the. connection for propaganda purposes (perhaps 
with the help of Zoilus). 

'Hf.ev6epc.vcra carries a claim by Octavian to sole responsibility for the senatus 
consultum, treaty and law in favour of Plarasa/Aphrodisias (does. 8, 9); for the 
turn of phrase cf. Plutarch, Pomp. 42. 8, of Pompey and Mytilene ... -ri}v TE TT6f.tv 
t;t.eveepc.vcre 816: 8eo<pCxvTJ (cited by Robert, op. cit.). It also raises the question of the 
city's previous status. Octavian was not concerned here to express constitutional 
niceties, but it must be implied that the city had been a stipendiary subject before 
the awards of 39; if it was free at the outbreak of the First Mithridatic War (p. 3), 
the obvious occasions for its subjection are : 
a the Sullan settlement; but its behaviour in 88 might seem to have merited privilege 
and its military activities subsequently could suggest that it had it (see also p. 4); 
b the regime ofBrutus and Cassius; if that were the occasion it would also be implied 
that Antony had given it no help after Philippi, despite its Caesarian sympathies-it 
was, of course, a small place, remote from his route and of minor significance by 
comparison with those to- whom he paid attention (seep. 50 f.); 
c the War of Labienus from which it had, in principle, been rescued by triumviral 
action which might be thought to have placed it in a position of subjection. 

b seems to me the most probable. 
I. 3. To explain Octavian's action in communicating with Stephanus, it must be 
supposed that Antony was absent from Asia Minor (he was, no doubt, also absent 
from Rome, otherwise it would surely have been more natural to get him to send 
instructions himself). In fact he spent in Asia only the few weeks of his visit after 
Philippi and a short time on his journey between Egypt and Brundisium in 40. It is 
also quite likely that there was no senior official in the province of Asia at all at the 
time ; Munatius Plancus, probably governor in 40, fled before the invasion of 
Labienus (Dio Cassius 48. 26. 3); Ventidius Bassus, probably sent out in 40 to deal 
with Labienus, will have spent more time in eastern Anatolia and in Syria than in 
Asia (Appian, BC 5. 65); Cocceius Nerva, apparently the next governor, is not 
attested in the province before 38 (MRR 11, 392). There were, then, long periods in 39 
and possibly in the early months of 38, when Antony's local agents must have been 
the only administrators with wider than civic authority. 

For 80s epyacriav, da operam, cf. 010W01V TE epyacriav (RDGE 18, I. 111), o[wcretv] 
epya[cria]v (RDGE 48, 11. 10-11) .. 

For cf. and in IG XII. 5. 860, 11. 9 and 32, 
used of the burden of debts {Tenos, first century B.c.), and the verb in Sy/[.3 807, I. 15 
of an authoritative personality (Magnesia ad Maeandrum, first century A.D.). Any 
kind of burdensome infliction is intended. 
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l- 4. 'E1..1ovs TIOAEiTas is unexpected. Octavian was perhaps asking that his clients 
should be treated as Romans (given their oiKEtOTT)S; see p. 4, that is not too outre, 
although, I think, not paralleled ; but cf. the wording in Antony's almost con
temporary letter to Hyrcanus, whose interests iStov flYTJI.lat, Josephus, AJ XIV. 308). 
Alternatively, Professor Giovannini has suggested that Octavian had received 
Aphrodisian citizenship and wrote as he did for that reason. 
I. 5. 'Opav om.vs to see how or that is a classical construction ; the use of the future 
tense here seems to enhance the authoritative tone which is produced earlier in the 
letter by the paratactic constructions. 

DOCUMENT 11. Letter of Stephanus to Plarasa/Aphrodisias 

Inscribed in the lowest course of column 3 of the archive wall (inscribed area : 
1·75 X 0·27). 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: av. 0·018; ligatured NM, ME in I. 2, MHN, 
TH in I. 4, HN in I. 6, ME in I. 8, HN, NHN, ME in I. 10; apices in ll. 2, 5; the first 
Q in I. 2 cut over 0 ; star-shaped stop in I. 8. 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Robert Tannenbaum (all aspects). 

Plate X. 

LTE<pavos TThap(ao-ec.vv) 'AcppoSEtO"lEC.VV &pxovo-t OTliJ'!' xaipEtV. 

1t'poo-EA66VTc.vv 1.101 VIJETepc.vv ev Kai 
TcX 1t'ap' VIJWV \J'T)<j>lO"t...laTa &vaOOVTC.VV, eyw 1t'CXo-av 0"1t'OVOTJV 
EiO"T)VEVKcXIJT)V Kai E1t'11JEAEo-TaTa 1rapa TE Twv e-

5 Kai TWV EIJWV &TieSc.vKa a\rrois Sov:Aovs oo-ovs 1t'OTE e-
1t'EyVC.VO"av Kai e:Arueepovs oo-ovs EAEYOV E1t'i 1t'cXVTa(s) 
Vt...lEiv evSESEixSat Kai To\!Tovs VIJEiv 1rapeSc.vKa o1rc.vs Tas 
Kal!r\Kc;>Vo-as VIJEiV TliJC.Vpias w6o-xc.vo-tv. star o-Vv TOVT01S Kai 
O"TE<pavov xpvo-ow &TioSeSc.vKa TOiS VIJETEpots 

10 Tais Kai &pxovo-tv os Tjv cX1t'EVT)VEYIJEVOS V1t'O nveov TOV Ovl.laviov. 

I. 6. nANTA lapis. 

Stephanus to the Magistrates, Council and People of the Plarasans and 
disians, greetings. When your envoys came to me in Laodicea and handed me the 
decrees from you, I made every effort and, after a most careful search, restored to 
them all the slaves they recognized from the hands of others and from my own people; 
and all the free men too against whom, they said, information had been laid in the 

-time of Labienus, I handed over to you in order that they may undergo the punishments 
you think appropriate. Together with these I have restored to your ambassadors and 
magistrates a golden crown which had been carried off by Pythes son of Oumanius. 

I. 1. The subordinate Stephanus of doe. 10 here appears as a man of local con
sequence, to whom the Plarasans and Aphrodisians sent an embassy, and who replied 
in a letter, informing them of the action he had taken to recover their looted property, 
especially slaves, and to arrest freeborn persons who had presumably looted and 

PROPERTY OF 
ST .. MARY'S COLLEGE 
STRAWBERRY HILL 
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otherwise helped Labienus' troops. He was based on Laodicea (clearly on the Lycus) 
and presumably had an authority beyond Laodicean territory or he could not have 
performed efficiently the tasks set by Octavian and by Plarasa/ Aphrodisias ; he had 
power to arrest (1. 7), which probably implies a formal appointment of some kind 
and the backing of some military force ; but he gives no title. 

Antony used a number of local tyrants or dynasts as subordinate administrators 
in the east; but a dynast might have been expected to leave some record on local 
coins and/or inscriptions, as Nicias of Cos has done (Strabo 14. 658, cf. BMC Caria 
213, 196-200, Paton-Hicks, 76-80), or C. Julius Eurycles of Sparta (see the discussion 
by G. W. Bowersock, JRS 51 (1961), 112 f.). In any case the natural candidate for 
dynasteia at Laodicea was the rhetor Zenon who had led his city into opposing 
Labienus (Strabo 14. 660; he is in fact called a dynast by Bowersock, Augustus and 
the Greek World(1965), 45, 51, but the description is contested by L. Robert, Laodicee 
du Lycos 306 f.); his son was given a kingdom (elsewhere) by Antony (Strabo 

· 12. 578). Even without the tone of doe. 10 to provide a clue, we should certainly look 
for an agent of lesser social status. Antony appointed a freedman of as an 
agent in Cyprus (Demetrius, in office in 39, Dio Cassius 48. 40. 6) and a slave or 
freedman of his own in Corinth (Theophilus; Plutarch, Ant. 67; Theophilus' servile 
status follows from that of his son Hipparchus, who is described as a freedman, 
ibid. 73). Antony had also appointed a number of locals (not necessarily of high 
status) as agents for the collection of the extraordinary levy he imposed on Asia 
in 41, which was to be paid in two annual instalments; an example is the lyre-player 
Anaxenor of Magnesia, given charge of tax-collection in four cities, with a military 
force to assist him (Strabo 14. 648, <popoMyov, o-rpCXTtWTCXS crva-ritcrcxs, 
cf. Sylf.3 766) who, with his likes, was still in office in 39 and, no doubt, continued to 
exercise authority later. It cannot at present be ascertained in which of the categories 
of minor Antonian agent Stephanus belonged; but all must have acquired extra 
responsibility and local importance in the absence of any senior official in the 
province. In some degree there seems to be an anticipation of the later procuratorial 
administrative service, with the imperator Antony appointing personal agents to 
handle his interests (and particularly his financial interests) alongside the regular 
Republican administrative machinery of the provinces-men who were then able, 
in crisis, to substitute for that machinery (for another indication of the emergence 
of the concept of the procurator as a governmental agent, cf. his inclusion in the list 
of officials and quasi officials in Octavian's edict on the privileges of veterans, FIRA2 

1, 56, I. 20). At this date, of course, all is very ad hoc. As with some minor figures 
of this type in the imperial service, Stephanus' local authority contrasts with his 
subordinate rating vis-a-vis authority at Rome; that is strongly implied by the tone 
of Octavian's letter to him (doe. 10) and by his surely over-protesting zeal here. 

This is the only place on the wall where the ethnic TThcxpcxcrewv is abbreviated, 
although when the inscription was cut it had long been dropped from the city name. 
The abbreviation may have been copied from the original document and if so 
perhaps reflects the decline of Plarasa's significance. 
I. 3. The decrees will have appointed ambassadors and asked for the action which 
was taken by Stephanus; he will also, no doubt, have received instructions from 
Antony in accordance with Octavian's recommendations (1. 2 and doe. 12, ll. 8 f.), 
as well as Octavian's letter and, at an earlier date, the triumviral decree (doe. 7) 
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authorizing action which -may be relevant to what Plarasa/ Aphrodisias sought on 
this occasion. 
ll. 4-5. Twv EllWV would naturally refer to his own establishment (household, troops), 
Twv to others under his authority. 

The loss of slaves (surely chattel slaves) is also stressed in doe. 12, I. 12. Some 
might be runaways, others taken off and sold again. 
I. 6. There is no space for another letter before the block-end, while beyond the joint 
with the next block the line beginnings of doe. 21 are too close to allow of anything 
there. Since ITANTA makes no obvious sense an error for nCnn-cxs seems likely. 
ll. 6-7. Since the free men arrested were liable to the punishments appropriate to you, 
they may have been (at any rate in some cases) citizens (or tribal dependants perhaps) 
of Plarasa/Aphrodisias who had collaborated with the invaders. But I. 10 and 
perhaps the incident which led to the despatch of doe. 12, strongly suggest that a 
certain number of free persons in neighbouring cities had actuaJiy joined Labienus. 
Opportunism and local animosities may have stimulated them, but mainly, no doubt, 
resentment at Antony's financial demands in 41. On the War of Labienus, see also 
pp. 38, 50, 102. 
11. 7-8. The authority of the city's courts is to be noted as in accord with the pro
visions of doe. 8, ll. 46 f., 62. 
I. 10. Pythes son of Oumanius is otherwise unknown, but the name Pythes (of 
Ionian origin) is attested at Laodicea (see the discussion by L. Robert, Laodicee du 
Lycos 332). This suggests some support for Labienus in the area, see above and 
p. 103. 

DOCUMENT 12. Letter of Octavian to Ephesus 

Inscribed on the middle courses of column 3 of the archive wall (inscribed area : 
0·955 X 0·655). 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: II. 1-4, av. 0·02, ll. 5 f., av. 0·018; ligatured 
HM in I. 2, HMH, TH in I. 4, HN, NH, NITE in I. 6, HM in I. 7, NH in I. 9, NE twice 
in I. 11, HE, TE, NE, MB, NT in I. 12, ITHNT, TH in I. 13, TH, TE in I. 14, NE, NHNE, 
TH in I. 15, NK, TE, TH in I. 16, NTE, HM, TH in I. 17, ME, NK, HM in I. 18, NK, 
Hr, ITP, THin I. 19, THK, HNK in I. 20; apices in 11. 1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 13; arabesque 
at the end of I. 12. The final letter of I. 1 is cut on the ridge which at this point 
divides columns 2 and 3. 

There is a brief account in F. Millar, JRS 63 (1973), 56, no. 10. 
Acknowledgments for discussion to Robert Tannenbaum (all aspects). 

Plate X. 

A\rroKpcrrc.up Kcxicrcxp 6eov 'lovi\iov vios 'Ecpecric.uv apxovcrt 
f3ovi\fj 8iJilct> xcxipetv· ei eppc.ucree EV av EXOI, VylCXl-
vc.u 8e Kcxi cx\rros llETex Tov CYTPCXTEVIlCXTos vac. 
I6i\c.uv LlT)IlT)Tpiov vios npecrf3EVT'I)s ITi\cxpcxcrec.uv 

5 KCXi • EVE<j>OOl!O"EV 1-101 OO"CX EV TCi) 'ITO
AEilct> TCi) KCX1'ex /\cxf3tf\vov f) n6i\ts a\rrwv nenov6ev 
OO"CX TE 8tT)pn6:yT) 8T)IJOO"Icl TE KCXt i8tC.UTIKCx, TrEpi WV 
'ITCxvTC.UV • AVTc.uVict> TE TCi) crvvapxoVTt EVTOACxS 
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OEOWKCX OTIWS ocrcx TIOTE O:v OVVTjTCXl 8 O:v EVP1J &-
1 0 TIOKCXTCXo-ri}O"'IJ cxV-rois· VJ..leiv Te eKpetvcx ypmpcxt 

emi EXETE TI6i\tv evKcxtpov ex ]v cxV-rois 
eav crwJ..lCXTOS il E-repov Ttvos T&'w i8iwv arabesque 

'ATIT]Vyei\Tj OE J..l01 OTl EK Tf\S OtcxpTicxyfjs "Epws xpvcrovs 8 V-
TIC ToO TICXTpos Tfj Tjv avCXTe6eis eis VJ..las 

15 &vevi]vEKTcxt t<cxi ws &v&eT]J..lcx Tfj 'ApTEJ..llOl TE6EtTCX1. 
'YJJeis oov t<cxi\&s Tioti]creTe t<cxi VJ..lwv &TioKCXTcxo-ri}

crCXVTes To liTio ToO TICXTp6s J..IOV &v&eTJJ..lCX Tfj 'A<ppooeiTIJ 
8e8opevov· t<cxi yap ov xcxpiev &v&eTjJ.,ICX "Epws 'ApTEJ..l101. 

'Av&vKTJ yap J..lOl Tioteicr6cxt 1rp6votcxv ovs TT]-

20 i\tKcxCiTcx e\JepyhT]KCX f]v Kcxi VJ..ICXS &t<ovetv 

Imperator Caesar, son of divus Julius, to the Magistrates, Council and People of 
the Ephesians, greetings. If you are well it would be well; I myself am in good health, 
together with the army. 

Solon son of Demetrius, ambassador of the Plarasans and Aphrodisians has 
reported to me how much their city suffered in the war against Labienus and how 
much property, both public and private, was looted. With regard to all these matters 
I have given a commission to my colleague Antonius, that he should restore to them 
as much as he can find; and I decided to write to you, since you have a city well
placed to assist them if they lay claim to any slave or other piece of private property. 

I was also informed that out of the loot a golden Eros, which had been dedicated by 
my father to Aphrodite, has been brought to you and set up as an offering to Artemis. 

You will do well and worthily of yourselves if you restore the offering which my 
father gave to Aphrodite. In any case Eros is not a suitable offering when given to 
Artemis. 

For concerning the Aphrodisians, upon whom I have conferred such great 
benefits, it is necessary that I should take the care about which I think you too have 
heard. 

For Roman willingness to make official communications available to other 
interested persons than those to whom they are addressed, seep. 97. 
I. 1. The use of the praenomen lmperator shows that this letter must be at earliest 
of very late 39, more probably of early 38 (see p. 75 f.). The reference to _the 
ambassador Solon (see on I. 4) suggests that, if of 38, it was comparatively early in 
the year. He is unlikely to have stayed in Rome for much of the year, seep. 162. 
ll. 2-3. Greeting andformula valetudinis are in Octavian's normal style at this stage 
in his career (see also p. 45). 
I. 4. For Solon see doe. 6, ll. 14-16, p. 72 on doe. 8, I. 22, and p. 166 on doe. 41. 
The Latin form of filiation is used here ; Greek custom was followed in doe. 6. 
ll. 5 f. For the War of Labienus see also the commentary on does. 7, 11 and probably 
13 ; it was not known from the literary sources that Aphrodisias had been sacked in 
it (see also doe. 13, I. 3), and the information strengthens the case for L. Robert's 
view that the incident in which an Aphrodisian killed sixty of the enemy (doe. 28, 
I. 8) belongs to it. For the possible relevance of the reference to Aphrodisian merits 
in this war to Tacitus, Ann. 3. 62, seep. 50. 
ll. 8 f. The informal, almost casual, description of Antony is in itself a telling 
.reminder of Octavian's status; his equality is stressed, but there is also, perhaps, 
a suggestion of his superior or more active benevolence. 'EvToi\cxi is the standard 
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Greek translation of mandata (see Mason s.v. and pp. 126 f.), which may perfectly 
well pass between equals (cf. Cicero, Fam. 3. 5. 1, mandata transmitted to him by 
his predecessor in Cilicia). 
I. 11. Throughout these texts the form -11a is preferred to -eta in nouns with this 
ending, so that it is likely that in the final word the cutter made an error for an 
infinitive. 

The point must be that Ephesus as a major centre, and a port at the seaward 
end of a main road easily accessible from Aphrodisias, would be a natural place in 
which to market the loot carried off therefrom. 
I. 12. For cr&11a as a slave see LSJ s. v., 11. 2 and for emAa!lf36:vecrSat with the sense 
to lay hands on, to assert a claim, LSJ s. v. Concern over looted slaves was also a 
preoccupation in doe. 11, I. 5, and possibly doe. 7. 
I. 13. For dedication of Erotes see L. Robert, Laodicee du Lycos 254 f., with examples 
from Aphrodisias (p. 257). That Caesar made this lavish offering, ·as well as 
regulating the Aphrodisian asylum rights (seep. 78 f. on doe. 8, 11. 38 f.), is a strong 
indication that he wished to use the potential connection between Aphrodisian 
Aphrodite and his family and in fact assumed the patronage of the city which 
Octavian was now exploiting. 

The neuter relative 8 must pick up the implied word av6:&rwa, which is actually 
used in 11. 15, 17, 19. 
ll. 14-15. The dedication of loot from Aphrodisias in the Ephesian Artemisium 
does not, of course, necessarily mean that Labienus' army reached Ephesus. It may 
suggest that the looter was a native of the area (see also p. 101) with a devotion to 
this particular goddess; but again not necessarily so. 

'Qs perhaps suggests that the Eros was not, in its new position, a real dedication. 
ll. 16 f. For the tactful phrasing there are parallels in Augustus' letter to Cnidos, 
&MO. vvv 6p6ws O:v !lOI SoKEi'TE Trotfjcrat 'l'fjt E!lf\1 [mpi •ov]•c.uv yvW!lT}t TrpovoijcravLES 
... (RDGE 66, ll. 37-8) and in the First Cyrene Edict, SoKovcrt !lOI KaAws Kai Trpo
O"T}KOV'TC.US Trotijcretv ... (SEG 9. 8. 1), but the formula has, of course, a long history 
in the correspondence of Hellenistic kings, cf. RC 13, I. 13. 
I. 18. The wry humour is in character, as appears from several stories in Suetonius, 
Aug., e.g. 46, 53. 
I. 19. In ll. 4-5, the envoy is correctly described as coming from the Plarasans and 
Aphrodisians but here only the Aphrodisians are mentioned as beneficiaries of 
Octavian's care (so also in doe. 13, I. 3). This may reflect Octavian's overriding 
interest in the temple of Aphrodite (see also on doe. 13), and/or the decreasing 
importance of Plarasa ; but it may be that the remoter site of Plarasa avoided the 
looting to which Aphrodisias was subjected. 
I. 20. The syntax is awkward but the sense reasonably clear. Octavian asserted the 
necessity (surely meaning the obligation of a patron) to assist Aphrodisias, reminded 
the Ephesians of this obligation and of the outstanding manner in which he was 
carrying it out, a manner which, he asserted, must already be coming to their ears. 
It is to be noted that here and in doe. 13 when he was addressing cities of Asia he 
said nothing of Zoilus, whom he named in doe. 10 as the main cause of his generosity 
to Plarasa/ Aphrodisias, but stressed instead sufferings in war and his patronal 
relationship ; underlining to cities what he would do for a loyal city, as he had 
underlined (doe. 10) to an agent, what he would do for a loyal agent. 
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DOCUMENT 13. Subscript of Octavian (?)/ Augustus to Samos 

Inscribed in the second course of column 4 of the archive wall (inscribed area, 
2·03 X 0·295). . 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: av. 0·02; ligatured THin I. 2, HM, HN, NH in 
I. 3, HN, HM, NM, NE in I. 4, NM, MHN in 1. 5, HN, NH, NM twice, HM in I. 6; three 
apices in I. 5 ; diaeretic dots in I. 1 ; star-shaped stops at each end of I. 7. In 1. 1, 
the letters ErPA are cut on an inset piece of stone, presumably replacing a piece on 
which the cutter had made an error. 

There is some comment by F. Millar, ERW 243, 431-2 (with his translation), 
480 (the libel/us procedure), and by R. Bernhardt, Historia 29 (1980), 190 f. (taxation 
of free cities). 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Robert Tannenbaum (all aspects). 

Plate XI. 

vac. AliToKparwp Kaicrap 6eo0 'lovi\iov vias AOyovcrTos \rrro TO 
\rrreyproprv · 

VllEiV atrrois 6pexv OTI TO <pti\avepwTTOV Ti)S ei\ev6epias OVOEVI OEOWKa OTJil<f> 
TTAfJV T0 TWV 

, A<ppoOEIO"IEWV os EV T0 TTOAEil<f> TCx EllCx <ppovi]cras ooptai\WTOS Ota Ti]v TTpos i}!lO:s 
eVVOiav EYEVETO" 

ov yap EO"TIV OiKatov TO TTcXvTWV llEylO"TOV <pti\6:vepwTTOV eiKfj Kai xwpis ahias 
xapisecreat. 'Eyoo oe 

5 VllEiV llEV eVVOW Kai j3ovi\OlllT]V &v Tfj yvvatKi llOV \rrrep VllWV O"TTOVOasOV01) xapi
secreat ai\i\0: 

o\Jx WO"TE KaTai\Ocrat Ti]v crvvi]eet6:v llOV" ovoe yap TWV XPllll<hWV llOI llEAel & eis 
TOV <p6pov Tei\eiTE 

vac. star &i\i\0: TCx TEIIliWTaTa <pti\6:vepwTTa xwpis aiTias evi\6yov OEOWKEVa v. I 
ovoevt j3ovi\o!lat star 

Imperator Caesar Augustus, son of divus Julius, wrote to the Samians under
neath their petition : 

You yourselves can see that I have given the privilege of freedom to no people 
except the Aphrodisians, who took my side in the war and were captured by storm 
because of their devotion to us. For it is not right to give the favour of the greatest 
privilege of all at random and without cause. I am well-disposed to you and should 
like to do a favour to my wife who is active in your behalf, but not to the point of 
breaking my custom. For I am not concerned for the money which you pay towards 
the tribute, but I am not willing to give the most highly prized privileges to anyone 
without good cause. 

On the availability of Roman official communications to cities other than those 
to which they were addressed, see p. 97. 

I. 1. The imperial title presents a serious problem. On the face of it AvyovcrTos 
implies a date in or after January 27 B.c. ; but Augustus was then normally translated 
as and although there are a few examples of transliteration in Egyptian 
papyri during the reign of Augustus, it was soon abandoned and appears only very 
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rarely before the second century A.D., _when it became increasingly frequent (Mason, 
12, citing J. Rouge, RPh (1969), 83 f.). It is not very likely to have been used in a 
document issuing from the imperial chancellery in Augustus' reign and I suggest 
that it was added, as Lel3o:OL6s itself must have been added in doe. 7, 1. I, by someone 
at Aphrodisias who felt a need to gloss Octavian's title, possibly in A.D. 22 (see 
p. 50), or more probably in the third century A.D. 

If that is accepted, an earlier terminus post quem is acceptable, established from 
the adoption of the praenomen imperator in late 39 or more probably early 38 (see 
p. 75 f.) and from the reference to a wife who must be Livia (see on 1. 5), married to 
Octavian in January 38. The terminus ante quem is the grant of freedom to Samos 
in 20-19 B.c. (Dio Cassius 54. 9. 7). A date in the first half of 38 would be very 
attractive on a number of grounds. At that date the otherwise obscure ev TCi> TIOAEI-lct> 
(1. 3) would be a perfectly clear reference to the War of Labienus. It is true that in 
Octavian's letter to Mylasa of 31 B.c. (RDGE 60) the War of Labienus is referred 
to but not named in what survives of the text ; but that was written in reply to 
Mylasan representations, so that the situation being discussed was perfectly clear to 
the recipients. Here ' the war ' is introduced into the discussion by Octavian and 
would only be readily understandable to the recipients when it was comparatively 
recent; between 27 and 20-19 B.C. the word would surely be referred to the War of 
Actium). The Samian initiative might also be more explicable ; the island clearly 
made some play with its relation to Livia and might well be supposed to have seized 
the occasion of her marriage to attempt its exploitation. Further, the Aphrodisians 
were undoubtedly in Octavian's mind in late 39 and early 38, while doe. 12, 1. 20 
shows that he hoped they were in the minds of other Asian cities ; it would be natural 
enough for the Samians to cite them as a precedent andfo_r for Octavian to mention 
them in early 38, but less so later. Finally, it would be very easy to understand how 
this document reached Aphrodisias-that is in the hands of the ambassador Solon 
(doe. 6, ll. 14-16)-if it was written early in 38 rather than later. This would then 
be the latest of the documents that he can be presumed to have taken home. 

On the other hand, such a dating raises a new problem. It is not difficult to 
accept a direct link between Octavian and Plarasa/Aphrodisias, bypassing Antony, 
in 39-8 ; that another Asian city sent its envoys direct to Octavian seems much 
more surprising, even allowing for the fact that it was a city in the clientela of his 
new wife's family. The letter to Mylasa, however, may imply that Samos was not the 
only one to take this step, cf. 11. 6 f. Ko:[i 1rp6]Tepov 1-lEV fJSTJ 1repi Tfls KCXT[o:crxov]O"T)S 
V!-las TVxTJS Tipocrmi:[!-1\I'CXTE] 1..101, Ko:i vuv ... (RDGE 60, 11. 6-9). It is also fair to 
note that this document implies that Octavian had absolute power to give or withhold 
privilege throughout the Roman world ; but although perhaps more overt, it does 
not seem to me to go beyond the implications of doe. 10 (see also below). 

is the normal Greek equivalent for libel/us (so Mason s.v.) and this 
document is a subscriptio, a reply written below it; in the imperial period V1Toyp6:cpcu 
was regularly used to translate subscribo, but this is the earliest instance that I have 
found. For the libel/us procedure see W. Williams, JRS 64 (1974), 86 f., and Millar, 
ERW 240 f. It was comparatively rare for a city to submit a libel/us rather than a 
letter, which seems to have been thought more dignified. 

It is naturally unusual for an unfavourable official reply to be inscribed, so that 
this is an addition to a very small category of texts (Millar, ERW 431; add now 
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doe. 14 and two examples in JRS 68 (1978), 114, ll. 70 f.); the others' known owe 
inscription to the fact that the refusal they conveyed to the petitioner advantaged 
another city ; this case is a little unusual in that the advantage to Plarasa/ Aphrodisias 
lay in an incidental reference to its status. For the possible relevance of the matter 
to Tacitus, Ann. 3. 62, see p. 50. 
l. 2. For qni\6:vepu:nrov seep. 47. 
I. 3. For the omission of the name of Plarasa see also doe. 12, I. 19. 

The only relevant war in which Aphrodisias is known to have been captured is 
the War of Labienus (see pp. 38, 50 with does. 7, 10-12). Ta EllCx <ppovi]cras takes up 
the partisan aspect which is expressed in doe. 7, I. 3 as devotion Tois iJilETEpots llEpEcr!V 
and relates the party to Octavian alone. 'HilO:s, on the other hand, should refer to 
the Romans in general (see p. 23 and for the shift from party to public cause, 
doe. 7). 
l. 4. A Greek evaluation of freedom is here adapted to Roman imperial thinking, 
so that the status of free becomes in effect the reward of virtus shown in the Roman 
cause. There is a close parallel with the attitude to Roman citizenship, cf. Tacitus' 
comment on the early grants of Romana civitas . . . cum id rarum nee nisi virtuti 
pretium esset (Ann. 3. 42), and the anecdote cited in comment on I. 6. 
I. 5. The wife so described cannot have been Scribonia, divorced in 39 at the end of 
months of bad relationship. Livia, married to Octavian in January 38, is in fact 
known to have had a connection with Samos, shown in two recently published 
inscriptions (Chr. Habicht, MDAI(A) 75 (1960), 104 f.) and in the previously known 
IGR 4. 982, 983 in honour of her parents, 984 attesting a priestess there of Hera and 
Julia Augusta. Its origin is unknown; it may well have been hereditary in her 
family, but could perhaps have arisen from some incident during her flight with her 
first husband from the triumviral proscriptions (Sparta is known to have gained for 
such a reason, Suetonius, Tib. 6). 

Octavian's public acknowledgment ofthe advocacy of his wife is interesting. In 
refusing the Samians he was, presumably, anxious to demonstrate to her provincial 
clientela, for whose support he must have hoped, both that she had sought their 
advantage as a patron should and that he was not turning them away without 
plausible reasons. Some trace of embarrassment can, I suggest, be seen in the 
formulation, especially the repetition of the point in l. 7. 
l. 6. The denial of overriding concern in the tax collected from a stipendiary Samos 
suggests, as Bernhardt notes, that a grant of freedom would normally be expected 
to confer immunity from taxation ; he uses the passage as part of his case against 
the common view (cf. Mommsen, StR3 m, 683) that libertas and immunitas were 
separable, at any rate under the Republic. The tone used recalls the anecdote of 
Livia's request for Roman citizenship for a Gaul, which Augustus refused, making, 
however, a consolation offer of immunitas with the comment facilius se passurum 
fisco detrahi aliquid quam civitatis Romanae vulgari honorem (Suetonius, Aug. 40. 3). 
It is likely to be a response to adverse comment current in Asia, and since the 
triumviral exactions imposed in 41 were ordered by Antony, was something of a 
blow below the belt for his fellow triumvir. 

The Greek phrase for payment of tribute is normally <p6pov ;ei\eiv ; the variant 
here perhaps indicates the concept of a tax collected from the whole province to 
which the Samians contributed. 



CHAPTER IV: THE IMPERIAL LETTERS 

Unless doe. 13 is dated between 27 and 19 B.c., no official document inscribed 
on the archive wall derives from the years between the triumvirate and the reign of 
Trajan, when the series of imperial communications begins, or probably any in the 
immediate environs. Even after that the gaps are large, for there are only three 
documents from the whole of the second century to the accession of Septimius 
Severus ; and although there are eight from the reign of Septimius Severus to that 
of Decius only the reign of Gordian Ill is represented at all fully (four, possibly five, 
documents). Undoubtedly the city received more imperialleJters than this. It must 
have sent embassies of congratulation to many emperors (perhaps all) on accession 
and on important events during their reigns (for this type of diplomatic activity see 
Millar, ERW 410 f.); but no reply to such an embassy from any emperor earlier 
than Septimius Severus was inscribed on the wall. It must have appealed to emperors 
on the subject of its privileges or its problems on more than the six occasions on 
which documents inscribed on the wall dealt with such matters (indeed there are 
hints of other letters in some that we have). Possibly choice was restricted by in
efficiency over the preservation of documents in the city archive ; but it is also 
possible that there are traces of purposive selection in what was inscribed. After the 
basic documentation of conferment of privilege in the triumviral period and the 
rather lavish demonstration of Augustus' enthusiasm for the city, there are (although 
not in this order) four generalized confirmations of privilege by third-century 
emperors (does. 17, 18, 20, 25), all certainly important at the time of inscription, 
and (omitting from the count two very fragmentary documents) five, probably six, 
letters in which emperors confirmed in detail one or other of the major political 
components of Aphrodisian status, ateleia from Roman taxes (doe. 15), eleutheria 
from unwanted interference by Roman governors (doe. 16), and exemption from 
unwanted Asian obligations (does. 14, 21 and probably 19), while, if I am right in 
dating the original inscription under Severus Alexander, autonomy was added later 
(doe. 22). Freedom from local obligations may seem to have been a particular 
concern, but the coverage is still almost complete ; of the privileges confirmed or 
granted in 39 B.c., only asylia, which was different in kind, was omitted. It is also 
to be observed that it was conventionally ' accepted ' emperors whose letters were 
inscribed, with the exception of Commodus, who was, after all, officially rehabilitated 
by Severus and whose letter to Aphrodisias is a quite remarkable document in the 
best administrative tradition (doe. 16). It is, therefore, extremely unlikely that 
inscription on or near the archive wall ever ceased to be a matter of selection and 
became one of a running record of imperial letters as they were received (which 
I once suggested, Vestigia 17 (1973), 115). 

A collection of this kind can throw only episodic light on the history of 
Aphrodisias and Rome, although it certainly constitutes an important demonstration 
of civic rights maintained over nearly three centuries. Aphrodisias is shown con
tinuing to petition for and to receive imperial confirmation of her freedom as late 
as A.D. 250 (doe. 25 ; coins imply continuation into the reign of Gallienus, seep. 1 09) ; 
nor was this a matter of generalities only, for the right of an Aphrodisian to trial in 
an Aphrodisian court was upheld as late as the reign of Gordian Ill (doe. 22). No 
doubt can remain now that the Antonine Constitution left the privileges of provincial 
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communities intact. Civic freedom was, of course, interpreted by Rome, and 
accepted by Aphrodisias, as privileged dependence ; but with that reserve, the archive 
gives a picture of emperors as committed to preserving it, which is to be set against 
the commonly held view of Roman governmental officials as quick to restrict (see 
e.g. A. H. M. Jones, The Greek City (1940), 132). 

Another feature of importance here is the unusually large number of third
century texts, interesting both for the light they throw on ill-documented reigns and 
still more because they show the predominantly normal terms in which Roman 
government continued to function until the middle of the century at least. 

The documents are concerned with matters of detail. They reveal a number of 
facts, especially facts of Roman administrative history, not all of which can be very 
effectively evaluated in the absence of further evidence. They also add incidents to 
the history of Aphrodisias, although these need a continuous narrative background 
to reveal their full meaning. For that the evidence is still wholly insufficient; but 
something can be based on the material excavated by Professor Erim and the 
following points may be helpful, if in a limited way. 

During the reign of Augustus the name of Plarasa seems to have dropped from 
the city's title, leaving Aphrodisias alone ; the latest coin to carry both ethnics is 
Augustan, but a number of Augustan coins have that of Aphrodisias alone 
(MacDonald, Coins 23 on nos. Aph. 199-200 and 200-11). However, on the site of 
Binge9, which is now normally identified with Plarasa (L. Robert, Villes 64, n. 1 ), 
inscribed copies of civic decrees of much later date have been found (note especially 
G. Doublet and G. Deschamps, BCH 14 (1890), 605 f., no. 2, of the second century 
A.D.), showing that the local elite continued to function as part of the elite of the 
city now known simply as that of the Aphrodisians ; too much stress should not be 
placed on the presence of the word KWJ.lTJ in one text found there (Doublet and 
Deschamps, op. cit., 608, no. 4 B) since its reference is not entirely clear, although 
there can be no doubt that the city centre was now at Aphrodisias. 

At the same time Aphrodisias entered on a period of some distinction. Splendid 
and beautiful monuments, both public and private, were erected there. The sanctuary 
of Aphrodite seems to have been an attraction to visitors, as, no doubt, were the 
many competitions established in the city for athletics, music, literature and, 
eventually, sculpture, begun in the first century but increasingly extended in the 
second, and certainly still vigorous in the third (0. Liermann; Analecta; Appendix IX, 

does. 58-62; there are also a number of unpublished inscriptions to the same effect). 
At the same time Aphrodisians left home and won reputation for their city abroad, 
in the public affairs of Asia and in Rome itself (see below), in the ubiquitous inter
national competitions in athletics (for the type cf. MAMA 421 and the inscription 
published by L. Robert in Anatolian Studies presented to W. H. Buckler {1939), 230 f.; 
OMS 1, 614 f.), in music and in literature, and most notably as sculptors of special 
excellence (for a list of Aphrodisian sculptors' signatures, found at Rome and else
where, see M. Squarciapino, La Scuola di Afrodisia {1939), 11 f.). 

Overall, in fact, Aphrodisias presents a picture of real prosperity in the early 
empire, although there are hints of difficulties from time to time. There was at least 
one serious earthquake (probably under Trajan, doe. 55, seep. 183). It is not clear 
at present whether the SvcrxpTJO'TOTa-rot xp6vot which figure in an unpublished text 
(?early second century A.D.) refer to this or some other natural disaster or to a 
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different type of problem (or, indeed, whether the text is, perhaps, an imperial copy 
of an earlier document). That there were different types of problem is clear, e.g. from 
the inscription of Ti. Claudius Aurelius Zelos (later second to early third century) 
in which he was described, among other things, as Tio'A'Aa Kcxi ota crvv,yopt&v 
KCXTop6w<Yo:vTo: Tfj 7T<XTpiot (LBW 1598 bis, cf. the headless text CIG 2795 whose 
subject, probably Zelos again, is described as Tio'A'Aa KCXTop [6]w<Yo:VTo: Tfj 7TCXTpiot ev 
crvv,yopio:ts). At about the same time there was need for a nomothete (L. Antonius 
Claudius Dometinus Diogenes, MAMA 502 and other texts; see also p. 123). 
Under Marcus a quaestor certainly intervened in connection with the decoration of 
a public building (doe. 53); and it may seem sinister that under Commodus and 
perhaps later several curatores reipublicae were appointed (doe; 16 and Appendix IX), 

although the problems they confronted, in so far as they can be analysed, seem to 
have been organizational rather than financial ; at present there is no real suggestion 
of financial stringency in the first half of the third century. 

The political crises of the Roman empire, however, have left no mark that is at 
present obvious (except in new names as recipients of the vigorous imperial cult) 
up to the reign of Gallienus, during which local coin issues came to an end (BMC 
Caria, p. xxxiv; MacDonald, Coins 35) and, for a time, dated inscriptions too 
(LBW 1625, MAMA 453, for Salonina, is still the last before Diocletian); on the 
period after the conclusion of the archive see now C. Roueche, JRS 71 (1981), 103. 
Similarly natural disasters during the period of the archive made no permanent 
scars, on the surface at least. How many earthquakes in fact shook the city between 
the triumvirate and A.D. 250 is unknown; but their damage seems always to have 
been repaired, often with monuments of superior sophistication. For much of the 
period private benefactions continued on a considerable scale ; and in the second 
and early third centuries some elite citizens were able to afford participation not 
only in the koinon of Asia but also in Roman public life as knights and as senators 
(e.g. MAMA 502, 517). 

Aphrodisian prosperity was one facet of the city's adroitness; it rested on an 
ability to exploit natural wealth of the locality in the peace and expanded 
relationships of the Roman empire, which the city could enjoy without paying for 
them in Roman taxes. Socially and politically, citizens and city pursued the same 
policy. Aphrodisians participated in the koinon of Asia voluntarily, but resisted the 
suggestion that they were under an obligation to do so (does. 14, 19, 21). They 
sought and achieved the advantages of becoming Roman citizens and some of them 
became Roman knights, procurators and senators ; but the right to trial in an 
Aphrodisian court was not forgotten (doe. 22). The city proclaimed the grant of 
freedom given by Senate and People of Rome in senatus consultum, law and treaty, 
and petitioned emperors for its confirmation, but sought the intervention of Roman 
officials as well as of emperors when it was convenient (doe. 16 and Appendixes 
VIII, IX). 

From the Roman side, the Aphrodisians were called upon as if they were 
subjects to defend the asylia of Aphrodite under Tiberius (Tacitus, Ann. 3. 62); but 
by and large the professions of the emperors who promised to uphold their rights 
correspond with what we know of the facts. From Appendix VIII it appears that 
very few Roman officials actually operated in the city during the period in question. 
Proconsuls were occasionally honoured there, but the activities which stimulated 
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the honours have left no trace in the city except in the case of Silius Italicus under 
Vespasian (doe. 46); Commodus was reluctant to agree to an Aphrodisian request 
for a proconsular visit (doe. 16); a proconsul of the reign of Severus Alexander 
even thought that there might be a formal ban on such a visit (doe. 48). In the light 
of that evidence it seems a plausible suggestion that such official activity as is recorded 
was normally, and perhaps invariably, the result of Aphrodisian request or invitation, 
and mainly confined to handling correspondence with Rome (so probably doe. 63); 
that would accord with several indications in the documents relating to curatores 
(does. 16, 57). The evidence for the quaestorian activity (does. 52, 53) is too 
fragmentary for any serious discussion; but the same may apply. The presence of 
imperial freedmen could be the result of imperial estates in the territory (not 
specifically attested; but at any rate one Aphrodisian left a legacy to an emperor, 
doe. 55, although in that case it was spent locally). The one clear indication of 
impropriety is the collection (or attempted collection) of the nail tax from 
Aphrodisians (doe. 15) by contractors; but what a tax-collector may 'try on' is 
not evidence for the considered policy of the Roman government, as is clear from 
the case of the Oropians in 73 B. C. (RDGE 23); and in any case Hadrian put a stop 
to it. 

A series of imperial letters on this scale should throw light on the currently
discussed topic of who actually wrote them (see especially Wynne Williams, J RS 66 
(1976), 67 f., Latomus 38 (1979), 67 f., Millar, ERW 219 f., and T. Honore, JRS 69 
(1979), 51 f., the latter dealing with legal decisions, rather than letters, however). 

The two letters of Trajan and Hadrian seem to me to stand apart from the rest 
in style, but, nevertheless, in neither case to show quite the personal characteristics 
for which Williams has argued after analysis of other examples of their public 
correspondence. Trajan's subscript is correct, but businesslike, and that is as likely 
to be a feature of the genre as of the writer. Hadrian's letter is less terse, but certainly 
not wasteful of words ; there could (but need not) be a touch of impatience in its 
initial paragraph, when he recalled that he had already confirmed Aphrodisian rights 
in general ; he then stated the problem, lucidly enough, no doubt, for contemporaries 
(although it is obscure to our ignorance), picked out the basic piece of evidence and 
deduced a logical answer-adding to it the tralatician courtesy that the Aphrodisians 
deserved it anyway. Here, it seems, is a good administrator, and perhaps the hand 
of the man Hadrian. 

In the rest the style is more verbose, but based, naturally enough, on the educated 
style of the period (see H. J. Mason, Phoenix 24 (1970), 150 f., for Atticism and the 
introduction of a stylist to the imperial chancellery under Marcus Aurelius). In this 
respect propetly educated emperors and properly educated imperial secretaries or 
ministers will have written alike and there is no clue in style to authorship. It 
must also be remembered that a high proportion of letters in this group were routine 
replies to congratulatory decrees, which rarely show much character, while many 
(does. 18-24) carry the names of boy emperors whose correspondence must have 
been written for them, at any rate for much of their reigns. There are, however, 
some surprises. 

For Commodus the small amount of evidence available suggested to Williams 
a lazy man. Doe. 16 is a longish, although fragmentary, letter which is tactful, even 
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graceful, and shows an administratively imaginative appreciation of a problem, 
followed by a solution whose quality we cannot estimate, but which seems to have 
impressed the Aphrodisians favourably. Whoever wrote it took a serious view of an 
emperor's function, looked beyond surface issues and was concerned for the rights 
of provincials. The traditional Commodus does not fit this pattern, and if he is 
accepted it must also be accepted that, in 189, business was being handled for him 
by an intelligent and perceptive minister. 

The two Severan letters (does. 17, 18) contain a strong vein of propaganda, 
presenting the eastern war as one against barbarian aggressors, and the peace to 
come as guaranteed by the dynastic succession. The second, which purports to 
contain a personal statement by Caracalla, must have been_ written by Severus if 
not by a secretary, and already lays some stress on universality, which, Williams has 
suggested, seems to have been a fetish of the later Caracalla; but here, it should 
be said, it appears in a stock phraseonly. It is difficult to tell in any case whether 
the-formulae were reflections of tl10se in the Aphrodisian ,decrees to which they 
responded or should be attributed to the emperors themselves; either way, there is 
nothing, it seems to me, that could not have been drafted by a secretary, on 
instructions. 

Williams has not considered letters later than those of Caracalla in his published 
articles; this collection tempts investigation of Severus Alexander, Gordian Ill and 
Traianus Decius, although it must be admitted that there is so little comparative 
evidence that conclusions are probably rash. 

In the letters of these three emperors (does. 19-25) there is a somewhat mannered 
courtesy, and, where appropriate (does. 19, Alexander; 21, Gordian), a patience in 
the face of Aphrodisian touchiness, which is praiseworthy, and must represent the 
approach that had come to be associated with the senatorial tradition to which their 
policies conformed. In the three complete letters of Gordian there seem to be more 
distinctive features; two show a marked penchant for balance (does. 20, 22), not 
only in the structure of a sentence but in thought (which seems to aim at suggesting 
a kind of equality between emperor and subject), one contains an unusual direct 
apostrophe of the Aphrodisians (doe. 20, ll. 2-3), and one what is probably an echo 
of Thucydides, which accords with Gordian's reputation for learning (doe. 21, I. 7). 
The essential spirit of all three seems to be the same, although one of them certainly 
must be dated before the ascendancy of Timesitheus (doe. 20) and one during it 
(doe. 21); the third is not dated (doe. 22). There might be an argument here for 
drafting by a secretary who remained in office throughout the reign. Whether there 
are really distinctive features in the letter of Traianus Decius (doe. 25) is debatable. 
It may contain a reference to religion deriving from the personal feelings of the 
emperor (1. 11), but it is equally possible that the phrasing echoes that of the 
Aphrodisians ; it might be significant that the smooth style breaks down in ll. 14-15 
into a very awkward ( ... eA'rri8as), but an error of transmission is 
not to be excluded. 

In the group of letters which are replies to congratulatory decrees (does. 17, 18, 
20, 25) there is a consistent pattern (to be found also in analogous letters to other 
cities), which it is convenient to set out here: 
1. the emperors stated, each in his own way, that it was reasonable to expect .the 
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Aphrodisians to feel and/or to act as they had done (mxvv Twv eiK6Twv f}v, doe. 17, 
I. 9, crcp65pcx eTrpmev, doe. 18, I. 3, TrpoofjKov f}v, doe. 20, I. 3, eiKos f}v, doe. 25, I. 8). 
2. they indicated what made it reasonable ; in three of the four letters the city 
goddess and her characteristics were given as a major cause (does. 17, 18, 25) (cf. the 
similar use of Ephesian Artemis in a letter of Caracalla, Forschungen in Ephesos 11, 

ins. 26) ; in all there is reference to the special connection between Aphrodisias and 
Rome and to Aphrodisian 
3. they summarized the feelings and actions of the city described in the decrees. 
4. in return they gave confirmation of traditional Aphrodisian rights as these had 
been preserved up to their reigns (does. 17, 18, 20) or had been given by previous 
emperors (doe. 25). 

The overlap of content is considerable ; it is not altogether clear how significant 
are the variations. Such routine letters must have drawn heavily on the decrees 
and/or on the speeches of the ambassadors who presented them, so that any variant 
might be due to the Aphrodisians themselves rather than to the writers. Some 
particular points are noted in the commentaries. 

It has been drawn to my attention by George Souris that the imperial references 
to civic ambassadors in this collection, and their absence where they might have 
been expected, are also of interest. 

The practice of emperors in this matter is described by W. Williams, Historia 16 
(1967), 470 f.; by the second century they normally concluded their letters to 
provincial cities with a formula that either records that the message to which they 
were responding had been forwarded by the relevant governor, or named the 
ambassadors who brought it; to the latter they might append a rider authorizing 
payment of expenses to ambassadors who had not undertaken to pay their own, but 
this is a practice which seems to have been dropped early in the third century. 

Of the imperial letters to Aphrodisias which are complete, the two of Gordian Ill 
to the city (does. 20, 21) and the one ofTraianus Decius (doe. 25) include the standard 
formula naming ambassadors, and it is no surprise, given their date, that there is no 
rider on payment. The letter of Hadrian, however, refers to an embassy but contains 
no formula (doe. 15). It could, perhaps, be argued that, despite appearances, it is in 
fact incomplete ; its position on the wall at a distance from its natural place in the 
chronological sequence (p. 37) could be the result of dislocation of the archive 
copy, and in the course of dislocation a tablet containing the final lines could have 
been lost (note that the inscribed copy also lacks the valedictory greeting). Since 
local families would surely desire advertisement of ambassadorial services performed 
by their members, it seems unlikely that the Aphrodisians deliberately omitted the 
formula from the wall ; but there is sufficient abnormality about the text for it to 
be unwise to found any argument upon it. 

Of the incomplete letters, that of Commodus (doe. 16), probably the first one 
of Severus and Caracalla (doe. 17) and that of Severus Alexander (doe. 19) seem to 
have room for a formula, although they are so fragmentary at the ends that we cannot 
say for certain that they did include one ; the second letter of Severus and Caracalla 
(doe. 18) did not, I think. The second letter of Severus and Caracalla, however, is 

· certainly an abnormal document, with the introductory titles very heavily abbreviated 
(probably to avoid repetition of what were, no doubt, identical titles in the immedi
ately preceding doe. 17), and therefore quite likely to have been abbreviated at the 
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end too if the formula used there was again identical with that in doe. 17. This is 
another case on which we can build no argument. 

DOCUMENT 14. Subscript of Trajan to Smyrna 

Inscribed on the second course of column 4 of the archive wall, below doe. 12 
(inscribed area, 2·01 x 0·22). 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: av. 0·022; ligatured HM, NH, MH inl. 3, 
MH in I. 4, NH in I. 5; apex in I. 2; diaeretic dots in 11. 1, 4, 6. 

Translation and some discussion in Millar, ERW 438-9; see also R. Bernhardt, 
Histori(J 29 (1980), 200 (immunity of free cities). 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Robert Kirby (general), J.-L. Ferrary (the 
exemptions), Simon Price (the temple). 

Plate XI. 

A\rroKperrwp Ko:icro:p Tpo:io:vos vac. 
ovSevo: povAOJ.lO:l EK TWV eA.eveepwv 1TOAEWV eis VJ.lETEpo:v AetTovpyio:v KO:i 
J.lCxAtCTTO: 'A<ppoSetcrtaSos Tfjs 1TOAEWS KO:i TOV TV1TOV E1To:pxeio:s WCTTS 

J.liJTE 
eis TCxS Kotvexs 'Acrio:s J.li]Ts eis E-repo:s A.etTovpyio:s V1!6:yecr6o:t. Tt(3eptov 'lovA.to:vov 

"Ano:Aov 
5 cllTOAVW TOV ev vo:ov KO:i J.lCxAlCTTO: J.lO:pTVpOVJ.lEVOV Vl!o iSio:s 1To:TpiSos. 

eypCX\jJo: Se mpi 
vac. To\rrwv Ko:i T0 J.lOV Ko:i vac. 

Imperator Caesar Trajanus to the Smyrnaeotes. I wish no one from the free 
cities to be forced into (performing) your liturgy, and especially no one from 
Aphrodisias, since that city has been removed from the formula provinciae so that it is 
not liable either to the common liturgies of Asia or to others. I release Tiberius 
Julianus Attalus from (performance of a liturgy in) the temple in Smyrna; (he is) 
a man who has the highest testimonials from his own city; and I have written about 
these matters to )ulius Balbus, my friend and the proconsul. · 

For Roman willingness to make official communications available to persons 
other than those to whom they were addressed, seep. 97. 

11. 1 f. The sharp summarization of Trajan's name and title has deprived us of a 
precise date (but see on I. 6 for 98 or 1 00). The absence of a greeting as well as of the 
titles recalls Octavian's subscriptio to Samos (doe. 13) and probably indicates that 
this was a subscriptio too. When Ti. Julianus Attalus resisted pressure to undertake 
a liturgy connected with their temple (11. 4-5) the Smyrnaeotes must be supposed to 
have appealed to the emperor in a libe/lus (for the libellus procedure see p. 105 on 
doe. 13, I. 1) ; providing a new example of what is thought to be the rare pheno
menon of a city approaching an emperor in this way. Testimonials to Aphrodisian 
esteem for Julianus also reached the emperor (1. 5). For civic despatch of such 
testimony to the merits of a citizen see Millar, ERW 419, noting that most ofthe 
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evidence for it comes from the reign of Antoninus Pius ; this Aphrodisian case 
strengthens the grounds for regarding that as an accident. It is not clear by what 
route the testimony reached Trajan, but perhaps by letter and through the proconsul 
since ambassadors from Aphrodisias are not specifically mentioned (and as the issue 
concerned a single citizen, the expense of an embassy might seem unjustified). The 
emperor's reply went to the Smyrnaeotes who had raised the issue, with a copy to 
Aphrodisias, presumably despatched through the proconsul. 

The liturgy concerned ' the temple ' at Smyrna. In the Smyrnaeote petition to 
which this reply was appended, there will, of course, have been a sufficient description 
of it which dispensed the emperor from the need to be more specific ; detached from 
that, the reference is obscure. Certainly the liturgy was a civic one (otherwise it 
would not have been the Smyrnaeotes who appealed to the emperor ; note also 
VJ.lETepcxv in I. 2) and perhaps, therefore, connected with the main civic cult (Meter 
Sipylene, C. J. Cadoux, Ancient Smyrna (1938), 215 f.), with Smyrna's very ancient 
cult of Dea Roma (Tacitus, Ann. 4. 56), or with its civic imperial cult. It is natural 
to think of ' the temple ' in Smyrna which figures in the title of some high priests of 
Asia (e.g. O:pxtEpevs • Acrio:s vo:ov ev LJ.lVPVlJ, IGR IV, 1524 and, with vo:&v after a 
second temple in the same category was built there under Hadrian, doe. 58, 11. 1-2; 
similar references to temples in Cyzicus, Ephesus, Pergamon and Sardis occur in the 
titles of other high priests of Asia, see Magie's discussion, RRAM 11, 1297 -8) ; but that 
was a temple for the provincial cult, for which the provincial koinon surely ought to 
have been responsible, even in a year in which the koinon did not meet at Smyrna
or is it conceivable that in such a year the responsibility reverted to the city ? 

Whatever the temple, the choice of an Aphrodisian for the liturgy suggests that 
he was resident at Smyrna (cf. the Aphrodisians in doe. 5, 11. 10-11 who were resident 
at Tralles ). 
I. 2. • appears to indicate the use of compulsion to secure civic services 
in Asia at a rather earlier date than some recent writers have favoured (cf. A. N. 
Sherwin-White, The Letters of Pliny (1966), 722-3, and Peter Garnsey, ANRW n. 1, 
229 f.). The point at issue, however, may have been the restricted one of the liability 
of non-citizen residents to liturgies. 
I. 3. Trajan's statement of policy upholding the rights of all free cities controverts 
the view of him as being, in principle, ' peu favorable aux villes libres ' (J. Colin, 
Les villes fibres de /'orient greco-romain, coli. Latomus 82 (1965}, 67) and supports 
A. N. Sherwin-White's more liberal interpretation of his ruling on Amisus (in 
comment on Epp. 10. 93) against that of A. H. M. Jones who saw it as grudging 
(The Greek City (1940), 132). 

It is significant that Roman-conferred freedom, at any rate of the kind that 
Aphrodisias enjoyed, apparently carried exemption of citizens from obligations 
within Asia (also of the city, p. 134). This may be related to the exemptions covered 
in doe. 8, ll. 42 f., 62 f. (see pp. 81, 86}. 

Trajan also notes that the position of Aphrodisias was exceptional since it was · 
removed from theformulaprovinciae (so also Hadrian, doe. 15, 11. 13-14}, a removal 
to be related, no doubt, to the removal from the 8ei\To1 1rpocro8tKo:i agreed in the 
senatus consultum of 39 B.c. (doe. 8, 11. 30-1}, and affecting exemption not only from 
Roman taxation but also from levies of the koinon and others (1. 4}, presumably 
those of other Asian cities. 
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For T\rrros as formula, forma, norma see Corpus Glossariorum Latinorum 11, 

Glossae Graeco-Latinae (ed. G. Gloetz and G. Gundermann, 1888), and so here 
formula (forma) provinciae; in this sense it seems to be an addition to the known 
Greek vocabulary of Roman institutions. There would presumably be one official 
list of Asian cities which included Aphrodisias, but with a gloss such as Pliny gives 
at NH v. 29. 109 (Aphrodisienses liberi), and another listing cities obliged to pay 
taxes, from which Aphrodisias was omitted. 
I. 4. Ti. Julianus Attalus is not at present identified; it seems probable that a nomen 
of standard form, ? Claudius or possibly Julius, has been omitted. 
I. 5. For 1-1apTVpeicr6m here cf., at Aphrodisias, MAMA 410, 11. 9-10, t<a6ws 5tex 
TIAeio-rwv 1)51'] \jJT]<ptcr!lc:XTwv llE!lapT\JpT]Tat cx\rr(i), cited by L. Robert, Hell. XIII, 207, 
n. 5, along with other examples of the usage. Trajan's comment is a striking supple
ment to the evidence for the importance of testimonials of the kind in antiquity. 
I. 6. Julius Balbus, PIR2 I, 199, was proconsul of Asia either in 98 or, more probably,· 
in 100. He is an addition to the very short list ofproconsuls of Asia who are attested 
as amici principis (see R. K. Sherk, GRBS 7 (1966), 62, n. 10, and p. 122 Lbelow). 
Trajan presumably wrote instructing him to uphold the rights of.Aphrodisians and 
of citizens of other free cities in the matter of liturgies. 

On style and characteristics see p. 110 f. 

DOCUMENT 15. Letter of Hadrian to Aphrodisias 

Inscribed in the first and the upper part of the second courses of column 3 of 
the archive wall (inscribed area, 0·95 X 0·61). 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: 11. 1-9, 0·02, 11. 10 f., av.' 0·018; ligatured 
HN, NK in I. 5, TH in 1. 6, n in 1. 7, TH in I. 8, NH, NK, TE in I. 9, TH in I. 10, HK, 
MHN, Nn, NT, TE in I. 11, THN in I. 12, TE, MH, NK, HP, HME, NH in 1. 13, TH, HN 
in I. 14, TE in I. 15, Nr, ME (twice) in I. 16, TE, nE, TH, ME, TE in I. 17; apices in 
11. 1, 2, 6 ; bar above the figure in I. 3 ; small circle to mark an abbreviation in I. 8 ; 
small space followed by a capital omicron for 61-1ws to mark the start of the emperor's 
decision in I. 12; ll. 1, 8, outspaced; I. 2 completed on the right margin. 

Translation and brief comment in Millar, ERW 343, 414, 429. 
Acknowledgments for discussion to Robert Kirby (general), Peter Brunt, 

Michael Crawford, Emilia Dorutiu-Boila, J.-L. Ferrary (all mainly on taxation), 
Dorothy Crawford, Joan Liversidge (nails), George Souris (text and ambassadors). 

Plate X. 

A\rrot<pcrrwp Kaicrap, 6eov Tpatavov nap6tt<ov vi6s, 
eeov Nepova viwv6s, Tpaiavos 'A5ptav6s 
O:pxtepevs llEYlOTOS, OT]!lapxtt<fjs TO y' I . 

, A<ppoOElO"lEU>V O:pxovcrt, Oi}!lcp, xaipElV. v. 
5 Ti}v llEV e]\ev6epiav t<ai cx\rrovo!liav t<ai TCx 0:?\Aa 

TCx VllEiv 1rap6: TE Tfjs crvvl<Ai}Tov t<ai 
Twv 1rpo EllOV A\rrot<paT6pwv 1rp6cr6ev. 
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'EVTEV)(6eis Se Sta npe;crj3Eias TIEpi Tiis TOV crt8i}
pov xpftcrEC.US Kai TOV TEAovs TWV i)A.c.uv, KainEp 

10 &v<ptcrj311TflO"i1Jov Tov npay!JaTos oVTos Sta To 
1-lTJ Wv TIPWTOV TOVS TEAWVOS ETilKEXElPflKEVOl 
nap' VIJWV eyAEyElV v. OIJWS Ei8ws TTJV TIOAlV 
TO TE t!iJJ..a TEliJTlS oOcrav Kai PfliJEVfl (V > 

sic TOV -r\rrrov Tiis enapxEias, O:TiaA.acrcrc.u aV-nlv 
15 Tov TEAEO"iJaTOS Kai yeypan<pa 

Tc;> iJOV TiapavyEiAat Tc;> 
To ev 'Acriq. TeA.os O:TiexEcreat Tiis ViJETepas n6A.Ec.us. 

l. 13. The cutter wrote A/\AA and then attempted to erase the bar of the second 
alpha; at the end of the line he wrote EzHPH 

Imperator Caesar Trajanus Hadrianus Augustus, son of divus Trajanus Parthicus, 
grandson of divus Nerva, Pontifex Maximus, holding the tribunician power for the 
third time, greets the Magistrates, Council and People of the Aphrodisians. 

Your freedom, autonomy and other (privileges) which were given you by the 
Senate and the Emperors who have preceded me, I confirmed earlier. 

I have been petitioned through an embassy about the use of iron and the tax on 
nails. Although the matter is controversial, since this is not the first time that the 
collectors have atte<mpted to collect from you, nevertheless, knowing that the city is 
in other respects worthy of honour and is removed from the formula provinciae, 
I release it from payment and I have written to Claudius Agrippinus, my procurator, 
to instruct the contractor for the tax in Asia to keep away from your city. 

l. 1. Hadrian held the tribunician power for the third time in 119; throughout this 
year he was in Italy, if not in Rome. 
l. 4. The absence of articles before the nouns here is in the Republican style (see 
p. 23) and rare in the imperial period. 
ll. 5-7. The general confirmation of Aphrodisian privileges to which Hadrian refers 
must have been made at his accession; for discussion of renewals of beneficia at 
accession see M. Hammond, The Antonine Monarchy (1959), 339 f.; Millar, ERW 
412 f. As Millar noted, what Hadrian says need imply no more than his own pro
clamation at accession, confirming all beneficia given by predecessors ; but an earlier 
Aphrodisian embassy may in fact have visited him and received a letter of the type 
of does. 17, 18, 20, 25. Millar also suggested that this is the earliest attested instance 
of an emperor confirming without reference to the Senate what Senate and People 
had given to a city; there seems a clear implication in the Domitianic doe. 42, 
where the privileges are attributed xapm Twv A\rroKpaT6pc.uv, that this was nothing 
new. Hadrian at least mentions the Senate as the original source of Aphrodisian 
privileges, naming it before the emperors, and is thus more careful than later 
emperors usually were (does. 17, 18, 20, 25; but note that in dealing with a specific 
point Gordian is careful too, doe. 22). 

The Aphrodisian privileges, which all, of course, derive from the grants of 
39 B.C. (does. 7-9, especially 8), are described with minor variations by different 
emperors. Like Hadrian, however, none of the later emperors makes any reference 
in a general confirmation to immunity from taxation ; since Hadrian nevertheless 
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confirms a specific tax immunity the silence cannot be significant. It tends to confirm 
Bernhardt's argument (see p. 106) that the concept of freedom included that of 
immunity. 

translates confirmare as used, e.g. by Vespasian in his letter to the 
Vanacini (FIRA2 I, 72, I. 19). 
ll. 8 f. For EVTEV)(6eis with the sense of petitioned see LSJ s. v. It is unusual for an 
emperor to mention an embassy at this stage in a letter (see p. 112). 

It was perhaps from the ambassadorial speeches that Hadrian took the curious 
phrase ' the use of iron and the tax on nails '. There was apparently no problem 
about iron for anything except nails, since Hadrian thought that he had responded 
fully to the petition by his ruling that Aphrodisians were not liable to the nail-tax ; 
but 'the nail-tax seems not to be attested elsewhere and the phrase used obscures 
rather than clarifies its character for us. Since it is possible to argue that I. 17 implies 
operations by the collector within the city, it may be that nails were being produced 
at Aphrodisias from imported iron and that it was because the iron was imported 
for nail production that the question of taxation arose. Nailsmiths are not in fact 
attested at Aphrodisias as they are at nearby Hierapolis (T. R. S. Broughton, in 
ESAR IV, 843, from Humann, Cichorius, Judeich, Winter, Altertiimer von Hierapolis 
(1898), no. 133), but although the body of new material on craftsmen at Aphrodisias 
is rapidly increasing it remains so small that the silence is not significant. The 
language of I. 17 should not be pressed too hard, however ; it may well be that the 
tax was not collected within the city but at a customs post established on the 
' frontier ' of provincia Asia and federate Aphrodisias and charged on iron nails, as 
they were about to be imported. The reference to ' the use of iron ' then may have 
derived from some account in the petition of the need for iron nails as .distinct from 
those of other materials. A collecting-point for what was in effect portorium, 
established outside Aphrodisian boundaries, would be very much easier to accept 
in the light of Aphrodisian immunity, and would make much more sense of Hadrian's 
initial comment that a controversial issue was being raised. 

Something of a parallel for the tax may be seen in the second letter of Flavius 
Sabinus to the Istrians (SEG I, 329, see now J. H. Oliver, GRBS 6 (1965), 143 f., 
especially at ll. 24 f.) : ... a8eio:v ... TOV KO:i n-o:po:cpepetv TTJV eis Ti}v EVOS 
EKCxO'TOV xpeio:v 8ixo: TEAOVS. TTepi yap TWV Tf\s VAT)S XPEIWV ExETE 
opt a: KO:i Ti}v EKEivwv xpficr!V -n:O:cro:v T4) TEAEI [ &v ]vn-eVevvov. 

The description of the collector as the contractor for Asia (ll. 15-16) seems to 
imply that the nail-tax was raised ia more than one province, while I. 11 shows that 
it was collected in several taxation years and was not a once-for-all levy. It seems 
not very likely that it was an invention of the insecure opening years of Hadrian's 
reign. An odd tax might go back to Vespasian's financial problems in the civil 
war of 69 and thereafter (Tacitus, Hist. 2. 84; Suetonius, Vesp. 16), and rigorous 
exaction of one to Domitian (Suetonius, Dom. 12). Another possibility might be a 
levy introduced by Trajan in connection with his eastern campaign and never dis
continued. It is in any case a reminder of an aspect of Roman taxation well known 
in Egypt but less commonly associated with other parts of the Roman world, that 
a whole series of levies might be raised in addition to the basic land and poll taxes. 
Strictly speaking, they should, presumably, be classified as cptAtKo:i AEtTovpyio:t (Strabo 
8. 365), seeR. Bernhardt, op. cit. on p. 104. 
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11. 10 f. Given the complete immunity conferred on Aphrodisians as a result of the 
senatus consultum, law and treaty of 39 B.c. (does. 8, 11. 30 f., 52, 60 f.; 9, 11. 4, 9), 
it is surprising that anyone should have tried to collect tax from them and that 
Hadrian should describe the question of their liability as controversial (I. 10). At 
first sight then the incident is unusually good evidence for the view that Romans 
inclined to consider immunity as releasing the recipient from levies in existence at 
the time it was granted but not necessarily from others devised at a later date 
(A. H. M. Jones, The Greek City (1940), 132); but both on the present occasion 
and on the rather shadowy past one mentioned (ll. 11-12), those who' tried it on' 
were not officials but tax-contractors, from whose behaviour it would be wrong to 
deduce considered official policies (see also p. 110). Moreover it seems possible that 
on the earlier occasion the Aphrodisians had paid, either without protest (perhaps 
because protest might have seemed unpatriotic, e.g. if the tax were connected with 
the cost of Trajan's Parthian campaign), or after unsuccessful protest (if so, to a 
conventionally' good' emperor, for otherwise Hadrian would surely have capitalized 
on the illegality). 
11. 12-13. Of Hadrian's reasons for confirming immunity on this occasion, the polite 
reference to the city's worth is, of course, typical of ancient logic in this kind of 
context. His philhellenism would, no doubt, have inclined him in this direction in 
any case ; and in the early stages of any reign there was always a strong tendency to 
generosity. 
ll. 13-14. For nrrros Tf)s emxpxeia:s as formula provinciae and the removal of Aphrodi
sias therefrom, seep. 114 on doe. 14, where Trajan used the same evidence. 
I. 15. TeAEO"iJa:, although it may have the sense tax (RC appendix, s.v.), is perhaps 
used here strictly to mean payment of tax (LSJ s. v.). 
11. 15-16. The procuratorship of Claudius Agrippinus is not otherwise attested; he 
may be identical with the homonym PJR2 C 776. The text shows that the procurator 
of Asia was in overall charge of the collection of the nail-tax in the province, 
although Asia was a senatorial province ; but it might be rash to argue from this 
evidence that by Hadrian's time the procurator had charge of all-or even of all 
indirect-tax collection in Asia, since the nature of this tax remains so obscure. 
ll. 16-17. For the collection of indirect taxes by the contract system at this date see 
Millar, ERW 624. 

On the absence of the expected formula naming the ambassadors see p. 112; 
the absence of a concluding greeting is also remarkable; for a possible explanation 
seep. 112. 

On style and characteristics see p. 110. 
Hadrian appears on Aphrodisian coins, see BMC, Caria, nos. 102-4. 

DOCUMENT 16. Letter of Commodus to Aphrodisias 

Inscribed on the first two courses of column 5 of the archive wall (inscribed 
area in situ, 1 ·58 x 0 ·57) ; the upper right-hand block is badly damaged but partly 
reconstructed from fragments found fallen in front of the wall (inv. nos. 67. 432, 453, 
461, 462, 468, 472; 69. 309, 428, 432, 462, 464; 76. 196. 3, 196. 7); the lower 
right-hand block is almost completely lost. 
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Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: av. 0·02; ligatured ME in 1. 3; apices in 
ll. 1, 2; outspacing for the new paragraphs in ll. 1, 6; heightened initial epsilon at 
the beginning of I. 6; tall initial ypsilon in vkvv6c; in 1. 1, perhaps to cover an 
erroneous iota. 

Assembly of fragments assisted by Ian Davies. Acknowledgments for discussion 
to Peter Brunt, Michael Crawford, Ian Davies, Donald Russell (text and general 
interpretation), Anthony Birley, John Morris, H. G. Pflaum (all on prosopography), 
George Souris (text, absence of ambassadors). 

Plates XII; XVIII, 3-4; XIX; Fig. 6 

Kc;x[icrap] eeov MexpKOV >AVTc.vveivov rep!lO:VtKOV 
. ?[ap!laT]tKov [v]i6c;, 6(e)ov vic.vv6c; vac. 

6eov eyyovoc;, eeov Tpatc;xvov 1Jap6tKOV Kai eeov Nepova chr6y[ovoc;], 
K61:1[!l]oSoc; vac. 

·AVTc.vy[r:i]yoc; E\rrvxi]c; LO:p!laTtK6c;, rep!lavtKO<; 
[Bpe]TavvtK [ 6c;, apxtep ]eve; !lEytO'TO [c;], 

SrwapxtK[f)c;] To tS', o:VToKpO:Tc.v[p] To 11' vac. \irraToc; To e' vac. 
1To:Ti)p 1T(X"f [pi So ]c;, [' [ v Toic; &]P.XOV [ crt] 

5 Kai vacat Tfj vacat Kai T(i) SiJ!l'll vacat xaipetv vacat 
·Evhvxov T(i) l.ji'T]<picr!laTt St. ov r[o]v·Tf)c; ·Acriac; av6VTiaTOV emS'T]!lE[iv EV 

Tfj 1T6A.et T]fj Vll[ETEP<t Ka]i 
iJ!lepc.vv Tivwv E1TIO'K01TOVVTO: [Kai TCx S'T]!lOO'td 1TpCxy!laTO: we; 

1T [&vu KaT'T]] 1:\EA 11 [!lEVa] Se61-1eya 
Ti)S E1Tavop6wcrec.vc; VTI (ep? TC>V ?1TCxO'O:S T ]*S Kf.l (f]cmc; TOV A.oyicrTOV 

Swexcr6at !lEVetv [?v.] V!lEic; !lEY vac. 
TaVTO: we; V1TE [p 1TOA Jews [1-lEVOt ?E1.j11]<picracr6]e E!lOi Se clvavKaiov TaVT'T]v 

Ti]v <pv[M]cr-
10 ' '"\ . ' . ' , s: [? "-- , ] O'EtV TO:<; 1TOt\f:t<; E1Tt TC.VV O!lOtWV a':> .tC.V!ll.uC.VV ..... , , ....... , . , . , . , , E1Tt -

S'T]!liac; TjyE!lOVOS Tl av6v1T6:Tov rn! [ .................................. ] 
' , ' ' - '"\-.a ' [ - ] Kat EV TOVT'll TO: TT]<; Etu:vvfptac; utKO:t<;X ........•.................... , , 

1TPCxy!laTa e1TeO'TetA.a Tc';) <piA.'ll !lov OvA. [ 1Ti]'ll [eA.A.'ll ? .....•....•.•.. ] 
StaTpEil.jiO:t XPOVOV aVTO:pKT) 1Tpoc; Ti)v TWV KOtVW [V • ••••••••••••••••••••• ] 

15 ei yap ToOTo o\rrc.v yevotTo T6: TE Srw6crta 1TPCxy!laTa [ .............•... ·.] 
vacat eA.sveepiac; SiKa[ta . . c. 26 .. ]EK[ .. 3-4 .. ]E![ ......... ] 

I. 1. 9LOY, lapis. 

One fragment (0·10 x 0·12 x 0·08, top edge survives) found fallen in front of 
the wall (inv. no. 67. 455) must, from its spacing, belong to the right side of this 
text in ll. 10-12. 

. .. ]OYL[ ... 
. . . ]OMMI;[ •.. 

J? • A<pP. [oS et- .. 

1. 2. I; might be Q. 

PROPERTY LLEOF GE 
ST. MARY'S CO HILL 

C!PI"R AWBERRY -==--
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It is probable that other fragments, especially among those found at the west end 
of the parodos wall, also belong here (see Appendix 1). 

Imperator Caesar M. Aurelius Commodus Antoninus, Pius, Felix, Augustus, 
Sarmaticus, Germanicus maximus, Britannicus, son of divus M. Antoninus, Pius, 
Germanicus, Sarmaticus, grandson of divus Pius, great-grandson of divus Hadrianus, 
descendant of divus Trajanus Parthicus and divus Nerva, Pontifex Maximus, holding 
the tribunician power for the fourteenth time, acclaimed victorious for the eighth time, 
consul for the fifth time, father of his country, sends greetings to the Magistrates, 
Council and People of the Aphrodisians. 

I received the decree in which you asked that the proconsul of Asia should visit 
your [city] and spend some days looking into [and examining] your public affairs on 
the grounds that they are [quite neglected?] and in need of a greater reconstruction 
[to enable?] the decisions of the curator to stand confirmed. You of course [voted 
for these proposals ?] with the interests of the city in mind ; on me, since I have been 
appointed to this station, falls the necessity of preserving the cities in the same 
[position of honour? as my predecessors? .... ] visit(s) from an official? or proconsul 
[ .. ? .. ] and meanwhile the rights of freedom [ .. ? .. ] matters, I have sent to my 
friend Ulpius Marcellus ? [ .. ? .. ] to spend a sufficient time with a view to [the 
reconstruction ?] of the common [ .. ? .. ] for if this were to happen in this way and 
the public affairs [ .. ? .. ] the rights of freedom [ .. ? .. ]. 

11. 1-4. Commodus held tribunician power for the fourteenth time in 189, had been 
acclaimed for victory for the eighth (and last) time in 186, was consul for the fifth 
time in 186 and the sixth in 190. His name is in the form that he preferred from 
180-90 (PIR2 A 1482); that it has not been erased provides prima facie evidence 
for dating the inscription of the archive after his reinstatement by Severus, as I believe 
on other grounds to be correct ; Commodus' name also appears without erasure 
in does. 58, 60 ; either these texts too were inscribed after the reinstatement or his 
reputation locally was good and damnatio memoriae in Rome had no effect. 
1. 6. The means by which the decree was transmitted to the Emperor may have been 
stated in 1. 16 (seep. 112). There is probably room to name an embassy there but it 
is reasonable to guess that on this occasion it was forwarded through the proconsul 
of Asia because the matter so closely concerned him. The Aphrodisians may well 
have extended an invitation to the proconsul directly in the first place, only to be met 
with scruples such as were raised in response to their invitation by a proconsul under 
Severus Alexander (doe. 48, 11. 19 f.); they would then quite naturally despatch 
through him their petition to the emperor to allow his visit. See also on l. 16. 

The Aphrodisians were primarily concerned in their decree with the internal 
financial administration of the city and not with its rights, which Commodus himself 
apparently introduced as a major issue. There had been a curator reipublicae, but 
subsequent neglect had produced again a situation requiring Roman help which, so 
the city thought, could be provided during a visit from the proconsul. 'E;ravopeovv 
obviously has its common literary meaning of revise, reform (LSJ s.v.). In 1. 7 
t<CXT111JEATH.leva seems a reasonable supplement (it is difficult to find. anything else 
that will fit the traces and provide sense) and implies some lapse of time between the 
curator's activities and the new crisis. In 1. 8 \rrr[apxov011s 11 wo-re] would fill the 
space available neatly and provide some sort of sense, but in poor Greek (if accepted 
it would mean that the Aphrodisians claimed that the curator's rulings could not 
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stand, but they needed a reform which was ' greater than so that the curator's rulings 
could stand'); an alternative would be \m[a:pxovcrT)s wOLe] (they needed a reform 
which was 'greater in such a way that the curator's rulings could stand'). But in 
either case \ma:pxovcr11s is otiose. It is better, therefore, to seek a restoration on the 
lines of\rrr[ep Tov, as printed. To suppose that the Aphrodisians asked for a greater 
reform in order to allow the decisions to stand is in fact reasonable, given the survival 
of inscribed curatorial regulations which may well date from c. 181 (doe. 62). 

For KpicrJS with the sense of decision, decree, seep. 82. 
- /\oyicrTT]S is, of course, the normal Greek translation of curator reipublicae, see 

Mason s.v. 
In Appendix IX are collected the Aphrodisian texts relating to curatores 

reipublicae (see also a brief discussion by Vagts, 28 f.). Despite the city's free status, 
three curatores are attested as holding appointments there, and a number of inscribed 
regulations must emanate from one or other of them. The evidence suggests, however, 
that Aphrodisias had welcomed them and was grateful to them and it is plausible 
to suppose that the city had petitioned emperors for them, just as it was petitioning 
Commodus for further Roman help with its financial organization on the present 
occasion. That there were extensive problems over its finances during the reign of 
Commodus was already apparent before the discovery of this letter, from doe. 58, 
which places the appointment of M. Ulpius Appuleius Eurycles, one of the known 
curators, in the decade 180-90, from doe. 62, which belongs early in the same decade, 
and from doe. 60, which belongs to the reign of Commodus but is not more precisely 
datable. It is now clear that the problems were persistent as well as extensive. At 
present, however, there is nothing to suggest financial stringency at this time; and 
since the surviving curatorial regulations are mainly concerned with organization it 
seems unlikely that the need for curators arose from any decline in the city's 
prosperity, but rather from careless administration. 

In the inscribed regulations arrangements for endowed competitions are the 
major features, in two cases associated explicitly with Eurycles (does. 58, 59) and 
all probably to be attributed to him (p. 192, 196). There is some reason to place his 
work c. 181 (p. 196), and if this is accepted it is probable that the regulations in 
question in the present document were his. In doe. 58 Eurycles stated that his 
investigation of Aphrodisian competition funds was undertaken at the direct request 
of the Aphrodisians, additionally to and after the work for which he had been 
appointed as curator. Strictly speaking, then, his regulation of competitions should 
not be involved here, but other matters such as the regulation of distributions of oil 
and of money to subsidize attendance at spectacles (doe. 62), or the collection of 
civic income (over which there is some trace of difficulty in doe. 50). Strict speaking, 
however, would be too much to expect and the regulation of competitions must not 
be regarded as necessarily excluded. 

Since it appears clear that some at least of Eurycles' regulations on other 
subjects as well as on competitions did survive, it would seem likely that Commodus' 
solution resulted rather in improved management than in new regulations. 
I. 9. 'Ey;T]<picra:cree· and ey;T]y.ricra:Te both seem possible but some other aspect of the 
Aphrodisian action, e.g. cmeO"Teii\CXTe, may have been selected for mention here. 
11. 9-10. Commodus appears to have suggested that the Aphrodisians had taken a 
parochial view where the emperor was under necessity to take a wider one. The 
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word may be a metaphor from a military posting, since the concept of the 
emperor's position as such goes back to Augustus {Ch. Wirzsubski, Libertas (1950), 
130, n. 3) ; but it is also used in Stoic circles for the place in the world to which each 
individual is appointed and from which his particular duties arise (P. A. Brunt, 
PBSR 43 {1975), 12), and this may be the main thought here (see further below). 
For TETay!levos cf. TET<lx6at of the designation of Caracalla in ILS 8805. 

<Dvi\acrcrw is the equivalent of custodia, as used e.g. by Vespasian in his letter to 
the Saborenses, FIRA2 I, 74, I. 11 (later emperors in correspondence with Aphrodisias 
preferred the form q>vi\errrw, does. 17, 18, 20, 25). 

• seems the obvious supplement for the partially lost word and in 
the context must surely mean honours (as at Beroia, AE 1900. 131, ll. 7, 8, To Tfjs 
!l1)TpoTr6i\ews '01-1oiwv could perhaps have the sense unchanging, LSJ s.v., 
1. 2 ; it is regular in these and other letters for emperors to claim that they maintain 
a situation unchanged, just as it was under their predecessors (does. 17, ll. 11-12, 
18, I. 5, 20, ll. 7-8). 
I. 11. In returning to the question of an official visit, Commodus slipped in a 
as an alternative to the proconsul for whom the Aphrodisians had asked. For a 
discussion of this word see Mason 144 f., and especially 147 f., where he quotes 
IGR III, 495 (Lycian), q>ii\os i)yE!lOVVJV Kai av6VTrcXTVJV Kai ETr!TpOTrVJV which might 
suggest that the formula was a current catch-phrase. 'Hye1-1wv commonly means 
governor (L. Robert, REA 62 (1960), 329; OMS n, 845), and often the legate of an 
imperial province, so that Commodus was perhaps generalizing without specific 
reference to the Asian situation (speaking, in effect, of' visits from governors in any 
type of province ') ; if he was thinking specifically of Asia it is conceivable that he 
wished to include, vice-governors (although we have no evidence that there were 
many of these in second-century Asia). Of its other meanings, a military officer 
would hardly be expected here, but there might have been a reference to a legatus 
procolisulis, if it were acceptable that he should be named before the proconsul 
(Mason writes as if a legatus could be described as i)yE!lWV but seems not to cite 
clear evidence for the usage). A generalization is probably the most likely explanation. 

Defective as the text is, it surely shows the emperor arguing that gubernatorial 
visits were liable to erode the rights of free cities, which is not the kind of thinking 
that the literary sources lead us to associate with Commodus. It recalls rather the 
warning given by Plutarch to the magisterial class in Greek cities (Praec. ger. reip. 
814 F), oi TraVTi 56y!laTl Kai crvveopiCj) Kai xaptTl Kai O!OtKi)crEt TrpocrayovTES i)yE!lOVlKTJV 
Kpicrtv avayKasovcrtv eavTwv 1-1iii\i\ov i\ f3ovi\oVTat oecrTr6Tas eivat Tovs i)yov!levovs, and 
raises the suspicion that advisors with a sensitive appreciation of the problems of 
provincial government may have played a part in the drafting (see also p. 110 f.). 
The apparent reference to the Stoic in I. 9 is also unlike the conventional image 
ofCommodus. It may be that SHA Commodus, 3,patris ministeria seniora summovit, 
amicos senes abiecit should not be taken to mean that all men of Marcus' ways of 
thinking were permanently and absolutely excluded from positions of influence 
under Commodus. 
ll. 13 f. The solution seems to have involved Commodus in sending to his amicus 
Ulpius Marcellus (?). The man's nomen could not be restored otherwise, but the 
cognomen might, in principle, be some other formation on the root Marc- ; Ulpius 
Marcellus is a known combination, however, and an Ulpius Marcellus of appropriate 
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rank and date is attested (PIR1 v, 556, 557 and, more recently, RE IX A, col .. 570; 
RE Supp. x, col. 1031 f.). This man was almost certainly son of the famous jurist 
of the name rather than the jurist himself (so W. Kunkel, Herkunft und soziale 
Stellung der romischen Juristen2 (1967), 213, no. 49); the major feature known 
in his career is the governorship of Britain, when he defeated a barbarian invasion 
(in 184) but failed to check a mutiny in the Roman army, which very probably 
accounts for his subsequent trial on a capital charge. Although he was acquitted, 
his prospects may have been limited until the fall of Cleander (probably early in 
189), by which time his seniority put him in the running for the proconsulship of 
Asia. It seems most natural to suppose that it was in fact Marcellus as proconsul 
of Asia to whom Commodus sent. I have not found a parallel for the titulatory 
formula which must be supposed here if so (Tc;> llOV Tc;'> 

vel sim. ; contrast doe. 13, 1. 6, Tc;'> llOV Kai 
but the number of documents available to provide parallels is quite 

small, so that this is not an overriding objection. The alternative is that he was 
simply travelling in Asia, either without post or with an ad hoc one, and so available 
for a chore ; analogous appointments have been conjectured (Asinius Gallus, R. K. 
Sherk, GRBS 7 (1966), 57 f., rejected by E. Gray, CR n.s. 22 (1972), 92, and possibly 
Julius Severus, J. H. Oliver, The Ruling Power 963 f., case v), but none are certain; 
so that this is a very unsatisfactory solution. 

Clearly Commodus agreed that someone should examine the neglected business 
of Aphrodisias. The whole tone of the letter makes it hard to believe that this was 
the proconsul himself. There is, however, a Commodan parallel for a proconsul's 
involvement with a curator reipublicae of Aphrodisias, since P. Julius Geminius 
Marcianus, proconsul, was named at the foot of a document likely to be the report 
of Eurycles as curator (doe. 62, seep. 195); Ulpius Marcellus was perhaps to play 
a similar part in relation to another curator. Alternatively the quaestor may have 
been sent to the city; or an Aphrodisian may have been required to act (was the 
nomothesia of L. Antonius Claudius Dometinus Diogenes perhaps connected ? This 
is known from MAMA 502; Belleten 1968, 23 f.; K. T. Erim in J. Inan and 
E. Alfoldi-Rosenbaum, Romische und fruhbyzantinische Portriitplastik aus der Turkei 
(1979), no. 186, pp. 210 f.; he was dated too early by L. Robert (Hell. vn, 207, and 
see PIR2 C 853), as his portrait (early third century) and his family connections now 
show). 

Xp6vov a\JTapKfl suggests that a second consideration in the emperor's mind 
was pressure on the proconsul's time, cf. the refusal of Antoninus Pius to create 
more assize courts in Cyrenaica because of the risk of over-burdening the proconsul 
(JRS 68 (1978), 114, 11. 71:_3). But in the final sentence the theme of preservation of 
rights of free cities was clearly reintroduced. 
1. 14. The noun qualified by Ti]v must have been one with the sense of or 
E1Tav6p6wcrtv. 

Kotv6s is perhaps used in the sense of 8TJ!l6crtos, see does. 28, 1. 2, 29, 1. 10. 
1. 16. The vacat at the beginning was presumably balanced by another at the end; 
but the position of the two fragments of this line, which is approximately calculable 
from the of the title of Severus which they also carry (doe. 17, 1. 1), shows 
that it was shorter. For 8iKata see on doe. 17, 11. 11 f. 

The run of the final sentence must remain uncertain in the present state of the 
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text; but there could have been space for the formula recording the route by which 
the case reached the emperor (perhaps via the proconsul rather than through 
ambassadors, seep. 120 on 1. 6). A valedictory greeting should probably be assumed; 
e\rrvx.EtT£ was the norm from Hadrian onwards, see F. Ziemann, De Epistularum 
Graecarum formulis sollemnibus (Diss. Hall. 191 0), 354 f. 

DOCUMENT 17. Letter of Severus and Caracalla to Aphrodisias 

Inscribed on the second course of column 5 of the archive wall, immediately 
below doe. 16 ; the left side of the text is in situ on a block which is substantially intact 
although damaged at the upper right-hand corner (inscribed area, 1 · 31 x 0 · 435), 
the right is broken away and lost except for small fragments, found either fallen in 
front of the wall (inv. nos. 67. 449, 69. 458, 459,460, 463) or re-used in the Byzantine 
defence wall (inv. nos. 76. 62, 76. 107, 76. 196, 1, 3, 4-, 7, 8). It is probable that other 
fragments belong (see Appendix 1). 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: av. 0·02; apices in ll. 2, 6, 12; diaeresis in 
ll. 2, 5 (erroneously), 6; ll. 1, 5, 9 outspaced. 

Mentioned by Millar, ERW 416. 
Acknowledgments for discussion to Ian Davies and Richard Winton (general), 

George Souris (ambassadors). 

Plate XII; XIX, 1, 3; Fig. 6. 

A\rroKpchc.up Kcxtcrcxp, eeov MapKOV 'AVTc.uveivov Evcrepovs re[pJJCXVlKOV LCXPIJCXTlKOV 
vi6s, eeov] KoJJ [JJ6]5o [V] 0:5ei\<p [ 6s, eeov] 

, AVTC.UVelVOV Evcrepovs vic.uv6s, eeov <A5ptcxvov EKyov [os, eeov T patcxvo ]v ncxpel [ KOV 
Kcxi eeov Nep ]ovcx cXl} [ 6yovos,] 

1\oVKlOS LETITiiJlOS LEovfipos EvcrePiJs Lepcxcr [ TOS, , ApcxptKOS,, A5tCXPflVlKOS, 
ncxp6tKOS JJE]ytO"To(s, apXlE ]

pevs IJEylO"TOS I 5T}JJCXPX lKfjs TO .f' I cxVTOKpmc.up TO [ tcx' I VTICXTOS TO P', 
TI ]CXTTj (p TICX ]Tpf5os, aye\rrr ( CXTOS Kcxi] 

A\rroKpchc.up Kcxtcrcxp 1\oVKiov LETITlJJiov Evcrepovs (nep]Tivcx[Kos 
LEPcxcr]Tov, , [pcxptK]ov, , A5tcxp [ T}V [ ov, nO:pet]-

5 KOV IJEyiO"TOV vi6s, eeov MapKOV 'AVTc.uveivov Evcrepovs repJJCXV[lK]ov, 
[ Kov] vic.uy [ 6s, eeo ]v , AVTc.u [ veivov EvO"E ]

povs eyyovos, eeov <A5ptcxvov Kcxi eeov TpcxlCXVOV ncxp6lKOV KCXi eeov Nepo[vcx] 
6:TI [ 6yovos, MapKos [ vp [os 'AVTc.uvetvos] 

LEPCXO"TOS, 5T}JJCXPXlKfiS O:veVTICXTOS, 'A<p[p]o[o]ElO"lEC.UV TOtS apxov[crl KCXi 
TiJ povi\fj Kcxi Tc';) xcxipetv vacat] 

navv TWV EiKOTC.UV Tjv eeov VJJas TIPOO"KWOVVTCXS Trcxp' Tis Tj eVyE [V ![ .. c. 15 .. 
?Tjcr6fivcxt ?ETii Tots mpi] 

10 TWV pcxppapc.uv KCXTc.up6c.uJJEVOlS Kcxi eopTi]v ETI' cxVTOtS KOlvTJV cr(Vv ?yetTVlWO"alS 
Troi\EO"l V CXyOVTCXS ?rnlO"TE'ii\CXl 5tCx] 

ws ei5EiT}JJEV VIJWV Ti]v rucrepetcxv· TCx VTicXPXOVTCX 5iK<;X [lex TiJ 
1r6i\El vJJwv JJEJJEVflKoTcx JJEXPl TfisJ 

vacat TJIJETEpcxs O:pxfis O:crai\eVTcx Kcxi TJJJEtS <pvi\rnoJJEV 1<1\ [ •• ? .. MV)(EtTE vacat ?] 
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Imperator Caesar L. Septimius Severus, Pius, Pertinax, Augustus, [Arabicus, 
Adiabenicus, Parthicus] maxim us, [son] of divus M arcus Antoninus Pi us, Ge[ rmanicus, 
Sarmaticus], brother [of divus] Com[mo]dus, grandson- of [divus] Antoninus Pius, 
great grandson of divus Hadrianus, [descendant] of [divus Traianus Parthicus and 
divus Ner]va, Pontifex Maximus, holding tribunician power for the sixth time, 
acclaimed victor for the [eleventh time, consul for the second time,] father of his 
country, proconsul, [and] Imperator Caesar M. Aureli[us Antoninus] Augustus, son 
of L. Septimius Severus, Pius, [Per]tina[x, Augustu]s, A[rabic]us, Adiab[enicu]s, 
[Parthi]cus maximus, grandson of M. Antoninus Pius, German[ic]us, Sarm[aticus], 
great grandson of divus Anto[ninus Pius, descendant of] divus Hadrianus, of divus 
Trajanus Parthicus and of divus Nerva, holding the tribunician power, proconsul, to 
the Magistrates, [Council and People] of the Aphrodisians, greetings. 

It was entirely likely that you who worship a goddess from whom the nobility 
[ .. ? .. rejoiced in our] successes [over] the barbarians and [conducted] a festival to 
celebrate them in common [?with your neighbours and sent to us through your] decree 
so that we should know your piety. The existing rights [of your city which have 
endured up to] our reign we too preserve unchanged [ .. ? .. ?Farewell]. 

11. 1-8. The letter was written in the joint names of Severus and Caracalla in 198, 
when Severus held the tribunician power for the sixth time (1. 4), and Caracalla, 
promoted to be Augustus at Ctesiphon, for the first (1. 8). The titulature used is 
normal for the time ; it stresses Severus' self-adoption into the Antonine family 
and his plans for dynastic succession. The eleventh imperatorial acclamation which 
is restored in I. 4 was given for the fall of Ctesiphon ; there can be no doubt that the 
twelfth salutation with which Severus is credited on a small number of inscriptions 
at this date is an error. The emperors remained in the East throughout the year so 
that the inclusion of the title proconsul for both is in conformity with the convention 
that it should only be used by emperors out of Rome. 
11. 9 f. The emperors responded to a decree of congratulation which should have 
been brought by ambassadors (cf. the large embassy sent to Severus from Aezani 
at about the same time, ILS 8805, ll. 26 f.); whether there is room for them to be 
named in I. 12 is uncertain. The occasion seems, at first sight, to be very obviously 
the fall of Ctesiphon (28 January 198, see the Feriale Duranum, YCES 7 (1940), 77), 
the climax of the second eastern expedition; but the language used (1. 10) is 
surprisingly sober for that, recalling the eTii Tois ofSeverus' letter to 
Aezani (1. 12). The date of the Aezani letter is uncertain, owing to the anomalies in 
its imperial title, but it must be earlier than the present letter since Severus was 
not yet Parthicus Maximus nor was Caracalla Augustus when it was written (it is 
commonly dated in 196, but its reference to Caracalla would accord rather well with 
his 'destination' to be emperor in 197). Moreover the fall of Ctesiphon was the 
moment chosen for Caracalla's- elevation to be Augustus (see R. 0. Fink in the 
commentary of Fink, Hoey and Snyder on the Feriale Duranum, op. cit., 79 ; the 
implications are discussed further by J. Guey, REA 50 (1948), 60 f.). It is not 
altogether easy to believe that a decree passed after the receipt of news of the double 
event would concentrate on the victory to the exclusion of the elevation. Tentatively, 
therefore, I suggest that doe. 17 is a reply to a decree passed late in 197 congratulating 
the emperor on his progress, but not in fact received by him until after Ctesiphort ; 
see further on doe. 18. 

For the description of the Parthians as [36:p[3cxpo1 cf. doe. 18, I. 2, and the letter 
of Severus and Caracalla to Nicopolis ad !strum (/.G. Bulg. 659, I. 29). 
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On the general style of Imperial replies to Aphrodisian congratulations see 
p. 110 f. 
1. 9. E\iyevetcx, which was perhaps said to be derived from the goddess, is a com
paratively banal attribute of cities (so L. Robert, Et. Anat. 304 f.); see also the 
passage cited on p. 25 in comment on doe. 4, 1. 17 f., and FD m. 4. 3, p. 67, no. 301, 
1. 5, Hadrian to Delphi, i} &pxCX16TT)s Kcxi i} E\Jyeve1cx [ Tfls n6A.ec.us Tfls VIJETEpcxs ... ]. 
Tipo01<Weiv has not previously been attested for the cult of Aphrodisian Aphrodite. 
11. 9-10. The Aphrodisians must have reported that they had expressed their pleasure 
at the emperor's success by a festival, which was of course normal on such occasions, 
see also p. 128 and contemporarily, or approximately so, the festivals of the Aezani
tans and Nicopolitans (above) and of the Aphrodisians themselves under Severus 
Alexander (doe. 48, ll. 14 f.) and Decius (doe. 25, 1. 4). It was apparently shared 
(Kotvftv), presumably with neighbouring cities (but cf. Kotv6s used in the sense of 
Sr11J6cnos at Aphrodisias, does. 28, 1. 2, 29, 1. 10). For the' sharing' there are possible 
models in the records of a iepos &ywv conducted jointly by the Aphrodisians 
with several neighbouring cities (see C/G 2761-5), as well as in MAMA 
11. 20-21, crvveopTacrcxt Texs &o-rvyetTVtwcrcxs n6A.ets, suggesting that the wording here 
might have been on the lines of eopTI]v e;r' miTois KOlVTJV cr[vv YE1TV1WO"CX1S iTOAEO"lV 
&ycxyeiv ••• ]. For Aphrodisian connections with groups of neighbours cf. also 
doe. 1, ll. 2 f., and the assembly of older evidence by Vagts, 13 f. 

For an approximately contemporary parallel to the imperial acknowledgment 
of information on feeling in their favour, cf. the letter to Nicopolis ad Istrum already 
cited, ll. 21-2, q>cxvepc.uTcl-rr)v ;rpo6V1Jicxv VIJWV e18o1JEV 816: Tov l.fJt)q>icrpCXTos. It is a 
commonplace of imperial letters. I have restored emcrTeiAcxt, exempli gratia, on the 
basis of e.g. P. Oxy. 3124, 1. 11 : iv' EioflTe emcrTeAA.c.u VJJiv ••• 
ll. 11 f. The emperors proceeded to confirm Aphrodisian rights which are described 
as oiKcxtcx, cf. also in does. 16, 1. 16, 20, I. 7, 25, 1. 13; for the word in this kind of 
context see L. Robert, RPh. 1959, 29 (the instances that he cites go back to Claudius, 
A. Rehm, Delphinion, no. 156). The beginning of I. 13 shows that a phrase is needed 
like that with the participle IJEIJEVTJKWS in doe. 18, I. 5. The proviso limiting the rights 
to ' what has survived unchanged in this reign ' appears in similar but not identical 
terms in does. 18, 1. 5, 20, ll. 7-8; in 25, ll. 13-14, the wording used more closely 
resembles that of Hadrian (doe. 15, ll. 6-7) in confirming' what has been given by 
previous emperors '. 
1. 12. For q>vA.&TTc.u see p. 122. It is in regular use in the letters to Aphrodisias 
except by Hadrian who wrote j3ej3ex1w, corresponding to conjirmo (doe. 15, 1. 7). 

What follows could, on the face of it, be KSX [i with another verb (e.g. j3ej3cxtov1Jev ), 
but that would be abnormal and in any case too long for the space available, especially 
if the line was centred, as the vacant space at its beginning may suggest. [ ( cruotos) 
is improbable in this position, since even if there is room for a formula indicating 
that the emperor had received the Aphrodisian decree (p. 112) from ambassadors, 
the person(s) concerned are named after the verb e;rpecrj3evev (e;rpecrj3evov) in all 
known versions of it. A phrase with KCXT6: (?Kcx66A.ov) is perhaps the solution. But 
given the context of recent civil war and the importance of the occasion it would be 
surprising if the Aphrodisians had sent their decree through a proconsul (contrast 
the very large embassy attested in the contemporary or almost contemporary letter 
of Severus to Aezani, see on ll. 9 f.). 
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For the valedictory greeting e\rrvxeiTe see above p. 124. For general style and 
characteristics see p. 111. 

Severus and his family appear on coins of Aphrodisias, see BMC, Caria, 
nos. 110-119. 

DOCUMENT 18. Letter of Severus and Caracalla to Aphrodisias 

Inscribed on the third course of column 5 of the archive wall (surviving inscribed 
area 1 ·56 x 0 ·18) ; the left side, covering It blocks, is complete except for the 
upper right corner of the second block, but on the right side one block is broken 
and partly lost and the right end is wholly lost; fragments of the lost areas have 
been found fallen in front of the wall (inv. nos. 67. 454, 69. 310, 458, 459, 463, 469). 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: av. 0·018; ligatured HN, NH in 1. 5; apex 
in I. 2 ; I. 1 outspaced ; star stop at the end of 1. 5. · 

Mentioned by Millar, ERW 416. 
Acknowledgments for discussion to Ian Davies, Richard Winton (general), 

George Souris (ambassadors). 

Plates XII, XX. 

A\rroKperropes :Leovfipos Kcxi •AVTwveivos c;l[pxovcn] Tfj 
j3 [ ovA.fj Kcxi] T0 [oru.lct> xcxipetv vacat] 

i]cr6EVTCXS hri T0 TOVS [j3cxp ]j3apovs VEVElKfjO" [6cx ]! KO.i TICXO"QV 
[Ti]v ev eipi]vlJ yeyevficr]-

6cxt crq>6Spcx ihrpmev ruq>pcxvefjvcxt Tfis KOlVWVlCX) eis > Av'rwveivov 
fJKOVO"T)S [ ?oVTCXS KcxAOVS KcXycx60VS avopcxs Kcxi] 

Tfj apxiJ &Mwv TipocrijKOVTCXS 0\Cx Ti]v TfiS TIOAEWS 
6eov, Ti]v \JTicxpxovcrcx]y 

5 TIOAElTElCXV Kcxi TOV) ETI> cx\rrfj TOVS TfiS apxfis clKEl [V ]i]-
TOVS (S EVTvxJei[ TE] star 

It is probable that some unassigned loose fragments (Appendix 1) belong here. 

The Emperors Severus and Antoninus to the [Magistrates] and the [Council and 
People] of the Aphrodisians, greetings. It was most appropriate that you, who 
rejoiced at the conquest of the insolent barbarians and [?the establishment of peace in] 
all [?the inhabited world], celebrated the coming of joint rule shared with my father 
to me, Antoninus, [ .. ? .. for you are ? good and noble men and] more closely related 
than others to the empire of the Romans because of [the goddess] who presides over 
your city. Your existing polity and its laws which have survived unchanged up to 
our reign [we preserve. ?Farewell]. 

I. 1. This letter, like doe. 17, is presented as a joint response of Severus and Caracalla, 
but the content is not consistent ; ll. 2--4 are drafted as from Caracalla alone in 
1. 3) whereas the confirmation of rights comes from both in 1. 5; hence the 
supplement I know of no parallel for such a combination of persons.·. 
Since Caracalla was only ten years old when this letter was written (see below) the 
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sentence concerned must be the work of his father or of a secretary. For another 
letter of Caraca11a written during his father's lifetime see R. Heberdey, Forschungen 
in Ephesus II, no. 26, which is there dated between 200 (on grounds of the seeming 
presence of E\rruxi)s in the imperial title) and 205 (on grounds of the imperial friends 
named in the text); it shows some similarities in phrasing to the Aphrodisian text 
(including the use of epo:cr\Jvecr6m of the conquered). 

The sharp abbreviation of the imperial names (for which there is a parallel in 
Sylf.3 876, 1. 1' oi 6E10T<l'T01 A\rroKperropes uovfjpos KO:t > AVTWVEivos Ko:icro:pes) has 
suppressed the date; the content indicates 198, in the aftermath of the fall of 
Ctesiphon and Caracalla's elevation to be Augustus on 28 January (see p. 125), on 
which the emperors were clearly congratulated. It seems likely that the imperial 
titles were omitted by the inscribers because they exactly repeated those which 
introduced doe. 17 immediately above. The letter seems to be a response to an 
Aphrodisian decree, or, perhaps, two decrees, passed early in 198, congratulating 
both. emperors on the victory of Ctesiphon and Caracalla on his elevation to be 
Augustus. There is no reference to an embassy and no space for ambassadors to be 
named at the end (see on 1. 5). 
I. 2. For the general style of imperial replies to Aphrodisian letters of congratulation, 
see p. 111 f. The description of the victory has close parallels in the letter of Severus 
and Caracalla to Nicopolis (cit. p. 125), 11. 28 f., Tfj VVv O:ei mpi TI]v 
O:pxr)v TlTT't;l; the use of 6po:cr\Jvecr6o:1 presented the enemy as the aggressor. 
In the Nicopolis letter there is also a reference to universal peace established by their 
defeat (11. 27 f.): eipiJv11s T£ TIO:mv &vepwTIOlS \mo:pxov<JT}s, and what 
survives at the end of the line is consonant with a similar reference here in terms 
which must have been something like what I have printed. As L. Robert has pointed 
out, the gift of peace by emperors is a longstanding theme (CRAI 1970, 14). 
1. 3. The letter to Nicopolis also provides some parallel for the description of the 
joint rule which Caracalla shares with his father, in 11.29 f. e[v] 51Ko:1m Ko1vwvio:1 

The line here may have concluded with a participial phrase of the 
type suggested in the printed text which made the link to I. 4 ; for rucppo:ive1v meaning 
to banquet in a ritual ceremony see L. Robert, Bull. Ep. 1977, no. 342, with references 
to earlier discussion. 
1. 4. Aphrodisias is related especially closely to Rome by virtue of her tutelary 
goddess (the restoration of ee6v seems inevitable); for this kind of statement see 
p. 4. The O:pxi) of the Romans is Rome's empire to which the Aphrodisians had 
attached themselves at least since the early first century B.c., playing on Roman 
interest in Aphrodite/Venus (p. 4). For the description of Aphrodite see p. 80. 

At the end of the line TI]v \m6:pxovcro:v seems almost certain, cf. the formula in 
doe. 19, I. 13, but for the fragment used at the end of this line see on doe. 19, 11. 2-3. 
1. 5. noA.lTe{o: is unique in this Aphrodisian dossier as a description of the rights 
conferred on the city and needing confirmation ; the sense is presumably that of free 
commonwealth, LSJ s.v., II. 2. The on the other hand recall both the 
which Hadrian confirmed (doe. 15, 1. 5) and the laws which Gordian accepted 
(doe. 22, 1. 4); see also, very much earlier, doe. 41, I. 5. By this time, however, some 
generalized formulation, such as the 51Ko:1o: of doe. 17, I. 11, seems normal, and it is 
interesting to find here so specific a reference to the rights conferred by the senatus 
consultum of 39 B.C. (doe. 8, 11. 46, 61-2). 
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There is no room for the formula naming ambassadors (see p. 112). But it 
would seem even more surprising if the Aphrodisian decree which stimulated this 
response was sent through the proconsul than that behind doe. 17 (see p. 126). 
There was presumably a valedictory greeting; for e\rrv)(eiTE see p. 124. 

For style and characteristics see p. 111 f. 
Caracalla appears on coins of Aphrodisias, see BMC, Caria, no. 119. 

DOCUMENT 19. Letter of Severus Alexander to Aphrodisias 

Inscribed on the third and fourth courses of column 5 of the archive wall 
(inscribed area in situ, 1· 56 x 0·145); the left-hand part is cut on 1! blocks which 
are intact, thy right-hand part shows increasing damage and the right end is almost 
wholly lost except for a few small fragments found fallen (inv. nos. 67. 454, 457, 459 
and unnumbered items). 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: I. 1, 0·018, I. 2, 0·02; ll. 3 f., av. 0·018; 
ligatured ME in I. 1, HM in I. 3, HN in I. 4, NE in I. 5; diaeresis in I. 5; bar above 
the figure in I. 2 ; I. 1 outspaced. 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Richard Winton (general), George Souris 
(ambassadors and text). 

Plates XII ; XX, 2-3; Fig. 6. 

A\rroKp6:n:..:»p Kcxicrcxp eeov Evcre!3ovs EKyovos, [6e]ov .AVTWVElVOV Evcre!3ovs 
IJEyl[crTOV MapKOS 

Evcre!3i]s E\rrv)(i]s Le!3cxcrT6s, apxteprus IJEylcrTOS, O'TliJCXPXtKflS TO y, stop 
Vir ex [ TOS, TICXTTjp Ticx ]TpiO [os, • Aq>pooetcrtewv ?To is O:pxovcrt] 

KCXl xcxipetv v. TO IJEV TICXpEAecr6cxt Tt TWV Tfj TIOAet OtKCXlWV 
&AA [ OTptov ?ecrTt ?Tils EV Tfj] apxfj [ Tfj EIJTJ ?mpi mwrcxs] 

KT)OEIJOVlCXS, TO OE KCXTCx TcxVTCx( ?) yeveoecxt Ti]v mpi Tfls TICXpOVO"T)S [ •.. 
c. 21 .. .. c. 14 .. M]-

5 yov exet Tov &KpoacrETcxt Si] VIJWV icrov Kcxi KOtvov eCXVTov Kcx6[tcrTas? 
[?e1rpecr!3evev . . c. 13 .. e\rrv)( 

EiTE] 
I. 1. The letters POL are cut in an erased area. 
I. 4. Only the upper horizontals survive for the letters ; each might also 
be r. ?, 1),? or r. 

Imperator Caesar M. Aure[lius Sev]erus [Aiexan]der, Pius, Felix, Augustus, [son] 
of divus Antoninus, Pius, Maximus, grandson of divus Severus, Pius, Pontifex 
Maximus, holding the tribunician power for the third time, consul, [father] of his 
country, [to the Magistrates] and People of the Aphrodisians, greetings. To take 
away anything from the rights belonging to the city is foreign to the guardianship 
[extended to all in my] reign, but to bring under the same principle the[ .. ? .. ] in the 
matter of the present petition [ .. ? .. ] has the appropriate ?reputation (?value); he 
willlisteri, [offering] himself as your fair [?judge] and open to all. [ .. ? .. was am
bassador. Farewell]. 

ll. 1-2. If the fragment used at the end of the line is correctly placed (but for a 
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difficulty see on ll. 2-3), Alexander's name was erased after his death, but re-inscribed 
subsequently. Re-inscription of his erased name is attested elsewhere (e.g. CIL vm, 
1313, 1429), but in the two other Aphrodisian inscriptions in which he is known to 
have figured it did not occur (does. 47, 48). 

He held the tribunician power for the third time in 224 ; his name and titles, 
in so far as they survive, are in the standard form for that year. 
ll. 2-3. If the fragment used at the end of ll. 1, 2 is correctly placed, it seems that 
there must have been an abnormality in the form of the address to the city. Probably 
there was omission of Tfj an error which would be easy to make during 
ordination of the inscription, since the formula was split between two lines; 
alternatively if the emperor wrote apxoucrt Kcxi it would be possible to 
accommodate the council as well as the magistrates in I. 2, although the presence of 
the article before OT)I..l(.}l is awkward ; for a partial parallel cf. apxoucn Kcxi Tfj 
Kcxi T0 5i]J..l(.}l in IGR IV, 1032, a letter of Hadrian to Astypalaea. 
ll. 3 [; What survives does not reveal the precise point of the city's petition (1. 4) but 
since the emperor appears to appoint an arbitrator (1. 5) there was no doubt a dispute, 
with another city or with the koinon of Asia (cf. doe. 21), in which Aphrodisian 
rights were locally thought to have been challenged (1. 3). Alexander was clearly 
well-disposed to Aphrodisias. He had already confirmed its rights in general terms 
and held out hopes of their extension (doe. 48, ll. 7 f.), while at some stage in his 
reign he honoured an Aphrodisian lady J..lCXTPWVTJS <JToi\fj (MAMA 514, 11. 28-31). In 
this letter he asserted the maintenance of traditional city rights as a principle of his 
reign, which he probably represented as a guardianship of all his subjects (11. 3-4). 
For 5iKcxtcx in the sense of city rights, see p. 126; for &i\i\6Tptos meaning alien, 
cf. OGIS 519, I. 11, J..16vot i]J..leis 6:i\i\6Tptcx T[w]v e[VTuxe<JT6:Tcuv] t<cxtp&v 1TOCJXOVTES; 
for KTJOEJ..lovicx see the instances collected and discussed by Mason, 151 f.; he traces 
a development from the actual guardianship of minors in civil law to a metaphorical 
one of governors or, as here, emperors (for whom his earliest example is Claudius, 
SEG IV, 516, A, I. 15). The concept accords with the traditional characterization of 
the reign, cf. also the edict of Alexander first published asP. Fayum 20, col. n, I. 16 
(J. H. Oliver, AJPh 99 (1978), 474 f.), where he professes his concern Kcxi 

TJiv O:pxi]v. There is also some appearance here of a con
sciously stressed contrast with predecessors. The phrases that I have supplied at the 
end of I. 3 are, of course, exempli gratia only, but cf. ij Tov AliToKp6:Topos mpl 1TCxVTCXS 
KTJOEJ..lovicx in BGU 372, col. I, I. 12 (second cent.), cited by LSJ s.v. KTJOEJ..lovicx. The 
opposition, of J..lEV in I. 3 and Se in I. 4 suggests that Alexander was far from convinced 
that Aphrodisian rights were threatened in the case put to him (cf. also doe. 21 under 
Gordian Ill) ; but he expressed his doubt with careful tact. 

The phrase ij 1Tcxpoucrcx for the present petition occurs also in the reply 
of Gordian Ill to the Scaptoparenes (Sylf.3 888, I. 107) and was clearly administrative 
jargon. 
I. 4. KCXTCx TcxVTa is to be preferred to KCXTa TcxVTcx. 
I. 5. [t\6]yov seems an obvious restoration; if it is right, it is probable that someone 
who has an appropriate reputation is being appointed (or recommended) as one 
who will listen fairly to all aspects of the case. . .. ]TTJV is probably the end of his 
title; KptTi]v fits the space available quite well, 5tKcx<JTi]v or i\oyt<JTi]v would also be 
possible, although a little long. 
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There is room for the formula naming an ambassador (with a short name), and 
it seems probable that it stood here (see p. 112). A final greeting may also be pre
sumed (see p. 124). 

On general style and characteristics see p. 111 f. 

On my interpretation of the layout and lettering of the texts on the wall (p. 36), 
the archive was inscribed in the reign of Severus Alexander and this document 
was originally its final item ; it was subsequently resumed and carried on under 
Gordian Ill and perhaps again under Decius. For Gordian's reign there have 
survived in part or complete as many as four (perhaps five) letters inscribed either on 
that wall (does. 20, 21) or in its immediate neighbourhood (the analemma, doe. 22, 
some unidentified but nearby position, does. 23, 24). No other reign is represented 
by so many letters and there is other evidence too for Gordian's popularity in the 
city, where C/G 2801 and coins (BMC, Caria, p. 37, no. 74, p. 38, no. 77, p. 47, 
nos. 122, 128, SNG 17, no. 8065, MacDonald, Coins 22, nos. Aph. 159-60) show that 
a local contest was named in his honour ropStcxvfjcx • AncxAfjcx) and he and 
his wife were commemorated on coins (SNG 7, nos. 2463-5). If Anthony Birley is 
right in his view that Gordian's family came from Asia Minor (Britain and Rome 
(1965), ed. M. G. Jarrett and B. Dobson, 56 f.) local connections may have been 
the origin of his popularity ; but in any case the tone of the letters below shows that 
he and his advisors took considerable pains to please, expressing with tact even what 
was a not quite favourable decision. 

DOCUMENT 20. Letter of Gordian Ill to Aphrodisias 

Inscribed on the lowest course of column 4 of the archive wall, below doe. 9, 
in an area especially prepared (inscribed area, 1 · 97 x 0 · 27). 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D., less carefully cut than in previous documents : 
av. 0·02; I. 8, 0·022; ligatured THN in I. 6; apex in I. 3; bars above the figures 
in I. 2 and the abbreviated nomen in I. 8. 

Translation and brief comment by Millar, ERW 417, see also 614. 
Acknowledgments for discussion to X. Loriot (the date), Charlotte Roueche, 

George Souris (the ambassador), Richard Winton (general). 

Plate XII; Fig. 6. 

A\rroKpCrrc.op Kcxicrop MO:pKOS ropStcxvos Evcre(3i}s EVTu)(i}s LE(3CXO'TQs, 
apxtepe\Js 

IJEYtCTTOS, StwcxpxtKfjs TO 13', tmCXTos, TICXTi}p TICXTpiSos, • AcppoSetcrtec.ov 
Tois O:pxovcrtv 

vacat Kcxi TiJ (3ovA.iJ Kcxi T0 xoipetv vacat 
Kcxi TiJ apxcxtOTT)Tl VIJWV Kcxi TiJ eVvOl\X Kcxi TiJ <p!At\X TiJ 7rpos 'Pc.ol.lcxiovs TipocrfjKOV 

T)v, G) 

5 • AcppoSetcrteis, o\hc.os 8tCXTE6fjvcxt eTii TiJ !3cxcrt:Aei\X TiJ EIJiJ ws EC11AOVTE StO: Tov 1rp6s 

IJE l.!''ll<ptcriJCXTOS, &ve·wv Si} Kcxi VIJWV Ti}v e\Jcrel3fj St6:6ecrtv cpvA.O:nc.o 
!3el3cxicxv Ti}v &7r6A.cxvcrtv TI6:vTc.ov Twv liTicxpxovTc.ov StKcxic.ov TE 
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IJEXPl Twv Ko:ipwv Tf\S Tf\S EIJf\s. KA.(o:u510S) 'Hye!l6vevs. 
E\rruxeiie. 

Imperator Caesar M. Antonius Gordianus, Pius, Felix, Augustus, Pontifex 
Maximus, holding the -tribunician power for the second time, consul, father of his 
country, to the Magistrates, Council and People of the Aphrodisians, greetings. 

It befitted both your ancient origins and your goodwill and friendship towards 
the Romans, 0 Aphrodisians, that you should be so disposed to my kingship as you 
demonstrated in your decree for me. In response to this and in recompense for your 
pious (loyal) attitude, I preserve your secure enjoyment of all your rights, as they 
have been preserved up to the time of my kingship. Claudius Hegemoneus carried 
out the duties of ambassador. Farewell. 

ll. 1-2. Gordian held the tribunician power for the second time in 239 ; his name 
· and titles are correct for the period. The omission of ave&rrCXTos, when it is included 
in doe. 21, I. 2, of 243 (during the emperor's eastern expedition), indicates respect 
for the constitutional view that an emperor should only use this title when away 
from Rome. If this letter was written from Rome, some doubt is thrown on the 
date of an edict issued from Antioch, supposedly in 239 (C. Haenel, Corp. leg., 
p. 166), and on X. Loriot's thesis that Gordian visited the East in that year (ANRW 
11.2, 770) ; but we do not know the exact date of this letter-and time can have been 
spent in Rome as well as in Antioch within the year. 
11. 2-3. The direct address to the citizens is an unusual feature, suggesting that the 
letter was originally thought out in terms of a speech. 
ll. 3 f. The emperor responded to an Aphrodisian decree of congratulation on his 
accession brought by the ambassador named in I. 8 ; for the characteristics of letters 
of this type at Aphrodisias, seep. 111 f. The courteous tone, apparent also in does. 21, 
22, accords with the traditional picture of this reign. Gordian was notably popular 
throughout Asia Minor (see L. Robert, CRAI 1970, 14 f.), and clearly very much 
so in Aphrodisias, already before his Persian victories to which this popularity has 
been attributed by some ; the origin in Asia Minor conjectured for his family by 
Anthony Birley may be relevant (seep. 131). His reign is termed a (ll. 5, 8), 
following the view of the time that the monarchy of a offered constitu
tionalism in contrast to tyranny; for some account of the development of this 
concept see Mason 120 f. and Millar, ERW 613 f. At this period examples of its 
employment by emperors themselves are comparatively rare so that it may be a 
word picked up by Gordian from the Aphrodisian decree (cf. its appearance also in 
doe. 25, I. 10; note also, however, that Elagabalus used it in a letter to Delphi, 
FD m. 4. 3, no. 332). 

In using &ve' (;)v and in I. 6 Gordian appears to imply that his 
confirmation of Aphrodisian rights was a fair exchange for their behaviour and 
attitude to him, cf. his pose of interchange between equals in doe. 22, ll. 8-10. 

The qualities of which he approves in Aphrodisias are essentially commonplace ; 
on see also doe. 17, 11. 11 ; 20, I. 6; 42, I. 12; 57, I. 5; 62, I. 6; on 
apxCXloTTJS cf. L. Robert, Et. Anat. 247-8, 251, and the sentence of a letter from 
Hadrian to Delphi quoted on p. 126. It is surprising that there is no reference to 
Aphrodite, who normally figures in letters of this type. 
I. 7. For see on p. 117; there is a parallel for chr6A.o:vcr1s in SEG 
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XIII, 518, 1. 9, [exe]Tw yovv TT, [ v] Tfls &yo [pai]ou &1r6 [1\]aucnv (A.D. 250-70) ; on 
SiKata see p. 126. 

The change of spelling from <pv1\errrw in 1. 6 to <pv1\acr<rollevwv in 1. 7 may have 
preserved a trace of imperial versus Aphrodisian practice. For <pv1\errrw in the sense 
of custodia seep. 128; this spelling is used in the personal statements of Commodus 
Septimius Severus and Caracalla, and Traianus Decius ; the. phrase describing the 
rights which have been preserved so long and now need confirmation may well have 
been lifted (with mild adaptation) from the Aphrodisian request. 

The formula used to name the ambassador is the standard one (see p. 112). 
The name of Claudius Hegemoneus, the Aphrodisian ambassador, should probably 
be restored also, as Charlotte Roueche has observed, in J. M. R. Cormack, ABSA 59 
(1964), 20, no. 14, 11. 13-14, an agonistic inscription in which, if that is right, he 
figures in connection with the twentieth celebration of a festival likely to be the 
Aphrodeisiea Philemonea (seep. 189). 

For style and characteristics see p. 111 f. 

DOCUMENT 21. Letter of Gordian Ill to Aphrodisias 

Inscribed in the lowest course of column 5 of the archive wall, in an area 
especially prepared for it (inscribed area, 2 · 38 x 0 · 31 ). The blocks at the left side 
are intact ; those at the right side are damaged but are substantially restored with 
small fragments found fallen in front of the wall (inv. no. 69. 468 and unnumbered 
items). 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: av. 0·017; less carefully cut than the pre
Gordianic texts; ligatured TH in l. 2, TH (three times) in l. 3, HN in l. 4, TH in l. 6, 
N M in l. 5, MH M in l. 6, N M. in l. 7, TH in l. 8 ; circular stops in ll. 2, 8 ; star stop 
in l. 8 ; bars above the figures in l. 2 and above OY in 1. 7 ; 1. 1 outspaced. 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Richard Winton (general), X. Loriot (the_ 
date), Martin Ostwald (nomos), George Souris (the ambassadors), Wynne Williams 
(1. 9). 

Plate XII; Fig. 6. 

A\rroKpcrrwp Kaicrap MapKOS 'AVTWV10S r opStavos Evcrepi]s E\rry [xl)s 2:ep]a<YT6s, 
&[pxte]pevs llEYt<rTos, sn [llapxt]

Kfis To s', VrraTos To P', TiaTi)p TICXTpiSos, O:v6waTos, 'A<ppoS [ etcrtew ]y 
w [is] 9:P. [xo ]vert Kai Tfj pov1\'fj Kai T0 

xaipetv v. To Tfjs 'Acrias povAEVIlCl, TO Kai VllCXS KClTacrTf)crav eis KO[tvwvi]av Tfjs 
'I!P. [os] 0:TuxiJcraVTas 

E1T1Kovpias, OVK Tjv, ovSe yap oiov TE E1T1TcXyllClT1 1T [pos TO 
Tio1\eheulla 

5 XPT)<YTOV ev llEToucric;x Ka6t<rTav Vllas <ptAav6pcl:>Tiov Kai o[i11}; Kai Ka6' 
VllCXS TiperrrETE ev [Ka]Ta

O"KEV'fj T1VOS <?!Ko8ollfJilClTOS O"UVE1T1AClll!3ClVol,lEV01 TfjS [ W ]S 8EOilEV01S' 
· V"TTep se Tov IlEA-
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l.oVTos f}KtO"Ta XPTJ SeStevm· Toi? yap e/.eveepms, oil nt.eiOLov llE[Te]xETe, 1-16vos 
e01iv npos Ta 

vacat v61-1os To eKovcnov stop Kai A[i]l.tos Kaf.!.t
Kpcrr'lls· Etrrvx.e [iTe] 

vacat 6eia mmypmpi] npoTETayllEV'Il vacat 

Imperator Caesar M. Antonius Gordianus, Pius, Felix, Augustus, Pontifex 
Maximus, holding the tribunician power for the sixth time, consul for the second, 
father of his country, proconsul, to the Magistrates, Council and People of the 
Aphrodisians, greetings. 

The resolution of Asia which associated you too with those assisting the victims 
of misfortune was not a command, for it is not possible to issue a command to those 
who are free, but a good administrative act placing you among those who take part 
in beneficent activity of a type which you undertake also among yourselves when you 
help with preparations for the erection of a house for those in need. And for the 
future there is no necessity for fear; for among free men, and you have a very great 
share of freedom, the only law in such matters is what you are willing to do. Aurelius 
Ctesias and Aelius Callicrates carried out the duties of ambassadors. Farewell. 

The above (?) is the divine (imperial) reply in the matter of (?) the Laodiceans. 

11. 1-2. Gordian Ill held tribunician power for the sixth time in 243. He was in the 
East throughout the year so that his use of the title &vWnaTos is strictly constitutional. 
11. 3 f. The emperor responded to an Aphrodisian protest, brought by the ambassa
dors named in 1. 9, against liabilities under a decree of the Council of Asia. Since 
the decree concerned help for victims of misfortune (1. 3) and perhaps rebuilding of 
houses (ll. 5-6}, the occasion was probably the earthquake reported in SHA, Gord. 
26. 1-3 ; there are no epigraphic references which can be related to this with any 
certainty in the collection of evidence on earthquakes in Asia Minor made by 
L. Robert (BCH 102 (1978), 395 f.), but it was undoubtedly serious. It is not 
precisely dated but since the writer of the vita moves directly from it (sedato terrae 
motu) to the war with the Persians that was begun in the course of 242, it has 
commonly been placed in 241; since it was still topical in 243 it may have been 
rather later, perhaps in early 242. 

Activity by the Council of Asia in the third century is attested by a very small 
number of documents (J. Deininger, Die Provinziallandtage der romischen Kaiserzeit 
(1965), 55 f., summarizes the known record) and this is an important addition. 
Self-help organized by the provincial council is not otherwise attested for any 
period; as Robert's examples show, the recorded procedure after disaster was to 
apply to the emperor or to rely on the generosity of the local rich. 

BovAev!Ja for a decree of the koinon is apparently non-technical is 
used in the formal Augustan documents on the calendar of Asia, cf. OGIS 458, I. 27) 
but recalls the informal description of the council as To (e.g. IGR IV, 

780). 'Enhay1-1a is another informal word with the sense of instruction, order 
(L. Robert, Aph 406, and Mason s.v. with p. 128). not.hev!Ja is yet another and here 
has the sense act of administration for which LSJ s. v. cite Demosthenes I 8. 108; 136 
and IG IV (1). 81. 9 from Epidaurus (KcXAAlO'TOV lTOAElTEVIlO e[non)craTO ... ). 

It is clear that Gordian believed the Aphrodisians to be protesting at nothing, 
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but was extremely tactful in the way he said so. The emperor's stress on the main
tenance of their freedom is very like that of Severus Alexander (doe. 19). For the 
view that local obligations, such as those to the koinon of Asia, were Roman
guaranteed, see also doe. 14, and for the Aphrodisian position that the city's 
association with the actions of the koinon was voluntary, see the commentary on 
doe. 14. 
11. 5-6. It would be possible to interpret this line as indicating that Aphrodisias 
had also suffered in the earthquake-but the emperor's use of the local example 
may be purely hypothetical. 
1. 7. The curious phrase in which the writer extracts the concept TO ei\e\ieepov from 
Tois ei\eveepots seems to be a kind of echo ofThucydides 3. 83: To ev11ees oil To 
yevvaiov Tii\eio-rov IJETEXEt. Gordian was reputed to be well-read (cf. SHA, Gord. 31. 
4,fuit . .. in litteris nobilis, cited by L. Robert, CRAI 1970, 16), and Thucydides was 
among the classical authors whose influence can be traced in this period (cf. F. Millar, 
A Study of Cassius Dio (1964), 177). 
1. 8. The metaphorical use of v611os in the sense of norm or guide-line goes back to 
the fourth century B.c. (cf. Plato, Gorgias 483e). The emperor is presumably in
dicating again that neither he nor the koinon of Asia are dictating rules of action for 
the Aphrodisians, who are free to do what they want in the current situation. 

The formula used to name the ambassadors is the standard one for the time 
(see p. 112). Aurelius Ctesias may be the rhetor of CIG 2797; Aelius Callicrates is 
not otherwise known. 
1. 9. This presents serious problems. It is the last inscribed line in the lowest register 
of the final column· on the archive wall (omitting from consideration the terminal 
pilaster); and it must be assumed that it was written below the text of doe. 21 on 
the copy in the city's record-office. It was also regarded by the 'ordinator' of the 
inscription as complete in itself, since there are vacant spaces on either side of it. 

'AVTtypa<pi] is the equivalent of rescriptum, which is us,ed by the jurists for any 
imperial response, letter or subscript, in which they found a legal principle expressed. 
8ela OVTtypa<pi], however, is the langauge of subjects rather than imperial clerks 
(cf. StO: Selas O:VTtypaqrfjs in the petition of the Scaptoparenes, IGR 1, 674, 11. 75-6 
(IG Bulg. 2236, 11. 79-80), cited by Mason s.v. and doe. 43, 11. 8-9); it is likely, 
therefore, to have been added at Aphrodisias. npoTO:crcmv in relation to official 
documents seem's normally to mean 'prefix', cf. P. Oxy. 3105, 11. 29-30, emStSovs 
CTO! mpi TOVTOV TOO£ TCx (oi)s Ti}v ee\av P. Flor, 382, 
11. 29-30, ai TipoTETayllevat Seiat ... ] ; but since it must here refer to the 
present document (short of a stupid inclusion in the inscription of a rubric referring 
to another document attached to the record-office copy of this one), it should mean 
placed or inscribed above. KaTO: /\aoStKeis adds a complication, since the present 
document is patently concerned with the Aphrodisians. At Aphrodisias, however, 
Laodicea would naturally be taken to mean Laodicea on the Lycus ; and it is 
perhaps not quite impossible that this was the earthquake-shaken city which the 
Aphrodisians had been invited to assist in the offending decree of the koinon of 
Asia. It would' not then be quite surprising if the record-office clerk added to the 
emperor's letter a note to show the precise circumstances to which the emperor's 
pronouncement of principle was related. 

For style and characteristics seep. 110 f. 
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DOCUMENT 22. Letter of Gordian Ill to Epaphras 

Block broken in two but now recomposed and substantially complete 
(l ·53 X 0 · 72 x 0 · 72), the lower half found in the north analemma, the upper 
fallen forward into the parodos; since there is evidence of some repair to the 
analemma it cannot be quite excluded that the block was re-used there, but much 
more probably this was its original position. The inscription was cut in an especially 
prepared area, around which the unpolished surface survives and forms a frame. 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D. : 0 · 025 ; apices in ll. 10, ll ; circular stop in 
I. 8 ; the first word of I. 9 is cut in the margin and appears to be an afterthought. 

K. T. Erim and J. Reynolds, JRS 59 (1969), 56, whence AE 1969, no. 599, and 
comments by J. and L. Robert, Bull. Ep. 1970, no. 536; W. Seston, XIII Congres 
international des Sciences historiques (Moscow, 1970), 15; J. H. Oliver, GRBS 11 
(1970), 137 f.; M. Worrle, Chiron 1 (1971), 333; H. J. Wieling, ZRG 91 (1974), 364. 

Acknowledgments for discussion to J. A. Crook and W. Seston (legal aspects). 

Plate XXI, I. 

[ A\rr ]9 [ Kperrwp] MO:pKos [ VTwv10s] 
r op5to:vos [Ev ]oe[3i]s E\rrv)(i]s [[3o:016s] 
vac. 'ETio:q>pq: xo:ipe[tv vac.] 
Ei Tl TIEpi Twv Tfjs mrrpi5os crov [ wv] 

5 Tfj TE iEpWTCrrlJ f3ovft.fj e5 [ 
KO:i To is EV eeois TWV A\rroKpo:T6pwv, TOV [TO] 
KCq.lOi TIPETIOl av ETii TWV o:\rrwv q>VACrrTE!Y 
opwy TD 1To:Tpi5! TD crfj. Ei TOlVVV TipOO"lWV 

TIS T0 IJOV KO:i Tf\S 1To:Tpi5os Tf\S 
10 El-lf\S 1\o:Tpwvto:vc.;> \mep wv eveypo:

\jJO:S 5t5aO"Kots To &pxf\s eeos avo:TIEIJ\1'0:1 
TIPOVOTJO"ET<Xl TTJV mpi TOV noft.v5wpov 
Kpicrtv T0 v. "Eppwcro. vac. 

1. l, [A\rroKperrwp] E/R; 1. 3, xo:ipe E/R, xo:ipe[tv] Robb.; 1. 5, E/R, 
0. 

Imperator Caesar M. A[ntonius] Gordianus, Pius, Felix, Au[gustus], to Aurelius 
Epaphras, greetings. Any decision about the laws of your native city that has been 
made by the reverend council of the Senate and those of the emperors who have been 
deified it would be proper for me too to preserve for your native city on the same 
terms. If, therefore, you/someone were to go to my friend Flavius Latronianus, who 
is prefect of my own native city, about the matters on which you wrote, and would 
explain to him the original tradition, he will arrange to remit the decision in the 
matter of Polydorus to the proper court. Farewell. 

Unlike all the letters inscribed on the archive wall itself, this one, cut on the 
north analemma, is addressed to a private person, undoubtedly an eminent citizen 
of Aphrodisias. Its bearing on Aphrodisian privileges is so obvious that its associa
tion with the archive hardly needs explanation, and there may even have been some 
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attempt to underline the fact that its implications were general and not simply 
particular (see on 1. 9). Nevertheless, since we do not know its exact date and 
therefore its chronological relation to the second letter of Gordian inscribed on the 
wall (doe. 21; it is presumably later than Gordian's accession confirmation of 
rights, doe. 20), we must allow that it may have been cut on a nearby wall not 
because there was no space for it on the archive wall at the time of its receipt but 
because it belonged in a slightly different category from that of the other imperial 
documents in this archive. 

ll. 1-2. The introduction omits the imperial titles that would give a date within 
Gordian's reign and our knowledge of the career of Flavius Latronianus (ll. 9-10) 
is too inadequate to help. In 1969 Erim/Reynolds argued from the language of 
ll. 4-8 that the letter should probably be placed early in the reign, even that it might 
represent Gordian's first confirmation of Aphrodisian rights. We now know that 
Gordian had sent a previous letter of general confirmation (doe. 20) ; but it remains 
theoretically possible that the document belongs early in the reign. 
I. 3. Aurelius Epaphras is otherwise unknown (but see below); his nomen suggests 
a family which received Roman citizenship at earliest under Marcus and more 
probably by the Antonine Constitution, while his cognomen is new in our records 
of the Aphrodisian elite. Yet he must have been eminent, for undoubtedly in
dividuals who received letters from emperors were always men of very high standing 
(cf. Millar, ERW 469-70). 
I. 4. A comparatively formal reference to senatorial and imperial decisions is given 
for the origin of the Aphrodisians' right to use their own laws. It was of course 
embodied in the senatus consultum of 39 B.C. (doe. 8, ll. 46 f., 61-2); the antiquity of 
this origin is stressed in the phrase To apxf\s e6os used in I. 11 (related to the Latin 
concept ex pristino more found in the letter of Severus and Caracalla to Heraclitus 
concerning Tyras, ILS 423, 11. 17-18). No doubt Aphrodisian rights had been 
confirmed in general terms by all emperors ; we know of specific confirmations of 
autonomy by Hadrian (doe. 15, I. 5) and by Severus and Caracalla (doe. 18, I. 5); 
for other references to Aphrodisian autonomy see p. 83. 

The rather elaborate Ti crVvKAT)TOS is now thought to show the Atticizing 
style of the court (so Mason 121 f.) rather than a desire to mollify the Senate, as 
suggested by Erim/Reynolds; that desire is evident, however, in the adjective 
iepc.vTOTTJ which is quite commonly applied to the Senate at this date, see L. Robert, 
op. cit., with references to his own Monnaies grecques (1968), 76, and to G. Forni, 
'IEPA e GEOC CYNKAHTOC' in MAL 19538, v (whose catalogue of material in
cludes Aphrodisian instances (coin legends), including several of the reign of 
Gordian). The specific limitation of the preceding emperors to the divi, i.e. those who 
had received senatorial approval after death, even if it was reluctantly given in some 
cases, must also indicate an attitude of official respect for the Senate. 
ll. 7-8. 'ETii Twv cx\rrwv opwv seems unusual but must mean on the same terms, 
cf. LSJ s.v., citing CPR 19. 8 (fourth cent. A.D.), ovv6ecr6atTip6s Ttva eTii opots WCYTE ... 
11. 8 f. Epaphras was instructed to approach Flavius Latronianus, praefectus urbi, 
and explain the ancient tradition ; Latronianus would then arrange for the case 
concerning Polydorus to be referred to the oiKeiov OtKaCYTi)ptov. 

On Latronianus see PIR2 F 297; Barbieri, Albo Senatorio (1952), no. 236; 
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G. Vitucci, Ricerche sulla Praefectura urbi (1956), 122, no. 48; K. Dietz, Senatus 
contra Principem (1980), 158-60, no. 39. The inscription has settled a doubt as to 
whether he did in fact hold office under Gordian. The formula used for his title is 
strikingly abnormal ; the emperor has substituted TTlS mrrpf5os i"fls El-liiS for Tfjs 'Pc;,!-!TJS, 
not simply in avoidance of a technical term (eTiapxos 'PW!-!TJS vel sim.), but using the 
occasion to make other points. The phrase clearly balances TiaTpis, cri) (11. 4, 8) 
in what seems to be an attempt to maintain the fiction of quasi-equality both between 
Gordian and Epaphras as men and between Rome and Aphrodisias as parties to a 
treaty. It is also possible that he was stressing his own birth in the city of Rome, 
which has been thought to be a point with which the senatorial party of the third 
century was concerned (so P. W. Townsend, YCS 14 (1955), 53); but it was not 
new for an emperor to describe Rome as mine, cf. Caracalla, P. Giess. 40, col. 2, 
1. 10, eis Ti)v 'Pw!-!T]V Ti)v E!li)v. 

For 5t56:crt<etv as a normal word in such a context see L. Robert, Hell. xr-xn, 
252 f. 

The problem seems most naturally taken as arising over a case due to be heard 
in Latronianus' court (so Erim/Reynolds); Oliver's view that the prefect's function 

- was simply to allocate cases to their proper courts-a new function, since Epaphras 
had to be told of it-rests on no evidence. 

The character of the case seemed to Erim/Reynolds to be beyond recovery. 
Wieling has examined various possibilities, on the assumption that it was to have 
gone to the prefect's court, and concluded that it was probably a civil case brought 
against Polydorus in Rome by an Aphrodisian prosecutor; since both would be 
Roman citizens at this date it could quite properly have been heard in Rome, but 
as Aphrodisians they had the privilege of preferring an Aphrodisian court. That is 
attractive but remains hypothetical, and there is a difficulty (appreciated by Wieling) 
in the formula Ti)v mpi Tov noAv5wpov Kpfcrtv (1. 12), which is not a straightforward 
description of a party to a case (though not impossible for one in some circumstances, 
cf. ei Ttva KptTi)pta mpi roiT&v 6:TI6VTwv ... yeyov6Ta ecrTfv in the se de Asclepiade, 
RDGE 22, 11. 20 f.). All that can be said for certain is that the case was about 
Polydorus, and while it is difficult, as Wieling noted, to envisage a situation in which 
two other people were· in litigation about him unless he were a slave (but a slave 
would hardly figure in the correspondence by name), the point would probably be 
quite clear, and perhaps simple, if we had the letter to which the emperor is replying. 

Epaphras might himself have been a party to the case, with a personal preference 
for having it heard in Aphrodisias, or have acted in the role of advocatus reipublicae 
on behalf of a litigant or indeed of the city itself. 

·AvaTIEI-\TIEtv must mean to remit or refer to another court (so Erim/Reynolds 57, 
n. 6, citing P. Gen. 31, 5, and Preisigke, Worterbuch s.v.; we did not intend the 
meaning send back attributed to us by Oliver). 

To oiKeiov 5tKaO"Tijptov recurs in P. Oxy. 1101, 23, 27 (fourth cent.) where it 
appears to mean the appropriate court ; but Wieling prefers here his home court. It is 
difficult to know how far at this date to press the syntactical point that, with the 
sense his own, oiKeios should refer to the subject of the sentence (Latronianus), but 
in any case it seems to me to need a strong argument to override the evidence of 
the papyrus text. Of course the ultimate result in the context is the same-for, 
given Aphrodisian rights, the appropriate court is his home court. 
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The addition to the left of I. 9 seems most easily explained as the indefinite 
pronoun, intended to indicate that it was not simply Epaphras but anyone (although 
it would naturally be one of the litigants in the event) who could make the necessary 
representations to the prefect. An afterthought by the emperor, to which the syntax 
of the sentence was not adjusted, may be possible ; but on the whole it seems to 
me more likely that it was a marginal addition made at Aphrodisias itself to clarify 
the general application of the imperial pronouncement ; that would explain why the 
verb was not altered from 8t06:CTKots to 8t86:CTKot. Oliver sees here a marginal notation 
of a type found in the left-hand margins of some legal texts in order to guide the 
reader to what he wanted, but I am not clear how interrogative Tis (which he proposes) 
would fulfil that purpose. 

The document is certainly notable evidence for the strong survival of local law 
and local courts as of right in the third century, despite the Antonine Constitution 
(a point stressed both by Seston and by Wieling). It has been observed by Oliver 
(and the point was developed by Worrle) that it brings out particularly well the 
strength of the civic tradition within the more cosmopolitan conception 
by the extension of the Roman empire. The hold which the city of Rome has on a 
Roman-born is paralleled by the hold which the city of Aphrodisias has on an 
Aphrodisian-born ; Oliver provided a nice parallel from the pen of Marcus Aurelius 
(M. Ant. 6. 44): TI6i\ts Kai TiaTpis ws !lEV • AVTu.wiv'l' !lOt f) 'Pc.0!-111 ws Se &vepc.OTI'l' 6 
KOO"!lOS. 

For style and characteristics see p. 110 f. 

DOCUMENTS. 23 and 24. Fragmentary letters, one certainly from Gordian Ill 

Fragment of marble without edges (inv. no. 76. 11 ;- 0·17 x 0·23 x 0·09) 
inscribed on the face. Found re-used in the Byzantine defence wall in the area of 
the north parodos of the theatre; now in Aphrodisias Museum. 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: ll. 1-3, 0·022; I. 4, 0·025; ll. 6-7, 0·02. 

Plate XXII, 1. 

. .•. ]NAM[ ... 
[ A\rroKpcrrwp Kaicrap MapKOS • AvTWVlOS r]op8tcxy [os EtrrvxiJs 

.. ? .. • A<ppo8etcrtewv 
[?To is CXPXOVO"l Kat Tfj Kat Tc'i) 8iJ!l'!'] xaipE!V [ .. . 

. . . .. . 
5 ... ]QPEQ[ .. . 

.. . ]KAT[ .. . 
[ ... 

Most of the inscribed fragments found re-used in the Byzantine defence wall 
at this point came from the archive wall (see p. xvii), but there is no obvious place 
for this text there. Presumably it came from a nearby location (cf. doe. 22). 
I. 1 appears to be from the last line of a lost document (with ?El<pef]vall[ev, vel sim.), 
but might be a 
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1. 2 gives part of the name of Gordian HI, but there is no evidence to show whether 
it was followed by his complete title, as in does. 20, 21 or an abbreviated one, as in 
doe. 22. 
1. 3. Since imperial letters addressed to private persons are rare, see on doe. 22, 1. 3, 
it is natural to guess that the beginning of this line should contain the address to the 
city ; but an individual addressee cannot be excluded. 
ll. 4 f. What survives is too fragmentary to give a serious indication of the content ; 
part of the word TioAews may survive in 1. 4, though there are other possibilities, 
e.g. lAEWS. 

The following letter of Traianus Decius and his elder son is cut on a block 
which has been re-used in the city wall, in a section demonstrably containing many 
blocks from the theatre (including one from doe. 8, see p. xvii). Its content 
shows it to be of a kind that was being inscribed on or near the archive wall in the 
mid third century and it is very likely, therefore, to have originated in or near the 
north parodos. I have included it here in order to complete the record of imperial 
letters to the city. 

DOCUMENT 25. Letter ofTraianus Decius and Herennius Etruscus to Aphrodisias 

Marble block (1 · 61 x 0 · 785 x 0 · 33) inscribed on the exposed face. Re-used 
in the south stretch of the city wall, in an area where many blocks originated in the 
theatre; it is a plausible hypothesis that it came from the north parodos or nearby. 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: av. 0·025; ligatured HM in I. 5, HM in I. 7, 
HN (twice), TH in 1. 8, THN, TH, NH in 1. 9, TH in 1. 10, HM in 1. 11, THN (twice) 
in I. 12; bars above the figures in 1. 3; arabesques twice in 1. 7 and once in I. 16. 

CIG 2743, with p. 1109, for which Boeckh used copies derived from Sherard 
and his companions, cod. Ask. 1. 65 (Sherard, p. 18), cod. Spanh. n. 77 (on these 
copies see Appendix n), as well as one of unknown origin sent to him by Raoul
Rochette (on which see L. Robert, Hell. XIII, 131-2), and added a postscript after 
seeing Fellows' publication, C. Fellows, An Account of Discoveries in Lycia, 1840 
(1841), 302; whence Texier III, 154; J. K. Bailie, Fasciculus Inscriptionum Graecarum 
n (1846), 14 f. and 269 f., no. 44; J. Franz (from Loew), Annali dell'Istituto di 
Corrispondenza Archeologica 19 (1847), 110, no. 9 ; LBW 1624; whence L. Lafoscade, 
De Epistulis imperatorum magistratuum Romanorum . . . Graece scriptis (Paris, 
1902), no. 80; Reinach, no. 2; whence F. F. Abbott and A. C. Johnson, Municipal 
Administration in the Roman Empire (1925), no. 145; MAMA 424; I have also 
consulted an unpublished transcription made in 1750 by R. Wood, now in the 
possession of the Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies. Points are noted 
and/or discussed in RE xv, col. 1274; L. Robert, Hell. xm, 126, 176, and Aph 117 f., 
n. 2; Millar, ERW 343,414, 417, 614. 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Mary Beard (the reading), T. V. Buttrey 
(the titles), Charlotte Roueche (the history of the text), George Souris (the ambassa
dors), C. R. Whittaker (the chronology). 
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Plate XXI, 2. -

AliToKp<hwp Kaicrap r T [P.<;X"i<;X 

Evcref3T]s E\rruxi]s ST]I.lapxn<f\s 

TOy', VrraTOS TO w. &iroSeSetyJ.lEVOS TO TpiTov, 
lTOTi]p 1TaTpi8os, avetmaTOS Kai 

5 apxtepevs 1..\EYICJTOS, OT]J.lOPXIKf\S 

TO 1Tp&Tov, VrraTOS &iroSeSetyJ.levos, 'A<ppooetcrtewv To is 
arabesque &pxovcrtv Kai Tfj povi\fj Kai T<i) arabesque xaipetv. 
eiKOS VJ.lCXS Kai OICx Ti]v ElTC.OVVJ.lOV Tf\s 1TOAEWS eeov Kai 
ota Ti]v 1Tpos 'Pw1.1aiovs oiKet6TT)T6: TE Kai 1Tt<TTtv i}cr6f\vat 

10 1..\EV rni Tfj KaTO<TTOCJEI Tf\S f3acrti\eias Tf\S TJJ.lETEpas 
evcrias OE Kai el)xas &iroSowat StKaias Kai TJJ.lEiS Se 
TI]v TE ei\ev6epiav VJ.lEiV <pvi\6:noJ.lEV TTJV lilTO:pxovcrav 
Kai Ta &i\i\a Se crVvlTavTa SiKata 6TI6crwv Tiapa Twv 1Tpo ti-
1..\WV aliToKpaT6pwv TETVXTJKaTE E-roi1.1ws 

15 E)coVTES VJ.lwv Kai Tas 1Tpos To J.lEi\i\ov ei\TiiSas arabesque 
v. E1Tpecrf3evov Avpi]i\tot 8e6Swpos Kai 'Ovi]crtJ.lOS. 

vacat e\mJxeiTE vacat 

141 

I. 1. The first two letters seen in the eighteenth century (Sherard, Wood) but not 
later. ll. 1-2. The erased imperial name supplied by Waddington where Boeckh 
and all others after him had restored the name of Diocletian. I. 2. Fellows failed to 
see PXI. I. 3. TPITON seen by all copyists up to and including Waddington, TPITO 
by the MAMA expedition. I. 4. evepyhT]s after Kai in the copy transmitted by Raoul
Rochette was rightly omitted in C/G; ll. 4 and 5. The erased prince's name supplied 
by Waddington (but in the form 'Epevvtos Tpa"iavos Kaicrap), where Boeckh had 
restored the name of Maximian. I. 8. KAI seen by all copyists up to and including 
Waddington, KA[I] MAMA. I. 10. THI, A. and J. 1. 13. oVJ.llTavTa Waddington, 
cruvTiaVTa Reinach, final H recorded by all copyists except Wood and the MAMA 
expedition-it is very cramped ; Wood, Fellows, all other copyists. 
1. 16. all copyists before Fellows, who gave the correct text. 

Imperator Caesar C. Messius Q. Traianus Decius, Pius, Felix, Augustus, holding· 
tribunician power for the third time, consul for the second time, designated for the 
third, father of his country, proconsul, and Q. Herennius Etruscus Messius Decius, 
Pontifex Maximus, holding the tribunician power for the first time, consul designate, 
to the Magistrates, Council and People of the Aphrodisians, greetings. It was to be 
expected, both because of the goddess for whom your city is named and because of 
your relationship with the Romans and loyalty to them, that you rejoiced .at the 
establishment of our kingship and made the proper sacrifice and prayers. We preserve 
your existing freedom and all the other rights which you have received from the 
emperors who preceded us, being willing also to give fulfilment to your hopes for the 
future. Aurelius Theodorus and Aurelius Onesimus carried out the duties of 
ambassadors. Farewell. 

ll. 1 f. Waddington's identification of the emperor and his son (replacing Boeckh's 
Diocletian and Maximian) has been confirmed by the reading of their erased names, 
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-which prove to be in their standard form. Waddington believed that there was 
confusion in the titles and his view that by a cutter's error Herennius has been 
credited with his father's office of Pontifex Maximus has been generally accepted. 
In fact coins and some inscriptions appear to give Voiusian this title in the reign of 
Gallus (RJC IV. 3, Gallus nos. 138-4I, and CJL VI, 31240; vm, 10046, 10323) and 
coins give it also to the younger Philip during his father's reign (RIC IV. 3, 232-9); 
and it is not clear what reason there is for its acceptance for Philip and Volusian 
which would not also be valid for Herennius. Nevertheless some error must be 
posited here, since Decius himself should certainly have had the title and Herennius 
should be called Caesar, which the new reading shows to have been omitted. 

The erasure of the two names here and on a small number of other inscriptions 
is not satisfactorily explained. Since their successor Gallus sought legitimization in 
part by elevating Decius' younger son Hostilianus to be Augustus it seems improbable 
that there was any official damnatio memoriae. 

The figure for Decius' consulates is clear. He was cos. n in 250 and cos. m in 
25I, so that this letter can be assigned to 250 and in fact to the latter part of it, since 
his son Herennius did not become Caesar, with tribunician power, until the summer 
or autumn of the year (in April or June, A. AlfOldi, CAH xn, 166; H. Mattingly, 
RIC IV. 3, p. 109; in September, F. S. Salisbury and H. Mattingly, JRS 14 (1924), 
I2 f.; L. Fronza, Annali Triestini 23 (1953), 330). During his second consulate 
Decius is recorded also with trib. pot., with trib. pot. n and with trib. pot. m; the 
explanatory hypothesis offered by Costa (Diz. Ep. 11 (1910), 148I f., cf. also L. Fronza, 
Annali Triestini 21 (1951), 240) is that initially Decius counted his first tribunician 
year from his first dies imperii (so that having been trib. pot. from June 249 he was 
trib. pot. 11 in June 250), but later in 250 opted for the system under which the trib. 
pot. year began on 10 December when the regular tribunes took office (and so was 
trib. pot. 111 on 10 Deeember 250). If that is correct this letter was written between 
10 December 250 and I January 25I, when he became cos. m. There would also be 
little doubt that in using the title &vevrrmos here Decius was constitutionally correct 
(as might be expected of him), since by December he had almost certainly left Rome 
to proceed against the new barbarian attacks on the Danube frontier. 
11. 8 f. The emperors responded to an Aphrodisian decree of congratulation on 
accession, clearly for the start of the joint reign of Decius and Herennius (Tf\S 
[3acr1i\Eias Tf\s TJJlETepas), although it must be noted that Herennius was not yet 
called Augustus. On the general style of such letters to Aphrodisias and the principles 
on which they were selected for inscription, see pp. I 07, 1I 0 f. The goddess figures in 
other such texts, and her appearance here cannot, in itself, be related to Decius' 
religious policy (on which see A. Alfoldi, L. Fronza, opp. cit., above), although 
the stress on 6vcria1 and eV)(ai oiKalaJ might be. 

For the formula connecting the name of the goddess with that of the city, 
cf. doe. 49, 1. 2, which is not dated, but is likely to be of the later second or third 
cent. ; oiKclOTT}S figures quite commonly in texts relating cities and emperors 
(cf. the material collected by L. Robert, cited p. 4); while it often indicates no 
more than a friendly relationship, it may imply a closer link, and here, no doubt, is 
affected by the relation of Aphrodisians to Rome through Aphrodite/Venus and 
Aeneas ; rricrTJS is a traditional enough quality for an emperor to praise ; on [3acrJ:Aeia 
seep. 132. 
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11. 11 f. The emperors then confirmed Aphrodisian rights as given by preceding 
emperors and held out some hope of their extension, just as Severus Alexander had 
done, see doe. 48, 1. 10. 

The text is a reminder of the benevolently traditionalist attitudes attributed to 
Decius. 

The formula used to name the ambassadors is the standard one for the time 
(seep. 112). Aurelius Theodorus and Aurelius Onesimus are not otherwise known. 

For general considerations of style and characteristics see p. 110 f. The letter is 
comparatively well drafted before the awkward clause which begins with hoiJJws 
in 1. 15. 

Traianus Decius appears on coins of Aphrodisias, see BMC, Caria, no. 130 .. 

Doe. 25 is the last of its kind and except for a dedication to Salonina (LBW 
1625, MAMA 453), the last dated inscription so far found on the site before 
Diocletian. The city was still coining under Gallienus (BMC, Caria, pp. 48-52); on 
the following period see now C. Roueche, ' Rome, Asia and Aphrodisias in the 
Third Century', JRS 71 (1981), 103. 



APPENDICES 

In the appendices which follow, the commentaries attached to the texts make 
no claim to completeness. They are designed to discuss essentially points relevant 
to the theme of this book and not to provide a full publication. 

Appendix I: Unassigned Fragments, probably from the Archive Wall 

Fragments containing single isolated letters only are not included. 

A. Found fallen near the west end of the wall. Apart from no. 1, all these fragments 
are likely to come from does. 4 and 16-19. 

1. Possibly from a heading. 
Cornice block (inv. no. 67. 534; 0·81 x 0·30 x 0·90). 
Letters, second-third cent. A.D. : 11. 1, 2, 0 · 035 ; 1. 3, 0 · 03 ; star stop at the 

end of 1. 3 . 

. . . .. . 

. . . ]xeiv v. [ .. . 

. . . ] •pwl,.lo:iwv stop vac. [ ... 

1. 2. Perhaps from OVIlllO:XEiv ? 

2. Possibly from doe. 19 as letter sizes and spacing suggest. Top edge survives. 
Inv. no. 69. 311 (0·075 x 0·135 x c. 0·15). 
Letters, second-third cent. A. D. : 0 · 023 ; a line has been scored between 

ll. 2 and 3 . 

. . . ]PO[ .. . 

. . . ]!E[ .. . 

. . . .. . 
[ ... 

3. Fragment with left-hand edge only; inv. no. 69. 469 (0·055 x 0·09 x 0·058). 
Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: 0·02 . 

. . . ] 
I![ .. . 

.. . 
Y![ .. . 
[ .. . 
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4. Fragment with bottom edge only; inv. no. 69. 466 (0·09 X 0·095 X 0·07). 
Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: 0·02 . 

.. . ] 
... ]B[ .. . 
.. . ]0![ .. . 

5. Fragments without edges, all catalogued under inv. no. 69. 469. 
a 0·16 X 0·12 X 0·02. 

Letters, 0 · 02 . 

.. . ] 
... JN!i;:[ .. . 
.. . ]TH[ .. . 

.. . ] v. [ .. . 
[ ... 

b 0·01 x 0·07 x 0·018. 
Letters, 0 · 02 . 

. . . ] 
... ]!E![ .. . 
. . . ] .. . 

[ ... 

I. 2. might be f) or /'). 

c 0·05 X 0·095 X 0·05. 
Letters, 0 · 02 . 

.. . ] 
... ]!/')[ .. . 
.. . .. . 
. . . ] v. [ .. . 

( ... 

d 0·08 X 0·06 X 0·01. 
Letters, 0 · 022. 

1 •• •J 

... JTH?[ ... 
[ ... 

145 
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e 0·05 X 0·06 X 0·05. 
Letters not measurable . 

. . . ] 
... ]KQ[ .. . 
. . . ] !0 [ .. . 

[ ... 

B. Found re-used in the Byzantine defence wall (p. xvii). Some fragments found 
in this wall came not from the archive wall but from other monuments and it may 
be, therefore, that not all the items listed below belong to the archive. 

I. Fragments with top edges. 

a Inv. no. 76. 63 (0·105 X 0·115 X 0·105). 
Letters: 1. 1, 0·022; 11. 2, 3, 0·02 . 

. . . .. . 

. . . ]q>vt.a[ .. . 

. . . 
[ ... 

1. 2, from <J>VAOnElV (q>vf.aacmv) or, possibly, 

b Inv. no. 76. 196. 6 + 10, two adjoining pieces (0·055 x 0·17 x 0·04). 
Letters, 0 · 02 . 

. . . J!E![ .. . 

. . . ]E![ .. . 

. . . ]niL[ .. . 

. . . JLT[ .. . 
[ ... 

2. Fragment without edges, inv. no. 76. 64 (0·12 X 0·10 X 0· 10). 
Letters, 0 · 024 . 

. . . ] 
... ]A!! [ .. . 
. . . ]APY[ .. . 
. . . ]lJ(\ [ .. . 

[ ... 

1. 2. ?Trap' V!lWV, y]O:p v[ ... , or from 



Appendix II: William Sherard's copies of Aphrodisian inscriptions 

A short account of visits made to Aphrodisias by the botanist, William Sherard, 
who copied inscriptions there in 1705, 1709 and 1716, has been given by J. M. R. 
Cormack in Notes on the History of the Inscribed Monuments of Aphrodisias (Reading, 
1955), 43 f. (cf. also, very briefly, L. Robert, Et. Anat. 438 f., and Hell. XIII, 159 f.). 
Cormack discussed the history of the various manuscripts which contain texts of 
the inscriptions seen on these visits, especially those now in the British Library. 
Following a clue in the Library's catalogue, he established the important facts that 
B.M. Add. 10101, pp. 8-117b are in Sherard's own hand ·(although with later 
annotation by others); and that the remaining manuscripts in London, with the 
possible exception of Harl. 7509 (on which see below), are copies made by various 
scholars who were either working from Sherard's manuscript, or, if they accompanied 
him and had seen the stones themselves, were very much less competent as epigraphists 
than he was (e.g. the doctor A. Picenini, to whom Cormack attributed most of 
B.M. Add. 10102 and who gave a set of transcripts to Ezekiel Spanheim which is 
now in Berlin, see Cormack, 44). 

B.M. Add. 10101 is conventionally regarded as comprising four books (one for 
each of Sherard's journeys in 1705 and 1716 and two, overlapping in content, for 
that of 1709), of which the last (IV) is a fair copy in a different style, and possibly in 
a different hand, from the rest. Books I-III, in the hand which Cormack identified 
as that of Sherard, contain topographical information and some description of the 
stones, as well as transcriptions of what was inscribed on them. The transcriptions 
are written in ink, in clear and confident, if comparatively roughly-formed, Greek 
capitals, occasionally showing ligatures, quite often cancellation of letters for second 
thoughts written in the same hand above or beside them, in pencil, pencil inked over, 
or in a darker ink (and perhaps with a thinner nib to the pen), and sometimes also, 
again in the same hand, ideas for the restoration of lost areas (which are normally 
distinguishable from the notes added later by others). Where the inscriptions 
survive, comparison shows a high standard of accuracy in most of these copies, both 
for the texts and for the layouts (see e.g. Plates V and VI). 

In the other manuscripts, including Harl. 7509, which Cormack believed might 
be partly in Sherard's hand, there_ are no topographical or descriptive details with 
the fair copies of the texts, no indications of ligatures and no alternatives to the 
readings offered; while quite often the readings of Add. 10101 are replaced by 
alternatives which are somet'imes patently conjectures recorded in it (see p. 81 f. 
on doe. 8, ll. 46 f.), and very commonly its layout is misrepresented (for the kind of 
change compare Plate XVII, 1 from Harl. 7509 with Plates XV-XVI from Add. 
10101). There can be no doubt that the first three books of Add. 10101 (pp. 8-117b) 
give the best version of what Sherard saw. They may even be his field note-book, 
for in some cases it seems to me that the most natural explanation of the corrections 
in them would be that they were made in front of the stone (see Plate VI, I. 8); 
although he certainly worked over them later in the study. Texts in this manuscript 
should be preferred to any others. 

Sherard's collection of transcriptions was to have been used by Edmund 
Chishull for his Antiquitates Asiaticae, and two texts (doe. 6 and what Sherard saw 
of doe. 8) were included in Vol. I, which was the only one to appear. Comparison 
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between Chishull's version and that of Add. 10101 shows that, although he was a 
considerable scholar, he belonged to an academic tradition in which it was not 
thought very necessary to distinguish between an editor's corrections or supplements 
and the text from which he worked. 

Chishull died before the completion of his second volume, and Sherard's material 
was not further exploited until K. 0. Muller made copies derived from it, which 
A. Boeckh used in the preparation of CIG (Boeckh also used other copies available 
in Europe, notably that in the Spanheim papers in Berlin, but was aware that these 
were of inferior quality). In his correspondence with Boeckh, Briefwechsel zwischen 

· A. Boeckh und K. 0. Muller (1883), 81 f., Muller refers in this connection to two 
codices in the British Museum Library(' den Sherard'schen und Askew'schen ')and 
identifies the former as Harl. 7509 and the latter as B.M. Add. 5106. Of Harl. 7509 
Cormack thought that ' it seems. likely that part I was written by Sherard himself 
and part n by Chishull' (49 f.); I feel less conviction that any part of it was written 
by Sherard, but whether or not Cormack was right in this, the copies in this manu-

, script lack useful information available in Add. 10101 and suppress a number of 
readings in the original transcription ; they must, therefore, be regarded as inferior 
in value to those of Add. 10101. B.M. Add. 5106 (once owned by a Dr. Anthony 
Askew) starts with a few pages printed for Chishull's second volume and continues 
with manuscript versions of the inscriptions as written out by a Professor John 
Ward of Gresham's College, who took over Chishull's papers after his death with 
the intention of completing his work (Cormack, 50). It certainly represents an inferior 
version of the textual tradition, including much that probably derives from Chishull's 
'corrections' of Sherard's readings, although Ward had seen Add. 10101, for beside 
his copy of each inscription he wrote both the page number on which the text is to 
be found in Harl. 7509 (preceded by the letter 0) and that on which it is to be found 
in Add. 10101 (preceded by Bl, BII, Bill, to indicate the books into which that 
manuscript is subdivided). 

In the lemmata of the Aphrodisian inscriptions published in CIG, Boeckh 
referred to some of Muller's copies as made ex cod. Sherard. (vel sim.); the page 
references given, as well as the texts, show that these were taken from Harl. 7509. 
He also referred to copies made ex cod. Ask. (citing book number I, App. n, m) 
and from cod. Chishull. I ; in all these cases the page references could be to Add. 10 I 01, 
but there are sufficient divergences in the texts to make it reasonably certain that, as 
Muller's letter would suggest, those page references were taken from Ward's annota
tion to Add. 5106. Muller was probably-and understandably-misled by what 
seems to have been the British Museum's view at that time, that Add. 10101 simply 
contained Chishull's working notes. It now appears, therefore, that the Aphrodisian 
texts in C/G are not taken from the best record of what Sherard saw; and in fact 
both in the present work and in the corpus of Aphrodisian inscriptions being 
prepared by Charlotte Roueche and myself it will be possible to give a number of 
improved readings from Add. 10101 even for inscriptions which have not been 
rediscovered subsequently. It is to be noted that the importance of Add. 10101 was 
already to some extent recognized by the editors of Sardis vn, Greek and Latin 
Inscriptions, cf. the lemma to no. 31. 



Appendix Ill: Artemidorus 

The name Artemidorus is common in. the city and occurs several times even in 
the small group of late Republican texts ;. but it is uncertain at present whether any 
of the men so recorded should be identified with the Artemidorus who was ambassa
dor, stephanephoros and leader of the Aphrodisian contingent which went to assist 
Q. Oppius against Mithridates in 88 B.C. (does. 2, 3, 4). Among the following items, 
however, some should refer to him. 

1. The names Artemidorus and Artemidorus son of Artemidorus the son of Andron 
appear on some coins of Plarasa/Aphrodisias (BMC Caria, p. 26, nos. 8, 9). 

2. DOCUMENT 26 

Four adjoining fragments of a low base (together, c. 1·10 x 0·32 x 0·25) 
inscribed on one face and with traces of statuary on top. Found dispersed, three 
fragments in the temple of Aphrodite(inv. nos. 62. 95 a and b, 62. 96), one in the 
west portico of Tiberius (inv. no. 74. 274); now assembled in Aphrodisias Museum. 

Letters, lightly and rather poorly cut, probably mid first cent. B.c. but without 
close parallel: 0·025-3; [for sigma. 

Assembly of fragments by Charlotte Roueche. 

Plate XXII, 2. 

'ApTE! . [ c.vp ]os 'ApTEI.uowpov Tov [A.c.vviov ?Tov .. ? .. ] 
[p ]9oi-r [ 1J] ov ETIT)vyiA.c;rro 'ApTEiliOc.vP. [os ?' ATioA.A.c.vviov] 

1. 2 at the left end the surface is worn ; deliberate erasure of the name of the goddess 
is possible. 

Artemidorus, son of Artemidorus, son of Apollonius (dedicated) to Aphrodite 
[the ? ] which Artemidorus [son of? Apollonius] promised. 

It is probable that here a son dedicated what his father had promised. From 
the letter forms the dedicator's father might well be of the Mithridatic War period. 

3. An Artemidorus son of Apollonius appears in an unpublished list of names cut 
on the podium of the temple of Aphrodite in a hand which is probably of the first 
century B. c. 

4. DOCUMENT 27 

Marble base, re-used as a block in the wall of the north analemma of the theatre, 
at the orchestra end (inv. no. 67. 551; 0·72 x 1·55 x 0·51) inscribed on the 
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exposed face which is chipped along the edges. Clamp holes have been cut into the 
area between 11. 3 and 4, one of which has damaged the lettering of 1. 4. 

Letters, perhaps Augustan-first cent. A.D.: av. 0·03-0·04. 

Plate XXI, 3. 

Arabesque • ApTE!liSoopos 
> A1TOAAooviov TOV ne
pehov crTE<pCXVT)<pop{j
cro:s. K6TO:S ave&r)KEV 

5 Tc';) S{j Ti}v eiKovo: arabesque 
vac at 

Artemidorus, son of Apollonius the son of Pereitas, former stephanephoros; 
Kotas dedicated the statue to the Demos. 

The base and its statue could have been part of the Artemidorus monument 
(p. ll).in its original (probably Augustan) form; the base was no doubt re-used 
when the stage was remodelled in the middle second century A.D. Kotas is otherwise 
unknown. 

5. Possibly related is the family group which built a prodomon (C/G 2754, of 
which one stone only has been found ; its letter-forms suggest a late Republican/ 
Augustan date). It includes an Artemidorus, son of Myon, and his sons, of whom 
one was named Apollonius. 

6. Also possibly related is an Apollonius, son of [? Artemi]dorus, once astynomos, 
who dedicated to Aphrodite and the Demos (unpublished inscription ; the date of 
the lettering is probably late Republican/ Augustan). 

7. Another possible relation is Antipatros, son of Artemidorus, once gymasiarch 
(unpublished inscription; the date of the lettering is probably late Republican/ 
Augustan). 

For possible descendants see Appendix VI, nos. 1, 14, 15. 

Appendix IV : An Aphrodisian of the late Republic honoured for bravery 

The following inscriptions, which probably all refer to the same man, illustrate 
important aspects of the history of Aphrodisias and of her relations with Rome in 
the first century B.c. 

DOCUMENT28 

Not rediscovered. Stone broken above and to the right, found by P. Paris and 
M. Holleaux among bushes near the stadium. The irregular letters and the content 
suggested a Republican date, but no illustration has been published. 
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P. Paris and M. Holleaux, BCH 9 (1885), 74 f., no. 5; whence Liermann, 
Analecta 9 f.; and the notes of Th. Reinach, no. 79 (the text); L. Robert, Et. Anat. 
312 f. (text); Aph 422; RDGE, p. 169; G. W. Bowersock, AJPh 91 {1970), 226 
(all on content and date). 

. .. ] 
TOiS [ •• ? . . EV TOiS) 
' ' ' ['] ' '[ ? ] aYCXVKCXIOTCXTOIS KC:XtpOtS utCX1T}pT)O"CXVTCX TO: KOIVCX KCXI ••••••••••••••••••••• 

' ' ' ' [ ? '] KCXI O"TEq>aYT)q>OpT)<rCXVTCX KCXI yv!lyCX<rtC:XpXT) O"aYTCX •••••••••••••••••••••• KCXI 
' ' ' - ' [ ' ? ' ' ] a:yopavoj.\T)O"CXVTCX ev TlJ XVJU:Trc.:>TCXTlJ cre tTOuetc;x • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Ka:t TCXS 

5 ' '). ' ' ' ' - .Il..'-· ['). ' ? ' ] EV TOtS TTO!\Ej.\OIS a:pxa:s CXV\J7rt:uvuvOVS TE /\EO"CXVTCX ••••••••••••••••• KCXI TrpE<r -

A ' ' ' ' ' ' 'P ' [ ? ] t-'EVO"CXVTCX TrpOS TOVS T)YOVIJEVOVS EIS CA:lll T)V •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

'). ' ' ' '[ ? ' ] J\OIS KCXI EV TrCXVTOuCXTTOIS KIVuWOIS KCXI Trpa: YIJCXO"IV •••••••••••••• KCXI KCXTa:yc.:> -
t \ :t I \ I [ :t - :t I ? ] 

VIO"O:j.\EVOV TOVS EVCXVTIOVS KCXI TO: CXVTCA:>V CXTTOKTEIVCXVTCX ••••••••••••••• 

Ka:l TrAEi<YTa:s evy\la:s tmep TroA"Awv EKTEi[crCXVTa: Ka:l iepcrrevcrCXVTa: Tfis 'EKCx-rr)s e\!cre]-

1 0 O"WKexoopfjcrBa:t Se a:UTc;, KC:Xi ma:q> [ ijv Ev T4' KC:Xt SiSocrBa:t a:UTc;, chro 
Twv] 

ST)j..(Ocric;x evoj.\EVCA:>V yepa:· E Se a:UTc;, Kat TOVs O"TEq>CwOVS q>opeiv •••• ? .... ] 
[ oTs EO"TEq>Cwc.:>TC:Xl chav ?vacat] 

ll. 1-7, 9, 10. The restorations are by Paris and Holleaux; with a modification in 
1. 10 where Reinach and Robert corrected evTa:q>[fjva:t to ma:q>[T)v after discovery of 
doe. 29; 1. 8 was restored by Robert; ll. 11 f. are conjectured from doe. 29 . 

. . . ] having preserved the common interest in most stressful crises and [ .. ? .. ] 
having been stephanephoros and gymnasiarch [ .. ? .. and] agoranomos in a most 
serious [famine .. ? .. and held] offices not subject to account during the wars [ .. ? .. 
and] been ambassador to the authorities in Rome [ .. ? .. ] and in all kinds of dangers 
and ? affairs [ .. ? .. ] having struggled against the enemy and [killed] sixty [of them] 
and having given bail on many occasions on behalf of many people [ .. ? .. and 
? having served as priest of Hecate] with piety; and that burial [in the gymnasium] 
be conceded to him [and the grant of] the gifts of honour from public sacrifices [ ... 
Of particular interest here are the stressful crises in which the honorand ·served, 

the famine during which he was appointed agoranomos, the times of war in which 
he held office without being subject to accounts and was responsible for the death 
of sixty of the enemy, the unspecified but various dangers that he risked, the embassy 
to Rome, the need for payments of bail and the very remarkable honours he received, 

· among which, as Robert has pointed out, burial in the gymnasium shows that he 
ranked as a founder. 

For identity and date see pp. 152, 154. 

DOCUMENT29 

Plain marble base (0·74 x 1·005 x 0·34) inscribed on the exposed face. Built 
into the city wall, east stretch. 

Letters, ll. 1-13, late Republican, indistinguishable from those of does. 34, 35 : 
0·025-0·035; 11. 14-17, first cent. A.D., av. 0·022; in 1. 8 T is cut over 8. 

CIG 2796 (ll. 1-13 only) from Sherard (see Appendix 11); LBW 1601b; whence 

/ 
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Liermann, Analecta 17 f., no. 111, Th. Reinach, no. 79 (mainly on 1. 8); L. Robert, 
Et. Anat., p. 313, n. 2 (mainly on the subject and his relation to Callicrates son of 
Molo•ssus); MAMA 406; illustration and brief note by J. Reynolds in PCPS 206 
(1980), 72. 

Plate XXII, 3. 

.. .] 
[ •• c. 7 .. ]? •••• Ko:i 

voos 1rpos mxvro:s Ko:i iBic;x 1rp [as] 
El<o:o-rov <ptA.o:vepwm.us Ko:i TIA.eicr-
To:s eyyl)o:s \rrrep TioM&v [i]-

5 CTO:VTO: KO:t iepCXTeVCTCXVTO: 1Tpo 1TO
AEC.US Tf\s 'EK<lTT]S ocric.us KO:i 
rucrej3oos, crvvexc.upfjfrrl o:\rrCl) 
Ko:i evro:<pi)v ev TCl) 
BiBocr6ot Be o:\rrCl) Ko:i <hr9 

10 TOOV BTjiJOCTt<;X evoiJEVC.UV yepo: 
Be o:\rrCl) Ko:i Tovs CTTE-

[ <p ]avovs <popeiv ols eCTTE<pavc.u
To:t cho:v j3ovATJTO:t vacat 
Ko:AAtKp<l'TTJs MoMcrcrov iepevs 

15 MTJvos 'ACTKo:tvov Ko:i 'EpiJOV 'Ayopo:iov 
TCxS TOOV 1Tp01TCXT6pc.uv TliJCxS 
emCTKEVacro:s &7roKo:6ECTTTJCTEV 

1. 1, ... KOY Sherard ; ew ]o!o: Ko:i [ ot] M AM A ; 1. 8, evro:<pfiv [ o:t] CIG, evro:<pfivo:t 
LBW, evro:<pi)[v] Th. R.; 1. 12, Sherard saw the initial <p . 

. . . ] and [ .. ? .. ] to all in common and with kindness to individuals severally 
and having given bail on many occasions on behalf of many people, and having been 
priest of Hecate on behalf of the city, burial in the gymnasium was conceded to him 
and the grant of the gifts of honour from public sacrifices and permission to wear 
the crowns with which he has been crowned whenever he wishes. 

Callicrates son of Molossus, priest of Men Ascainus and Hermes Agoraius, 
repaired and replaced the honours of his ancestors. 

The very remarkable privileges conferred make it highly probable that the 
same man is the subject of both does. 28 and 29, as Robert suggested. The two 
texts were not, however, exact duplicates, for mechanical supplementation of 28 
from 29 gives too uneven a line-length to be tolerable. For the subject see further 
below. For his identity and date seep. 154. 

Callicrates son of Molossus is known also from does. 35, 36 and MAMA 445; 
he may belong to the same family as Aristocles Molossus who was responsible for 
additions to the theatre in the Julio-Claudian period (MAMA 435, 436, 468). His 
own career and priesthoods will be discussed in the Aphrodisian corpus now in 
preparation. His dedication(s) eeois Lej3o:o-rois are likely, from such prosopographical 
evidence as I have so far collected, to be later than Livia's deification in A.D. 41, 
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although in Asia Minor she was sometimes linked with Augustus in divinity much 
earlier. What he repaired and restored was presumably what stood on the inscribed 
base, no doubt a portrait statue; the base itself needed little or no repair for, as 
the hand shows, the inscription survives in its original form. Why restoration was 
needed is unfortunately not recorded, but perhaps because of earthquake damage, 
and if so possibly under Trajan (cf. on doe. 55 which may be Trajanic). 

DOCUMENT30 

Marble block (inv. no. 77. 137; 0·68 X 0·84 x 0·28) inscribed on one face 
which is damaged along all edges ; there are three holes in the top for an attachment. 
Part of a composite monument whose text began on an upper block, and continued 
on a lower one or on one adjacent to the right. Stray find from the south stretch of 
the city wall; now in Aphrodisias Museum. 

Letters, late Republican: ll. 1, 2, av. 0·028; ll. 3, 4, av. 0·024; ll. 5-17, 
av. 0·022; ll. 18-20, av. 0·018; A at the end ofl. 4 written small. 

Plate XXIII, 1. 

... ] 
KO:t EVEpyETT)}' ( •• J 

EK 1TOAAWV KO:i Kl}'
Ti)V 1To:Tp

[i]5o: Tio:crt Tois evO"TO:crt Tfj TI<;X-
5 Tpi81 1TOAEI-\OlS 

VOV Ko:i 
To: TCx EI-\1TlO"TEv6EVTO: oxvpWI-\0:
TO: \rrro Tf\S Ko:i 

TOiS cXvo:yKO:lOTCxTOlS KO:lpOiS 
10 9to:TT]p1)cro:VTO: TWl KOlVWl KO:t 

Tiacro:s TeAecro:vra Ko:
eo:pws KO:i KO:i O"VI-\<j>E v.

Tfj 1TOAE1 Ko:i O"TE<j>O:VT]
cpop'l)cro:VTO: Ko:i yv!lvo:crto:px'l) v.-

15 O"O:VTO: 1-\EYoAOI-\Epws KO:t 1TOAVC<;X-
Ko:i iepo:Teucro:VTo: 

cXyOpO:VO!l'I)O"o:vTO: EV Tfj XoAe V.-

O"lTOCEi<;c KO:t O"iTOV 
1TO:f)CxO"XOVTO: TOiS i5iolS avTjAWI-\0:-

20 0"1V KO:i TCxS EV Tois 1TOAEI-\OlS apxa[s] 
[ ... 

In 1. 12 there is a faint trace which may represent inefficient cutting of I between 
A and Q . 

. . . ] saviour and benefactor, having saved his country from many and great 
dangers, having fought bravely in all the wars which beset his country, having guarded 
the forts entrusted to him by the city and preserved faith to the common interest (?) 
in the most difficult circumstances, having filled all the magistracies with integrity 
and justice and to the advantage of the city, having been stephanephoros and 
gymnasiarch, in which offices he was magnificently generous, having held the priesthood 
of Rome, having been agoranomos at a time of most serious famine and provided corn 
at a fair price at his own expense, [having held] offices in the wars [ ... 

The formulae in ll. 9 f. are not identical with those of doe. 28, 11. 2 f., but the 
overlap in content is sufficient to suggest very strongly that both texts refer to the 
same man. The similarity both in appearance and subject matter to doe. 29 makes 
it very likely that both are from the same monument. 
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The praiseworthy activities added to the subject's record and the new details 
of his career (assuming him to be the same man) fall, for the most part, within a 
range commonly covered by late Hellenistic civic decrees; the quasi-titles, Saviour 
and Benefactor, accord with the unusual privileges recorded in does. 28, 29 to 
indicate the very high importance attached to his public services (for their being used 
of another local man of approximately the same period see doe. 37). For his identity 
and date see below. 

For Ta t<otv6: cf. at Aphrodisias C/G 2779, O:v5po: mpi Ta t<ot[v]a Tfis TI6N:c.vs 
<j>lAOTEliJOV. 

The dea Roma at Aphrodisias is here attested for the second time (see also 
doe. 1, I. 1); for some discussion see J. Reynolds, PCPS 206 (1980), 70. 

DOCUMENT31 

Five adjoining fragments from the upper part of a marble base (stray find; 
inv. no. 62. 267), with a sixth which belongs but does not adjoin (inv. no. 71. 29), 
found near the theatre (together, 0·46 x 0·57 surviving x c. 0·22) inscribed on one 
face; now assembled in Aphrodisias Museum. 

Letters, very like those of does. 29, 30: 0·03-0·035. 
Assembly of fragments by Charlotte Roueche. 

Plate XXIII, 2. 

[?v. Ko:i\]i\tt<p6:Tf1S v. 
[nv ]6o5c.0P.<?V Ti)v 

EV 1:t" [acn TOiS] 
TIOAEIJO [ lS t<o:i KlV ]-

5 5vvots &yc.vv [ tcr6: ]-

[ o \rrrep Tfis [ v. ?] 
[ TICXTpi5]os crvvTI [expo: ?]
[ ?yey 0: [V]-
[ T&'ll] &vEfutt<ev TWt 

10 [?vac.] vac. Llit[JJ]c.vt vac. 

Calli crates, son of Pythodorus, dedicated to the Demos the Victory which accom
panied him in all the wars and dangers in which he strove on his country's behalf. 

The phrasing of ll. 3-7 here and the similarity of the letter-forms to those of 
does. 29, 30 make it highly probable that the same man is the subject of all three 
texts and almost certainly, therefore, also of doe. 28. Robert had already conjectured 
that the subject of 28 might be an ancestor of Callicrates son of Molossus ; it can 
hardly now be doubted. 

The date remains open to argument. Paris and Holleaux, who took the 
i]yov!Jevot of doe. 28, I. 6 to be the triumvirs, associated the fighting described with 
the War of Labienus. Robert, while proving that the i]yov!Jevot were unspecified 
' Roman authorities ',retained the association with the War of Labienus. Bowersock 
argued for the First Mithridatic War on the grounds that the phrases used are 
paralleled at that period ; but. these had a long life, so that the argument is not 
absolutely compelling. The letter-forms of the new inscriptions are not very helpful 
clues, since as yet there is no adequate comparative material from the site. They 
seem to me to be later than those of doe. 1 but more primitive than those in several 
Aphrodisian inscriptions known to be of the triumviral or early Augustan periods ; 
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but since these are building inscriptions which aimed at a grander effect they should 
not be. taken to represent the standard for honorary texts. On the other hand, doe. 3 
suggests that there was little or no fighting in Aphrodisian territory in 88 (see also 
p. 4) ; while the claim that Callicrates and the city were involved in several wars 

· is difficult to understand if his career centred on the Mithridatic period. If his main 
exploits belonged to the War of Labienus, when fighting in Aphrodisian territory is 
attested (does. 7-13), it is perfectly possible to envisage other clashes in which he 
might be involved during the civil wars of the times, in the war of Pompey and 
Caesar, for instance, or the regime of Brutus and Cassius in Asia. Of course, if 
Callicrates were certainly identified with the original dedicant of the Victory of 
doe. 32 a Caesarian/triumviral date for his activities would be proved; I think it 
very probable indeed, but hesitate to claim certainty. 

There is no difficulty in providing supplements for ll. 1-6, given the parallels in 
does. 29-31. In I. 8 the end of a participle shows that the text has returned to a 
description of NfKT} which must have begun in the second half of I. 6 ; my proposal 
gives the right kind of sense and fits what survives. For Victory accompanying the 
victorious see also doe. 32, ll. 1, 2; the claim here might seem arrogant if Callicrates' 
successes were not so closely associated with his city. 

DOCUMENT 32 

Four adjoining pieces of marble, two found re-used in a field wall north of the 
stadium and two brought in as stray finds (inv. nos. 62. 268 A + B); now assembled 
into the upper part of a marble base (together, 0 ·50 x 0 · 79 x 0 · 24) in Aphrodisias 
Museum. 

Letters, first cent. A.D., possibly archaizing: 0·022; ll. 1, 2 are cut rather more 
lightly than the rest. 

MAMA 446 (two fragments only) whence E. Lane, Berytus 15 (1964), 27, 
corrected by L. Robert, Hell. xm, 128 f.; E. N. Lane, Corpus Monumentorum Dei 
Menis 1: 120; J. Reynolds, PCPS 206 (1980), 71 f., with plate 1. 

Assembly of fragments by Charlotte Roueche ; acknowledgments for discussion 
to Michael Crawford, Jocelyn Toynbee (the lion). 

Plate XXIV, 1. 

NfKT} TICXf?ElJ..l[l] eeoyevE[l] 
Ko:fcro:p1 O:el vacat [?vacat] 

vac at 
eeois KO:i TOO [ 1] 
b.ru..1c.vl Ti)v NfK1:JV Ko:i Tov 

5 [?A.]eoVTo: vac. Ko:A.[A]lKp<hT}s 
MoMcrcrov iEP. [ evs] MT}vos 
['Acr]Ko:lvov Ko:i 'l;:[pJ..lov 'A]yopo:fov [?Ta] 
[ 1rpo ]yov1Ka O:v [ o:6i]]J..lCXTO: o:\rro [s] 
[ elT] lO'Kevacro: [s O:Tio [ v] 
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1. 1,- 1Ta[VT]EiJ.l[w CryaAJ.l<rra?] MAMA, 1Ta[p]ElJ.l[l] R.; 1. 2, ei MAMA, 
Kaicrap [ 1] aei R. ; I. 6, ie [prus MT)VOS 'A er]- M AM A ; I. 7' Ka!VOV Kai c Ep [J.lOV 
'AyopaiovTa] MAMA; av[a&rlJ.laT01TCxVTa] MAMA; [E1T]lO"KEUCxCYas [a1TOKa6EO"TT)O"EV] 
MAMA. 

I, Victory, am always with Caesar, of divine descent. vacat To the divine Augusti 
and the Demos, the Victory and the ?lion ; Callicrates son of Molossus, priest of 
Men Ascainus and Hermes Agoraius, repaired and restored dedications of his 
ancestors. 

Robert offered parallels for the phrase NiKT) 1TCxpElJ.ll, cf. also doe. 31, ll. 6 f. 
8eoyevT)s in this context seems to be unique. In discussing it (op. cit. above) I have 
concluded that it can only apply to Julius Caesar, with reference to the advertised 
origins of the gens Julia; cf., at approximately the same time as this must have been 
cut, I. Eph., no. 251, in which Caesar is described as Tov a1To "Apews Kai 'A<ppo8e[i]TT)S 
eeov em<pavfj. It is interesting that in Aphrodite's city it was not necessary to spell 
out the details of the genealogy; there Aphrodite was the 6e6s par excellence, and 
eeoyevT)s automatical!y meant her descendant. 

The stimulus for the monument may well have been the victory of Pharsalia, 
which made such a mark as to be used for the starting-point of an era at Ephesus 
(AE 1975, 797); but Zela, even Munda, can hardly be excluded. The companion 
of Victory which was named in I. 5 is not easy to restore except as a lion, and is 
thep. without obvious parallel, see Reynolds, op. cit., but note now a damaged stele, 
brought into the Museum in 1979, which carries a relief figuring what may be 
Victory and a lion. It might be connected with the fact that Leo was Caesar's birth
star (S. Weinstock, Divus Julius 119, n. 8), but he does not seem to have made play 
with it. Lions are also associated with Antony (RRC 740, n. 1, 743), though the 
symbolism is unclear; Crawford suggested a reference to Alexander. It may be 
relevant, however, that the lion plays some part in the local cult of Aphrodite, 
where Laumonier connects it with her title Ourania and the features which she 
shares with Cybele ( Cultes 488, 579) ; there is a damaged marble lion in the area 
immediately west of the Temple of Aphrodite, for instance. 

Since the letter-forms of ll. I, 2 are a little different from those of ll. 3 f., but 
not substantially so, the text was probably recut as part of the restoration. Its 
present appearance is not, therefore, an obstacle to the identification of the 
anonymous original dedicator with Callicrates son of Pythodorus, who lived in the 
Caesarian/Triumviral period (doe. 31). The appearance in doe. 31 as well as here 
of the motif of the victory who accompanies the victorious continuously may, 
indeed, seem to favour that identification. For its implications see p. 155. 

The restoration is quite likely to have followed an earthquake in the reign of 
Trajan, seep. 153 on doe. 29. 

Appendix V : C. Iulius Zoilus 

Assembled here are the Aphrodisian inscriptions other than those on the 
Archive Wall (does. 10, 11) which mention C. Iulius Zoilus. The significance of 
Zoilus for the history of Aphrodisias was brought out recently by L. Robert (Aph 
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408 f.), whose discussion remains outstandingly important, although it was written 
before the new material was There is also a brief note on him by 
S. Weinstock, Divus Julius (1971), 140, unfortunately based in part on incorrect 
datings of the texts. I have myself drawn already on the new evidence in a short 
account published as an appendix to Andreas AlfOldi's Aeon in Merida und 
Aphrodisias (Madrider Beitriige 1979, 38 f.). 

Zoilus was an Aphrodisian who was enslaved and subsequently freed by 
Octavian (doe. 36); that, at least, seems to me the natural explanation of the 
evidence. P. Oxy. 3312 (ed. J. Rea, 1978; brought to my notice by Michael Craw
ford) might indicate that a freeborn man had entered the imperial civil service, 
voluntarily assuming the status of a freedman; whether or not that is so (and I agree 
with the editor that it is unlikely) what might happen in the second century A.D. is an 
unsafe guide, I think, to the first century B.C. The peculiar status-indication that 
Zoilus uses in doe. 36; with its stress on divus Julius, may suggest that he had been 
a slave of Caesar's, inherited by Octavian, but of course does not prove it. He is 
first mentioned in a letter written by Octavian, probably in early 38, to an agent of 
Antony's in Laodicea ad Lycum (doe. 10) and since the agent is expected to know 
who he is, it may be that he had been operating in Aphrodisias for some time. In 
my earlier treatment I suggested the possibility that he had stayed there continuously 
since Caesar's campaign in Asia; but, as Michael Crawford has urged on me, the 
language of doe. JO seems to indicate that he had recommended himself personally 
to Octavian, which must mean that he had been in Europe with him. Since it also 
indicates that Antony's agent in Laodicea could be expected to know of him, he may 
have returned to Asia after Philippi, or perhaps only in 38 after the award of privileges 
to his city (in which case Octavian assumes his local notoriety as a man of confidence 
just arrived from Rome). 

Octavian, in certain circumstances, advertised the influence of Zoilus as an 
important factor in securing privileges for Aphrodisias (doe. 10); the city, in 
consequence no doubt, conferred on him honours unusual for a man of freed status. 
He became priest for life of Aphrodite and of Eleutheria (doe. 33), stephanephoros 
ten times in succession (doe. 36), was acclaimed saviour and benefactor (doe. 37), 
and honoured with a remarkable sculptured monument (doe. 34). In addition he 
was entrusted with the task of marking out the boundaries of the sanctuary of 
Aphrodite as defined in the senatus consultum of 39 B.C. (doe. 35). He must have 
been very rich even to make his gift towards the building of the theatre (doe. 36) ; 
his life-priesthoods indicate endowment of the cults ; he seems also to have made a 
contribution to the building of the temple of Aphrodite (doe. 37) and possibly a 
third, to the agora (doe. 39). 

Robert associated him with contemporary figures like C. Iulius Theopompus at 
Cnidos, proteges of powerful Romans who mediated for their cities the grant of 
privileges by Rome. He is, however, unique among them at present in being a 
freedman. It is reasonable to guess that he became a slave through capture in war, 
possibly during the Caesarian civil war. He must have been a man of some education 
to serve his masters in the manner in which he obviously did. It is not inconceivable 
that he belonged by birth to the local governing class, although in that case it would 
surely have been normal for him to be ransomed; and his advertisement of his 
freed status subsequently would be quite remarkable, showing a complete reversal 
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of established social prejudices in the conditions of the Roman civil wars and in the 
face of the power which a Roman magnate's freedman could deploy among pro
vincials. Even if, as I think more probable, he was born into a class below the local 
aristocracy, his acceptance by the Aphrodisians as a man on a level with that 
aristocracy, because of his connection with Octavian, demonstrates some such 
reversal, although not to quite so startling a degree. 

The documents are as follows : 

DOCUMENT33 

Broken block found during Gaudin's expedition, in excavation of the fa<;ade of 
the Hadrianic Baths. Not rediscovered. 

Letters, 0 · 02. 
Th. Reinach, no. 54; L. Robert, Aph 414, after re-examination of the squeeze; 

cf. also Vagts, 35, n. 8; S. Weinstock, Divus Julius (1971), 140 f. 

[f) Kai 6 Ofj!JOS h[e]iiJT)O"EV 
[ra]lov 'IovAtov Zwit..ov Tov 
[iep ]ea Tfjs 'Acppo8iTT)S Kai Tfjs 
['E;\e]v6epias 8ta 

I. 2. [apxtep]ea, Reinach (whence Vagts), [iep]ea, Robert. 

The council and the people honoured C. Julius Zoilus, the priest of Aphrodite 
and of Eleutheria for life. 

Robert noted that Aphrodite was served at Aphrodisias not by a high priest, 
as Reinach's supplement assumed, but by a priest. It seems probable that Zoilus 
was selected for this position after the passage of the senatus consultum (doe. 8) 
which was represented as due in some sense to his influence (doe. 10), and that his 
major function was to mark out the new boundaries of Aphrodite's sanctuary 
(doe. 35) granted thereby (doe. 8, ll. 57 f.); this work was presumably undertaken 
as soon as possible after news of the grant reached the city. It is also to be presumed 

. that the passage of the senatus consultum conferring liberty was the occasion for the 
creation of the cult of Eleutheria in which he is likely to have been instrumental, 
given his endowment of the cult implied by his life priesthood. The cult is attested 
also in doe. 39, and on coins (seep. 82); it was, as Weinstock noted, an altogether 
new development, which he regarded as a Greek version of Caesar's Libertas, and 
while it is now certain that it was not Caesar who gave to the Aphrodisians the 
freedom celebrated, he may still be right on its conceptual origins. 

DOCUMENT 34. The Zoilus frieze. 

A. Donmez, ILN, 25 April 1959; A. Giuliano, ASAA 37-8 (1960), 389 f.; 
K. T. Archaeology 15 (1962), 58; ILN, 13 January 1962, 27 February 1965; 
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whence Bull. Ep. 1963, no. 249; L. Robert, A ph 427 f. ; A. AlfOldi, op. cit. on p. 157, 
13 f. ; and K. T. Brim, ibid., 35 f. 

The frieze is sculptured on a series of panels and fragments of panels from a 
major monument of late Republican or early Augustan date, whose original location 
is unclear. Its reliefs show figures, beside many of which there are inscriptions 
(D6:Ats, b.f\!lo[s], ·Av8pi}a:, ·Ap[ETi}], Tt!li}, MviJ!l'll, Aiwv and (twice) Zwt:Aos beside a 
male figure who is perhaps being crowned by D6:Ats and by TtllTJ); a loose fragment, 
which probably belongs, preserves no sculpture but has the name Zwt:Aos in the same 
hand as the rest and in a characteristic position in relation to the upper moulding. 
The presence of a figure of Roma (name lost) recalls the part played by Zoilus in 
cementing the relations of Aphrodisias with the ruling power. In addition, five 
crowns, all identical in forin, are shown in the background of the crowning scenes ; 
the objects held out by D6:Ats and Tt!lTJ are unfortunately badly damaged, so that 
while they may be crowns, that cannot be regarded as certain. 

The presence of MviJil'll suggests that the monument was funerary, as was 
already proposed by L. Robert before discovery of this fragment; like Aiwv, it 
certainly stresses the eternally memorable quality of Zoilus' public services. The 
crowns may refer to the public recognition of those services by crowning or to the 
crown-bearing offices (priesthoods and stephanephorates) which he held, or both. 
It is tempting to associate the five identical crowns with five of his ten consecutive 
stephanephorates (doe. 40), held probably between 38 and 28 B.c., and so to deduce 
a date in the thirties for the monument ; but further crowns may have been shown 
on the lost sections, and the argument is obviously fragile. 

DOCUMENT35 

Upper right corner of a marble block (inv. no. 63. 596; 0 · 36 x 0 · 24 x 0 · 34) 
inscribed on one face. Stray find, now in Aphrodisias Museum. 

Letters, late Republican or Augustan: av. 0·02; rho in 11. 1, 3, 6 has a very small 
stroke slanting rightwards from the junction of the bowl with the vertical (R). 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Michael Crawford (ll. 1-5), John North 
(Caesar as J..leya:s). 

Plate XXIV, 2. 

[ ?oihos 6 TOTIO h iepos aov
[:Aos ?ws eKptva:v] v. 6 J..leya:s 
( ?Ka:icra:p 6 01K ]Tmc.up Ka:i 
[?6 vios a:V-rov Av]ToKpmwp 

5 (Ka:icra:p Ka:i f) crV]VKAT]TOS" 
[ KO:i 6 OfjJ..IOS 6 'P]WJ..IO:tWV 

[ Ka:ews Ka:i Ta] qn:Aavepw-

[no: Ka:i 8e:AToypa:]<pi}
[J..ICXTO: KO:i ETilKptJ..ICXTO:] 

10 [ TIEP1ExE1, cXvEO"TT]O"EV] 
[Se TOVS opovs r a:tos] 
[·lov:Atos Zwt:Aos 6 iepevs] 
[ Tfjs • A<ppo8eiTT]s] 

[?This area is] the sacred asylum ?as defined by] the great [?Caesar, the] Dictator, 
and [?his son] Imperator [Caesar and the] Senate [and People] of Rome, [as is also 
contained in the] grants of privilege, the public documents [and decrees. C. Iulius 
Zoilus priest of Aphrodite set up the boundary stones]. 
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The text of ll. 6 f. has been supplemented from that of an inscribed stone 
copied in 1893 by W. Kubitschek, published from his notes by J. M. R. Cormack, 
ABSA 59 (1964), 22, no. 16, and again from Cormack's publication by L. Robert, 
Aph 401 f., with important changes. Robert's clarification showed for the first time 
that the text was from a boundary stone of the sanctuary of Aphrodite. Kubitschek's 
drawing has a rosette below the text. 

The two stones now known belonged, of course, to a series set up along the 
boundary of Aphrodite's sanctuary as a result of the passage of the senatus consultum 
(doe. 8, ll. 57 f.). 

The formulae of the opening lines present difficulties. Boundary stones from 
sanctuaries commonly begin opos iepos O:ovi\os followed by the name of the divinity 
(see the examples collected by J. and L. Robert in comment on an inscription of this 
type from Hierocaesareia, Hell. VI, 33 f.); but opos here is much too short for the 
space available so that we should need either o\'i-ros 6 opos or opos preceded by a 
number. In the senatus consultum the sanctuary which received asylum rights is 
described as a ToTios (doe. 8, I. 9) and I suggest that it might be better to restore this 

Fig. 7. Doe. 36. Drawn by B. D. Thompson. 

in I. 1 (cf. also iva Kai miTT) ,; xwpa VTrCxPX'IJ O:ovi\os in the se de Oropiis, RDGE 23, 
I. 45). 

The verb governed by the nominatives of ll. 2-6 cannot be placed easily except 
in the first half of I. 2 ; if that is right Aphrodite was not named, but it is clear 
from the collection of boundary inscriptions cited that the presence of the deity's 
name, although common, is not invariable in them. I have printed a phrase taken 
from the letter of M. Valerius to Teos (RDGE 34, ll. 19 f.), since other suitable 
verbs are rather long for the space (thus Sylf.3 736, I. 81 ; ovvexwpTJcrav, 
OGIS 736, I. 5), but it is exempli gratia only. In I. 3 tau after the break is virtually 
certain and ensures the title OtKT6:Twp ; the spacing suggests that Caesar was called 
JJeyas, but not ee6s. The absence of.ee6s might perhaps result from use of a Caesarian 
record of his original grant to Aphrodite (cf. also perhaps in doe. 8, I. 38, with 
reference to the sanctuary); the presence of 1.1eyas, if accepted, is remarkable since 
Caesar was never given this title officially, although Weinstock, op. cit. on p. 157, 
53, n. 4, noting Catullus, ll. 10 f., Caesaris visens monimenta magni, conjectured that 
it may have been mooted for him in 55 ; it could be a provincialism. Assuming, as 
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is probable, that A\rroKp<hc.vp in I. 4 was used as Octavian's praenomen the 
boundary stones can hardly have been erected before mid-38, when the Aphrodisian 
ambassador returned home with the documents embodying the new privileges, 
doe. 6), some description of him is needed in the early part of I. 4 ; I have guessed 
from doe. 36 that Zoilus was inclined to stress Octavian's filial relationship to Caesar 
and have supplied a formula accordingly. 

For 11. 7 f. Robert's commentary very authoritatively collects and illuminates 
the administrative contexts in which the rare 8ei\Toypcx<pr}l..tCXTcx and the comparatively 
common <pii\av6pc.v1Tcx and emKph.tCXTcx are used, and relates them to the documents 
which Solon, son of Demetrius, brought home to Aphrodisias (doe. 6, 11. 25 f.). 

DOCUMENT36 

Two identical texts. 
(a) Thirteen blocks or parts of blocks belonging to a combined architrave and 

frieze from a Doric entablature which runs across the centre of the theatre stage as 

it was remodelled in the middle of the second century A.D. ; this part of the 
entablature was a feature re-used from the stage of late Republican to Augustan 
date and carries its original inscription in a single line on the frieze (normal blocks 
in their original state, I · 95 x 0 ·58 x 0 ·50 ; the block corresponding to the central 
doorway, c. 2·66 wide). 

Letters, late Republican-Augustan: 0·011; R. 

Plates XXV-XXVI, Fig. 7. 

r aios 'lovAIOS Zwji\os eeov 'lovi\fov V [i]ov Kcxfcrcxpos Cx1Tei\eveepos, O"TE<j>CXVT]<j>Opi]crcxs 
T.O 8EKCXTOV TO :i\oyi]IOV Kcxi TO 1TpocrKi]VIOV crvv Tois EV cx\rrGn 1Tp00"KOO"IlfJI-:ICXO"IV 
[ 1TCXO"IV, 'A<ppo8iT1J Kcxi TwlJ 

(b) Eighteen blocks or fragments of blocks of drafted masonry with a raised 
border above ; original position unknown, found fallen in the orchestra, near the 
stage (each originally either c. 0 · 80 or 1 ·18 x 0 · 34 x 0 ·52 or 1 · 32). They were 
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not originally intended to carry an inscription, for the text as inscribed impinges on 
the drafted edges. 

Letters, first cent. B.c.-Augustan: av. 0·07-0·075. 

r cdos 'I<? [ UA10 ]s ZwtA.os [6e]ou 'lovA.iov vi [ 0 ]u Kaicrapos a [ 1TEAEU6Epo ]s, OIE<paVT]<pOpijcras 
To 5eKmov v. [To] Kai To crilv Tois ev cxV[TwtTI]pocr

Tiacrtv vac. 'Acppo5iT1J Kai T[&t 

Caius Iulius Zoilus freedman of the divine Iulius' son Caesar, after being 
stephanephoros for the tenth time in succession (gave) the stage and the proscenium 
with all the applied ornaments on it to Aphrodite and the Demos. 

Before the discovery of this inscription it was naturally assumed that Zoilus 
was a local aristocrat. In fact as now appears, he was a phenomenon of the civil war 
period, a slave and subsequently freed dependent of a Roman dynast, whose useful
ness to his patron produced unusual rewards. His status-indication is abnormal, not 
surprisingly at so early a stage in the development of what was to become the 
imperialfamilia (for a note on its significance seeP. R. C. Weaver, Familia Caesaris, 
1972, 22, n. 3). It would perhaps explain the form in which Octavian is described 
here if Zoilus had been freed by Octavian in accordance with Caesar's will. Given 
the influence attributed to him by Octavian himself on the decision to award 
privileges to Aphrodisias (doe. 10, ll. 1 f.), the respect which he was able to command 
locally is fully explained. It placed him in, and indeed at the top of, the local office
holding class, as is shown by his two priesthoods and his ten stephanephorates (see 
p. 159), his titles of saviour and benefactor, and the sculptured monument. 

The absence of the title Augustus in the patron's name here indicates a date 
before January 27 B.c. Zoilus' tenth stephanephorate in the continuous series must 
therefore have ended at latest in late 28. It seems unlikely that he held any office 
before the passage of the senatus consultum in late 39. No stephanephorate is 
mentioned on the boundary stone (doe. 35); and while Zoilus might have confined 
himself on such stones to the priesthood of Aphrodite because it provided his 
official authority to set them up, it is at least plausible that if he had held a second 
office as eminent as the stephanephorate he would have mentioned it. If that is 
accepted, the boundary stones were set up in 38, quite quickly (as might be expected) 
after the passage of the enabling act (perhaps immediately after the return of Solon 
(doe. 6, 11. 14 f.) with the document which specified the exact measurements of the 
sanctuary area, doe. 8, 11. 57 f.). The election to the first of the stephanephorates 
would have occurred at about the same time and his first year of office would be 
in 38/37. 

DOCUMENT37 

Three adjoining marble architrave blocks, the second broken, and the third cut 
down, elaborately moulded in a late RepublicanfAugustan style, probably from the 
mainwestdooroftheTempleofAphrodite(1·14 + 1·04 + c.2·00 X 0·54 X 0·64) 
inscribed on two planes with inscriptions which have been deliberately but not quite 
efficiently erased. They lie at some distance from one another, two in the area to 
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the west of the temple, where there are other uninscribed or illegible blocks of the 
same feature, and the third among debris in its west portico : they had perhaps been 
re-used in the Christian remodelling of the temple area and the erasure must have 
occurred then. 

Letters, late Republican-Augustan: I. 1, 0·08-9; I. 2, 0·06-7. 

Plate XXVII. 

r a\ os 'loui\tos Zw 6 iEpEVS 'A<ppo8EiT11 [s ... 
vac. crc.v'ri]p Kcxi EVEPYITTJS Tfis TT'CXTpioos v. To [ ... 

C. Iulius Zoilus, priest of the goddess Aphrodite [ .. ? .. ], saviour and benefactor 
of his country (?built, ?defined the boundary of) the sanctuary of Aphrodite. 

If I. 1 were completed by the addition of 8ta (for life), cf. doe. 33, I. 4, and 
in I. 2 the verb was unexpressed, a satisfactory layout would be achieved. 

This should record another donation by Zoilus. The honorific terms in I. 2 are 
of the type normally applied only to the very eminent ; for what is probably a nearly 
contemporary example at Aphrodisias see doe. 30, I. 1. 

DOCUMENT38 

Left side of a feature comprising a rectangular inscribed area set on a curved 
element cut in one piece with it (0 ·55 x 0 · 25 x 0 ·54) ; the upper surface is treated 
as if to receive another block above. Found re-used in a late wall on the north side 
of the north parodos of the theatre; now in Aphrodisias Museum. 

Letters, Augustan: 0·03. 

Plate XXVIII, 1. 

[?vac. 6] 8fi1Jos vac. [ ?hEtiJT]O"EV] 
ralov 'loui\tov Zwti\[ov ... 

The people [?honoured] C. lulius Zoilus [ .. 

'f.his is clearly the base of an honorary statue, possibly set up in the theatre. 
The· may have been associated with the 8fi1Jos and the text should perhaps 
be restored as [ i] Kcxi 6] 8fj1JOS [eTEtiJT]O"O:V]. 

DOCUMENT39 

Partly-buried architrave block (2 · 81 x visible 0 · 34 x 0 ·50) inscribed on the 
exposed face. Lying in the north portico of the agora. 

Letters, triumviral-Augustan: c. 0·11. 

... iEpEvs ... Tfis] 'Ei\EV6Epicxs 8ta ... 

For the restoration and the cult of Eleutheria see doe. 33, I. 4. Given the letter
forms, the reference is almost certainly to Zoilus, cf. doe. 33. 
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DOCUMENT40 

Also relevant is C/G 2845 (MAMA 564) from a tomb built by Iulius Aurelius 
Charidemus Iulianus, in which he buried his father, Claudius Aurelius Zelus, high 
priest, sophist, founder of most important civic buildings, and his mother, Julia 
Paula, high priestess, descendant of stephanephoroi and high priests and Twv 
crwatTiwv Tfj TIOAEJ Tfjs i.e. of persons who were jointly responsible for 
the city's autonomy. Since Julii are comparatively rare at Aphrodisias, Paula is very 
likely to be a descendant of Zoilus. The connection of the text with the grant of 
privileges to Aphrodisias was first noted by Dittenberger in his comment on doe. 8 
( OGIS 455, n. 13), cf. also L. Robert, Aph 423 f. The date is in the first half of the 
third century (see also Appendices VI, VII). 

Partly because the evidence seems to imply Zoilus' local employment by his 
patr.ons, partly because of his elevation into the local aristocracy at Aphrodisias 
(where he apparently left descendants, doe. 40), I am not quite convinced by the 
argument of S. Panciera that he was the father of a man still employed in the imperial 
freedman service at Rome (as a librarian) in the time of Tiberius (Epigraphica 31 
(1969), 112 f.). 

Appendix VI : Founders' Kin 

Professor L. Robert has drawn attention (Hell. xm, 213-14; Aph 424, n. 3) to 
the series of Aphrodisian inscriptions in which men and women are described as 
descendants of families who joined in founding the city (yevovs ... ovvEKTJKoTos TI,v 
TioAJv, 1rpoy6vwv ovvEt<TJKoTwv TI,v' TiaTpi8a vel sim.; interesting variants are noted 
in the list below). While there is only one item to add to his list as he revised it in 
1966, it will be convenient for readers to have at hand the names of the families so 
honoured, since they are certainly relevant to the background of does. 1-13. Robert 
rejected Vagts' suggestion that these founding ancestors were simply builders of 
public monuments (Vagts 52) and connected them with the origins of the city. In 
his first treatment he suggested that they were Aphrodisians prominent at the time 
when an ' agglomeration ' at the Sanctuary of Aphrodite became a city, or when 
Aphrodisias was assured of her preponderance over Plarasa. In the light of the 
new evidence the stress should perhaps be rather on the creation of the sympolity 
Plarasa/Aphrodisias and on its acquisition of privileges within the Roman world in 
the later first century B.c. A certain number of names in the genealogies listed also 
appear on the coins ofPlarasa/Aphrodisias, seeR. Miinsterberg, Die Beamtennamen 
auf den griechischen Miinien (1911, repr. 1973), 48-9: Adrastus, Agelaus, Andron, 
Antipatrus, Artemidorus, Artemon, Hypsicles, Iason, Menander, Menodotus, Myon, 
Phanius, Zenon; others point to the triumviral period (M. Antonius, lulius); others 
are attested in the first century B.c., either in the documents published in this book 
or in unpublished inscriptions recently discovered (Attalus, Diodorus, Menippus). 
I. Adrastus, son of Nicotimus Hierax, the son of Artemidorus the son of Zenon 
(TRSL 12 (1843), 235; LBW 1602a; Th. Reinach, no. 33; MAMA 484; see also 
Reinach, no. 103; MAMA 485; Reinach, no. 105; in MAMA 484 the phrase used 
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is KTio-rTlv yeyov6Ta Sta npoy6vwv Tov 8i)!lov). No. 14 is his father and no. 15 his 
grand-daughter. 
2. Ammia, daughter of Attalus the son of Pytheas (CIG 2814; MAMA 528). 
3. Apphia, daughter ofMenestheus the son ofEumachus, and wife of no. 9 (Reinach, 
no. 52, ii; MAMA 470). . 
4.' M. Antonius Popillius Andronicus Flavianus, son of Agelaus (Reinach, no. 71). 
5. Aristocles Molossus, son of Aristocles the son of Artemidorus (Radet, BCH 14 
(1890), 236, no. 11; MAMA 468). 
6. Artemon, son of Andron (npoy6vwv ... ovvEKTtK6Twv Tov 8fj)Jov, Reinach, 
no. 39). 
7. Diodorus, adoptive son of Diodorus, natural son of Leon (CIG 2820A; W. 
Henzen, Ann. d. 1st. 24 (1852), 127 f., no. VII; LBW 1602; Th. Reinach, no. 76; 
MAMA 492b, c). 
8. T. Flavius Apollinarius, son ofT. Flavius Menippus (LBW 1601A). 
9. Hermias Glycan, son of Hermias the son of Phanias, and husband of no. 3 
(Reinach, no. 52; • MAMA 471). 
10. Iason Prabreus, son of Menodotus the son of Menander, and perhaps 
connected with no. 11 (W. Kubitschek and W. Reichel, Anz. Wien. Akad. 1893, 100, 
no. 1 ; Reinach, no 13; A. Wilhelm, JOAI 28 (1933), 57 f.; MAMA 498, emended 
by L. Robert, Aph 392). 
11. Iulia Paula, wife of Claudius Aurelius Zelus, mother of no. 12 and presumably 
connected with the homonym who was wife of no. 10 (C/G 2845, MAMA 564, also 
cited as doe. 40). 
12. lulius Aurelius Charidemus Iulianus, son of Claudius Aurelius Zelus and of 
no. 11, or his father (Cormack, ABSA 59 (1964), 26, no. 35, as emended by L. Robert, 
Aph 395 f.). 
13. Myon, adoptive son of Peritas the son of Adrastus, the son of Dionysius the 
son of Peritas, natural son of Adrastus the son of Molon, the son of Myon, the son 
of Adrastus (CIG 2771, col. 1). 
14. Nicotimus Hierax, son of Artemidorus the son of Zenon, father of no. 1, great 
grandfather of no. 15 (Reinach, no. 103; MAMA 483). 
15. Tatia Attalis, daughter of Hypsicles the son of Adrastus, the son of Nicotimus 
Hierax, the son of Artemidorus, the son· of Zenon, great grand-daughter of no. 14 
and grand-daughter of no. 1 (Reinach, no. 9). 
16. The wife of Septimius_Chares Aineias; her ancestors are additionally described 
as np [ wTwv] mo-revcra)Jevwv eK yevovs Ti)v iepwcr [ Vv'llv Tfjs] , Aq>po8e [iTTls] 
(Reinach, no. 80; MAMA 514). 
?17. Anon. (Reinach, no. 74). 
?18. Anon. (Cormack, op. cit. (no. 12), 29, no. 45). 
19. The wife of M. U1pius Carminius C1audianus (unpublished inscription, 
Museum 100), probably Flavia Apphia, daughter ofT. Flavius Athenagoras Agathus 
(PIR2 F 223) and of Sallustia Frontina c.f., see H. Halfmann, Die Senatoren aus dem 
ostlichen Teil des lmperium Romanum (1979), stemma on p. 130. 
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I. DOCUMENT 41 

Damaged block found in 1978 near the east entrance to the agora in an area 
containing much re-used material. It is chipped along all edges and also on the 
surface; there are dowel-holes for an attachment above. 

Letters, perhaps late RepublicanjAugustan: 0·05. 
Acknowledgments for discussion to George Souris (the embassies). 

Plate XXVIII, 2. 

vacat 
[ y OE Kai ao-TVVOilOS KO:J VEW1Tc;> [ 10 KO:J OIP<XT11Y9 [s] 
hri xwpas v. OIPaTllYftcro:s OE 1TAEOV6:Kts Tfjs 1TOAEWS 
[ er ]o:s oe 1TAEio-To:s Ko:i 1-!Eyio-To:s emTVX&s \mi:p Tfjs 1Ta-r
[pi] v. cos v. O:ywvtcrallevos oi: Kai 1repi Tfjs eAeuBepio:s Kai Twy 

5 [?vacat] v61-1wv Ko:i Tfjs acrvAio:s v. Ko:i T&'>v oeoollevwv vacat 
sic [ qn]Ao:vepw1TWV v. KO:J evi 1TCXO"!V TOVTOIS To is 

o:\rrov Kai T[o:is O:pxJq.:is Ko:i Ttlllleeis [?vacat] 

This is the conclusion of a text which must have been laid out in several columns. 
The supplements are hardly in doubt. In I. 5 the long vacat at the end is likely to 
have been balanced by another at the beginning and that seems to be confirmed by 
the little that survives of the surface there . 

. . . having also been astynomos and neopoios and strategos in charge of the city
territory, and many times strategos in charge of the city, and having successfully 
carried out a number of very important embassies on behalf of his country; and 
having been active for (her) freedom and laws and the right of asylum and the privileges 
granted to her ; and been honoured in all these things which he brought about and 
in his magistracies and liturgies. 

The letter-forms of the inscription are comparatively early and seem to me to 
show resemblances to those of inscriptions honouring Zoilus in the theatre (late 
thirties-early Augustan, see Appendix v); so that, although the formulae relating 
to embassies can be more easily paralleled in the first century A.D., there may be a 
case for associating the subject with the first grant of privileges to Aphrodisias in 
39 B.c. and, indeed, for proposing tentatively his identification as Solon, son of 
Demetrius (does. 6, ll. 14 f.; 8, I. 22; 12, ll. 4-5). The absence of any reference to 
emperors visited would then be readily understandable. It must be admitted that it 
could also be explained if the embassy concerned had to defend itself before the Senate 
and received its answer there, as happened in A.D. 22 in the matter of asylia (Tacitus, 
Ann. 3. 62, see also p. 79 f.). There is no evidence that anything more than asy/ia 
was at risk on that occasion, but Tiberius was notorious for attacks on immunities 
(Suetonius, Tib. 49. 2), so that an embassy during his reign is conceivable. 

Whether or not Solon was the subject, the inscription has a special importance 
as being the earliest known statement made at Aphrodisias about the city's rights, 
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other than what is implied by the cult of Eleutheria. It was probably a public 
statement on an honorary statue base or, if not, one based very closely on the public 
decrees to which it refers in I. 7. It should be observed that there is no reference 
either to the treaty or to immunity from taxation, and that the concrete word laws 
has been preferred to the abstract autonomy . 

. The formulation of the last sentence is remarkable-Evi is clear (possibly a 
cutter's error for E!-1). 

2. DOCUMENT 42. Inscribed base found at Ephesus. 

Mouseion Smyrne m. 1-2 (1880), no. 367; W. M. Ramsay, REG 2 (1889), 26 f. 
(the erasure only), and The Social Basis of Roman Power in Asia Minor (1941), 211, 
no. 225; J. Keil, NZ ns. 12 (1919), ll7, no. 4; /Eph 11, 233; see also L. Robert, 
Aph 4Il, n. 2. 

I give the text from Keil's publication. 
Underlined words are cut in rasura. 

A\rroKpcrropt 
ee&t Kcxicrcxpt LE-

j3cxO'TWl OveCTTicxcrtexvwt 

eTii &v6v-rrcrrov MexpK [ ov] 
5 Cl>ovAoviov riMwvos 

6 <ptAoKcxicrcxp • A<ppoSetcrtewv 
Sfj!.los EAEV6epos wv Kcxi cxli
Tovo!.los CxTI> apxfls Tfj TWV LEj3cxcr
TWV xexptTt vcx&1 Twt ev ·E<pecrw1 

10 Twv LEj3cxcrT&v Kotv&t Tfjs • Acricxs 
xexptTt Sta Te TI)v 1rpos Tous Le

j3cxO"Tovs Elicrej3etcxv Kcxi Ti)v 1rpos 
TTJV VEWKopov >E<pEO'lWV TIO-
AlV EVV01CXV cXVEOTT)O'CXV 

15 ETil!.lEA1)6EVTOS > AptO'TlWVOS 
• ApTE!.ltSc.Opov Tov K<XAAtO'TE
WS· iepEWS nAo\rrwvos Kcxi 
K6p1)S Kcxi VEWTI010V 6eas 
> A<ppoOElT1)S ETii apxtepews 

20 Tfjs • Acrtexs Ttj3epiov KAcxvSiov 
Cl>1)creivov. 

To Imperator divus Caesar Vespasianus, in the proconsulship of M. Fulvius 
Gillo, the people of Aphrodisias, devoted to Caesar, being free and autonomous 
from time past by the grace of the emperors, dedicated (this) in the provincial temple 
of the emperors at Ephesus, of their own grace, on account of their loyalty to the 
emperors and their goodwill to the city of Ephesus which is the temple-warden. The 
monument was supervised by Aristion, son of Artemidorus the son of Callisteus, 
priest of Pluton and Core, and a curator of the fabric of the temple of the goddess 
Aphrodite, in the year when Ti. Claudius Phesinus was high priest of Asia. 
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The dedication was originally to Domitian and one of a series set up by cities 
of Asia in the provincial temple of the imperial cult at Ephesus. The name of 
Vespasian was substituted after Domitian's death. For some evidence that Domitian 
may have been popular at Aphrodisias see K. T. Erim, Opusc. Rom. 9 (1973), 142. 

The proconsul's year of office is placed c. 91 in PIR2 F 543, in 89/90 by W. Eck, 
Senatoren von Vespasian his Hadrian (1970), 140, c. 89/90 by B. Kreiler, Die 
Statthalter Kleinasiens unter den Flaviern (1975), 52. 

The high priest's year of office is not independently dated. 
The Aphrodisian who acted for the city is not otherwise attested. 
The text (like several others in the series, see Keil, op. cit.) combines a 

demonstration of enthusiasm for the emperor with one of pride in the privileges of 
the city. These privileges are here unequivocally attributed to the grace of the 
emperors (for xapts as a translation of beneficium see Mason s. v.). The implication 
is that Domitian and all, or most, preceding emperors had confirmed them and that 
these confirmations were so overtly recognized as the effective acts that the part of 
the Senate, and still more that of the Roman People, could be omitted. Domitian's 
own attitude to the Senate must be relevant to the formula; but cf. doe. 9, 1. 1. 

The unusual xaptTt in 1. 11 (also used by the free and autonomous 
Stratoniceans, l.Eph. 11, 237, 1. 11) seems to involve a statement that while the 
Aphrodisians had joined in the demonstration of loyalty, which had presumably 
followed a decision of the provincial assembly, they did not do so because they 
were bound by such a decision, but as an act of grace and because they felt the 
sentiments proper to the occasion. For Aphrodisian anxiety to maintain in
dependence of the provincial assembly seep. 109. 

3. An honorary base found by Boulanger in the Hadrianic Baths and briefly 
published by L. Robert, Et. Anat. 299, n. 2, cf. Aph 411, carries an inscription 
recording its erection mxpex Tfj &cr\iACJ2 6E0 by the chrysophoroi neopoioi of Aphrodite. 
The merits of the honorand had been shown outstandingly as neokoros of Aphrodite 
and in her cult, so that the asylum area was specifically relevant to his activity. The 
date, to judge by the letter-forms, was late second or early third century, but the 
names suggest that it was before the Antonine Constitution. 

4. See also Appendix v, doe. 40. Julia Paula is described on her tomb as a descendant 
of those responsible for the city's autonomy. The date of the inscription is probably 
after the Antonine Constitution to judge from the name of her son who put it up, 
lulius Aurelius Charidemus (Appendix VI, no. 12). 

5. DOCUMENT 43 

Marble stele broken above and chipped along all edges, and especially badly 
on the lower half of the right side (0 ·53 x 1 ·13 x 0 ·53), inscribed on the exposed 
face which is badly eroded in the lower part. Re-used in a fountain in old Karacasu 
(the nearest modern town to Aphrodisias). 

W. R. Paton, JHS 20 (1900), 77 f., no. VI, whence L. Robert, RPh 4 (1930), 27; 
OMS n, 1127 (on 11. 15-16); and Aph 410 f. (on ll. 1-11). 
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Letters, third cent. A.o.: 11. 1-10, 12-17, av. 0·025; I. 11, 0·018; ligatured 
M M in I. 2, MH in I. 13. The small letters of I. 11 suggest an afterthought fitted into 
a space left blank (so Paton). 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Michael Crawford (11. 14-15). 

Plate XXVIII, 3. 

TO!' [ •. c. 5 .. ]Tcnov 5 [fj!lOV] 
aVJ.:IJ.:I<:t)(OV 'Poo1-1aioov 
Tfjs i\aJ.11TpoT<l-rr)S <p [ 1 ]
i\ocrej36:crrov ei\e:vS [ e]-

5 pas Kat cxVTOVOJ.IOV [a]
TCx TCx 56yJ,.ICXTa TfjS i [ E ]

pc.>T<l"rr)S crvvKi\7iT [ OV] 
Kai TCx opKla Kal TCxS 6e [l]
dS mmypacpas • Acppo5 [ 1 ]-

10 vac. crteoov 1T6i\eoos v. v. 
vac. aaVi\ov vac. 
vac. vac. 

[Av]P.(1ii\tos) •Ep!lfjs .. . ] 
20 M [ •. ] ?[ (S11vapiovs) oK ]-

15 Tw- 1:1 [ vpi]<?VS eis aioo [ viovs] 
KA1if?ovs Tij Kpa [ TlOTTJ] 
vac. j3ovi\ij vac. 

P1 denotes Paton's transcription, P2 his interpretation: the restorations in 
ll. 1-8 are taken from P1• There has been some deterioratiorrof the stone since he 
saw it. 1. 1, P1, Tov .... ]ov S[fjJ.IOV P2 ; 1. 2, O'VJ.I<X)(OV P1•2 ; 1. 4, E/\EY8 Pi, 
ei\evSe- P2 ; I. 7, O'VVKA1iTo[v P1•2 ; I. 10, K]a6tepwcrev pl,Z; I. 13, MAl PEPfVJHWA-
Pl, nil P2,? for Map. Avp. ·Ep1-1fjs nCX"l![ ... L.R.; 1. 14,201 z/\N/\8EIL P1, __ ava6eis 
P2 ; I. 15, TOI ./\2EI2 AIQNI P1, To .... ac; eis aiwvi P2 ; I. 16, THKPATI2 P1, 

ovs xp6v]ovs Tij KpCXTio- P2, OVSKAllp]ovs 1. 17, BOY/\H PI, Tij] j3ovi\ij P2• 

(?Statue of) the most [?distinguished] Demos, ally of the Romans, of the glorious 
city of the Aphrodisians, devoted to the emperor, free and autonomous according to 
the decrees of the most holy Senate and the treaty and the divine (imperial) responses, 
with asylia. M. Aurelius Hermes P[ .. ? .. ] who dedicated [?80,000 denarii] for per-
petual distributions to the most mighty Council. · 

Paton dated this text around A.D. 100, but must be wrong. Letter forms and 
layout suggest the Severan period at earliest. The praenomen and nomen of the 
dedicator would accord well with the years after the Antorrine Constitution. 
I. 1. Adjectives for the demos at Aphrodisias are comparatively rare but 
i\aJ.11Tp6Tcnos occurs (MAMA 421, ll. 32-3) and although long for the space available 
could just be accommodated with ligaturing of MnP ; the city is quite" often so 
described, as here in I. 3 (cf. doe. 47, ll. 2-4). An alternative would be iepwTcnos 
(for the 5fjiJos as iep6s on coins, see BMC Caria 31, no. 32). 
ll. 2-11. The privileges of the city are listed at some length with the omission only 
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of immunity from taxation (cf. also does. 40, 41). The treaty relationship is 
emphasized (I. 2) and in the event also the asylia, for the word is centred and in 
consequence catches the eye despite its small lettering (Paton's view; based on the 
letter sizes, that it was a later addition may well be right, but the homogeneity of the 
letter-forms suggests that ' later ' means no more than a correction made during the 
course of manufacture). The official documents conveying the privileges are also 
listed, with Senatorial decrees (doe. 8) in the first place followed by a reference to 
the treaty (doe. 8, ll. 31-2, doe. 9, 11 7 f.), and imperial responses last, where they 
belong chronologically. This is a private not a public document, as L. Robert has 
pointed out, and expresses a private individual's attitude ; but it is, perhaps, one 
most likely to find public expression in the reign of an emperor who favoured the 
Senate. 

For the Senate as iepc.uT<lTij see G. Forni, op. cit. (p. 137), and for 6eiat 
&vnypcx<pcxi of imperial responses p. 135 on doe. 21, I. 9. 
I. 13. The dedicant is otherwise unknown; a second cognomen perhaps occupied 
the end of the line and the beginning of the next. 
ll. 14 f. Dedication of funds for perpetual distributions to the demos, the boule and 
other groups is not uncommon in the city (cf. MAMA 524, ll. 3 f.); the formula 
varies slightly from text to text but the essence is as here, although no parallel has 
suggested a suitable restoration for the description of the gift which was to provide 
the cash; a sum of money for investment is the most likely, JJ [ vpi]ovs seems indicated 
thereafter, and enough of the accompanying figure survives to show that it could 
only be oKTw ; although the space available is restricted and 80,000 denarii is a very 
considerable sum. 

6. Doe. 48 (Appendix VIII) is a proconsul's letter which contains reference to 
Aphrodisian eleutheria (11. 6 f.) and the confirmation of Aphrodisian rights by 
Severus Alexander. 

7. Doe. 49 (Appendix VIII) is a fragment probably from a proconsul's letter, to be 
dated in the later second or early third century, containing a reference to privileges 
given by the emperors and the Senate. 

8. Local coin issues sometimes carry legends referring to the city's privileges-so 
eA!:v6epicx, (BMC Caria, no. 23; SNG 7, no. 2438, illustrated as no. 2439), ei\eveepos 
SfiJJos (BMC Caria, no. 77). 

Appendix VIII: Roman governmental officials in Aphrodisias to A. D. 250 

The following texts constitute the record as at August 1981 of Roman govern
mental officials of the period of the archive, recorded in Aphrodisias in documents 
other than those on the Archive Wall. 
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A. Proconsuls 

1. DOCUMENT 44 

Marble base (0 · 62 X 0 · 76 x 0 ·55) inscribed on one face which is badly worn 
and chipped along all edges. Found fallen from the city wall in which it had been 
re-used, in the east stretch. . 

Letters, Augustan: 1. 1, 0·025; ll. 2; 3, 0·03. 

Plate XXVIII, 4. 

vac. 6 o[fl]IJOS vac. 
'Amroi\fJtov 

Tov [ & ]v6VnCXTov 
vac. 

The People (set up this statue of) Sextus Appuleius, the proconsul. 

Sextus Appu1eius (PIR2 A 961, see also now U. Weidemann, AA 1965, col. 450), 
nephew of Augustus, cos. 29 B.c., was proconsul of Asia in a year between 23 and 
15 B.c. and received honours at a number of Asiatic cities, notably Pergamum where 
he was ' saviour and benefactor ' (ILS 8783). 

2 and 3. DOCUMENT 45 

Pair of inscribed stones built into opposite walls probably in an entrance way 
(now blocked) between the buildings known as the odeon and the bishop's palace. 

Letters, Augustan/Julio-Claudian. 
Acknowledgments for discussion to Sir Ronald Syme (identities). 

Plate XXIX, 1-2. 

a MO:pKOV OvtVOVKlOV 
Tov &vevnCXTov 

arabesque 6 oflllos arabesque 
Tov ruepyE-n,v 

M. Vinicius, the proconsul ; the People (set up this statue of) their benefactor. 

b nov"fti\tov arabesque 
OvtvoVt<tov 
Tov &vevna-
Tov 6 ofliJOS 
Tov eliepyE-n,v 

P. Vinicius, the proconsul; the People (set up this statue of) their benefactor. 
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The unusual spelling of the nomen, with OY (presumably to represent the Latin 
sound between I and U for which the Emperor Claudius devised the short-lived 
symbol!-), is worth noting. 

P. Vinicius must be the cos ord. in A.D. 2, proconsul of Asia shortly afterwards 
(RE IX A, cols. 119 f., no. 8); but the identity of M. Vinicius is less clear. Since 
the letter-forms of his inscription are not securely datable it might be possible to 
identify him with M. Vinicius, cos ord. in A.D. 30, cos. 11 in A.D. 45, proconsul of 
Asia perhaps in A.D. 38-9 or 39-40 (RE IX A, cols. 116 f., no. 7), but someone 
closer in time to P. Vinicius would be preferable. An earlier Vinicius, whose 
praenomen is incomplete in all published texts, was proconsul of Asia at a date much 
disputed under Augustus ; some think him L. Vinicius, cos su.ff. in 33 B.c., others 
M. Vinicius, cos su.ff. in 19 B.C. (for a useful survey of views and arguments see 
RDGE, p. 315 f.). L. Robert has posited a proconsulship in Asia for this M. Vinicius 
on the basis of an inscription he has seen at Mylasa (RA 66 (1935), 156) and this is 
accepted by Sir Ronald Syme, who conjectures that he may have held the biennial 
tenure of the proconsulship which is attested by Dio Cassius 54. 30. 3 in 12-10 B.c. 
(History in Ovid 138, n. 2). This seems most likely to be the man honoured here. 

4. DOCUMENT 46 

Upper part of a marble base (0 ·53 x 0 · 37 x 0 ·58) seen in 1934 lying beside 
a cistern about 3 km approximately westwards of Aphrodisias at a bearing of 255° 
on the Acropolis. When the site was identified in 1976 the cistern had been dis
mantled and its stones apparently re-used in a newly-built farmhouse, but this piece 
was not visible ; it has presumably been broken up or re-used with the inscribed 
face covered. 

Letters: 0·02-0·025. 
W. M. Calder, CR 49 (1935), 216 f., whence F. Sokolowski, LSAM 189, no. 86; 

MAMA 411 (after re-examination of the squeeze); see also comment by D. J. 
Campbell, CR 50 (1936), 56 f. (on the prosopography); E. Bikermann, Syria 25 
(1948); 83 (the doves); L. Robert, Hell. xm, 14 (general); L. Robert, JS 1971, 
81 f.; J. and L. Robert, Bull. Ep. 1971, no. 613; M. Guarducci RAL 1973, 587 f.; 
J. and L. Robert, Bull. Ep. 1976, no. 90 (all on the doves). 

Acknowledgments to Michael Crawford, Charlotte and Mossman Roueche for 
help in the search; for discussion to Wynne Williams (proconsular edicts). 

Plate XXIX, 3 (photograph of a squeeze made by members of the MAMA 
expedition). 

Kcrnos 'A[o]Kc;,
vtos Lefl\tos EiTa:AtKos 
&ve\mCXTos l\eyet· Ka:[i] 

OVTC.VV 

5 Ka:60: KC.VAVETO:l 

Tpecpetv, 

[ ...... e]v Tfj 'ITOAel 
[ mptcrTepO: ]s Tf)s Te 6pT)cr
[Kefa:s Tfjs 1re]pi Tijv 6eov 

10 [ ............. ... ] 
[ .. . 
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1. 1, C., MAMA, 'A(J!<.w C. MAMA; 1. 3, Ka[i] C., S., R., 
Ka[hrep] MAMA; I. 7, ?[nwAEiv C., S.; I. 10 ... C., [xaptv, &A"A' 
ai5ei]Cf6a! S., [aiJEAEiv Ttves] MAMA. 

Ti. Catius Asconius Silius ltalicus, proconsul, announces : although decrees also 
exist by which it is forbidden to catch, keep, scare or [ .. ? .. ] the [doves] in the city 
and [ .. ? .. ] of the cult concerning the goddess [ ... 

The author of the edict was recognized by Calder as the poet Silius ltalicus, 
proconsul of Asia probably in 77/8 (A. Garzetti, Nerva (1950), 117, no. 38, and 
for the date, W. Eck, Senatoren von Vespasian bis Haqrian (1970), 82 f.). This 
inscription added a nomen to those previously attested for him ; although the reading 
seems to me less clear than it did to Calder and to Cormack, the discovery of an 
enfranchised Aphrodisian named Asconius seems to confirm it (unpublished inscrip
tion recently excavated). The implications of Asconius for the family connections of 
Italicus are discussed by Campbell. 

Calder also saw that in I. 6 imposes the restoration [ mptcrTEpa ]s in I. 8 
and gives us the subject of the edict. We must accept Robert's view that we do not 
know enough to restore the missing words in ll. 7 and 10. 

Both the language and the text and the parallels for preservation of doves (not 
only in the sanctuary but throughout the city, although not, apparently in the 
territory) are discussed by Robert. He refers to representations of doves on the 
base of a copy of the statue of Aphrodisian Aphrodite (C. Fredrich, MDAI(A) 22 
(1897), pi. xn, J); some have thought that they were also shown on Aphrodisian 
coins (see most recently MacDonald, Coins, Aph. 173-4), but the birds concerned 
seem to me more like eagles. 

The decrees in I. 4 are presumably Aphrodisian ones. Parallels for gubernatorial 
intervention to reinforce neglected local regulations are not easy to find; it seems 
reasonable to suppose that the Aphrodisians asked for help when their own decrees 
proved insufficient. 

5. Document 62 (Appendix IX), 11. 9-10. P. lulius Geminius Marcianus, proconsul 
of Asia under Commodus, probably c. 181 (p. 196), is connected with the work of 
a curator reipublicae and described as ' our benefactor '. It is not clear that he did 
more than act as an intermediary handling the report of the curator which he would, 
no doubt, forward .to the emperor who had appointed that curator. 

6. DOCUMENT 47 

Base found during Gaudin's expedition, partly buried in the north stretch of 
the city wall, 20 metres east of the North Gate. Not rediscovered. 

Letters : 0 · 035 ; ligatured HM in I. 9 ; deliberate erasure in I. 11. 
Reinach, no. 4; whence F. F. Abbott and A. C. Johnson, Municipal Administra

tion in the Roman Empire, no. 137; cf. P. Veyne, Melanges Piganiol (1966), 1395 f. 
(on Priscus' status). 

Acknowledgments for discussion to John Martindale (Priscus' title). 
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6 
Tfjs 
'A<ppo8etcrukov 
1TOAEC.US LOVA1TlKIOV 

5 npEiO"KOV TOV 8ta
av6v-

I. 12 or [ ?EmcrToi\as] or [ ?Kpicrets], V. 

1TaTOV KaTCx TCxS TOV 
Kai 6EIO

TCrrOV Kvpiov 
10 A\iToKperropos :Leov-

[ it]pov [' 

[ ?eVToi\6:s] 

For translation and comment see the associated doe. 48. 

6 cont. DOCUMENT 48 

Stele inscribed on two faces, foun4_ by Gaudin with no. 47. Not rediscovered. 
Letters: 0·016; omega normally cut as a circle slightly open at the bottom; 

ligatured NE in 1. 2, NH in 1. 5, MH, TH, NnP in 1. 7, NT, HM in I. 8, HMH, NTH in 
I. 12, TH, NK in I. 13, TH twice in I. 14, NH in I. 15, TH in I. 16, HM, TH in I. 17, 
HM in I. 18, MH in 1. 19, HT, MH in 1. 20, MH in I. 21, HME, NTHn in I. 22, NT in 
I. 24, NH in I. 26, MHT, TH in I. 28, HM, THNn in I. 29. Deliberate erasures in 
ll. 8, 16, 17, 27, 28. 

Reinach, no. 5, whence F. F. Abbott and A. C. Johnson, Municipal Administra
tion in the Roman Empire, no. 138 ; see also L. Robert, Et. Anat. 303 (proconsular 
visits and the text of I. 29), and, after study of Gaudin's squeeze, Hell. XIII, 208 
(ll. 3, 29-31). 

[.]KE[ ... 
[ . M ]V)(EiS' 8T)A [ a8i] Cx ]K6Aov66v ecr [ Tl] 
[ T ]a$ 1TOAEIS TCxS 
[T]fj aVTOV T\ix1J <J>IAEiV TE 

5 Kai omp 1TOIEiV Tj8EC.US 
K [a ]i aVTOi lO"TE 8e TCxS TEI

Tfj et.Ev6Epi(i( \mo T&v 1Tpo
y6vc.uv Tov Kvpiov A1iToKperropo [s] 
[' a\iTo [v] 

10 [a\iT]ijv Kai TCx 8tKa{a Ot[S] 
(E\i6v) Kai Tj8ec.us 
[ 1Tpos] Kai EV Tfj 
[ 1TpOT ]ch1J 1TOAEI Kai Tfj 
[6Ei;(] 6Vcrc.u V1Tep TE Tfjs crc.u'TT)pias Kai aic.u-

15 [v]iov Tou TE KVpiov a\J
TOKperropos [' Kai Tfjs Kvp

[ias] 

Tou KVpiov Kai crTpaTo1Te8c.uv 
et 'IJftTE TfjS 1TOAEC.US 

20 ]ftTE crvvKAftTOV 8terra-
6eia emcrToi\i] KC.UAVEI Tov 

[a]v6VTimov Tfj TI6Aet 
[e]t yap Tt Kc.ui\Vet Twv 
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evwv ws eeos !lOi EO'TlV TO iS [ CXAAOlS] 
25 [ee ]ois \rrrep TE Tfis WxTJS Kcx [i crwTTJpicxs] 

[ K]cxi cxiwviov TOV KV [piov TJJ..IWV] 
A\rroKp<lTopos [' [ Kcxi Tfis] 

IJTJTpos cx\rrov [McxiJcxicxs] [s Kvpicxs] 

Se TJJ.IWV KCXl Ti}v 1TCXTplOV VIJWV [6eav em]-
30 [ K JcxA.ecroiJcxl. T ®Tcx se <hrEKpl [ va1J11v J 

vacat To is 1TpwTots Tfis ACXJ.I1TpoT [ O:TT)s] 
vacat VJ..IWV 1r6A.ews vacat 
['Eppwcr]6cx1 VIJCXs e\JxoiJCXl vacat. 
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I. 1. Traces of erasure suggest the presence of Alexander's name or that of his 
mother here. 

Doe. 47 
The People of the most splendid city of the Aphrodisians (set up a statue of) 

Sulpicius Priscus, perfectissimus vir, proconsul, according to [?the instructions] of 
our greatest and most revered lord Imperator Severus [Alexander]. 

Doe. 48 
... ]fortunate; clearly it follows that affection and honour is due to the cities 

dedicated to his great good fortune, which you yourselves know that I give gladly and 
especially to those honoured with freedom by the ancestors of our lord Imperator 
[Alexander] who himself confirms it and increases the rights in which you rejoice; 
and I will gladly come to you and make a stay in your most splendid city and sacrifice 
to your native goddess for the safety and eternal continuance of our lord Imperator 
[Alexander] and our lady Augusta [Mamaia], mother of our lord and of the camps, 
if no law of your city or decree of the Senate or instruction or letter from the emperor 
prevents the proconsul from making a stay in [your] city. But if there is any impedi
ment in the documents I have mentioned, when I sacrifice as is my custom to the. [?other 
gods] for the good fortune and [safety] and eternal continuance of [our] lord Imperator 
[Alexander and] his mother [Mamaia] Augusta, our [lady], I will call upon your 
native [goddess with them]. I gave this reply [to the chief men] of your [most splendid] 
city. I hope for your welfare. · 

Texts and restorations are from Reinach, except in I. 29 where I have followed 
L. Robert. The erased references to an emperor and his mother limit the possible 
identifications ; the name Severus, which survives in doe. 41, ll. 11-12, shows that 
the emperor 'is in fact Severus Alexander and his mother Mamaia. It cannot be 
reasonably doubted that the two texts 47 and 48 contemporary, but a precise 
date for them between 222 and 235 is not assignable, since except that they are later 
than the accession confirmation referred to in doe. 48, ll. 9 f., there is no obvious 
clue; the proconsul, Q. Vibius Egnatius Sulpicius Priscus (RE XVIII, col. 1212}, 
cannot be assigned to a particular year. His title was noted as unique for a senator 
by A. Stein, WS 34 (1912), 163, and remains so; P: Veyne, in drawing attention to 
it again, suggested that Priscus, who had been appointed abnormally by the emperor 
(as indicated in doe. 47), was in fact a knight (but then the title proconsul is startling) 
or that, from embarrassment over his special position, the provincials improvised a 
title in which StCXO'TJIJOTCXTOS did not have its official sense. Could the Aphrodisians 
have been ignorant of the normal sense of the word ? 
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On the face of it the point of the letter is straightforward : the Aphrodisians 
invited Priscus to visit their city, stay there for a time and sacrifice to Aphrodite for 
the safety etc. of the emperor and his mother (the terms used are all standard ones 
in imperial cult); but he was uncertain whether there might not be some impediment 
to a proconsular stay in their city due either to local law· or to Roman ordinance 
(it is interesting that he named a senatorial decree first of the possibilities here, as 
was proper in a senatorial province). He introduced this uncertainty with a longish 
sentence about the rights of free cities which accords with the letter of Alexander 
himself (doe. 19) and suggests that there may have been some governmental stand 
on these in the early years of this emperor (if so, no doubt in contrast to action by 
his immediate predecessor, Elagabalus). It should be noted that in 1. 10 Alexander 
is said not only to have confirmed but to have increased the rights of the Aphro
disians; we have no clue whether anything of substance is meant by that. The main 
point is obviously to be connected with that raised in the letter of Commodus 
(doe. 16) who was reluctant to agree when the Aphrodisians asked that the proconsul 
should come to stay in their city and prefaced his decision with generalizations about 
the freedom of cities and risks to it. It is clear that on this occasion Aphrodisians 
themselves saw nothing against their giving such an invitation, any more than they 
had done in the Commodan incident. For the form of a speech of invitation to a 
governor to attend a festival, see now D. A. Russell, N. G. Wilson (eds.), Menander 
Rhetor (1981), 182-93 and commentary. 

It is on the issue of proconsular visits that discussion of the inscription has 
tended to concentrate; but the festival mentioned should be considered too. It was 
clearly not a purely Aphrodisian occasion and 1. 24 may imply that it was a routine 
Roman one such as the annual sacrifice on 1 January (for examples in the provinces 
see PBSR 30 (1962), 33 f., and L. Marghitan, C. C. Petolescu in JRS 66 (1976), 84 f.); 
but the reason for Aphrodisian interest in an additional celebration of a routine 
matter at Aphrodisias is not clear. A special imperial occasion related to the emperor's 
Fortuna (cf. ll. 3-4) may be involved. 

The dedication of honours to Sulpicius Priscus at Aphrodisias does not 
necessarily imply that he did visit the city; his introduction of its goddess into, his 
prayers may have been felt to deserve local recognition. 

For the description of the city as A.a!-ITipoTcl-rfl see also doe. 43, 11. 3 f. The 
earliest known instance seems to be MAMA 421 (?of the reign of Marcus Aurelius 
and Verus). 

7. DOCUMENT 49 

Two adjoining fragments from a marble cornice (1 · 33 x 0 · 33 x 0 · 85) inscribed 
on the fascia. Found re-used in the city wall, west stretch. 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: av. 0·03. 
MAMA 419, discussed by L. Robert, Hell. xm, 125 f . 

• • • ov 8iKatOV 8' El-\Oi Vl:l [ rrepav •.. 
. . . &iro Tfj]s Ka6T}yETi8os Ti]y TIPOO"W}'VI:l [iav exovcrav ••. 

• . • Ta 8e8o1-1eva <ptA.avepw ]1ra v1r6 TE AiJToKpaT6p [ w ]v Kai [ iJ]I:l [ ov 'Pw1-1ai
wv ... 
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I. 1. The MAMA expedition is said to have seen a third fragment, now lost, carrying 
the letters nOAI ; nOA can still be deduced from the bases of the letters which 
survive on fragment 2 and a large part of I is visible. 
I. 2. THN or THM, nPOLA .. Y[, MAMA; cmo Tfj]s KTA. Tijv npocr(9[v]v[J.liav 
exovcrav R. ; in fact Q is certain,. followed by three uprights, and there are traces 
of M at the end. 
I. 3. -- ira, crv[vKA.]i}Tov A-MAMA; 'TCx 5E50J.lEVa qnM:vepc.v]na, crvv[KA.i}]Tov 
5 [ oyJ.l<hc.vv R. ; the stone has deteriorated since 1934 but the surviving traces 
suggest the text as printed, for there seems to be no room for two letters between 
IJ. and M . 

. . . ] to [?] but to me it seems unjust that your city [ .. ? .. ], deriving its name 
from the goddess who leads it [ .. ? .. ] the privileges given by emperors and the Senate 
of the Roman [people ... 

Robert first recognized this as an official letter concerned with the privileges of 
Aphrodisias. He cited the letter of Traianus Decius (doe. 25) both for the reference 
to the derivation of the city's name from Aphrodite and for the privileges ; the 
whole dossier presented in this book provides further parallel material. He was 
doubtless right in thinking that it was written by a proconsul rather than an emperor, 
since there is no qualification, such as appears in all the analogous imperial letters 
here, to show that the m'rroKp<hopES mentioned are the writer's predecessors (cf. Twv 
npo i)J.lwv m'rroKpaT6pc.vv in doe. 25, ll. 13-14). 

For the date there seems to be no evidence other than the lettering, which is of 
the later second or third century A.D. 

The title of the goddess is paralleled at Cyaneae ( CIG m, p. 1140, 4303h : 
"ApE1 Kai 'EA.EV6Ep[i]ct &pxT)yE'Tt5t, cited at BMC, Caria, p. 30, making an unnecessary 
identification with Artemis); cf. also Plutarch, Thes. 18, recording that Delphic 
Apollo instructed Theseus 6Eov 'Acppo5iTT)v Ka6T)yEJJ6va notEicr6at when he set out for 
Crete. 

8. DOCUMENT 50 

Marble jamb from the right side of a door, broken above and below and 
damaged on the surface (inscribed area, 0 · 26 x 0 · 30). Found during Gaudin's 
expedition' aux premiers propylees; axe du temple'; re-excavated in 1970 and now 
in Aphrodisias Museum. 

Letters, probably second cent. A.D. : 0 · 008 ; dots for stops in 11. 7, 10 ; ligatured 
H M in 11. 9, 10, HN in 11. 11, 12. There is a much later inscription (Christian) cut 
below it (Reinach, no. 218). 

Reinach, no. 3, from Gaudin's squeeze. The surface has deteriorated sub
sequently; letters reported by him but not now visible are underlined. 

Plate XXX, 1. 
... ] 

... 

... 
] ' \ ... av VTIEP. 

... ]EnQNET 
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5 [ .. c. 6 .. [ .. I.IETCx 
[ T got E7T!

stop &1.1a Tip<;>}'_o<;>vi.IE-
vos Kai Toil TCx oq>ElAOI.IEV<;X 
TWV XPTlllclTC.VV ElCTITpclTTE0"-

1 0 Tfj 7TOAE1 stop KaTE7TEI.l'f'Cx
J.:11]Y cro1 Kai TCxS 1rap' i)1.1wv 

Tijv i)I.IETE
pav 7rpa
[x6]1]CTOI.IEV01S EX [ "Eppc.vgo 

I. 2 K]aTaKo, R. ; 1. 4 ]mc.vve[1 ], R. ; 1. 5 ]eSE!. <;XS Ta, R. ; 1. 6 R. ; 1. 7 
[1.1 ]ef.etas, R. ; 1. 11 I.IEV, R. 

ll. 1-5 are hopelessly damaged; but in I. 2 the surviving letters might be from 
KaTaKOI.ltSi} or in ll. 3-4 Ian Davies and Michael Crawford have, 
independently, suggested the possibility of em.0ve! 1 [ ov, and in I. 5 [ c.vK ]as would 
just be consonant with the traces. In 1. 12 there seem to be dots on either side of 
the letter which (following Reinach) I have taken as the iota of iva-it would be 
quite natural to read stop 1-N, but I cannot see that this will yield sense ; unless the 
dots are in fact accidental marks they may perhaps be taken as erroneous diaeresis . 

. . . ] with the care that befits you. At the same time taking thought too for the 
collection of the moneys that are owing to the city, I have also sent you instructions 
from us ?in order that you may have our advice in the matters to be managed. Farewell. 

A writer who used the first person singular (ll. 7-8, 11) but spoke for 'us' 
(ll. 11, 12-13), which must surely mean the Romans, addressed a recipient in the 
second person singular (ll. 6, 11, 14) to whom he sent mandata (I. 12; for EVTof-ai 
in this sense see p. 102 f.). Reinach suggested that he was an emperor writing to a 
governor or a governor to a local official. There seem to be no definitive clues, but 
while the recipient may have been a local official it is possible, in view of the content, 
that he was a curator reipublicae. Some tact is shown in offering him Roman advice 
(which would fit either). It appears that moneys owing to the city had not been 
collected (perhaps taxes perhaps interest on loans such as are described in detail 
in MAMA 413 and indicated in Reinach, no. 142, and does. 58, 60); for a suggestion 
that this should be connected with the TIPCxyllaTa KaTTli.IEATli.IEVa (if that is the right 
word) of doe. 16, 1. 7, seep. 121. 

9. DOCUMENT 51 

Fragment from the bottom of a marble stele moulded below (inv. no. 73. 156; 
0·30 x 0·16 x 0·115); the inscribed face seems very slightly concave. Found in 
the area NE of the odeon; now in Aphrodisias Museum. 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.; c. 0·012; arabesque stop in 1. 4. 
Acknowledgments for discussion to David Whitehead. 

, I 



Plate XXX, 2. 
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. .. ] 
... ]eicnTpcxqcm [ •.. 

'] ' • ' ? . . . El S TllV 0\KE\CXV KOI.lly 11V • • .. 
. • • ]ELcxt Kcxi Tov TEAWV [ ov ... 

. . . ?K]wMcm vac. arabesque e\rrvxEiT[E ? vac.] 

ll. 1, 2. Only the bases of the dotted letters survive . 

179 

. . . ] ?he exacts [ .. ? .. ] ?with a view to personal supply [ .. ? .. ] and of the tax-
collector [ .. ? .. ] he will prevent [ .. ? .. ]. Farewell. 

1. 1. The word can hardly be restored except as from EicnTpexcrcmv, to exact or get 
in revenue, or eicnTpexcrcreo-6cxt to have paid to one. 
1. 2. Kol.lt9 [ i]v is attractive, but the verb might also be compatible with what 
survives. In .either case it seems possible that the reference is to exemption from 
tax of goods brought into the territory for personal use. For the point involved 
cf. BCH 37 (1913), 125, 1. 26 (from Abdera): 5e560'6cxt 5e cxVTwt Kcxi cheAeto: ••. wv 
av il eicrayt;t eis Ti)v i5icxv xpeicxv Kcxi l.lTJ KCXT' E!.11TOpicxv ... and the privileges 
given to Seleucus of Rhosus .... E]icray'l"lt il Tfjs i5icxs xpei[cxs] EV[E]KEV ... 
TOVTWV TWV 1Tpcxy!.1CxTWV TEAOS OVTE 1TOAetTEicxv ov[TE 511!.100"t]Wv'I1V 1TCXp' cxVT[ov 
EicnTpclT:retv (RDGE 58, 11. 49 f.). 

The fragment is from a letter, as the final greeting shows, sent to plural addressees 
and so probably to the city or its magistrates. That the writer was a Roman official 
is clear ; an emperor is not excluded but given the content a proconsul, a provincial 
quaestor or an imperial procurator seem more likely. 

It is just possible that this document should be connected with the ' nail tax ' 
about which the Aphrodisians approached Hadrian . (doe. 15), since the use of 
imported goods (iron or nails) seems to have been involved on that occasion and 
the tax was collected by a TEAWV'11S (under the supervision of a procurator). If there 
is a connection, however, this letter should be earlier than doe. 15, since Hadrian 
exempted the Aphrodisians from payment of the tax altogether, whereas here it 
seems that there was only exemption for goods imported for private use. 

B. Quaestors 

1. DOCUMENT 52 

Moulded pilaster capital, badly damaged and partly broken away (inv. no. 
69. 364; 0·70 x 0·57 x 0·27), inscribed on three faces (the third illegible). Found 
loose during excavation just inside the north stretch of the city wall within the 
modern village of Geyre, in an area containing much re-used material; now in 
Aphrodisias Museum. 

Letters second cent. A.D.: 0·015; diaeresis in b, 1. 3. The cutting is only of 
moderate quality. 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Fergus Millar and Wynne Williams (the 
petition). 
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a 

b 

Plate XXX, 3-4. 
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'loVAlOS KeAEp Ta!lias Kai aVTtOTpcXTilYOS 
'A<ppo8tcnecuv apxovcrt vacat xaipElV 

Iulius Celer, quaestor pro praetore, to the magistrates of Aphrodisias, greetings. 

[Av]ToKpmopt Nepp<;l 
raiov 'lov]

[A]iov ratov vac. v vac. iov <l>apia[ .. c. 8 .. ] 

l. 3. The cutter wrote IOY/\IOY after raiov and then erased 10 and 1\. 

To Imperator Nerva Traianus [Augustus] Germanicus, Dacicus, petition of 
[Caius Iul]ius C.f., Fabia tribu [ ... 

The letter forms of the two texts are similar but do not necessarily indicate that 
they are parts of the same dossier. The discovery of several texts on financial subjects 
in an area adjacent to the sanctuary of Aphrodite suggests the presence of a' financial 
archive ', perhaps located near the local treasury ; if this capital and the pilaster 
that it surmounted had once been part of such a ' financial complex ', they could 
perfectly well have carried several quite unrelated documents. 
a is the introduction to a letter from a provincial quaestor, Iulius Celer, who is 
otherwise unknown. Since he addressed the magistrates only, not the city as a whole, 
he was presumably concerned with a point of administrative detail on which it is 
quite probable that he had been consulted. Since Aphrodisians and, indeed, the 
city itself, had financial interests outside the privileged civic territory (see notably 
MAMA 413 for money originally private and now public on loan to citizens of 
other cities) the correspondence need not imply any breach of Aphrodisian rights; 
but it might do so. 
b is the introduction to a petition, libellus, to the emperor; for the formula cf. the 
opening of the Scaptoparene petition, Sylf.3 888; IG Bulg. 2236. The development 
in the meaning to petition was traced by Dittenberger, OGIS 138, n. 10; on 
the libellus procedure, see p. 105 ; it is not in any way abnormal for a private person 
to use it. The text of the petition will have been followed on the stone by the emperor's 
subscriptio. 

The date lies between Trajan's receipt of the title Dacicus late in I 02 and that 
of Parthicus in 116. 

The nomen of the petitioner can be deduced from the error made by the cutter. 
Fabia was one of Augustus' own tribes and one in which he registered men whom he 
enfranchised, so that a C. lulius, Fabia tribu, almost certainly derives from a citizen 
enfranchised by Augustus. One might wonder whether this was a descendant of 
Zoilus (does. 10, 11 and Appendix v); although Zoilus as a freed slave might expect 
to be registered in one of the urban tribes (S. Treggiari, Roman Freedmen during the 
Late Republic (1969), 52), registration in Fabia could have been a mark of the special 
favour Octavian wished to extend to him. 

If inscribed in a public place, the petition must surely have had a bearing on 
civic affairs, and, in the context of the quaestor's letter, on financial affairs. The 
possible range of subjects is too wide for profitable speculation. 
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2. DOCUMENT 53 

Four pieces of a marble cornice with lion's head spouts, inscribed on the 
fascia; two adjoin (inv. nos. 67. 548A and B; 1·43 X 0·055 + 0·645 x 0·055) 
and two are loose (inv. nos. 67. 540 and 67. 547A; 0·985 X 0·055 and 0·585 
x 0·055). Found in the area of the stage at the north side, and part of the Doric 
entablature inscribed with does. 2 and 36a. 

Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: 0·04; ligatured HN in I. 1. 

Plate XXXI. 

1 KOTCx Ti)v 'lovviov Tov Kp<ITiO"Tov Ta1-1iov Kpiaw [ ... 
2 ... J Tovs cvo &vcptrom;x [s ... 
3 . . . r p ]\m os 'ApTEI-ltCc.Opov CrnOKa6EOTI') [ cre ?]v 

The verb may have been plural. 

1 According to the decision of Iunius Maximus the eminent quaestor [ ... 
2 ... ] the two statues [ ... 
3 ... Gr]ypus son of Artemidorus restored 

Iunius Maximus is to be identified as the tribune of P/R2 1 774 who brought to 
Rome news of victory m Parthia in 165-6 (Pronto, Epp. 1. 6), and was rewarded 
with the quaestorship, held in Asia in 167-8 (G. AlfOldy-H. Halfmann, ZPE 35 
(1979), 195 f.). The location of this text may suggest a connection with the 
Artemidorus monument (p. 11) and the inscriptions published as does. 2-4, see 
also Appendix m. It is not clear why he was involved. His judgment may have 
concerned the use of public funds for the restoration of statues (possibly after an 
earthquake), by a descendant of the original honorand and it is possible that the 
Aphrodisians had gratuitously invited the intervention of one who was clearly a 
hero of the time ; but it was not strictly in accordance with their status. 

3. Doe. 51 might have been written by a quaestor, in view of its subject matter 
(clearly taxation); see also under D. 

C. No legatus proconsulis is so far attested at Aphrodisias. 

D. All equestrian procurators so far attested appear to be Aphrodisians who have 
achieved this office, and not officials operating in the city ; but it is not impossible 
that doe. 51 was written by an imperial procurator since its subject is taxation ; 
see also under B, no. 3. 

E. A small number of Roman army officers are recorded in the city. Most seem 
to be residents not present in an official capacity; the one exception is afrumentarius 
(possibly two of them) (Reinach, no. 78; ILS 9474; MAMA 508; see also C/G 
2802), now datable, with very great probability, in the middle of the third century. 
See C. Roueche, .[RS 71 (1981), 103. 
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F. There are also a small number of imperial freedmen recorded, who may imply 
the existence of imperial property within the territory. 

1. C. Iulius Zoilus, see Appendix v. 

2. DOCUMENT 54 

Large marble block, broken away at the right side, originally moulded on all 
three surviving faces (c. 1·52 x 0·99 x 0·54) inscribed on the reverse face. Found 
fallen forwards from the east stretch of the city wall in which it had been re-used. 

Letters, probably first cent. A.D. : c. 0 ·04. 
1. Reynolds, PCPS 206 (1980), 73 f. 

Plate XXXII, 1. 

6E10TT}T1 A\rroKpcrr6pcuv, 'A<ppOOElT'IJ yeve[TEtpc;x,] 
OVVKtd)Tc.p, 'PcuJ..laicuv, TTOAEiTatc;, ruxaptcr [ TWV] 
MCi:pKoc; 'lovA.toc; "'AnaA.os amA.ru6epoc; Kcdcra [poc;] 

To the divinity of the Emperors, the goddess Venus Genetrix (?), the Senate and 
People of Rome, the citizens, in gratitude, Marcus Iulius Attalus, freedman of Caesar. 

In discussing the text (op. cit. above) I have argued for a first- rather than a third
century date, taking Attalus to be a former slave of Livia rather than of the emperor 
Philip (freedmen of both being M. Julii); if he was freed in accordance with Livia's 
will by Tiberius it would not be altogether surprising that he chose to advertise the 
more prestigious connection with the emperor in his status-description (it is abnormal 
for an imperial freedman to refer to Caesar rather than to Augustus, but for excep
tions in the first century see P. R. C. Weaver, Familia Caesaris 49). Nothing in the 
language used is unparalleled in the first century. If Attalus was employed at 
Aphrodisias it may have been because Livia owned property there, inherited, perhaps, 
from Augustus. 

The elaborate dedication, in which every item is in some way unique at 
Aphrodisias so far, is obviously significant for the development of imperial cult in 
the city, even when due allowances have been made for the fact that it emanates 
from a private person, and that an imperial servant, not from the city. I know of 
no other dedication anywhere to the 6et6TT}S of the emperor (divinitas, maiestas) 
which is quite of the same type (neither the uses cited by Mason s.v., Sylf.3 888, and 
AE 1966, 436, both late, nor the formula common from the early third century, 
devotus numini maiestatique eius, on which see H. G. Giindel, Epigraphica 15 (1953), 
128 f., seem to me to provide exact parallels). Aphrodite is clearly Venus Genetrix 
(cf. 'A<ppoOElTT} revETEtpa identified with Julia Aug. f. at Eresus, IGR IV, 9). At 
Aphrodisias the transliterated cult-title appears here for the first time, although the 
concept is, of course, present in doe. 32, I. 1, in an undated inscription partly pub
lished by L. Robert, Aph 416-17, where the goddess is Tov yevovs Twv 

and in the Trajanic text which I give below as doe. 55. There is no other 
dedication to the Senate and People of Rome at Aphrodisias so far, although else
where in Asia they are sometimes linked with emperors, cf. IGR IV, 1352, eeois 
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Kai iep<?: crvvKi\ijTwl Kai 8i)JlWl 'PwJ,Jaiwv). Dedications to groups which 
include the emperor and the People of Aphrodisias are a developing feature at 
Aphrodisias, see Reynolds, op. cit., but the People are normally 8fillos ; the un
paralleled Tioi\eiTat may have been chosen simply to avoid confusion with the 
8fillos 'PwJlaiwv which precedes; but perhaps to stress a link with the city, implying 
that Attalus had received the citizenship of Aphrodisias. 

Attalus does not give the reason for the gratitude expressed in his dedication. 
His manumission would provide an occasion for the first two items : the Senate and 
People of Rome would not be inappropriate to his simultaneous acquisition of 
Roman citizenship, but are more surprising; a grant of the citizenship of Aphrodisias 
would explain the last. All this is very hypothetical ; and the hypothesis is only 
worth offering in the light of the unusual honours enjoyed at Aphrodisias by two 
other imperial freedmen, Zoilus (Appendix v) and Gaetulicus (doe. 56). 

DOCUMENT 55 

This text is given here to illustrate points made above. It is cut on one of the 
two inscribed faces of a base found re-used in the area of the south Agora gate and 
currently under wafer. There is a preliminary publication of both texts, illustrated 
by photographs of squeezes, by J .. Reynolds, PCPS 206 (1980), 75 f. 

Face a. Letters first-second cent. A.D. 

Plate XXXII, 3. 

Tfj TipoJli)Topt [iTIJ] 
vac. Kai b.i]Jl<p vac. 
'AVToKperrwp Kaicrap Nepov
as T patavos 

5 fepJlavlKOS Et< Tfjs 

'A8p6:0TOV TOV nepeiTov fpv-
1TOV Ota6i)KT)S cmoKa6EO"TT)
O"EV 81a Kai\i\tKperrovs Tov 
nepeiTov r pwov iepews 

10 vac. epyemOTerrov vac. 

To the first mother Aphrodite and the Demos. lmperator Caesar Nerva Traianus 
Augustus, Germanicus, Dacicus, restored (this) with the legacy from Adrastus Grypus 
son of Pereitas, through Callicrates Grypus son of Pereitas, priest, superintendent of 
the work. 

Face b is inscribed with a dedication by the Aphrodisian people of .statues 
(of Cyclopes) replaced after damage in an earthquake. Since the letters of the two 
inscriptions seem, from the photo, to be very similar I suggest provisionally that 
both texts refer to the same occasion and that the earthquake can be dated under 
Trajan and more precisely between late 102 when Trajan took the title Dacicus and 
summer 116 when he became Parthicus. 

A number of points arise on this text which can only be treated here in a very 
summary way : 
1. Adrastus (1. 6) had clearly followed the social practice common in Rome of 
leaving a bequest to the emperor (on the practice see Millar, ERW 153 f.). It would 
be interesting to know whether he had any connection with Trajan, who seems to 
have begun his reign by discouraging legacies from strangers (Pliny, Pan. 43, 2). 
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2. Trajan, with marked propriety, spent it (or part of it) within Adrastus' city, using 
Adrastus' brother as his agent (ll. 8 f.); there is something of a parallel with 
Augustus who restored to Herod's sons the bulk of the legacy that Herod had left 
him (Josephus, AJ 17. 322-3; cited by Millar). He was thus able to combine a now 
traditional function of imperial beneficence to the distressed with what must have 
been a very acceptable treatment of a bequest. 
3. Aphrodite as first mother, without the further verbal definition given in Robert's 
text (p. 182 above), presumably combined the concepts of first mother of all, first 
mother of the Aphrodisians, first mother of the Roman people and first mother 
of the J ulian gens. 

3. DOCUMENT 56 

CIG 2800, the lower part of a lost stele or base copied by Sherard. Not 
rediscovered. 

... ] 
KaTCx TCx \jJT]<pl
cr6EVTCX hei-
l.lT]O"CXV Map(Kov) Avp(i}A.10v) 
rcx!TVAIKOV, 

5 &rreA.eVeepov 

KCXl ETiiTpOTIOV 
Tov LepcxcrTov 
rrpC.VTOVEOTIOl
OV Tf)s eeou 

1 0 'AcppoSeiTT]S 

... ] according to what was decreed, honoured Marcus Aurelius Gaetulicus, 
freedman and procurator of Augustus, chief temple commissioner of the goddess 
Aphrodite. 

From the name of the subject the date must be late second century at earliest 
and is much more probably of the third. The local office held by Gaetulicus, while 
not without some parallel in the career of Zoilus (Appendix v), is a reminder of the 
consequence of such a man in a provincial city; that is underlined also by a recently 
discovered text in which his wife has the title evycl-rr]p Tf)s TIOAEC.VS (unpublished). 

Appendix IX : Curatores Reipublicae at Aphrodisias 

Three curatores reipublicae are attested as having held office in Aphrodisias; 
their main work is to be dated in the late second century but may possibly have 
continued into the early third. 

L. Claudius Iberinus Eudaemon, Tov Kp<l-rtcrTov, yev61.1evov Kcxi Tfis TJIJETEpcxs 
rr6A.ec.vs A.oytcm1v Kcxi e\JepyhT]v (C/G 2791, honorary base); see PIR2 C 891, where 
it is suggested that he was connected with the Claudius Eudaemon, PIR2 C 861, whose 
wife participated in the Secular Games of A.D. 204. 

C. Iulius Philippus, Tov Kp<l-rtcrTov, rra-repcx crvvKAT]TtKov Kcxi &rro errtTp6rrc.vv, 
A.oytcrTE[v]crCXVTCX KCXl TfiS TJI.lETEpcxs TIOAEC.VS l.lET' e\Jvoicxs, YEVOilEVOV EV rracrtv e\JepyhT]v, 
CIG 2790, see PIR2 1, 459; other evidence for his career shows him active under 
Marcus and Commodus and in consequence Liermann conjectured that he was the 
immediate predecessor in office ofUlpius Eurycles (see below) (Analecta 127-8, n. 15). 
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The close similarity of the inscriptions honouring Eudaemon and Philippus 
suggests approximate contemporaneity for them and probably, therefore, a second 
century date for both. 

M. Ulpius Appuleius Eurycles, PIR1 V 551, with does. 57, 58. Doe. 58 places 
his curatorship under Commodus, between 180 and 190. 

In addition there are a number of inscriptions associated or associable with 
curators (does. 60-2, perhaps 50), while the Commodan doe. 16 refers to one curator 
and may have arranged for the appointment of another, or for some other official 
to carry out curatorial functions. 

1. DOCUMENT 57 

Inscribed block copied by Sherard in the city wall, south stretch. Not 
rediscovered. 

CIG 2741; whence Liermann, Analecta, no. xx; OG/S 509 and Laum, 
Stiftungen, no. 103 (11. 13-23 only); A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals 
of Athens (rev. John Gould and D. M. Lewis, 1968), 320, no. 16a. 

Acknowledgments for discussion to Ian Davies (relation to doe. 16), Richard 
Duncan-Jones (financial implications). 

Fig. 8. 

•A ,.,A.;( T' Y··"''·' VXTJ 
MapKos Ov?\mos ·Amrov?\i}'ios Evpoofjs &pxtepEvs ·Acricxs &-rrooeoet[y]JJevo[s] 
vcxwv [KAI] TWV Ev 2JJVPV1J T( 0) w > AcppoOtCY [t]ewv apxovcrt 13ovAfj xcxipe [t]v 
13ovAT)0EVTWV VJJWV 1Tp6votcxv 1Toti}crcxcr6cxi JJE Kcxi Twv KCXTa Tovs &ywvcxs 

5 Ota TE Tijv 1Tpos TOV J..IEylCYTOV AliToKpciTopcx rucrel3etcxv MO:pKOV Avpi}AtOV 
K6JJo5ov ·AvTwvivov 2el3cxCYT6v, Kcxi Bta Tijv 1Tpos Tovs 5tcx6EJJEvovs 
JJVi}JJT)V Kcxi Bta Tijv Tfjs 1T6?\ews f1511 Kcxi Twv &-rro Tfjs crvv65ov 1T[o?\]
AciKts evTV)(6vTwv JJOt, ovoe To\ho To JJEpos KCXTeAmov &otciKptTov 
E1TOJJEvos Tfj KCXTa Ti)v ?\oytCYTeicxv Ta(Oe[t] Kcxi 1Tpo6vJJi<rt JJExPt vOv Tfjs mpi 

10 Tovs &ywvcxs KCXTcxCYTacrews ev?\emovCYT)s Bta Ti)v Twv XP11JJciTwv 1TCX-
pcxCYKevi)v O<jlElAOVTWV crv[ KCXTcX TE TCxS TWV TEAEVTT)CYclv-
TWV YVWJ..ICXS KCXi KCXTCx 'To )JJCX TOV 1T6pov acp• OV (x)pi) TOVS &ywvcx[s] 

ETIITEAEicr6cxt 
&ywv J.lEV oi) 6 EK TWV <P?\cxl3iov /\vcrlJ.lcXxOV Otcx61')KWV 1TpOEAijAV-
eev eis &pxeiov 1T6pov JJVptaBcxs 15 ( c.0 )OEKCX ws owcxcrOcxt &-rro TOV-

15 Twv 1Tcxpa ETT) Tecrcrcxpcx 1TAT)povcr6cxt Tov JJ(o)vcrtKov &ywvcx Kcx6a Tc';) 
cxi OE J.lETCx TCxS o(w )OEKCX JJVptaBcxs (o )vcrcxt EV EK

OCXVElCYJ.lc'i) Kcxi 6 1Tpocryey(o )v(w )s ToiJTots T6Kos JJEXpt &pxfis [e]Tovs 
[ 1TOtEi] KE<jlCXAEiov OT)VCXpiwv JJVptaBcxs Tpeis OT)Vclptcx xeiAlCX OKT( w )KOCYlCX 
TptciKoVTcx evvecx· o ( v )vcxcree [I] ovv &pxoJJEvov Tov eTovs To\hov 

20 Tov &ywvcx E1TtTEAeiv &ycx6fj TVxTJ E1Ti &e?\ots TcxAcxvTtcxi-
ots Kcxi &ywvicrJJcxcrtv KCXTa Ta 0:6?\cx· 1Tpo6ecrJJicx Be eis Tov e-

xpovov KCXi Ti)v ETIIOVCYCXV TETpCXETT)piocx [2] ECYTCXt XP < 6) [ vos] 
6 &-rro [Bcxp] (13 )tMi}wv Twv ev [ayoJJevwv] 1Tpos [?Kotva] • Acricxs [?eppwcrOe] 

leaf 
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I. 11. 2YZHGHNAI with NAYz written above (probably in the study); I. 18 nOIEI 
written in the left margin-it could have been added in the field ; I. 22, zH2 written 
in the left-hand margin clearly to replace ENH which have been crossed through, 
possibly in the field ; I. 23, the tops of the initial letters of the name are shown as 
consistent with BA. 

The text is based on Sherard's notebook and incorporates his own corrections 
(see Appendix n) but with additional correction in I. 2 by seclusion of KAI (following 
Dittenberger) and from TQ, A<DPOb.I2EQN and XAIPEN ; in I. 7 from b.02AN ; in 
1. 9 from TA2E; in 1. 12 from AziOMA, KPH and ArQNA; in 1. 14 from b.Ob.EKA; 
in 1. 15 from MY21KON; in 1. 16 from b.IAGEMENO, b.Ob.EKA and GY2AI; in 1. 17 
from nP02rErQN02, 2TOY2; in 1. 18 from OKTOK021A; in I. 19 from b.HNA28EI; 
in I. 22 from XPQ; in I. 23 from KI/\1\HQN. For CJG Boeckh used copies derived 
from Sherard's first thoughts only, or made by his less careful companions (see 
Appendix n), but corrected rightly except that he offered apx[a]lov in I. 14, Tecrcrepa 
in I. 15, [TOV e]TOVS in I. 17, KE<paA[a]lov and OKT[a]KOO"la in I. 18. 

The supplements are obvious as far as I. 22 where Dittenberger proposed ecrT[cu] 
but Sherard's AI are clear; in I. 23 Boeckh proposed but left a blank 
after 'E<pecrcp, and Dittenberger, with due caution, suggested [ayoJJ]e[vcu](v) (which 
does not quite square with Sherard's copy) npos [K01va] 'Acrlas [ev 2JJvpv1J or ev 
nepyaJJcp]. 

With good fortune. Marcus Ulpius Appuleius Eurycles, designated high priest 
of Asia, of the temples of Smyrna, for the second time, greets the Magistrates, Council 
and People of the Aphrodisians. Since it was your wish that I had made provision 
also for the funds relating to the competitions, because of your piety to the very great 
emperor Marcus Aurelius Commodus Antoninus Augustus, for the memory of those 
who bequeathed them and for the good name of the city, and since representatives 
from the Synod had already approached me on many occasions, I have not omitted 
to examine this sector either, applying the sa_.me order and zeal as I observed in my 
curatorship. So far the competitions have not taken place because the moneys pro
vided needed supplementation in. accordance both with the directions of the deceased 
(founders) and with the reckoning of the funds from which the competitions are 
carried out. However the competition in accordance with the will of Flavius 
Lysimachus has reached a total endowment of 120,000 denarii so that it is possible 
from this sum for the musical c_ontest to be held every four years as the testator wished. 
The money over and above the 120,000 denarii which is on loan, and the interest 
accruing in addition to this up to the beginning of the year amounts to a total of 
31,839 denarii. You can, therefore, hold the competition at the beginning of the year, 
with good fortune, with prizes amounting to a talent and events of a type to deserve 
them. The date appointed for the subsequent occasion and the next four-yearly 
celebration will be in the period between the celebration of the Barbilleia at Ephesus 
and [?the provincial games] of Asia. Farewell. 

A date between 180 and 190 is implied by the form of Commodus' name 
(11. 5-6), see p. 120 on doe. 16, I. 2. On the unerased state of the name, see ibid. 

On Eurycles the evidence was assembled by Dittenberger. He represented his 
native city (Aezani) at the Panhellenion of which he became the president (OGJS 
504-7, of which 506 is dated in A.D. 157), was appointed by the proconsul of Asia 
to be curator of the gerousia of Ephesus and in 162 or 163, while in that post, 
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Fig. 8. Doe. 57. Sherard's Transcription R d . .. ;:, , _:, .. · epro uced by p · · ermission of the British Library. 
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received a letter from Marcus and Verus ; in addition he held this curatorship at 
Aphrodisias and was twice elected to the high priesthood of Asia. His career, as 
Dittenberger observed, makes it easier to place his Aphrodisian appointment early 
in the 180's than towards their end; it is, therefore, attractive to identify him with 
the curator who wrote doe. 62, probably in 181. 

In this letter he writes as one who had been curator at Aphrodisias and 
subsequently undertaken, at the request of the city, another investigation into funds 
for competitions. The original curatorship must have been a Roman appointment 
but it should be presumed, in view of the city's status, that it was made by the 
emperor after application from the Aphrodisians. Its purpose was, no doubt, an 
examination of civic finances in general ; perhaps the funds for competitions con
sidered in this second phase of activity were excluded earlier as being sacred 
(cf. O:qmpwcr6m in doe. 62, I. 5) and technically the property of Aphrodite or other 
deities rather than of the city. Demand for the investigation seems to have come 
in the first place from a synod which approached Eurycles directly. This must be the 
synod of artists (does. 59, 1. 9, 61, 1. 1), as Boeckh saw. The synod was due to play 
a particularly important part in the competition of Callicrates (doe. 59, I. 9), which 
was to be celebrated for the safety and continued rule of Commodus, but had not 
yet been announced. A special interest in this competition would account for 
Eurycles' reference to imperial cult here. 

Eurycles seems at this stage to have found no evidence of misapplication of the 
funds (contrast doe. 62). He explained the delays in celebrating projected com
petitions as necessary while capital was building up to a level at which the regular 
celebrations envisaged by the founders could be financed from the interest ; the 
same explanation is given for failure to celebrate a competition in doe. 59, Il. 22 f. 
One fund, however, had reached the required level, that bequeathed by Flavius 
Lysimachus for Lysimacheia (see doe. 59, Il. 1 f., with comment; celebrations are 
recorded in MAMA 501 and 519, when it was, for the first time, combined with 
Tatianeia ; doe. 60 gives a prize list). The detailed account of this fund is reasonably 
clear. The aim had been to build up the capital by accumulation of interest to 
120,000 denarii (ll. 14, 16; the same total was the aim for the fund probably 
bequeathed by Philemon, doe. 59, ll. 22 f.); it is probable that the capital was lent 
out in the manner described in some detail for the bequest of Attalus son of Adrastus 
and like that was probably bringing in interest at 6% (Reinach, no. 142, 1. 30). Four 
years' income from 120,000 denarii at 6% simple interest would amount to 28,800 
denarii, at 6% compound interest to 31,496 denarii. Eurycles calculated that there 
was a total of 31,839 denarii; the probability therefore is that he reckoned at 
compound interest, but there was a small additional sum whose origin cannot be 
discovered on present information. He regarded this total as sufficient for a musical 
competition with prizes described as Ta?..avTtaia. A talent should be 6,000 denarii 
so that there was enough money for five such prizes with a small surplus which would, 
no doubt, be needed for other purposes such as purchase of victims for sacrifice; 
but in doe. 60, where the Lysimacheia themselves are described as an &ywv 
TaAaVTtaios (for other examples of this expression see H. de Longperier, RA 19 
(1869), 141 f.), items are listed, all within the sphere of musica, and, as Boeckh 
observed, none of the prizes offered is as much as a talent. The only connection 
with a talent that I can see is that the three prizes offered to tragedians and the 
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three offered to comedians add up to a talent-so that if these competitions in tragedy 
and comedy are taken as the essential features of a musical agon the name talantiaios 
agon is justified ; but not, on the face of it, Eurycles' reference to &eP-cx TcxACXVTtcxicx. 

the total sum for the prizes listed is 20,650 denarii and even with the 
addition of two missing figures for adult citharoedi, that is a total very far short of 
the sum available; the list perhaps continued on to a second block placed below 
the surviving one. 

The evidence we have suggests that there had been sound if conservative 
management of the fund ; a higher rate of interest might be thought possible (9% 
was the rate earned by the funds of a Trajanic foundation at Ephesus, R. P. Duncan
Jones, The Economy of the Roman Empire (1974), 307, n. 2), but 6% is already 
attested as acceptable at Aphrodisias (see above) and may be the norm there. 

Eurycles also interested himself in the events, implying that, for prizes of the 
size specified, only serious events were appropriate. Moreover, he regulated the 
timing of the four-yearly celebrations in order to prevent clashes with other releyant 
competitions. Regulation of the timing of Aphrodisian competitions is also a 
feature of doe. 59 and it has naturally been thought probable that he was also 
responsible for that, as for the prize list in doe. 61 which closely resembles that for 
the Lysimacheia. 

There is a brief account of the Lysimacheia in Liermann's Analecta 121 f. If 
doe. 59, ll. 1 f. are rightly referred to their first celebration (in 182 or 183 on the 
dating for Eurycles suggested on p. 196) there is some reason to suppose that, like 
the Philemoneia (below), they were left very much in the hands of the founder's 
family; Waddington argued that the first agonothete was a relative (doe. 59, I. 3) 
and the perpetual agonothete of M AM A 501 certainly was. 

2. DOCUMENT 58 

Inscribed base first published by P. Paris and M. Holleaux (BCH 9 (1885), 71 f., 
no. 2, whence Liermann, Analecta, no. xxn; Reinach, no. 144; MAMA 505); now 
in Aphrodisias Museum .. 

The text records the erection of a statue of the winner in the boy's boxing
match at the third penteteris of the Aphrodisiea Philemonea by his father 
TO eei-ICX ncxpa TWV KATJPOVOI-\C.UV TOV <l>tATJilOVOS Kcpa Tl)v OvATilOV EVP. [V ]!4e [ 0 ]vs 
Tov P-oytOTov KEAEvcnv. 

The brief account of the Philemoneia by Liermann, Analecta 140, assumes that 
Eurycles was in office as a curator at the time of their third celebration. There is 
still no precise dating for any celebration of this competition ; but if it is right to 
attribute doe. 59 to Eurycles and also to restore the name of Philemon in it at 1. 
their first celebration should be later than 181 (see below) and the third, twelve years 
after it, later than 193; given the length of Eurycles' attested career his continued 
activity then seems unlikely and in any case the implications of doe. 16 are that he 
had ceased his operations at Aphrodisias some time before 189 (1. 7). The instruction 
was perhaps part of the regulations which he drew up at the time of the first celebra
tion. He appears to have left the administration of the fund very much in the hands 
of the founder's family, cf. also the arrangements implied for the Lysimacheia 
above. 
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3. DOCUMENT 59 

Inscribed block copied by J. P. Deering in 1813 (findspot not recorded) and 
published from his papers by W. Leake, TRSL 112 (1843), 243, 302-3, no. XXI (on 
Deering see L. Robert, Hell. XIII, 112-13); whence LBW 1620 C; Liermann, 
Analecta, no. XXI; Laum, Stiftungen, no. 101 ; see also L. Robert, RPh 1930, 30 f. ; 
OMS n, 1125 f. Not rediscovered. 

Letters: Deering's copy recorded ligatured MHN in I. 5, MM in I. 8, NH in 
ll. 11, 13, MHN in I. 14, NM in I. 16, HN in ll. 17, 19, NM in I. 25. Leake noted (perhaps 
from Deering) that some 20-5 letters were lost at the ends of 11. 1-7 and some 16 
at the ends of ll. 8-17. 

. .................. ] 
- - ' - ' ' 'T ' [ ' ( ?) 20 J T1J TOV ayc.vvos XPEl\X Kat uf] vapta . . ......... c. . ........ . 

Kai Ta O:et.a Kcxi Ta &yc.vvicriJCXTcx &Kot.ouec.vs [ ( ?)Tfj Tov yvwiJ'IJ · 
&yc.v]-

OE TOV iTpWTOV &ywva Ev[!Jaxos(?) . . c. 16 ........ EK Tov]-
TC.VV oe 6 &iTo Twv Kaf.f.tKperrov Tou !ltoTEtiJov [ &ywv Tov eifi]-

5 oVTos hovs (iT )epi !Jflva EKTov iTpo TTlS eis 'PwiJf]V [ &yc.vviO"Tc.vv· ex et 
oe ov]

Tos 6 &ywv Ta O:et.a 8tayeypaiJIJEVa ev Tfj Tov K[TicravTos To crUiJiTav 
Of]VO:pic.vv] 

iJvpic.vv 01CJ"XE1Aic.vv iTpovoov!Jt\vc.v [v Twv ev Tais KaMtKperrov 
Ka[t]S evyeypaiJIJEVC.VV, TOU TE iepec.vs TTlS 'A<ppoOhf] [s ?Kai TOU iTpWTOV apxoVTOS] 
\mep TOUTOV Tfj crvv68cp E1HO"TEAAE1V fi81'], Kai Ka[T]a[crKEVcXO"Ol chrc.vs TOVTOV Tov] 

10 &ywvo: \rrrep Tfls Tov JJeyiO"Tov A\JToKperropos KoiJJJ6 [oov crc.vTf]pias] 
Kai eis aiwva OlOIJOVf]S E1HTEAEcr61']cr61JEVOV Tfj wptcriJ[EV1J iTpoeecrjJt\): TEAEO"C.VO"lV? T]
ov oe Kt.avoiov 'AopaO"Tov &ywva ws 8tCXTETaKTat x[pi} emTef-eiv ou8e1Jias m]-
pi aVTOV YlVOIJEVf]S 11 OAtyc.vpias 11 evoeias ElfliJ [ EAEicrSat OE OiTC.VS TEAEcrefj] 
EV T<{) EVEO"TWTl )Jf]Vl everrcp 01Cx TO TOVS cXyC.VVlcrTCxS [vcrTepov cliTOOf]IJTlCYat] 

15 [eis] 'Hp6:Kf.etav· &ei 81: eK mpt68ov o\JTc.vs ws Tj [8]t[aypa<pi} CYf]IJaivet 6] 
oe Tiof-etTtKos &ywv exet Tov iotov Katpov iJETa Tov[Tov .. ? .. Ti}v oe 8t]
aypacpi}v Twv &et.c.vv Kcxi 7Tp6Tepov o [ .. ? .. ] 
[ .. c. 9 .. ] CYVVTETayiJEVOS [ ... 
["E]iTETa[t Tov]Tots Kai 6 'Ocrcrt8iov 'lovf.tcxvou &ywv 6 iJETa Tov 

20 [ iTOAE1T1KOV iTpO ]6ECY1Jiav exc.vv Kai 8taypa<pi}v TTJV EV Texis 
[1S wplcriJEVf]V. T]ov OE xpovov iJETCx NtKf]perreta TCx EV Tpcx-
[ .. ? .. 6 81: (?) TeTp6:Kt TCXTtavou &ywv ov8e7Tc.v Twv XP111J<h
[ c.vv eis Tas owo]EKa iJVpt6:8as 7Tpoef.f]f.v66Tc.vv emTef.ecre-

OTOV TO KE<p](a)t.aiov crvveAe1J ws TOKO<popeiv [To] f.om[ov] 
25 [Of]VcXpta .. ( ?)ow ]cxcrecxt TTlS lflf]<j>OU VIJEiV evevs Of]AC.VSf]cr [ OIJ J-

[Evf]S. 6EIJCXTCX Tpa]y<:pOWV !JOVC.VV Vac. Tpaycpo<{) iTp(c.v )TElOV * ,a<p' 
[ &ywvos Kt.avoi]ov • AopacrTov vacat OEVTEpeiov * X' 

TplTElOV * TV' 
[ ... 

The text is substantially taken from Waddington who reconsidered what Leake 
had printed; it should be noted that Deering recorded KAL in I. 8, MI in I. 11, 
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HLIQ in l. 15, LYNTETArMENOL about nine letters from the left margin of l. 18 
(where I have followed his layout in preference to Waddington's), nETA in 1. 20 
(which I have accepted, see below); J\1\AION in l. 25; he also showed spaces after 
nand L in ll. 25, 26 (where I have distributed restored letters a little differently from 
Waddington as a result); 0 for Q in l. 27. 

Waddington's supplements must give broadly the right sense, although he 
stressed their tentative character. But in l. 3 where Waddington printed 
Tov]/Tc..:>v, I have substituted eK since the sense required is certainly 'after'; in l. 5 
what I have printed is based on L. Robert's discussion of the line (demonstrating 
that Waddington's 'ri eis 'Pw!-ITJV cannot mean' the festival in honour of Rome', 
so that the need is for a reference to the departure of the members of the synod of 
artists to participate in the Capitolia at Rome); in l. 20 I have suggested ["E]nm:x[1 
for Waddington's ["E]m[crn in view of Deering's record; in I. 22, I have left the 
town's name incomplete where Waddington printed ev Tpa[Mecn but noted that 
there were other possibilities ; in I. 26, I have suggested ow ]acr6a1 which gives the 
right sense. 

· ... ] to make (them?) ready for the needs of the competition and ?denarii [ .. ? .. ] 
and the prizes and the competitions in accordance with [the wish of the deceased ; 
and] Flavius Eu[machus ?] shall preside over the first competition [ .. ? .. and ?after 
these] the competition from the (bequest) of Callicrates son of Diotimus [will be 
celebrated in the coming] year in the sixth month, before the [departure of the com
petitors] to Rome; [for this] competition the prizes are specified in the [will] of the 
[founder, amounting] to 12,600 [denarii]; the priest of Aphrodite [?and the first 
archon] as prescribed [in the will of Callicrates] will take care to send on this matter 
to the synod already and [to make preparations so that they conduct this] competition 
as a rite for the [safety] and eternal rule of Imperator Commodus [Augustus] at the 
specified date [already announced]. The competition of Claudius Adrastus [must be 
celebrated] as it has been appointed with [no] reduction or omission in it [and care 
must be taken that it is celebrated] in the ninth month hereafter because the com
petitors [are away after that at] Heraclea, and regularly thereafter in a cycle as the 
[schedule indicates]. The competition for citizens has its own time after this [ .. ? .. ] ; 
we have drawn up a schedule of prizes already. [ .. ? .. ]put in order[ .. ? .. ]. Following 
these is the competition of Hossidius Julianus which has been announced for a date 
after the [competition for citizens] and with a schedule [specified] in his will. Its date 
will be after the Nicerateia at Tra[ .. ? .. ]. The competition [of ?Philemon] son, 
grandson, great-grandson and great-great-grandson of Tatiani, for which the fund 
has not yet reached 120,000 denarii, will be celebrated [when] a sufficient capital sum 
has accumulated to bring in interest, for the future, of [ ? denarii a year] as the vote 
will immediately make clear to you. [In the competition of Claudius] Adrastus [the 
prizes will be] for tragedians orily; for a tragedian: first prize, 1,500 denarii; second 
prize, 600 denarii ; third prize, 250 denarii. 

This document too falls within the reign of Commodus (1. 10) but contains no 
unequivocal evidence for a closer dating. On the unerased state of Commodus' 
name see p. 120. It is addressed to the Aphrodisians (v1-1eiv in l. 25) which suggested 
already to Liermann that it was a letter. The writer had drawn up a list of com
petitions, establishing an order for them, and dates designed to eliminate clashes 
with similar events elsewhere ; some further regulations referred to the wishes of 
the testators or to general principles. In the opening lines he dealt with a com
petition to be celebrated for the first time ; in ll. 22. f. he listed a fund which had not 
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yet acquired sufficient income to pay for a celebration; at the end he offered a list 
of prizes for a tragic competition only, to be financed from the fund of Claudius 
Adrastus. Since there is no greeting at the end it is possible that the list continued 
on a stone below. 

Given this content Liermann argued that the writer was a curator reipublicae. 
There are in fact a number of pointers to suggest that he was M. Ulpius Appuleius 
Eurycles (p. 186 f. and does. 57, 58) and if so the document must result from his 
investigation into funds for competitions, undertaken at local request after com
pletion of his original examination of Aphrodisian civic accounts (doe. 57, 11. 4 f.). 

Arguments for the identification are : 
1. 11. 1-3; as Waddington proposed, the competition to be celebrated for the first 
time is likely to be the Lysimacheia whose first celebration was authorized by 
Eurycles (doe. 57, 11. 13 f.). 
2. 11. 4-11 ; the competition of Callicrates to be celebrated in honour of Commodus, 
prizes being produced by the priest of Aphrodite (possibly with the first archon), and 
with the synod of artists very closely involved, recalls the collocation of imperial 
cult, temple funds, the synod of artists and a competition in Eurycles' letter (doe. 57, 
11. 5 f.). 
3. ll. 16-17 ; the competition of a founder whose name was plausibly restored by 
Waddington as Philemon (the only known founder of a competition whose name 
fits the traces) was, if so, one known to have been regulated by Eurycles (doe. 58); 
the explanation for failure to celebrate it at the time of this document is given in 
precisely the same terms as are offered for such failures in general in Eurycles' letter 
(doe. 57, 11. 10 f.). 

A point against the identification is that in doe. 58 Eurycles used the first person 
singular (11. 3, 8-9), whereas here the writer used the first person plural ; here, how
ever, he was possibly allowing for the participation of others in the decisions, cf. the 
vote of 1. 25. 

The impression given is that the writer had found considerable confusion in the 
arrangements for using a number of quite recent bequests to endow competitions 
and sought to clear it up by a series of detailed regulations. There may be a hint of 
something more serious than confusion in the stress upon completeness in future 
celebrations of the competition of Claudius Adrastus (ll. 12 f.); but since ll. 26 f. 
show that in this there were money prizes for tragedians only it may have been a 
comparatively unattractive event so that omissions could be due to lack of interest 
rather than to misappropriation of funds. 

On the Lysimacheia seep. 189, on the Philemoneia, p. 189, on the Callicrateia, 
Adrasteia and Politica, Liermann, Analecta, pp. 132 f. The competition of Hossidius 
Julianus is, so far, attested only here and in one unpublished text which adds no 
relevant information. 

4. DOCUMENT 60 

Inscribed block first published by Boeckh from an anonymous Armenian 
copyist; later by Leake from a copy ofDeering, whence LBW 1620d and Liermann, 
Analecta, no. xxa; seen also by the MAMA expedition re-used in a house in Geyre, 
from which it has now been brought into Aphrodisias Museum. 
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CIG 2759 and p. ll09; better in Leake, TRSL P (1843}, 244, 305, whence 
LBW 1620d and Liermann, Analecta, no. xxa; MAMA 420; A. W. Pickard
Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals of Athens (rev. John Gould and D. M. Lewis, 1968), 
321, no. 16b. 

Under the heading 'Aywvos TaAavTtaiou 1\ucrtll<l)(ou llOVcrtKov 1-16vou 
eellaTa Ta \rrroyeypallllEVa are listed prizes for the various events (all 'musical' in 
the ancient sense). The format is very like that of doe. 61, which is another prize list 
covering gymnastic competitions as well as musical, and of the much shorter list for 
the competition of Claudius Adrastus (doe. 59, ll. 26 f.). 

DOCUMENT 61 

Series of inscribed blocks copied by Sherard in the city wall, south stretch, not 
rediscovered. They list prizes for several different competitions, musical and 
gymnastic. The format is very like that of doe. 60. A fragmentary heading survives 
on one block. 

CIG 2758, whence Liermann, Analecta, no. XXVII; see also J. Ebert, 'Zu 
griechischen agonistischen Inschriften ', Ztschr. Martin Luther Universitiit, Halle
Wittenberg (Gesellsch. u. Sprach. Reihe) 15 (1966), 375 f.). The fragmentary heading 
was restored by Boeckh to read 

r Aywvos TOVSE Kai TOVSE 1TEVTOETT]p!KOV ?!lOU ]cr!KOV TWV CmO Tfjs cruv6Sou eE [llaTO] TCx 
[ ? vacat ]\rrroyeypallJ.JEVa 

6. DOCUMENT 62 

Inscribed block copied by Sherard in the city wall, probably in the west stretch ; 
subsequently broken up. Two fragments only were seen and copied by Kubitschek 
and Reichel in 1893 when they were in fields in front of the south tower ; these 
have not been rediscovered, but one further fragment (0·23 x 0·225 x 0·215) 
came into the museum as a stray find in 1980. 

1 Letters, second-third cent. A.D.: 0·017 where they survive; Sherard shows 
ligatured NH in I. 1, TH in I. 7, and the new fragment adds MH there. 

C/G 2742, whence Liermann, Analecta 114; J. M. R. Cormack, The Inscribed 
Monuments of Aphrodisias (1955), p. 7 and fig. 2 on p. 55; see also L. Renier, 
Melanges d'Epigraphie (1854), 126, and L. Robert, Et. Anat. 314 f. 

Attribution of the new fragment by Charlotte Roueche ; acknowledgments for 
discussion to Anthony Birley (prosopography) and Simon Price (religion). 

Plates XVI; XXXII, 2-4; Fig. 9. 

a. The fragments 
(i) Kubitschek and Reichel I, 39 a + b (left and top edge survived) . 

2 
3 
4 

. . . ] 6 Se 1ra [paKetvi}cras ... 
mpi Se TWV XPllllCrrW}' [ ... 
Twv 1To?\P.enq [s e1ri] -ro&rwv [ wv ... 
!0[ .. . 
[ .. . 
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1. 1. The area to the left of the first recorded letter was drawn as if erased; 1. 3. See 
on Sherard's transcription. 

(ii) The new fragment (right edge survives). 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

... To [pwcreext .... 

. . . ]Toto&rc.uv [ exi . . . 
. . . Kextv ]oTOI-\fjO"ext 1rp [OS .. . 

... ex [ .. . 
. . .' Av Jr [ wvivct> . .. 

[ ... 

For discussion of the reading in 11. 5-8 see on Sherard's transcription. 

b. A text incorporating the fragments with .Sherard's transcription and his own 
corrections (see Appendix n) . 

. . . ] 6 Se -rrexpCXKEtvi}crexs ehe apxc.u [V ehe .. . 
mpi Se Twv e'Aec.uvtKwv XPTJ!lCrrc.uv -rroM<lt<ts Kexi el-rrov Kexi e-rreO"T [ et'Aex? .. . 
TC.UV TI"OAA<ll<ts e-rri TOVTC.UV wptO"l-\EVC.UV eviwv Kexi -rrpocrcperr < c.u )v \rrr' El-\OV [ .. ? .. 

e'Aex]
!o6ETi}crexVTexs avSpexs Kexi StO: W<pEtAiexv Tfjs Kex6Tj!lEptvfi (s) Tis 1-\ETEXOVO"l [v 

''). e , ? ? l Et\exto EO"texs . . . . . . . . 
5 vot eis llTJSI:v a'A'Ao llTtT(e?) Twv &yc.uvo6eTtKwv Tpmo!lev(c.u?)v StO: To &cptep[w-

cr6ext. .. ? ... ] 
rucrepeic;x llTtTE clvTE [A ]'Aoyov SWCxl-\EVOV yevecr6ext &-rro TWV TOIOVTC.UV X [PTJ!lCrrC.UV? •. ? . ] 
&crepeic;x Tfj -rrpos Tovs A\rroKperropexs Kexi iepocrv'Afc;x Tt KextvoTollficrext -rrp [ 6s? .. ? .. ] 

T(TJ )v EKElVOV TOV ETOVS -rrpocr6ftKTJV EK TWV eec.uptKWV ex[ .. ? ...• -rrpo] 
[ Kex'A] exvSwv 'lowfc.uv A\rroKperropt MapKCf AvpTJ'Aict> Koll!l6Sct> 'AVT [ wvivct> 

LEPexO"Tc";> ?Kexi .. ? .. \mCrrOlS? no-rr'l\iov 'Jov'J\f] 
10 [ov] re!llVlOV MexpKtexvov TOV ruepyeTOV (i] )1-\WV &v6v-rrerrov avT[ ... 

1. 2. TON E/\EQNIKON S. (with Q written above 0 in both cases), T[w]v [6]ec.uvtK[w]v 
CIG, Twv e'Aextc.uvtKwv LR, TQNE/\EQNIKQN K/R; 1. 3. TON S. (with 1\ added 
above T), TQN KJR, nPO:L<t>ATON S., CIG; I. 4. MOSETH:LANTA:L S. (with 8E:L 
added in I. 3), but despite S.'s confident M, K/R's drawing shows pretty clearly that 
there was no room for more than I before 0; N suggested above TH:L, S., Q<t>EI/\IAN 
S., wcpe'Aiexv CIG, KASH MEPINHN S., corr. CIG; 1. 5. NOI S. (with A added above 
the line), vot CIG, MHTH, S. (with XPHM added above the line), llTJT[e?], CIG, 
TPEnOMENON, S. (with Q added above the last 0), Tpmo!lev[c.u]v, CIG; 1. 6. 
ANTE./\OrON, S. (with AYTH:L suggested for the first six letters), avT[i]'Aoyov, CIG, 
at the end KAI, S., Kexi CIG, but the fragment shows that there was no room for three 
letters before the right edge and what is still visible of the first is compatible with 
X but hardly with K; 1. 7. KAINOTOMH:LAI, S., where it must be admitted that it 
would be easier to interpret what survives of the fifth letter as A, nP S. (with O:L 
added above the line), -rrp[, CIG; 1. 8. E<t>Y/\ALATIN, S. (with z added above :Land 
H above 1), corr. CIG, 8EQNKQN, S. (with PI written above the first N which has 
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been crossed out), eewv[t]Kwv, CIG, eewptKwv LR, at the end A, S. (with noKA 
written beside it), om. CIG; I. 9. A/\ added before ANb.QN, S., but his layout 
shows that there was room for KA/\ as restored by CIG; I. 10. EMQN, S., 
CIG. 

The supplements possible are limited and none offer a basis for confident 
calculation of the line-length ; probably it was about as long again as what survives. 
For I. 1 Boeckh proposed eiTe i5tWT'JlS'?; the best Aphrodisian parallel is in LBW 
1611 ... CXPXOVTI [i51WT]1J IJ[ETa]yayeiV ... , 
while MAMA 413b, see also Reinach, no. 142, is more defective but preserves 
i5tc.0T1J in full. In 1. 2 eTieo-r[eti\a (?) is from Boeckh and must give the right sense. 
In 1. 3 the first three letters may be Twy, but could be the end of a word begun on the 
preceding lines. In ll. 3-4 Reichel's drawing (plate XXXII, 2) encourages acceptance 
of Robert's conjectured as also of his restored ei\ato6ecrias in 1. 4 
(for which he cited the parallel of !Magnesia 116); &qnep[wcr6at] is from Boeckh. 

r-r .. r:: 1:'. I 
.,..,\. • I ,.. ... 1 ' • • r "" or .,., , ... 

J t-.,i'·J .r'- • ' !'" • .... ) 
7'f:. T "'T' fT'\.,. 9' l> ........ , Jlo. .... , • f11 'I,.. 1> 'P' T 'P .... , • .- .. ., /"' 

.. \f·" 1 1 .. r: .. .: .. . ..! 

Fig. 9. Doe. 62. Drawn by Georgia Clarke. 

In I. 6 my suggestion, with the sense of compensation, offered for the word by LSJ, 
has the advantage of being closer to Sherard's reading than that of Boeckh, but 
I am unclear about the point that was being made. In 11. 6-7, Boeckh proposed 
eTI' and in 1. 7 he drops Sherard's TIP [ 6s], perhaps rightly in both cases. At 
the end of 1. 8 Boeckh ignored Sherard's final A and restored after the 
break, but the A is confirmed by the new fragment ; his Tip6 at the end of the line 
is required for the dating formula. In 11. 9-10, Renier offered 
\rrro 'lovi\ijov] reiJIVlOV MapKtavov &VT[iypa<pov but since the 

( reference to the month would normally be completed by one to the year, it seems 
possible that a consular date stood in 1. 9, while the spelling of the proconsul's 
praenomen would be surprising in Aphrodisias where no\rrri\tos or no1Ti\IOS' are 
normal. I. 10. Boeckh's impossible must be rejected ; Renier's 
&VT[iypa<pov may be right but was probably integrated into the sentence differently. 

0 0. and the man who has misapplied (the money), whether he is a magistrate 
[or(?) secretary or private person .. ? . . ]. In the matter of funds for oil I have often 
said and [(?) sent instructions .. ? .. ] often on the basis of these regulations and 
also of some added by myself[ . . ? .. ] men who have provided oil and on account 
of the benefit of the daily [provision of oil] in which they share [ .. ? .. ] to nothing 
else nor (?) because the money provided for competitions is diverted since it has been 
dedicated [ .. ? 0 o] in piety and there being no possibility of compensation from such 
funds [ .. ? .. ] it will entail a charge of impiety to the emperors and of temple-robbery 
to make any innovation in [o • ? 0 o]o I have ?taken care that the addition made in 
that year from the theoric fund [o 0 ? 0 0 days before] the first of June [?in the consul
ship of] Imperator Marcus Aurelius Commodus Ant[oninus Augustus and .. ? . . 0 

P. Iulius] Geminius Marcianus our benefactor, proconsul, [. 0 ? .. ]o 
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The date is within the decade 180-90 on the evidence of Commodus' name 
. (1. 9; seep. 120 on doe. 16, I. 3, and cf. doe. 57, ll. 5-6). On the absence of erasure 
seep. 120. Ifl am right to propose a consular date in I. 9 the year must be 181, 183, 
186 or 190 in each of which the emperor himself was a consul. The year. of the 
proconsul's tenure in Asia can only be fixed approximately from his earlier career. 
In PIR2 1, 340, it is suggested that it was 'a little before 183-4'; Anthony Birley, 
in a letter, argues for slightly earlier dating of his proconsulship of Macedonia than 
is proposed in PIR2 (165-6 against 170), consequently of his consulship (later 166 
or 167) and probably also of his proconsulship of Asia for which 181 then seems a 
very likely year. 

The text is clearly from the end of a report on civic funds, presumably, therefore, 
written by a curator ; and, if the dating is right, by the curator whose regulations 
were regarded by the Aphrodisians as jeopardized in 189 (doe. 16, ll. 7-8). There is 
a good case for identifying him with M. Ulpius Appuleius Eurycles on chronological 
grounds, see p. 188; this would then be his report on the examination of civic 
finances for which he will have been appointed by the emperor, and earlier than his 
work on competitions (does. 57, 58 and probably 59-61); and it is to be noted that 
the funds for competitions which were being misapplied (1. 5) must be different 
from those of doe. 57. On the problem of diversion of funds from the purposes for 
which they were established, which was widespread within the Roman Empire, see 
J. H. Oliver, The Ruling Power (Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 
43 (1953), 963 f.). Oliver refers to this inscription on p. 970, as implying that Roman 
' protection ' had been given to the funds concerned, as he describes in other cases. 
There is no doubt that Aphrodisians hoped for that protection, cf. the fine payable 
to the Roman people as well as to Aphrodite in the regulations for the fund of 
Attalus son of Adrastus (MAMA 413b, 1. 16), and this must lie behind their approach 
to Commodus (doe. 16) and their welcome to the three curatores known. 

I. 1 is from the sanction concluding a lost section; ll. 2-8 give the beginnings 
of the lines concerned with funds for provision of free oil in gymnasia to which 
money had been diverted from funds intended to finance competitions (for these see 
also does. 57-61) and from a theoric fund from which, presumably, entrance fees 
to spectacles were paid to some citizens. The competitions, which are perhaps the 
same as or overlap the spectacles, might well involve imperial cult (cf. doe. 59, 1. 10) 
and, in some cases at least, that of Aphrodite, whose priests might ·be responsible 
for the celebrations (cf. doe. 59, I. 8; while the vewTioloi of Aphrodite's temple 
regularly appear as administrators of the Philemoneia, see e.g. MAMA 505); hence 
the verb aq>tepwcrem in I. 5 (for an implied parallel see the inscription concerning 
a fund at Eleusis, J. H. Oliver, Hesperia 21 (1952), 381 f., also cited in The Ruling 
Power 966) and the charges to which misapplication lays a man open, as described 
in 1. 6 (lepocrvl\ia recurs at Eleusis). The attractions of the free oil distributions are 
well known. If my tentative restoration is accepted, the writer had required the 
restoration of money diverted from the theoric fund in a specified year. 

11. 8-10. The writer might himself append the date (if date it was), but the clause 
referring to the proconsul was added at Aphrodisias if it is right to read )1-1wv, 
which is easier palaeographically and seems altogether more likely than (v)llWV. 

The part played by the proconsul is particularly notable since gubernatorial 
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action in Aphrodisias is difficult to prove (compare Appendix VIII). It cannot have 
been quite negligible since it earnt him the title of 'benefactor' (cf. the Trajanic 
proconsul involved in arrangements for the security of the foundation of Vibius 
Salutaris at Ephesus who was also 'benefactor', F. H. Marshall, Catalogue of 
Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum IV, no. 481*, 1. 76, cited by.Qli:ver, 
The Ruling Power 963, cf. now H. Wankel, in I Eph Ia, no. 27). He was perhaps 
advisor to the curator (cf. the role of the writer of doe. 50) and in routine matters 
may have been intermediary between him and the emperor. 

7. Doe. 50 (Appendix VIII) may have been addressed to a curator reipublicae. 



EPIGRAPHIC INDICES 

Only the numbered documents are indexed ; references are by document number 
and line ; items in square brackets do not survive on the stone ; a question . mark 
indicates a notably uncertain restoration. 

1. Personal names 

N ... (MO:pt<os), 7.10 
'Aypnrneivos (KAooiStos), 15.15 
NASpo:<TTos, [3.8] 

. NASpo:O'TOS fpVlTOS nepehov, 55.6-7 
NASpo:<TTos (KAooiStos), 59.12, [27] 
AiAtos Ko:Mtt<p6:Tr]s, 21.8 

[? 4.26] 
'Avrloxos, 2a.4 
'Avrhr<XTpos 'ASp6:<TTov, 3. 7-8 
'Avroovtos, see index 2 
'ArroAAOOVtos, 3.8-9; 26.1, [2] 
'ArroMoovtos nepehov, 27.1-2 
NAmnos (? KAooiStos), 8.4 
'AmroA{jtos 44.2 
'AmrovA{jtOs, see OvAmos, 57.2 
'Apt<TTic..>v 'ApTe,.uSoopov Toii Ko:AAt<TTews, 42.15-17 
• ApTel.liSwpos, 2b.9; 4.5, 25; 53.3 
'ApTEI.liSwpos 'ArroAAc..>vlov, 26.1, 2 
'ApTEI.liOc..>pos 'ATIOAAc..>viov TOV nepehov' 27.1-3 
'ApTeiJiSc..>pos 'ApTEI.ltSoopov Toii 'ArroMwviov, 26.1 
'ApTeiJIBwpos Ko:Mt<TTews, 42.16-17 
'ApTeiJIBc..>pos Mvwvos, 3.9 
'Aalvvtos (Mo:ppoVKeivos, fvo:ios, fvo:iovv!6s), 8.7 
'A<TKoovtos, see K6:Ttos 
'AO"Tip{jvo:s (/\eliKtos Noovtos, /\EVKiov \nos), 8.5 
N ATio:Aos, 54.3 
NATTo:Aos Mev6:vopov, 2a.6-7 
NATTo:Aos (Ttj3eptos 'lov:Ato:v6s), 14.4 
NATTo:Aos (MO:pt<os 'lov:Atos), 54.3 
Avp{j:Atos fo:tTVAtt<6s (MO:pt<os), 56.3-4 
AVp{j:Atos 'Erro:qJpO:s, 22.3 
'Avp{JAtOS 'Ep1.1fjs (MO:pt<os), 43.13 
AVp{j:Atos 9e6Swpos, 25.16 
AVp{j:Atos KTT]aio:s, 21.8 
AVp{j:Atos 'Ov{jatiJOS, 25.16 
Avp{j:Atos Xo:plorwos 'lov:Ato:v6s ('lovAtos), 40 

86:Aj3os (1\eVt<tos, /\eVKiov v!6s), 8.5-6 
86:Aj3os ('lov:Atos), 14.6 

fo:tTVAtt<6s (MO:pt<os AVp{j:Atos), 56.4 
rel.llvtos, see 'lov:Atos 
r!Mwv (MO:pt<os <l>ov:Aovtos), 42.5 
fpVlT6S, 53.3; 55.6-7, 9 

LlTJI.liJTptos, 6.15; [8.16]; 12.4 
Lltovvatos '16:aovos Toii Lt<VIJvov, 5.[10], 28 
Lltowatos M{jvtSos, 3.10 
LltOTEIIJOS1 59.4 

Eho:Att<6s (Ttj3eptos KO:Ttos 'AOt<oovtos ui:Atos), 46.2 

'Erro:qJpO:s (AVp{j:Atos), 22.3 
'Epl.lf\S (MO:pt<os AVp{j:Atos), 43.13 
Evl.l<X)(OS ? (<l>Mj3tos), ? 59.3 
EvpVI<Afjs (MO:pt<os Ov:Amos 'Amrov:A{jtOs), 57.2; 

58 

Z{jvwv, 3.11 
Zooi"Aos (f6:1os 'lov:Atos), 10.2; 33.2; 34; 35.12; 

36; 37.1; 38.2 

'HyeiJOVEVS (KAooiStos), 20.8 
"HStos 9wpos (f6:1os, fo:tov v!6s), 8.9 

9e6Swpos (AVp{j:Atos), 25.16 
9wpos (f6:1os "HStos), 8.9 

'16:awv LKVIJVOV, 5.10, [29] 
'lepot<Afjs '16:aovos Toii Lt<VI.lvov, 5.[10], 28 
'lov:Ato:v6s ('Oaa!Stos), 59.19 
'lov:Ato:v6s NATTo:Aos (Ttj3eptos), 14.4 
'lov:Ato:v6s ('lov:Atos Avp{j:Atos Xo:piBTJI.lOS), 40 
'lov:Atos [ ... (f6:1os), 52b.2-3 
'lov:Atos, see Avp{j:Atos 
'lov:Atos NATTo:Aos (MO:pt<os), 54.3 
'lov:Atos 86:Aj3os, 14.6 
'lov:Atos rel.liVtOS Mo:pt<to:v6s (n6rr:Atos), 62.9-10 
'lov:Atos Zooi"Aos (f6:1os), (10.2); 33.2; [35.11-12]; 

36; 37.1; 38.2 
'lov:Atos Ke:Aep, 52.1 
'lov:Aio: no:V:Ao:, 40 
'lowtos 53.1 

Ko:Mtt<p6:-rr]s (AiAtos), 21.8 
Ko:Mtt<p6:-rr]s t.toTei1Jov, 59.4 
Ko:A:Att<p6:-rr]s MoA6aaov, 29.14; 32.5-6 
Ko:A:Att<p6:-rr]s nveoooopov, 31.1-2 
Ko:MtO'TEVS, 42.16-17 
Ko:Aovelatos (f6:1os, fo:lovvl6s), 8.[1], 14, [73, 74], 

83 
K<XTihc..>v (/\eVt<tos-? -), 8.9 
K6:Ttos 'AaKoovtos ui:Atos Eho:Att<6s (Ttj3eptos), 

46.1-2 
KE:Aep ('lov:Atos), 52.1 
KTJvac..>peivos (/\eliKtos MO:pt<tos, /\EVKiov v!6s), 

8.14, [73, 74, 83] 
KAooiStos 'Ayptmreivos, 15.15 
KAooiStos NASpo:<TTos, 59.12, [27] 
KAooiStos eAmrtos), [8.5] 
KAooiStos 'Hye1.1ovevs, 20.8 
KAooiStos <l>TJaeivos (Ttj3eptos), 42.20-1 
I<Ao:voc..>veto:v6s (sic, ro:tov vl6s), 8.6 
K6"ivros, see NOmrtos 
K6To:s, 27.4 
KTT]aio:s (AVp{j:Atos), 21.8 
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/.1( .•• (MapKoS), 7.10 
/\aj31fjVOS, 11.6; 12.6 
1\CXTpc.>VI<XVOS (<l>i\6:j3IOS), 22.10 
Al[3c.>v (1\eVi<loS LKp1[3wv1os, 1\EVKiov vi6s), 8.5 
A1KIVVIOS (Thos, Thov vl6s), 8.9 
/\1Kivv10s Tvpavvos (Thos, Thov vl6s), 8.12 
1\vcr{J.l<X)(OS, 57.13; 60 

M[ ••. (ralos), 8.7 
('IOWIOS), 53.1 

M6:pKei\i\os (Ovi\mos), [16.13] 
MapKl<XVOS (MapKOS 'lovi\IOS rej.l{VIOS), 62.10 
M6:pKlOS KT)vcrc.>peivos (1\eVi<los, 1\EVKiov vl6s), 

8.[1, 15, 73, 74], 83 
MapTl[ .•• (MapKos), 8.2 
MevavSpos, 2a.6-7 
Mecrcr6:i\as (MapKOS OVai\eplOS, M6:pKOV vl6s), 8.4 
Mfjv1s, 3.10 
M6i\ocrcros, 29.14; 32.6 
Mvc.>v, 3.9 

Nc.Ov10s 'A<TITp{Jvas (1\eliKIOs, 1\eVKiov vl6s), ? [8.5] 

'Ov{JcriJ.lOS (AVp{Ji\10s), 25.16 
NOrnnos (K6\VTos, KoiVTov vl6s), 2b.1, 6; 3.1 
'OcrcriSIOS 'lovi\1av6s, 59.19 
Ovai\ep1os Mecrcr6:i\as (MapKos, M6:pKov vl6s), 8.4 
OVIVoVi<1os (MapKos), 45a.l 
OV!voliK1os (IT6Tii\1os), 45b.l-2 
Ovi\mos M6:pKei\i\os, ? [16.13] 
Ovi\mos 'ATITiovi\1]10s EvpVKi\fjs (MapKos), 57.2; 

58 
ovj.laviOs, 11.1 o 

ncxiii\a ('lovi\ia), 40 
nepehas, 27.2-3; 55.6, 9 
nepehas? 'AVTIOXOV, 2a.3-4 
nepehas 'ATioi\i\c.>viov, 3.8-9 
ni\cxiiTos (1\e\n<los Lepy10s), 8.7 
noi\VSc.>pos, 22.12 
noj.lTI{J\os (rvaios, KotVTOV vl6s), 8.8 
npeiO"KOS {Lovi\TIIKIOS), 47.5 
nv&6Sc.>pos, 31.2 
nveos, 11.10 

'Pov<pos ( ... ]VIOS, rva{ov vl6s), 8.10 

liii\1os, see K6:T1os 
LepylOS ni\a\iTos (1\eliKIOS, 1\eVK{ov v!6s), 8.6-7 
L{JS1os (rvaios, 1:-atov vl6s), 8.11 
2{JO"TIOS (noTii\IOS, 1\eVK{Ov vl6s), 8.8 
LKplj3WviOS Al[3c.>v (1\e\n<los, 1\eVKlov vl6s), 8.5 
LKVJ.lVOS, 5.10, 29 
Loi\c.>v 6.14-15, 34; [8.16]; 12.4 
LOVi\TIIKIOS npeiO"KOS, 47.4 
LTE<p<XVOS, 10.1; 11.1 

T<XTI<XVOS, 59.22 
TeiJ.loKi\fjs Z{Jvc.>vos, 3.10-11 
Tvpavvos (Thos A1Kivv1os, Thov vl6s), 8.12 

<l>T)aeivos (T1[3ep10S Ki\o:VS!oS), 42.21 
<l>ii\TJJ.lCA>V ? TETp6:Kl T<XTICXVOV, 58; [59.22] 
<I>i\6:!310s Ev[J.laxos ? , 59.3 
<l>i\6:j3IOS 1\CXTpc.>VI<XVOS, 22.10 
<l>i\6:[310s 1\vcr{J.l<X)(OS, 57.13; 60 
<l>ovi\ovios rti\i\c.>v (MapKos). 42.4-5 

XapiST)J.lOS ('lovi\loS Avp{Ji\1os XapiST)J.lOS 'lovi\la
v6s), 40 

... ]!!TOS, 8.13 

... ]VIOS, 8.10 

... ]P.nvos, 8.10 

2. Roman dictators, triumvirs, emperors 

Sulla, ? <XVToKp6:Tc.>p, ? S1KT6:Tc.>p, ? [8.38] 
Julius Caesar, ? S1KT6:Tc.>p, ? [8.38]; ? [35.2-3] 

, 6 J.leyas, ? [35.2] 
, eeos 'lovi\los, [6.2]; 8.41 ; 12.1 ; 

13.1; 36 
, 6 TICXT{Jp J.lOV, 12.14, 17 
, eeoyev{Js, 32.1 

M. Antonius, MapKos 'AVTwv1os, [7.1,? 10]; 8.26-
7, 48-9 

' • AVTWVIOS, 10.1' 3 ; 12.8 
, 'A\IToKp6:Tc.>p,? [7.1]; ? [8.26-7] 
, Tplwv 6:vSpwv Tfjs Twv ST)J.lOO"Ic.>v 

TipayJ.l6:Tc.>v 7.1; 8.26-
7,48-9 

Octavian/Augustus, ralos Kaicrap, [7.1]; 8.26, 48 
, Kaicrap, 10.1 ; 36 
, 'A\IToKp6:Tc.>p Kaicrap, ? [ 6.1] ; 

12.1; 13.1; [35.4-5] 
' Vrr<XTOS cmoSeSelyJ.lEVOS TO !3' 

Kal Toy', 6.3-4 
, Tplwv 6:vSpwv Tfjs Twv ST)J.lO

crlc.>v TipayJ.l6:Tc.>v 
6.5-8; 7.1; 8.26-7, 48-9 

, A\IToKp6:Tc.>p, 7.1 
, A\iyovO"Tos, 13.1 
, lij3a<XT6s, 6.1 
'eeov'lovi\iovvl6s, 12.1; 13.1; 36 

Livia ?, Tj ywi) J.lOV, 13.5 
Tiberius, Kaicrap, ? 54.3 
Vespasian, A\IToKp6:Tc.>p Secs Kaicrap lij3a<XTos 

0Ve<T!T<XO"lav6s, 42.1-3 
Domitian, erased, 42.1-3 
Nerva, Secs Nepova, 15.2; 16.2; 17.2, 7 
Trajan, A\IToKp6:Tc.>p Kaicrap Tpaiav6s, 14.1 

, A\IToKp6:Tc.>p Kaicrap Nep[3a Tpa1avos 
lij3aO"ToS repJ.l<XVIKoS 55.3-5 

, A\IToKp6:Tc.>p Nep[3a Tpa1avos lij3a<XT6s 
repj.l<XVIKOS 52b.l-2 

, SeosTpa!avosnape,K6s, 15.1; 16.2; 17.2, 7 
Hadrian, A\IToKp6:Tc.>p Kaicrap Tpal<XVOs 'ASp1avos 

lij3aO"T6S (with filiation to Trajan and 
Nerva), 15.1-2 

' , Apxlepelis J.lEylO"TOS, ST)J.l<XPXIKfjs 
TOy', 15.3 

, Secs 'ASp1av6s, 16.2; 17.2, 7 
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Antoninus Pius, 6eos Evaej3f)s, 16.2 
'eeos 'AVTC!JVEivos Evaej3fis, 17.2, 

6-7 
Marcus Aurelius, eeos M5:pKOS • AVTC!JVEivos Evaej3fis 

repi.IOVIKOS Lapl.laTIKOS, 16.1; 
17.1, 6 

Commodus; A\rroKp<hwp Kaiaap M5:pKos Avpi}
:htos K61.11.105os 'AVTwveivos Evaej3f)s 
E\rrv)(fis Lej3acrros Lapl.laTIKOS rep
llOVIKOS llEyiOTOS BpETOVVIKOS llEyl
crros (with filiation to Marcus, Pius, 
Hadrian, Trajan and Nerva), 16.1-3 

, A\rroKp<hwp M5:pKOS AVpi}:htos Koll
ll05os [Lej3acrr6s], 62.9 

, 6 veytcrros A\rroKp<hwp MiXpKos 
AVpi}:htos K6vo5os 'AVTwvivos Lej3a
crr6s, 57.5-6 

, o veytcrros A\rroKpthwp K61lll05os 
[Lej3acrr6s], 59.10 

, 'Apxtepevs llEytcrros, 
alas To t5', a\rroKp<hwp To 11', 
\hra-ros To e', lTa-ri}p lTa-rpi5os, 
16.3-4 

, 6eos K61lllo5os, 17.1 
Septimius Severus, A\rroKp<hwp Kaiaap J\olil<tos 

LrnTil.ltos LeoVT}pos Evaej3fis 
Lej3acrros 'Apaj3tKos 

'A5taj3T}VtKOS TTap6tKoS l.lEyt
crros (with filiation to Marcus, 
Commodus, Pius, Hadrian, 
Trajan and Nerva) 17.1-4 

, the same, omitting A\rroKp<hwp 
Kaiaap and filiation, 17.5-6 

, A\rroKp<hwp LEOVTJpos, 18.1 
, 'Apxtepevs lleytcrros, 

To s', 
To ta', &rra-ros To 13', lTa-rt']p 
lTa-rpl5os, &ve\rrra-ros, 17.3-4 

, eeos LeoVT}pos, 19.1 
Caracalla, A\rroKp<hwp Kaiaap Avpi}:htos 

'AVTwveivos LEj3acrr6s (with filiation to 
Severus, Marcus, Pius, Hadrian, Trajan 
and Nerva) 17.5-8 

, A\rroKp<hwp AVTwveivos, 18.1 
, 'AVTwveivos, 18.3 
, &ve\rrra-ros, 17.8 
, eeos • AVTwveivos Evaej3fis llEYIOTOS, 19.1 

Severus Alexander, A\rroKp<hwp Kaiaap MiXpKOS 
AVpi}:htos LEoVT}pos • 
5pos Evaej3fis Ev-ruxfis Lej3a
crr6s (with filiation to Cara
calla and Severus) 19.1-2 

, 6 1.1Eytcrros Kal 6et6Ta-ros KVptos 
t)1.1ciw A\rroKp<hwp LeoVT}pos 

47.8-11 
, 6 Kvptos t)llWV A\rroKp<hwp 

48.8-9, 15-16, 
17,26-7 

, • Apxtepevs lleytcrros, 51Jilapxt
TO y'' \hra[•os 

To ?, lTa-rt']p lTa]Tpi5os, 19.2 

Julia Mamaea, t) Kvpia T}I.IC!JV Lej3acrrt'] Ma1.1ala 
1-liJTTJp iOV KVpiov i}llWV Kai 

48.16-18 
, t) lliJTTJP a\rroii (se. 

Ma1.1aia Lej3acrrt'] KVpia 5€ t11lWV, 
48.27-9 

Gordian Ill, A\rroKp<hwp Kaiaap M5:pKos 'AVTW
VIOS r op5tav6s Evaej3fis E\rrv)(f\s 
Lej3acrr6s, 20.1; 21.2; 22.1-2 

, ... r]op5tav[6s ... , [24] 
, 'Apxtepevs llEytcrros, 

alas •o 13', &rra-ros, lTa-ri}p m:rrpi
Sos, 20.1-2 

, 'Apxtepevs lleytcrros, 
aias •o s', &rra-ros To 13', lTa-rf}p 
lTa-rp15os, &ve\rrra-ros, 21.1-2 

Traianus Decius, A\rroKp<hwp Kaiaap raios Mea
atos K6iVTos T patavos LlEI<tos 
Evaej3f\s E\rrv)(f\s Lej3acrr6s, 
25.1-2 

, To y', 
\hra-ros TO 13'' emo5e5etyllEvOS 
•o Tphov, lTa-rt']p lTa-rpl5os, 
6:v61ilfa-ros, 25.2-4 

Herennius Etruscus, K6iVTos 'Epevvtos 'hpoiiO"Kos 
Meaatos LlEJ<tos, 25.4-5 

, 'Apxtepevs lleytcrros, 51Jilapxt
TO lTp6hov' 

\hra-ros emoSeSetyl.lEVOS, 25. 
5-6 

Unspecified emperors, A\rroKp<hopes, 9.1; 49.3; 
54.1; 62.7 

3. Foreign kings 

, 0t lTpo Elloii a\rroKp<hopes, 
15.7 

, 0t lTpo t)llwv a\rroKp<hopes, 
25.14 

' 01 Ev eeois TWV a\rroKpa-r6-
pwv, 22.6 

, 01 Lej3acrrol, 42.8-9, 10, 
11-12 

, eeol Lej3acrrol; 32.3 
, 0t lTp6yovot TOO Kvplov 

t111wv (se. 
48.7-9 

, '0 Lej3acrr6s, 56.7 
, Kaiaap (? Tiberius), 54.3 

? Nicomedes IV of Bithynia, [4.1] 

4. Divinities, personifications, festivals, months 

'Aya6ti T\JxTJ,; p. 36; 57.1 
'Ayopaios, see 'Ep1-1fis 

34 
'AvSpi}a, 34 
'Alf6A:hwv, see Tlatav 
'ApETi}, 34 
"ApoEIJIS 8.[41), 56-7; 12.15, 18 
'AO"Katv6s, see Mi}v 
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'AcppoSehTJ (' AcppoShTJ), [8.93] ; 12.14, 17 ; 26.2 ; 
33.3; (35.13]; 36; 37.2; (48.14, 24]; 
49.2; 59.8 

&ea, 8.55; 42.18, 19; 54.1 
6e6s, 17.9; (18.4]; 25.8; 37.1; 46.9; 

56.9-10 
yevrntpa, 54.1 

Tfjs 1TOMCA>S, 25.7 
Ka&TjyETiS 6ea, 49.2 
1rap' a\rrois &ea, 8.38 
1TCxTptos (&ea], 48.14, 29 

TfjS 1TOAec.>s, 18.4 
55.1 

Bap!3i111ITJa, 57.23 

r evhetpa, see 'AcppoSeh11 

('AcppoSeHnec.>v), 27.5; 31.10; 32.4; 34; 
36; [43.1]; 55.2 

54.2 

'EK<XTT], (28.9]; 29.6 
· 'Et.ev&epla, 33.4; 39 

'Ayopaios, 29.15; [32.7] 
"Epc.>s, 12.13, 17, 18 

Zevs, K=eTwt.tos, [8.921 
, <!>iAIOS, 1.1 

8ea, see 'AcppoSeh11, • 
8et6TTJS A\rroKpm6pc.>v, 54.1 
8e6s, ol (O:At.ot] 6eoi, 48.24-5 

'lowtos, 62.9 

Ka&T]yETis, see 'AcppoSeiTT] 
KaMvSat, 62.8-9 
K=eTWAIOS, see Zevs 
K6p11, 42.18 

Mi]v 'AaKatv6s, 29.15; 32.6-7 
34 

NiKT]·, 31.3; 32.1, 4 
NtKTJpmela, 59.21 
N6vat, 8.3 

'0t<Twl3p10S, 8.3 
1.1 

natav (7 'A1r6At.c.>v), 7.5 
neVTaETT]ptKOS, [61] 
nAo\rrc.>v, 42.17 
not.ts, 34 

see 'AcppoSeh11 

eea, 1.2; 30.16 

LWKATJTOS 54.2 

TETpaeTT]pls, 57.22 
34 

T\JxTJ, i] [Leo\JT]pov T\JxTJ, 
48.4 

, see 'Aya&i] T\JxTJ 

<l>iAIOS, see Ze\is 

5. Geographical terms 

'Acria, 5.[2, 24], 24; 10.4; 14.4; 15.17; 16.6; 
21.3; 42.10, 20; 57.2, 23 

'AcppoSetcrtas (' AcppoStcrtas), 8.92; 14.3 
'AcppoSetcrtevs, see nAapacrevs 

, 8.[16 ?], 66; 12.19; 13.3; 15.4; 
[16.4]; 17.8; 18.1; 19.2; 20.2, 
5; 21.2; .(24.1]; 25.6; 42.6; 
43.9; 47.3; 52a.5; 57.3 

Bt6vv6s, ? [4.1] 

"Et.AT]ves, 5.4, 13, [14], 21, 22, [25] 
'Ecpecr10s, 5.5; 8.[41], 57; 12.1; 42.13 
"Ecpecros, 8.[41], 57; 42.9; 57.23 

'HpaKt.eia, 59.15 

Ka1TETWAIOV, 8.92 
Kt!3vp<XTT]s, 1.4 
K&s, 3.14 

1\aoStKt'ta, 3.22; 11.2 
1\aoStKevs, 7 .. 3, 8; 21.9 
1\liKIOS, 7.[3], 8 

MalavSpos, 8.43 

naACxTIOV, 8.3 
mapacrevs Kal 'AcppoSetcrleVS, 1.3; 3.3-4; [4.1-2]; 

6.8-9; 7.3-4, 8-9; 8.17, [21, 23, 28, 29], 33, 
[36], 42-3, 47, 49, 51, 55, 58, 62, 6\ 69, [75, 
78, 79, 83, 84], 87, 91, 93; 8a.5; 9.3, 6, 7, 8, 
11, 12, 15; 11.1; 12.4-5 

'P6Stos, 7.[3], 8 
3.47; 8.[47], 77 (twice), [79], 92; 9.10 

(twice), 12; 28.6; 59.5 
, see also Index 3 

1.11; 2b.1, 4, 6, 7, 13, 14; 3.2, 29; 
[7.21; 8.[18], 24, 25, 31, [32], 39, 46, 54 
(twice), 59, 66, [72, 80, 84]; 8a.3; 9.1, 2, 7, 
13; 18.4; 20.4; 25.9; 35.6; 43.2; [49.3]; 
54.2; App. I, A1.3 

13.1 
14.1 

14.5; 57.3 

Tal3flv6s, 1.4-5 
Tapcrevs, 7.[3], 9 
Tpa[ ... , 59.21 
TpaAMIS, 5.11 
Tpal.!.tav6s, 7 [8.63] 
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6. Roman tribal names 

'Av1fjaals, 8.11 
'Apvfjaa1s (' Apvlfj<Y<YIS), 8.(8], 9, 10 

I<Aavola, 8.9, 11 
Ko:?.:?.eiva, (8.8] 

OVE:?.:?.eiva, 8.5 
Ovcpevniva, 8.6 

<l>al3ia, 8.12; 52b,3 
<t>a:?.epva, 8.5, 7 

7. Selected Greek words (words listed in Indices 2 
and 4 are not normally repeated) 

'Aya66<;, 1.21 ; 3.28, 42; 57.20; see also under 
Ka:?.6s 

'Ayopa, ? (8.93] 
28.4; 30.17 

'Ayp6s, 8. ?(20], 58, 70 
"Ayw, 10.5; (17.10]; [57.23] 
'Aywv, 5.20, 21; 8.76; 9.10; 57.4, 10, 12, 13, 15, 

20; 59.1, 3, (4], 6, 10, 12, 16, 19, 22, [27]; 
60; [61] 

[8. 77]; 9.10; 30.5-6; 31.5-6; 
41.4 

57.21 ; 59.2 
'AyWVI(Tn'JS, 59.(5), 14 
'Aywvo6crew, 59.2-3 
'Aywvo6ETIK6s, 62.5 
'Aoei\cp6TTJS, 1.9 

8.60 
'AO!CxKplTOS,- 57.8 

7.4 
'Ae:?!TjTi]S, (8. 77); 9.10 
T Ae:?.ov, 57.20, 21 ; 59.2, 6, 17 
Aipap10v, (8.75] 
Aipea1s, 2b.4, 7; ? 7.9 
A!pew, 2b.2, 5, 8; 4.6; 5.9, 12 
Ahla, 3.33; 8.61 ; 13.4, 7 
Alwv, 59.11 
Alwv!OS, 1.9; 43.15; 48.14-15, 26 
'AKeivTJTOS, 18.5 
'AK611ov6os, 18.2; 48.2 
'AKo:?!oV6ws, 4.14; 59.2 
'AKOVW, 12.20 

19.5 
"AKWV, 9.9 
'AA!TOVPYTJTOS, 8.44 
'Ai\MTplOS, (19.3) 

20.6 
15.10 

14.2 
'Avcxyxaios, see avavKaios 
'Av(xyKTJ, see CxvCxvKTJ 

'Avaypacpw, 1.14, 15 
3.53; 5.[17], 20; (7.5] 

5.18; 11.3 
12.15, 17, 18; 32.8 

'Avaveollal, [8.16, 21-2] 
'AvavKaios, 2b.3; 16.9; 28.2; 30.9 
'AvCxvKTJ, 12.19 
'AvcrnellTIW, 22.11 
'AvaaTaa1s, 21.6 
'Avmi6Tjlll, [8.92]; 12.14; 27.4; 31.9; 43.14 
'Avacpepw, 8.1, (75]; 12.15 
'Avopeiws, 30.6 
'Avopi]a, 5.26 
'AvSp!as, 53.2 
'Ave1acp6pos, [8.44] 

30.19-20 
'AveiJTimos, 14.6; 16.6, 11 ; 42.4; 44.3; 4Sa.2; 

45b.3-4; 46.3; 47.6-7; 48.22; 62.10 
<YTPaTTJYOS CxveiJTimos 2b.1, 3-4, 

6-7 
CxveiJTimos 'Pw11aiwv <77pmTJy6s, 3.2 

[35.10]; 42.14 
(sic), 8.64 

'AVTcrnoSISwlll, [7.8] 
'AvTapxwv, [8.32, 68]; 9.2, 12 
'AVTe[:?.]i\oyos, 62.6 
'AvT1ypacpi], 21.9; 43.9 
'AvTiypacpov, 6.32-3, 46 
'AVTii\all!'avw, 5.8 
, AVT!aTpCxTTJYOS, ? (8.65]; 52.1 
'AVT!aTpaTlWTTJS, [8.33]; 9.2 
'AVTI<pWVEW, 6.29 
'AvvTIEv6uvos, 28.5 

4.16; 5.22; 6.40 
5.8; 16.6 

13.1; [16.10]; 57.12 
4.24; 12.16; 15.13 

19.4 
'ATiayyei\i\w, 12.13 
, ATICxyW, [8.46] 
'ATia:?!i\&.aaw, 15.14 
"ATIEWI, 10.3 
'ATIEi\ev6epos, 36; 54.3; 56.5 
'ATiexw, 15.17 
'ATI6yvwa1s, 5.3 

57.2 
'ATio6eXOila!, 4.21; 6.35 

(60.14] 
[59.5] 

3.15; 4.8; 8.19; 11.5, 9; 25.11 
'ATIOKa6iaTTJIJI, 12.9-Hf, 16-17; 29.17; 32.9; 

53.3; 55.7-8; ? [62.8] 
'ATI6Kpl1Ja, 8.82; 9.15 
'ATioKplvo!Jal, 8.20; 48.30 
'ATioKTelvw, [28.8] 
'Arr6i\ava1s, 20.7 
'ATI6i\i\VIJI, 7. 7 
'ATioi\Vw, 14.5 

6.39 
'ATIOaTei\i\w, 3.24-5, 25-6, 30; 8.75 
'ATiocpepw, 11.10 
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'A1Tpocpa:aicrrws, 1.22 
• ApeO"Kw, 8.40, 42, 51, [St 1; 9.13 
'Apmi, 2b.l0; 5.14, 29 
• Apt6!l6s, 8.32 
'ApKew, 6.21 
• Apxa:t&n,s, 20.4 
'Apxeios, 57.14 
'Apxl'J, 3.34-5; 17.42; 18.5; 19.3; 28.5; 30.11, 

20; [41.7]; 57.17 
a-rr· apxfis, 42.8 

apxfis, 22.11 
'Apxtepevs (•fis 'Aaias), 42.19-20; 57.2 
"Apxolla:t, 57.19 
·Apxwv, 3.4; 6.9; 8.32, 65,? [68], [80]; 9.2, 12; 

11.1, 10; 12.1; 15.4; 16.4; 17.8; [18.1]; 
[19.2]; 20.2; 21.2; [24.2]; 25.7; 52a.2; 
57.3; 62.1 

6 1rpCnos apxwv, [59.8] 
'AaaA.ev;;os, 17.12 

62.7 
4.7 

'Acrrvv6!los, 41.1 
'AavA.la, 41.5 
"AavA.os, 8.40, 56, 58; 8a.4; 35.1-2: 43.11 
'Aacpa:A&s, 3.20-21 
'ATEAEIO:, 8.52, 54 
'ALet..T}s, 8.30, [46], 60, 61, 64 
'A'T\rj.}.w, 21.3 

48.10 
AV.apKT]s, 16.14 
AV.ovollla:, 15.5; 40 
AV.6vO!lOS, 42.7-8; 43.5 
'Acptepaw, 62.5 
'AcptKVEOilO:I, 2b.6 

17.10; 18.2 
Ba:afA.eta, 20.5, 8; 25.10 
Ba:atA.evs, [4.1]; ? [7.4] 

16.8; 20.1 
15.7; [17.12]; 48.9 

Bios, 2b.12; [3.35]-
Bta 33.4; [39] 

BoT]6ew, 2b.2 
8oT]61}a:, 7.5 
BovAEVIlO:, 21.3 
BovA.elio!lat, 16.9 
Bov/..1}, 2a.l-2; 3.5; 6.10; 11.1; 12.2; 15.4; 

16.5; [17.8]; [18.1]; [19.2]; 20.3; 21.2; 
[24.2]; 25.7; [33.1] 

ij Kp<XLfcrTT] 43.17; 57.3 
LWKAT]TOS (Roman), 22.5 

Bov'Aolla:t, 4.4; 5.27; 6.50; 13.5, 7; 14.2; 
[28.12]; 29.13; 57.4 

6 1.19 

fet.vtaw, ? [17.10] 
revea, 1.17-18 
rEpa:s, 28.12; 29.10 
ftyvwO"KCJJ, 5.13 

oi yetVCJJO'KO!lEVOt, 6.37 
fVW!lT], [5.1]; 7.5; 57.12; (59.2] 

rp&.llllO:, 3.73; 5.12, 15; 6.53, 54 
fp<XIlll<XTEVS (ypa:!la:TeVS), (5TJilOV), 2a.4-5 

(Kotvov 'Aala:s), 5.1 
rpacpw, 1.12; 4.9, [31]; 8.4; ·12.10; 14.5; 15.15 
rvllva:ata:pxew, 28.3; 30.14-15 
fV!lVOO"tOV, (28.10); 29.8 
rwt), 2b.11; [8.31]; 13.5 

t.ei5w, 21.7 
t.efKVV!ll 1 (5.7) 
t.etat5a:tllovfa:, 8.56 (twice) 
t.eAToyp&.q>T]IlO:, [35.8-9] 
MATOS, 6T]!lOO"fa:, 6.31; 8.1, 2, 3, 92 

, 1Tpoao5tKTJ, 8.31 
' XO:AKfj, 8.91 

8.16-17; 21.6 
t.ev;;epeiov, 59.27 
t.T]A.a:51}, 48.2 
t.11A6w, 4.9-10; 5.15; 20.5; 59.26 
t.fillos, 'Acppo5etatewv, 15.4; 16.5; [17.8]; [18.1]; 

19.3; 20.3; 21.2; [24.2]; 25.7; 33.1; 
38.1;42.7; 44.1; 45a.3; 45b.4; 47.1: 
57.3; see also Index 4 

, 'Ecpealwv, 12.2 
, 1.4 
, TTha:pa:aewv Ka:i 'Acppo5etalewv, 1.2; 2a.2, 

5; 2b.2,4,5,7,11; 3.5,55-6; 4.3,17; 
5.12, 16; 6.10; 8.21, [22, 28, 36], 42, 
51, [79, 84, 87], 91 ; 9.6; 11.1 ; see 
also Index 4 

, 'Pwlla:iwv1 3.28-9, 45; [7.2]; 8.24, 25, 31, 
[32], 39, 461 54 (twice), 59, 65 1 [72], 
80, [84]1 90; 8a.3; 9.1, 21 13; 11.1; 
[35.6]; [ 49.3]; 54.2 

I 1.5 
I 'Aala:s, 5.24, 27, 28 
1 unspecified, 13.2 

3.19-20, 39--40; 6.6, 30, 51; 7.1, 4; 
8.27, 28, 29, 491 65, 93; 12.7; 16. 7, 15; 
28.11; 29.10 

t.T]Il00"1WVT]S1 5.2 
t.T]vaptov, 58.18 (twice); [59.1, 6, 25] 
t.ta:ypa:cpf}l 59.[15], 16-17, 20 . 
t.ta:ypacpwl 59.6 
t.t&.eeats, 20.6 
t.ta:61}K1] 1 55.7; 57.13; 59,(6, 7-8], 20-21 
t.t<XK<XTEXW1 8. 72 
t.tOKel!lO:t, 2b.6; 4.18 
t.t<XKp<XLeCJJ1 8.52-3 
t.taA.eywl 4.13; [8.82]; 9.14 
t.taAT]I.Ji1S1 5.14, 23 
t.tO:IlfvCJJI ? [8.42] 
t.tO:!lOVTJ 1 48.15, 26; 59.11 
t.ta:pmxyt), 12.13 

12.7 
t.ta:aacpew1 2b.5; 3.15-16, 48 
t.tO:O"T]IlOT<XTOS, 47.6-7 

8.27, 49; 48.20-21 
t.ta:Taaaw1 2b.5; 8.41; 59.12 
t.t<XTEAECJJ1 [7.2] 
t.t<XTT]pew1 28.2; 30.10 
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Llt<rri6t]l.lt, 20.5; 57.6, 16 
Lltcrrpeil3c.>, 16.6-7, 14 
Lltcxcpepc.>, 2b.10 
Lltcxcp6elpc.>, ? [8.20] 
LltacpvMo-o-c.>, 30.6-7 
LltOCxO"Kc.>, 22.11 
LliSc.>IJt, 7.12; 8.34, 49, 50, 61, 66, 75, [81 (twice), 

83]; 9.1, 4, 9, 13, 14, 16; 10.3; 12.9, 18; 
13.2, 7; [28.10]; 29.9; 41.5; [ 49.3] 

Lltf1Vet<ec.>s, ? [8.24] 
LltKCXtOSOTEc.>, 8.68 
Llit<atos, 8.[38], 40, 46, 52, 53, 56 (twice), 66, [69]; 

13.4; 16.12, 16; [17.11]; 19.3; 20.7; 25.11, 
13; 48.10; 49.1 

LltKaic.>s, 13.4; 30.12 
LltKcxo-niptov, 22.13 
Ll6yl.la, (Kotvov 'Ao-icxs), [5.8] 

, (0"\11/KAi}TOV 'Pc.>IJCX{c.>v), 6.27-8; 8.1, [69], 
90, 94 ; 43.6; 48.20 

LloKec.>, 2a.1; 2b.5; 5.[1], 24, 29; 8.[21], 29, 51, 
[73, 94]; [22.5]; 49.1; 57.16 

4.25; 5.14; 57.7 
Llopt6:i\c.>TOS, 13.3 
Llovi\os, 2b.2; 11.5 
MvCXIJCXI, 3.78-9; 12.9; 16.8; 57.14, 19; [59.25]; 

62.6 
Llvvcrr6s, 1.21-2 

NEyytO"Ta (EvytO"Ta), [8.82]; 9.15 
NEyyovos, 8.30, [31], see also Et<yovos 
'Eyypacpc.> (evypacpc.>), 22.10-tt; 59.8 
'EyyVfl (see EVyVfl) 
'Eyi\eyc.>, 15.12 
'E6to-1.16s, ? [8.70] 
"E6vos, 5.[2], 24, 27, 28 
"E6os, 22.11 ; 48.24 
EISos, 9.1, 7 
Elt<fj, 13.4 
Elt<c.Ov(it<c.Ov),4.13; 5.27; 27.5 
Ehrov, 1.13; 62.2 
Elpi}vfl, ? [18.2] 
Elacxyyei\i\c.>, 1.13 
Elo-6:yc.>, ? [8.64] 
Elo-rrp6:TTc.>, 50.9-10; 51.1 
Elacpepc.>, 5.26; 1.2; 11.4 
Eio-cpop6:, 8.44 
"Et<yovos, 8.51-2, see also eyyovos 
'Et<SCXVEIO"IJOS, 57.16-17 
'EKKi\flo-lcx (EKi\flo-lcx), 2b.3; 5.16 
'EKOVO"IOS, 21.8 
'EKTelvc.>, 28.9; 29.4-5 
'Ei\cxto6eo-icx, [62.4] 
'Ei\ato&Tec.>, [62.3-4] 
"Ei\ev6eplcx, 8.52, 54; 12.2; 15.5; 16.12, 16; 

25.12; 41.4; 48.7; see also Index 4 
'Et.eV6epos, 7.9; 8.46, 60, 61 ; 11.6; 14.2; 21.4, 

7; 42.7; 43.4-5 
'Ei\ev6ep6c.>, 10.2 
'EAec.>vtKOS, 62.2 
'Ei\rris, 25.15 
'EI.lmO"TEvc.>, 30.7 

see 
'EvCXVTios, 28.8 
'Evyp6:cpc.>, see eyyp6:cpc.> 
'EvrVfl (Eyy\lfl), 8.47; 28.9; 29.4 
"EvSetcx, 59.13 
'EvSeft<VVIJI, 11.7 
'Evfx.vpos, 8.45 
"Evtos, 5.3 ; 62.3 
'EviO"TT]I.lt, 30.4; 59.14 
'Evi\eirrc.>, 57.10 
"Evoxos, 1.18 
'EVT6:o-o-c.>, 6.54 
'EVTa<pi}, 28.10; 29.8 

52b.2 
'EVToi\i}, 12.8; ? [47.12]; 50.12 
'EVTvyx6:vc.>, 15.8; 16.6; 57.8 

2b.3, 7, 11; 8.80, 82 
(twice); 9.13, 14, 15; 12.5 

'Evxap6:o-o-c.>, 8.91-2 
? [8.64] 
14.3; 15.13 

48.6 
2b.3; 5.15; 6.31-2 

3.50; 8.78; 9.11; 13.2; [28.11]; 29.11 
[16.7] 
11.4 

36; 57.21-2 
7.9; [8.80, 81]; 9.13, 14 

8.28 
11.4-5 
1.17 

NEotKa, 17.9; 25.8 
'EopTi}, 17.10 
'Errcxyyei\i\c.>, 26.2 
"Errcx6i\ov, 8.48 
'Errcxtvec.>, [4.21-2]; 5.[15], 25; 6.33-4 
'Errcxv6p6c.>o-ts, 16.8 
'Errcxpxelcx (rnapxi}a), 5.8; 8.68; 14.3; 15.14 
"Errcxpxos, 9.8 

, Tfjs rrcrrp!Sos Tfjs El.lfis ('Pcl>l.lTJS) 
22.9-10 

"ETIEIIJI, 57.22; [59.4-5] 
'ETIEpXOIJCXI, 7.11 
'Eml36:i\i\c.>, 3.27 
'Eml36:pf1o-ts, 10.3 
'Eml3of16ec.>, [12.11] 
'Emyiyvol.lCXt, [7.10]; 8.91 
'EmytyvooO"Kc.>, 11.5-6 
'Emypcxcpi}, 5.28 
'EmSeXOIJCXI, 9.9 
'EmSf11.lec.>, 5.11; 16.6; 48.12, 22 
'EmST]I.llcx, 15.10-11 
'Em6v1Jec.>, 7.6 
'Emt<ai\ec.>, 48.29-30 
'Emt<ovplcx, 21.4 
'Emt<peivc.>, 8.68 
'Errit<ptl.lCX, 6.26-7; 8.49; [35.9] 
'Emi\cx1Jl36:vc.>, 12.12 
'Eml.leAeta, 50.6-7 
'Em1.1ei\ec.>, 42.15; [59.13] 
'ETIIIJEi\EO"TCXTCX, 6.16-17; 11.4 

\ 
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29.17; 32.9 
'EmaKoTiec.l, 16.7 
'ETIIcrraj.lat, 10.2 
'Emcrrei\i\c.l; 16.13; [17.10]; 59.9; [62.2] 
'Emcrroi\1], 4.9; ? [ 47.12]; 48.21 
'ETihayiJa, 21.4 (twice) 
'Em-racrcrc.l, 2b.4-5; 8.[36), [66), 74; 9.6 
'Em-rei\ec.l, 57.12, 20; 59.[4], 11, [12], 23-4 
'ETihpoTIOS, 15.16; 56.7 
'EmTV)'Xavc.l, 4.19-20 
'Em'TV)(WS, 41.3 
'Emq>avecrra-ros, [8.18-19] 
'Emq>epc.l, 7.11; [8.90] 
'Emxetpec.l, 15.11 
"ETIOj.lat, 57.9; 59.19 
'Em;,VVIJOS, 25.8 
'Epyacrla, 3.31; 10.3 
'Epyrntcrrclnjs, 55.10 
"EpxoiJat, 48.11 
"Eaxa-ros, 5.3 
'E-roi!Jos, see ETYMOL 
'E-roiiJc.lS, 25.14 
"ETos, 57.15, 17, 19; 59.5; 62.8 
ETYMOL, ? for hoi!Jos, 2b.12 
Eliyeveta, 17.9 
Evepye-rec.l, 12.20 
EvepyhTJs, 2b.4; 30.1 ; 37.2; 45a.4; 45b.5; 

62.10 
EOOviJec.l, 48.11 
EOOwc.l, 1.18-19 
EliKatpec.l, [ 4.23-41 
EV!<atpos, 12.11 
Evi\oyos, 13.7 
Ewoec.l, 13.5 
Ewota, 4.22; 8.18, [25] 
EwotKWS, 2b.6; [4.18] 
EvpiO"Kc.l, 12.9 

8.39; 17.11; 42.12; 57.5; 62.6 
20.6 
28.9-10; 29.7 

59.1 
EV-rvxec.l, [17.121; [18.51; [19.51; 20.8; 21.8; 

25.17; 51.4 
EV-rvxiJs, 5.22; 48.2 
Evq>palvc.l, 18.3 
EV)(aptcrrec.l, 54.2 
EV)(T], 25.11 
E\i)(o!Jat, 48.33 
E\JxpTJO"TEc.l, 3.41 
Evc.lvos, 30.18 

Zac.l, 2b.14 

'Hye!Jovia, 2b.14; 7.2; 8.25 
'Hye!Jwv, 16.11 
'Hyeoj.lat, 2b.3; 6.40-1 

ol TjyovjJEVot, 5.6, 19, 20; 28.6 
'HSec.ls, 48.5, 11 
"HSoiJat, ? [17.9]; 18.2; 25.9 
"HKc.l, 18.3 
TH:i\os, 15.9 
'HIJepa, 8.3, [32]; 9.14; 16.7 

eava-ros, 1.18 
8eios, 21.9; 43.8-9; 48.21 
8Ei\T]crts, 3.19 
eei\c.l, 10.4 
eej.la, 58; [59.26]; 60; [611 
9EIJ{O"TT]p 1 8,86 
8ec.lpec.l, 8.78; 9.11 
9ec.lplKCx1 62.8 

[5.3] 
9paaVvOj.lat, 18.2 
ep,O"Kela, 46.8-9 
evala, 4.15; 25.11 
9Vc.l, 28.11; 29.10; 48.14, 24 

'1St6KTT]TOS, 9.9 
'U>Icr, 29.2 
'IStc.lTtK6s, 12.7 
'lepa, 1.6 
'lepa-revc.l, [28.9]; 29.5; 30.16 
'lepevs, 29.14; 32.6; [33.3]; [35.12]; [39]; 

42.17; 55.9; 59.8 
'lep6v, 8.40, [41], 55 (twice), 56-7, 92 (twice); 

37.2 
'lep6s, 35.1 

'lepw-ra-ros, 22.5; 43.5-6 
'lepoavi\la, 62.7 
'ITITievs, [8.34]; 9.3 
"Iaos, 19.5 

Ka6apws, 30.11-12 
KaeT]Kc.l, 11.8 

t<aeT]KOVTa, 6.38 
KCx6T]IJat, [8. 78]; 9.11 
Ka6T]IJEptv6s, 62.4 
Ka6tep6c.l, 43.12 
Ka6tcrrac.l, ? 7.6 
Ka6icrTT]IJl, [5.4, 27]; ? 7.6; 8.89; [19.5]; 21.3, 5 
Ka6ocrt6c.l, 48.3 
KatvoTOIJEc.l, 62.7 
Katp6s, 3.21-2; [5.201; 2o.8; 28.2; 30.9; 59.16 
Kai\ec.l, 5.16 
Kai\6s, 3.32; 5.22 

KCxi\i\tcrros, 7.4-5; 8.[27], 53; 8a.2 
Kai\ws, 6.8; 12.16 
K. Kal aya66s, 3.12-13; 8.[22]; ? [18.3] 

8.60, ? [62] 
28.7-8 

4.17 
Ka-rai\eiTic.l, 57.8 
Ka-rai\oyi], 3.53-4 
Ka-rai\Vc.l, 13.6 
Ka-rajJEi\ec.l, [16. 7] 
Ka-raTieiJTic.l, 50.10-11 

[59.9] 
Ka-raat<Evi], 21.5-6 
Ka-racrracrts, 25.10; 57.10 
Ka-ra-racrcrc.l, 8.32 
Ka-ra-ri6T]IJI, [8.34]; 9.4 

4.14-15 
Ka-rayopec.l, 7.11 
Ka-rop66c.l, 5.23, 29; 17.10 
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Ko.evcns1 58 
Ke:>.evCIJ1 8.[34], 48, [75-6]; 9.4 
KecpcXAEIOV1 57.18; [59.24] 
KT]!iEJJOVicx1 19.4 
KTjpCIJJJCXI [8.2] 
Klv!ivvos1 5.18; [7.5]; 28.7; 30.2-3; 31.4-5 
KATjpOVOJJOSI 58 

48.16 
Kotv6:1 28.2; 30.10; [S7.23] 
Kotvij1 5.13 
-Kotv6v ('Acricxs)1 5.[1, 4, 8], 21, 22, 24 
Kotv6s1 1.20; 14.4; 16.14; 17.10; 19.5; 42.10 
Kotv&is1 29.1-2 
KotvCIJvicx1 18.3; 21.3 
KOJJI!ifjl 51.2 
KpcrreCIJ1 8.60, [73] 
Kp6:-ncrros1 43.16; 53.1 
KpivCIJ (KpeivCIJ)1 2b.2, 8; ? [4.30]; 5.4; 12.10; 

[35.2] 
Kplcrts1 [8.46]; 16.8; 22.13; 53.1 

? [17.5] 
[59.6] 

K\n<Aos1 8.57 
Kvvf)ytov1 [8.77]; 9.10 
Kvptos1 [8.42]; 17.10; see also index 2 
Kvp6CIJ1 8.62 

' KCIJAVCIJ1 46.5; 48.21, 23; 51.4 
KwJJ1l1 8.59, [71] 

/\cxJJ(36:vCIJ1 8.45-6; 10.4; 58 
/\CXJJlTpOTCXTOS1 43.3; 47.2; 48.12-13, 31 
/\eyCIJI 7.1; 11.6; 46.3 
/\ECIJV 1 [32.5] 
/\tTovpyicx1 14.2, 4; 41.7 
/\oytcrrelcx1 57.9 

16.8; 58 
/\6yos1 8.[27],73; [19.4-5] 

KCXTCx A6yov I 4.10 
/\om6v1 8.41; 59.24 

McxpTVpECIJ1 14.5 
30.15 

Mel:>.tov (Ml:>.tov)1 8.77; 9.11 
Mels1 59.5, 14 
MEACIJ1 13.6 
M€AACIJ1 21.6-7; 25.15 
MevCIJI 16.8; [17.111; 18.5 

7.3; 57.8 
Kcrra JJEpos I 5.14 

METcxf3cxlvCIJ 1 ? [7 .4] 
MET6:(3acrt sI ? [7 .4] 
METfxCIJ1 21.7; 62.4 
METovcrlcx1 21.5 
Ml:>.tov1 see Mel:>.tov 
Mtcr66CIJ1 8.67; 15.16 
Mv1iJJTJ1 57.7 
MovoJJcxxicx1 8.76-7; 9.10 
MovcrtKOS1 57.15 ; 60; 61 

Na6s1 [8.4]; 14.5 ; 42.9; 57.3 
NetKCxCIJ1 18.2 

Ne6KCXVTOS1 1.6 
NeCIJK6pos1 42.13 
NeCIJlTot6s1 41.1 ; 42.18 

12.20 
N6JJ01 (nummi), [8.76] 
N6JJOS (lex), 6.28-9; 8.53, 61, [70], 89; 8a.2; 
. 18.5 ; 21.8; 22.4; 41.5; 48.19 

ZEVIOVI [8.75] 

OI!icxl 15.2; 17.11; 48.6 
22.13; 51.2 

OiKEIOTT]SI 25.9 
OiKO!iOJJT]JJCXI 21.6 
0iKo!ioJJicx1 8.59, 70-1 
OiKOVOJJT]JJCXI 6.22-3 
OiKOVJJEvTjl [18.2] 
'0:>-tyCIJpic:xl 59.13 
'0JJo6wcx!i6v I 5.4 
"0JJOIOS1 [8.92]; 16.10 
'0JJOICIJS1 8.[42], 51 
'0JJOAOYECIJ1 8.47-8, 48 
"0JJWJJ11 [8.85] 
'0JJOVOICX1 1.8 
"0lTAOV1 2b.IO; 8.35; 9.5 
'Op6:CIJ1 10.5; 13.2 

8.50 
59.11, [21]; 62.3 

"0pKtOV1 1.5; 6.28; 8.(84, 91], 95; 9.7; 43.8 
"OpKoS, 1.15 
"Opos, 8.59, [65, 71] 
"Opos, 8.33, 47, 63 (twice); 9.3; 22.8; [35.11] 
"Ocrtos, 29.6 
'Ocpei:>.wl 7.6, 8; 8.61, [671; 50.8; 57.11 
·oxvpCIJJJcxl 8.59, [711; 30.7-8 

TlCXVTCX)(OV1 ? [5.3] 
TT6:vTIJ I 8.5 7 
Tlc:xvTo!iCXlT6S I 28.7 
TT apcx(3cXAACIJ I 2b .12 
TTapcxyyeMCIJI 15.16 
TlcxpcxylyvoJJC:Xll 3.47-8; 8.79; 9.12 
Tlcxpcx!ii!iCIJJJt1 11.7 
TTcxpcxtpeCIJ1 19.3 
flapcxiTIOS1 3.43 
TlcxpCXKcxAECIJ1 3.49-50; 6.24-5; ? [8.85-6] 
TlcxpCXKEtVECIJ1 62.1 
TlapcxcrKevt']1 57.10-11 
Tlcxpcrrvyx6:vCIJ1 5.21 
TTcxpcxxetJJcxcricx1 8.34; 9.4 
TT6:pElJJll [5.16]; 8.4, 94; 9.7; 19.4; 32.1 

TO 1r6:pov, [ 4.27] 
TlcxpE){CIJ1 7.6; [8.29]; 30.19 
TlcxplcrrT]JJt1 4.15-16 
TT6:potKOSI 2b.2 
Tlcxpovcrlcx1 3.17 

12.16 
8.62 

Tlcrrpls1 10.2; 14.5; 22.4, 8, 9; 30.3-4, 4-5; 
[31.7]; 37.2; 41.3-4; see also Index 2, under 
Roman Emperors 

\ 
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n&rpwv, 3.56--7 
ncrrpwvi)a, 3.51 
ncrrpc{)os, 18.3 
ne1p6:olla1, 4.23 
nE!liTW1 2b.1; 3.23; 5.5, 11 
mpas, 10.5 
nep1exw, [35.10] 
nep!ooos, 59.15 
nep10"'Tep6:, [ 46.8] 
n10"'TEVW, 3.21 
nt<rT1) 1 2b.6, 10; 3.37-8; 8.28, 94; 25.9; 30.8; 

? App. 1, B. 2b 
ni\fj6os, 2b.2, 8; 4.8 ; 8.88 
mllp6w, 57.15 
ni\oiov, [8.35]; 9.5 
noi\ehevj.la, 21.4 
noi\etTela, see noi\tTi)a 
noi\e!Tils. 6.45; 8.58, 69; 8a.5; 10.4; 54.2 
noi\e1T1KO), 59.16, [20) 
noi\e1-11os, 7.10 
noi\e1-1os, ? [7. 71; 12.5-6; 13.3; 28.5; 30.5, 20; 

31.4 
noi\1opKEW, 2b.1 
noi\1s, 2b.5; 3.55; 5.1, 5; 6.18-19; 7.10; 8.3, 

33, 55, 74, 77 (twice); 9.2, 8, 10 (twice); 10.3; 
12.6, 11; 14.2, 3; 15.12, 17; 16.[6], 9, 16; 
18.4; 19.3; 25.8; 29.5-6; 30.8, 13 ; 40; 
42.13-14; 43.10; 46.7; 47.4; 48.3, 13, 19, 
22,32; 49.1; 50.10-11; 57.7 

noi\1TeVOlla1, [5.10-11) 
noi\tTi)a, 8.[23, 211, 47, 53 (twice), 58, 69; 18.5 
noi\vooor6:vws, 30.15-16 
nopos, 57.12, 14 
novs, 8.57 
npawa. 2b.13; 3.20, 39-40; [5.8]; 6.6-7, 

19-20; 8.27, 28, 29, 30, [35], 41, 43, 45, 49, 
52, 60, 67, 71, 90, 93-4; 16.7; 9.5; 15.10; 
16.7, 13, 15; 28.7 

21.5 
npaaaw' 1.11, 16 
nprnw, 18.3; 22.1 
npeape!a (lTpeapi)a), 5.17 (twice), 22; 15.8; 41.3 
npeaPeliT'ls. 2b.3, s; 3.11, 31; 4.6, 13-14; 

5.5, 9; 6.16; 8.[16], 22, [75, 78, 79, 83], 
84-5; 9.11, 12, 15; 11.2, 9-10; 12.4 

npeapevw, [17.12]; [19.5]; 20.8; 21.8; 25.16; 
28.5-6; 41.2-3 

npeapevs, 3.49 
npoafpe0"1), 4.16; ? [8.27-8] 
npoa1pew, 2b.14 
np6pcrrov, ? [8.63] 
npoyeypallllEYOS, 5.7, 25; 48.23 
npoy!yvollat, 7.7-8 
npoyov1KOS, 32.8 
npoypacpw, see npoyeypallllEVOS 
np6eopos, 5.1, 11 
npoepxoj.la1, 57.13-14; 59.23 
npoeeaj.l!a, 57.21; 59.[11]; 20 
npo6vllla, 7.6; 57.9 
npoK6:6111Ja1, 18.4 
npovoew,? [4.20-21]; 22.12; 50.7-8; 59.7 

np6vo1a, 12.19; 57.4 
npolT<hwp, 29.16 
npoaayopevw, 8.23 
npoaylyvolla1,? [7.3]; 57.7 
npo<rOEOlla1, ? [7.7] 
npoaeopevw, 5.19 

1 np0<J"Eill1 1 22.8 
npoaepxolla1, 8.24, 59, [72], 82; 9.15; 
npoai)KW1 18.4; 19.5; 20.4; 50.6 
npo<J"6i)Kil 1 62.8 
npoO"Ki)V10V1 36 
npo<rK6<rlllllla, 36 
npoO"KWew, 17.9 

8.50 
npo<r001KO), 8.31 
np6aooos, 8.59, 65, [71]; 9.9 
np6acpcrros, 62.3 
npoawvvllla, 49.2 
npoTaaaw, 21.9 
npoxwpew, 4.11 
npwniov, 59.26 
npWTOVEWlT010), 56.8-9 

11.2 

'PWVV1J1-11, 4.4, 31 ; 6.11 ; 12.2; 22.13; 25.9; 
[48.33]; 50.14; [57.23] 

see <riTOS 
[59.15] 

(8. 76] 
:m11pos, 15.8-9 

( O"EITOOe!a), [28.4) ; 30.18 
(aeiTO)), [8.35]; 9.5; 30.18 

46.6 
[4.19] 

13.5 
5.26; 7.2, 5; 11.3 

27.3-4; 28.3; 30.13-14; 36 
2b.9; 27.3-4 

4.12; [5.26]; 11.9; [28.11]; 29.11-12 
4.11-12; 5.25; [28.12]; 29.12-13 

[8.81]; 9.13-14 
8.50 

54.8 
6.13-14; 12.3 
(elTl Tfjs TI6:Aews), 41.2 
(praetor), 2b.1 4; 3.3; [? 8.65] 

, (elTi Tf\s xwpas), 2a.7-9; 41.1-2 
hpCXT1WTil)1 3.24; 8.[33) 35; 9.3, 5 

7.10 
50.13 
2b.8; [? App. IA.l.3] 
1.8; 2b.8; 8.[16, 21] 

2:VIJIJ<X)(OS, 3.27-8; 8.(23], 32, 54; 43.2 
[59.6] 

1.22 
[5.13] 

5.13 23; 8.29 
30.12-13 
8.23 

5.16; 8.80; 9.13 
40 
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12.8 
25.14 ; 57.11 
? [5.5] 

8.( 45), 61 
8.43 

2b.2 
21.6 

..... ]ecr6a1, 4.27 
5.4; 59.24 

4.10; 6.43-4 
13.6 
1.20 

10.2 
8.(78], 95; 9.7, 11 

(avveopla Ko1vov 'Aalas), ? [5.5] 
(of\IJOV 'P(A)IJa{(A)V), 3.44; (5.6, 19]; 

8.1, 16-17, 21, [39], 42, 51, 53, 66, 
[69], 79, [80, 81 (twice)], 90, 94; 
9.1, 12(twice), 13, 14; 15.6; 22.5; 
35.5; 43.7; 48.20; 49.3 ; 54.2 

(!ep(A)T<XT, a. 22.5 
46.5 

4.6-7 
57.7; 59.9; 61 

1.23 
? [31.7-8] 

10.5 
59.18 

3.13 
3.14 
8.[38, 39], 50, 66; 28.10; 29.7 

1.6-7 
[8.35]; 9.5 

3.36; 30.3 
12.12 

2b.4; 30.1; 37.2 
48.14, [25]; [59.10] 

Ta:AavTiaios, 57.20-1; 60 
TaiJiaKos, 8.2 
Talllas (quaestor), 53.1 

(KaTCx TI6AIV), 8.(3), 74 
( Kal <lvT1crrp<lTT) yos), 52.1 

8.27, [821; 9.14; 16.9; 57.9 
T a a a (A), 16.9 
TeiiJCx(A), see TIIJCx(A) 
TEKvov, 2b.12; 8.[30, 31], 51 
TE:AeaiJa, 15.15 
Te:AeVTa(A), 57.11-12; [59.2] 
Te:Ae(A), 5.17; 8.94; 13.6; [28.5]; 30.11; [59.11, 13] 
TE:Aos, 15.9, 17 
Te:AoovT)s, 15.11; 51.3 
TEiJevos, 8.55 (twice), 56, 57; 8a.4 
TT)AIKOVTO), 12.19-20 
T11pe(A), 1.23-4 
TI6T)IJI, 12.15 
T!IJCx(A) (TEIIJCx(A)), 5.28; 8.19; 33.1; [38.1]; 41.7; 

48.5, 6-7; 56.2-3 
o! TEIIJOOIJEVOI, 2b.5-6, 9; 5.6-7 

TIIJD (TeiiJi)), 6.43; 8.48; 15.13; 29.16; and 
see Index 4 

TIIJIO) (TEIIJIOS), 13.7 
T!IJ(A)pla, 11.8 
T6KO), 57.17 
ToKocpope(A), 59.24 
T6rros, 8.58 (twice), 70, [78]; 9.11; [35.1] 
TpayCj>86s, 59.26 (twice) 
TprnoiJal, 62.5 
T pecp(A), 46.6 
Tpmiov, 59.28 
Tp6rros, 7.5 
Tvyxav(A), 25.14 
Twos, 14.3; 15.4 
T Vx11, 48.25 ; 57.20 ; see also Index 4 

'Yyla{v(A), 4.5; 6.12; 12.2-3 
'Yrray(A), 14.4 
"YrraTO), [6.3]; 8.1, [15, 65], 73, [74, 84]; 16.4; 

? [62.9] 
'YrrevavTios, 1.10; 8.68-9 

[8.30] 
? [5.8-9) 

'Yrrex(A), 11.8 
'Yrroypacp(A), 6.49; 13.1 ; 60; 61 
'YrrooeiKvviJI, 2b. 7 
'YTIOOfxOIJ<XI, [5.8-9] 
'YTIOIJEv(A), 5.18 

<J>a{v(A), 8.39, 94 
<J>ep(A), 8.88 
<1>6e{p(A), [5.9] 
<I>!Mv6p(A)1TOV, 6.39-40, 48; 7.8; 8.48, ? (66]; 

9.1; 13.2, 4, 7; 35.7-8; 41.6; [49.3] 
<I>IACxv6p(A)1TO), 21.5 
<J>,:r.avepoorr(A)s, (8.201; 28.3 
<I>IAE(A), 10.2; 48.4 
<I>1Aia, 8.[16, 18, 21], 24, 59, [72]; 20.4 
<I>IAOKaiO"ap, 42.6 
<I>I:Aos, 3.28; 8.22, [22-3], 54; 14.6; 16.13; 22.9 

43.3-4 
<l>ope(A), [28.11]; 29.12 
<1>6pos, 9.9; 13.6 
<l>povf(i.), 13.3 

3.34; 6.17-18; [8.84, 89] 
<l>povpa, 9.8 
<J>vACx<i<J(A) (<J>vACxTT(A)), 10.4; 16.9-10; 17.12; 

(18.5]; 20.6, 7; 22.7; 25.12; 62.8; ? App. 
I B.l.2 

<I>VO"I), (1.7-8) 

Xalp(A),3.5,16; 4.3; 6.10; 10.1; 11.1; 12.2; 
15.4; 16.4; [17.8); [18.1); 19.3; 20.3; 21.3; 
22.3; 24.2; 25.7; 52a.2; 57.3 

XaArnWTaTO), 28.4; 30.17-18 
X<XAKEIO), 8.91 
XaAKOV), 5.27 
Xaplel), 12.18 

? [4.24); 13.4, 5 
Xap1s, [7.81; [8.16, 211; 42.9,11 
XpaoiJal, 3.32-3, 52; 8.47, 60, 62, [70]; 21.4, 1 
Xpela, 59.1 

\ 
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Xpfilla, [7. 7]; 8.34--5, [72]; 9.4; 13.6; 50.9; 
57.10; 59.22-3; 62.2, 6 

Xpfjats, 15.9 
XpT)<TT6s, 21.5 
Xp6vos, 7.[2], 10; 16.14; 57.22 (twice); 59.21 
Xpvaeos, 4.12 
Xpva6s, 5.25 
Xpvaovs, 11.9; 12.13 
Xwpa, 2a.8; 8.33; 9.2-3, 8, 9; 41.2 
Xwplov, 8.59, [71] 

8.43 
X(A)pls, 2b.13; 13.4, 7 

[16.9]; 56.1-2 
't'i}cptalla, 3.15; 5.18; 11.3; 16.6; 17.11; 20.6; 

46.4 
'!'fjcpos, 59.25 

'QcpetAia, 62.4 



GENERAL INDEX 
This has been compiled as a guide to the commentaries and discussion and should 
be used in conjunction with the Epigraphic Index to the texts and the Table of 
Contents. It aims only to list items on which some information is given or conjectured 
and does not normally include incidental references even to these. 

A 
Adrastus s. of Nicotimus (Aphrodisian), 164 
Adrastus Grypus s. of Pereitas (Aphrodisian), 

183-4 
Adsertio libertatis of person in slavery, 52 
Advocatus reipublicae (Aphrodisian), 138 
Aelius Callicrates (Aphrodisian), 135 
Aelius Capito, 71 
Aemilius Lepidus (M., triumvir), 40, 49 
Aeneas, legend of, 4 
Aeneas (Aphrodisian), 4 
Aerarium, 65, 88 
Aezani (Aezanitans), 36, 125, 126, 186 
Agrippa (M.), 54 ' 
Alexamenes ( ?, Aphrodisian), 25 
Alexander, see Severus Alexander 
Alfenus Varus (P.), 66 
Alliance, ally, see Treaty 
Ambassador, 5, 15 f., 18 f., 24, 25, 30, 31, 38, 44, 45, 

89, 93, 97, 102, 107, 112, 114, 116, 117, 120, 
123-6; 129, 131-3, 135, 136, 143, 149, 151, 16i, 
166; in the Senate, 72-4, 79, 80; registration in 
aerarium 88 

Amicitia (philia, friendship, Roman), 15, 73 f. 
Amicus principis, 115, 122, 123 
Ammia d. of Attalus (Aphrodisian) 165 
Antiocheia on the Maeander, 1, 2, 8, 10, 11, 81 
Antipatros s. of Artemidorus (Aphrodisian), 150 
Antonine Constitution, 107 f., 137, 139, 168, 169 
Antoninus Pius (emperor), 96, 114, 123 
Antonius (L., brother of M. Antonius), 38 
Antonius (M., triumvir), 6, 38, 39, 40, 41, 44 f., 46, 

49, 50,51,52,53,54,66,69, 70, 71, 74, 75,80,83, 
84, 95, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102 f., 105, 106, 156, 
157; see also Triumvirs 

Antonius Claudius Dometinus Diogenes (L., 
Aphrodisian), 109, 123 
Antonius Popillius Flavianus (M., Aphrodisian), 165 
Aphrodisias (Piarasa/Aphrodisias), foundation and 

early history, 1 f., 10, 157, 164-5; sympolity with 
Plarasa, 1, 5, 31, 91; constitution, council, 
assembly, officials, 1, 5, 8, 13, 15, 16, 31, 149, 
150-54, 157, 162, 163, 164, 166, 169, 170, 180, 
183; name and titles, xvii, 1, 5, 31, 73, 87, 100, 
103, 106, 108, 169, 176, 177; population (tribes) 
in territory, 3, 13, 14 f., 85, 101 ; policing and 
military activity, 3, 4, 13, 14-16, 19, 38, 85, 149, 
151-6; records, xv f., 47, SO, 107, 135, 180; 
revenues, 85, 178 ; religious cult, of the demos, 1, 
150, 183, of dea Roma 8, 154, of emperors, 126, 
128, 142, 176, 188-97; in wars, of Labienus, 38, 
50, 51, 73, 97, 101, 102, 154, of Mithridates, 2, 3, 
4, 154, of Rome (Civil Wars), 5, 38, 155, 156 

Aphrodite (Venus), 3, 4, 5, 9, 25, 26, 30, 38, 84, 126, 
150, 156, 182, 183, 188, 196; asylia, 83, 74 f., 
78-81, 84, 103, 107, 109, 128, 166, 168, 170, 175, 
176, 177; doves of, 173; erasure of name, xv f., 
33; lion and, 156; neocorus of, 168; neopoioi, 
of 168, 196; priest of, 157, 158, 162, 192; relations 

with Caesar, 5, 38, 79, 98, 103, 156; with Nico
medes IV(?), 25; with Sulla, 3, 26, 79; with 
emperors, 112, 126, 132, 142; syngeneia with 
Rome, 3-4; temple (asylum, sanctuary), 5, 38, 
39, 78-81, 84, 91, 103, 107, 108, 157, 158, 160 f., 

Apollo (Paean, Medicus), 52 
Apollonius, s. of Artemidorus (Aphrodisian), 150 
Apollonius s. of Artemidorus s. of Myon (Aphro-

disian, 150 
Apollonius s. of Pereitas (Aphrodisian), 150 
Apphia d. of Menestheus (Aphrodisian), 165 
Appuleius (M., Sex. f.), 54 
Appuleius (Sex., procos Asiae), 171 
Aquinus (M.), 54 
Arbitrator, 130 
Archives, Roman (tabulae), 39, 40, 46, 64, 65 f., 84; 

censorial, 77; consular, 64, 65 f., 84; Octavian's, 
47 ; quaestorian, 84; taxation, 77; Aphrodisian, 
see Aphrodisias, records 

Aristocles Molossus (Aphrodisian), 152, 165 
Aristonicus, 2 f., 9, 15 
Artemidorus (Aphrodisian), 5, 11, 16, 18, 24, 25, 

26, 149-150; monument of, xv, 11, 18, 181 
Artemidorus s. of Andron (Aphrodisian), 149 
Artemidorus s. of Apollonius (Aphrodisian), 149 
Artemidorus s. of Apollonius s. of Pereitas (Aphro-

disian), 150 
Artemidorus s. of Artemidorus s. of Andron 

(Aphrodisian), 149 
Artemidorus s. of Myon (Aphrodisian), 18, 150 
Artemis Ephesia, 78 f., 84, 103, 112 
Artemon s. of Andron (Aphrodisian), 165 
Asia (Asia Minor, Asiatic cities), 2, 3, 4, 5, 8-10, 14, 

15, 18, 30, 36 f., 38, 39, 44, 52, 53, 68, 75, 79-81, 
86, 95, 97, 98, 100, 103, 105, 106, 108, 109, 114, 
115, 117, 118, 123, 132, 134, 155, 157, 168, 171, 
181 f.; Imperial cult in, 109, 114, 156, 168; 
koinon of, 4, 26 f., 30, 81, 109, 114, 130, 134, 168; 
taxation in, 26, 30,77 f., 85, 86, 117, 118; see also 
Governors, High Priest, Proconsul, Procurator, 
Quaestor 

Asinius (Cn., Cn. f.,? Am., Marrucinus), 69 
Asinius Pollio (C., Cn.), 69 
Asy/ia (asylum), 5, 38, 74 f., 78 f., 80, 81, 103, 107, 

109, 166, 170 
Ateius Capito (L.), 71 
Ate/eia, see Immunitas 
Atinius Turannus (T.), 72 
Atius Balbus (M.), 69 
Attalus s. of Adrastus (Aphrodisian), 188, 196 
Attalus s. of Menander s. of Attalus (Aphrodisian), 

14 
Attius Balbus (M.) 69 
Augustus (emperor), see Octavian/Augustus 
Aurelius (Marcus, emperor), 109, 110, 121, 137, 176, 

184, 188 
Aurelius Ctesias (Aphrodisian), 135 
Aurelius Epaphras (Aphrodisian), 136-9 
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Aurelius Gaetulicus (M., imperial freedman), 183, 
184 

Aurelius Onesimus (Aphrodisian), 143 
Aurelius Theodorus (Aphrodisian) 143 
Autonomy (local law code), 82 f., 85, 86, 107, 128, 

137, 164, 167, 168 

B 
Backdating (of concessions), 53 
Bail, see Vadimonium 
Balbus (L., L.f.), 68 
Benefactor, see Saviour 
Bequest, 110, 183-97 
Billeting, 77 
Bing<:9, see Plarasa 
Bononia, 98 
Boundary stones, 160, 162 
Brundisium, meeting, 49, 51, 98; date, 71 
Brutus (M.), 5, 6, 38, 51, 52, 53, 54, 98, 155 

c 
Callicrates (Aphrodisian), 188, 192 
Callicrates s. of Molossus (Aphrodisian), 152, 154 
Callicrates s. of Pythodorus, 5, (38), (102), 150-57 

, Callicrates Grypus s. of Pereitas (Aphrodisian), 
183-4 

Calvisius (C., cos 39 B.c.), 63-6, 72 
Calvisius (C., Sabinus), 63 
Capito (Ani.), 71 
Capito (L., Arn.), 71 
Capitol, 90 f. 
Capitolia, 191 
Caracalla (emperor), 36, 111, 112, 124-9, 133, 137, 

139 
Caria, 1-4, 8, 15, 19 
Cassius (C.), 5, 6, 38, 51-4, 98,155 
Censors, tabulae censoriae, 11 
Cerae, 65 
Chersonnesus, 2, 8, 10 
Cibyra, 2, 3, 8 f., 10 
Cibyras, 10 
Claudius (emperor), 172 
Claudius Adrastus (Aphrodisian), 192, 193 
Claudius Agrippinus (proc. Aug.), 118 
Claudius Aurelius Zelos (Ti., Aphrodisian), 109, 

164, 165 
Claudius Hegemoneus (Aphrodisian), 133 
Claudius lberinus Eudaimon (L., cur. r. p.), 184 · 
Claudius Pulcher (Ap.), 68, 70 
Claudonianus, 69 
Clause (species,) 94 
Clientela, client (clientship), 8, 16, 20, 25, 39, 99, 

105, 106 . 
Cnidos (copy of pirate law), 2 
Cocceius Balbus (C.), 66 
Cocceius Nerva, 98 
Commodus (emperor), 109, 110 f. 112, 118-24, 133, 

173, 176, 184-93, 196 
Competitions, 121, 188-96 
Considius Nonianus (C., C.f., Cla.), 69 
Consuls, alternation of fasces, 64 ; designation by 

triumvirs, 68-70; records, 65; seniority, 63, 64; 
speeches in Senate, 72; suffects in 39 B.c., 90 

Cornificius (L., cos 35 B.c.), 63 
Cos, 18, 19 
Courts, Roman, 31 f., 83, 138; triumviral, 54; 

Aphrodisian, 73, 82 f. 101, 107, 138; right to 
choose, 53, 138 

Ctesiphon (fall of), 125, 128 
Curator reipublicae, 109, 110, 120 f.; 123, 173, 178, 

184-97 
Curse, 11 

D 
Debt, 5, 30, 38, 53 
Decius, see Traianus Decius 
Decree (magisterial), 45, 48 f., 78, 79, 83, 172 f. 
Designate consuls, see consuls 
Diocletian (emperor), 141, 143 
Diodorus s. of Diodorus (Aphrodisian), 165 
Divinitas, 182 
Domitian (emperor), 116, 117, 168 

E 
Earthquake, xvii, 107, 109, 134, 135, 152, 156, 181, 

183 
Elagabalus (emperor), 132, 176 
Eleutheria, cult and priest of, 157, 158, 163, 167; 

see also Libertas 
Embassy, see Ambassador 
Emperor, 94, 116, 134, 166, 170, 180, 188, and see 

individual names; imperial cult, 109, 114, 152, 
168, 175-6, 182, 188, 196; imperial estates, 110, 
182; imperial freedmen, 38, 97, 100, 110, 157, 
162, 164, 168, 182, 183; imperial function, 126 f., 
130, 132; imperial letter-styles, 108 f.; imperial 
peace, 128; imperial secretary, 108 f.; imperial 
title, use of proconsul, 125, 132, 134, 142; use of 
pontifex maximus, 142 

Endowments, 121, 188-96 
Ephesus, 19, 30, 39, 79, 94, 101-103, 156, 168 f. 
Erasure, xvi, 120, 130, 142, 175, 196 
Eros, Erotes, 5, 103 

F 
Famine, 5, 38, 151 
Fetiales, fetiallaw, 39, 89, 90 
Fine, see Penalty 
Flavia Apphia (Aphrodisian), 165 
Flavius Apollinarius (T., Aphrodisian), 165 
Flavius Latronianus, 137 f. 
Flavius Lysimachus (Aphrodisian), 188 
Flavius Lysimachus (Aphrodisian), 188 
Formula (forma) provinciae, 11, 114, 115, 118 
Founders, see Aphrodisias, foundation 
Freedmen, imperial, see Emperor 
Freedom, free city, see Libertas 
Frumentarius, 181 

G 
Gallienus (emperor), 107, 109, 143 
Gallus (emperor), 142 
Gordian Ill (emperor), 36, 37, 107, 111, 112, 116, 

128, 130-40 
Gordius, 10 
Governors, Roman Republican, titles of, 14, 18 
Gymnasium, burial in, 151 

H 
Hadrian (emperor), 37, 94, 109, 110, 112, 114-18, 

124, 126, 128, 130, 132 
Hedius Thorus (C. C.f., Cla.), 71 
Herennius Etruscus (Caesar), 140-43 
Hermias Glycon s. of Hermias (Aphrodisian), 165 
High priest, priestess (of Asia), 114, 168, 188; (of 

local imperial cult), 164 
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Homonoia (Concordia), cult, 6, 7 f.; harmony, 10 
Hossidius Julianus (Aphrodisian), 192 
Hostilianus (Caesar), 142 

I 
Ilium, 4, 10 
lmmunitas (ateleia) 4, 6, 38, 40, 75, 76, 82, 85, 106, 

107, 116-18, 167, 170 
Imperial, see Emperor 
Informers (rewarded), 54 
Interest rates, 188-90 
Iron, 117 
Ius agendi cum patribus, 88 f. 
Ius gentium, 89 
Ius stolas habendi, 131 

J 
Jason s. of Scymnus (Aphrodisian), 1, 5, 31 
Jason Prabreus s. of Menodotus (Aphrodisian), 165 
Julia Mammaea (empress), 175 
Julia Paula (Aphrodisian), 164, 165, 168 
Ti. Julianus Attalus (Aphrodisian), 113, 115 
Julius [ ... (C., Fab.), 180 
Julius Attalus (M., imperial freedman), 182 
Julius Aurelius Charidemus Julianus (Aphrodisian), 

164, 165, 168 
Julius Balbus (procos Asiae) 115 
Julius Caesar (C., dictator), 4, 5, 26, 38, 47, 51, 53, 

54, 64, 74, 76-9, 84, 85, 88, 91, 103, 155-8, 
160-62; divine descent, 4, 5, 156; divus Julius, 
47, 78; ? the great, 160; portrait, 5 

Julius Celer (quaestor Asiae), 180 
Julius Geminius Marcianus (P., procos Asiae), 123, 

173, (196) 
Julius Philippus (C., cur. r.p.), 184 
Julius Theopompus (C., Cnidian), 157 
Julius Zoilus (C., imperial freedman), 5, 38, 97, 98, 

103, 156-64, 166, 180, 183, 184; see also Zoilus 
frieze. 

Junius Maximus (quaestor Asiae), 181 
Jupiter Capitolinus, 91 ; Stator, 66 

K 
Kotas (Aphrodisian), 151 

L 
Labienus (T., army of, war of), 5, 6, 31, 38, 44, 

50-54, 67, 73, 80, 95, 97, 98, 100-102, 105, 106, 
154, 155 

Laodicea on the Lycus, 4, 14, 16, 19, 51, 86, 97, 100, 
101, 135, 157 

Laodicea (in Syria), 50, 51 
Legatus proconsulis, 121, 181 
Letters, epistolary practice, royal, 20, 23-5, 45, 103; 

Roman republican, 20, 23 f., 45 ; Roman imperial, 
103, 110-12, 116, 117, 126, 128, 132, 140, 177; 
authentication of writer, 47; distribution of 
copies, 46, 97, 102, 104, 105 f., 114; formula 
valedictionis, 41, H2, 124, 127, 129, 131; formula 
valetudinis, 23, 45, 102 

Levies, 75-8, 81 
Levy-groups, 81, 86 
Lex, de Aphrodisiensibus, 38, 41, 45, 46, 50, 75, 77, 

79, 84, 90, 92-6, 98, 118; censoria, 77 
Libel/us (petition), 105, 113 f., 117, 130, 180 
Libertas (eleutheria, freedom, free status), 4, 6, 8, 

15, 19, 24, 26, 36, 38, 40, 74, 76, 82, 85, 98, 107, 
108, 114, 117, 121-3, 128, 135, 167, 170, 176 

Licinius (T., T.f.), 71 
Licinius (T., T.f., Fab.), 72 
Licinius Turannus (T., T.f.), 72 
Lion, 156 
Liturgy, 76, 81, 114, 115, 117 
Livia (empress), 105, 106, 152, 182 
Loans, 30 
Lucilius Balbus (L.), 69 
Lycia, 50, 51 

M[ ... (C., Pom.), 69 
Maeander, 3, 31, 78, 81 
Maiestas, 182 
Mandata, 103, 178 
Manus iniectio, 53 

M 

Marcius Censorinus (L., cos 39 B.c.), 63-66 
Marsyas, 10 
Maximian (emperor), 141 
Menander s. of Attalus (Aphrodisian), 13 
Messius (C., C.f.), 69 
Miles, see Vicarius 
Minium, 36 
Misenum meeting, 40, 44, 68, 69 f.; date, 69-71 
Mithridates VI (Mithridatic War), 1-4, 11, 14-16, 

18, 19, 24, 31, 84, 98, 149, 154, 155; portrait, 24 
Monarchy (basi/eia), 132 
Mucius Scaevola (Q.), epistolary practice, 23 
Munatius Plancus, 98 
Myon s. of Pereitas (Aphrodisian), 165 

N 
Nails, tax on, 110, 117, 179 
Nailsmiths, 117 
Name-system, Roman, 67, 102; cognomina, 63 f.; 

praenomina, 14; Greek translations, 14; see also 
Tribes (Roman) 

Nicomedes IV, 2, 3, 14, 16, 20 f. 24; portrait, 24 
Nicotimus Hierax s. of Artemidorus (Aphrodisian) 

165 
Nomothesia (Aphrodisian), 123 
Nonius Asprenas (L., L.f., Vel.), 68-70 
Notus, see Salutatio 

0 
Oaths, 7 f., 9 f., 11, 16, 45, 90, 91 
Octavian/Augustus, 4, 6, 30, 38-42,44-7, 49-54, 58, 

66, 68-75, 78-80, 83, 89 f., 91, 93, 95-98, 100, 
102-6,107, 113,122,157,158,162,180,182, 184; 
name and titles, 40, 44, 47, 50, 75 f., 97, 104 f., 
praenomen imperatoris, 40, 44, 75 f., 83, 102, 105, 
161 ; view of freedom and taxation, 106 

Oil distributions, 121, 196 
Oppius (Q., praetor in Asia), 2, 4, 14-20, 26, 149 
Oracle, Sulla's, 3 

p 
Paean (Apollo Medicus), 52 
Paetus, 72 
Palatine hill, 66 
Paroeci, 14, 85 
Partes (Caesarian), 38, 50, 80, 106; Greek transla-

tion, 50 
Parthians, 52, 125 (127), 181 
Passienus, 71 
Pasture-dues, 81, 86 
Patron, patronate, 18, 20, 40, 103, 106; see also 

Clientela 

\ 
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Penalty, 8, 11, 54 
Pereitas gds. of Antiochus (Aphrodisian), 13 
Petition, see Libellus 
Pharnaces, 2, 8, 10 
Philemon (Aphrodisian), 188 f., 192 
Philip (emperor), 182 
Philip (Caesar), 142 
Pignoris c;apio 81 
Pignus 81 
Piety (Aphrodisian), 111, 132; (Roman), 78, 79 
Plarasa 1, 13, 108; see also Aphrodisias, 

Sympolity 
Polydorus (? Aphrodisian), 137, 138 
Pompeius (Cn., Q.f., Am.), 70, 71 
Pompeius (Sex.), 68-71 
Pompeius Rufus, 71 
Pomponius Rufus (Cn.), 71 
Portorium, 117 
Potitus, 72 
Praefectus urbi, 137 f. 
Proconsul, 109 f., 114, 120-23, 168, 170-79, 186, 

196, 197; abnormal title, 175; amicus principis, 
115, 123; visits to Aphrodisias, 120-24, 176; 
see also Emperors 

Procurator, procuratorial service, 40, 100, 118, 180, 
181 

Publicanus, 4, 5, 26, 30, 31 f., 81, 85, 117 f. 
Pythes s. of Oumanios (? Laodiceian), 101 

Q 
Quaestor 38, 87, 109, 110, 123, 179-181 
Quaestorian archive, see Archives, Roman 
Quietus, 72 

R 
Rescript, 135 
Rhodes, 1, 4, 10, 15, 19, 50, 51 
Roma (dea), 6, 8, 158, 
Rome (Romans), 2-4, 8, 10, 15, 16, JO, 138, 139, 

184; army, 75, 76, 77, 78; authorities (magis
trates), 30, 154; city, 109; empire, 74, 128; piety, 
78, 79, 80; see also Senate, Senate and People 

Rufus ( ... ]nius Cn. f., Arn.), 71 

s 
Sacrifice, for good news, 24; for imperial good luck, 

175-6; for treaties, 9 f., 89, 90 
Saenius (L., L.f., Balbinus), 69 
Sallustia Frontina (? Aphrodisian), 165 
Salonina (empress), 109, 143 
Saltus, 85 
Salutatio (organisation of), 46 
Samos (Samians), 1, 2, 8, 10, 11, 39, 44, 80, 104--6, 

113 
Saviour and Benefactor, 15, 154, 157, 163, 171 
Scribonia (wife of Octavian), 106 
Scribonius Libo (L., L.f., Fa!.), 68, 70 
Scriptura, see Pasture-dues 
Sedius (Cn., C.f., Cla.), 71 
Sempronius Gracchus (Ti.), 66 
Senate (senators), Roman, 30, 32, 39, 45, 54--96, 137, 

166, 171; meeting place, 66; quorum, 90,91 
Senate and People, Roman, 40, 79, 94, 109, 168; 

cult of, 182 
Senatus consultum, 38-41,45-8, 54--96,98, 114, 118, 

128,159,163,171, 176; draftingcommittee67f.; 
publication, 90 f. ; registration, 64, 65 ; relation 
to law, 74 f., 95; see also Lex de Aphrodisiensibus 

Septimius Chares Aineias (Aphrodisian), 165 
Septimius Severus (emperor), 36, 107, 111, 120, 123, 

124--8, 133, 137 
Serenus, 71 
Sergius Plautus (L., Fa!.), 69 
Servilius Isauricus (procos. Asiae), 79 
Sestius (P., L.f., Col.), 69-71 
Severus Alexander (emperor), xv, 36, 110, 111, 112, 

120, 129-31, 135, 143, 170, 173-6 
Silius Italicus (Ti. Catius Asc()nius, procos. Asiae), 

110, 172 f. 
Slaves 14, 53, 99, 100, 101, 103, 138, 157 
Smyrna, 113-15 
Solon s. of Demetrius (Aphrodisian), 38, 44--6, 72 f., 

97, 102, 105, 161, 162, 166 
Sosius (Q.), 66 
Species, see Clause 
Stauropolis (Aphrodisias), xvii 
Stephanus, 39, 78, 96-8 
Stratonicea, 2, 19, 51, 79, 80 
Strongpoints, 85 
Subscriptio, subscribo, 105, 110, 113, 180 
Sympolity, see Aphrodisias, sympolity 
Syngeneia, 4, 7 f., 9, 10 
Synod of artists, 188, 189, 192 

T 
Tabae, 2, 3, 8 f., 10 
Tabulae (codices) 65; see also Archives, Roman 
Talantiaea (prizes), 188 
Tarsus, 50, 51 
Tatia Attalis d. of Hypsicles (Aphrodisian), 165 
Taxation, Roman, 77, 81, 86, 106, 110, 114, 117 f.; 

collectors 77 f., 81, 100, 110, 117 f., 179; contracts 
85, 86, 117 ; see also Immunitas, Publicanus 

Taxation, local, see Aphrodisias, revenues 
Testimonials, 113 f., 115 
Theoric fund, 196 
Tiberius (emperor), 109, 164, 166, 182 
Trajan (emperor), 94, 107, 110, 113-15, 117, 118, 

153, 180, 183-4 
Traianus Decius (emperor), 107, 111, 112, 131, 133, 

140-43, 177 
Tralles 4, 30, 31, 81, 86 
Transhumance, 81, 86 
Treaty, of Plarasa/Aphrodisias, Cibyra and Tabae, 

7 f.; ofPlarasa/Aphrodisias and Rome, 6, 19, 38, 
41, 45, 50, 76, 77,89-91,92-6,98, 118, 167, 170; 
conserving gods, 7 f.; curses, 11 ; oaths, 7 f., 9 f., 
89 f. ; publication, 90 f. 

Trials, see Courts 
Tribes (Roman), Greek translation of, 67 ; registra

tion in Fabia, 180 
Tribes (local), 3, see also Aphrodisias 
Triumvirate, 38, 39, 40, 41, 44, 45, 46, 48-54, 83, 

84, 95, 100 f., 106, 107; agents of, 38, 39, 40, 97, 
103; title, 44 f., 50, 83 

u 
Ulpius Appuleius Eurycles (M., cur. r.p.), 121, 123, 

184, 185-6, 187-97 
Ulpius Carminius Claudianus (M., Aphrodisian), 

165 
Ulpius Marcellus (? procos Asiae), 122-3 

V 
Vadimonium (bail), 81, 82, 151 
Valerius Messala (Corvinus), 67, 68 
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Valerius Messala (M., M.f., Lem., Rufus), 67 f. 
Valuation, of damaged property, 73 
Ventidius Bassus, 51, 98 
Venus, 4, 5, 98, 128, 182; see also Aphrodite 
Vespasian (emperor), 110, 117, 122, 168 
Vibius Egnatius Sulpicius Priscus (Q., procos 

Asiae), 175, 176 
Vicarius (miles), 78 
Vice-governors, 122 
Victory (Nike), 155, 156 
Vinicius (M., procos Asiae), 171-2 
Vinicius (P., procos Asiae), 171-2 

Virtus, 106 
Voconius Vitulus (Q.), 66 
Volusianus (Caesar), 142 

z 
Zeus Labraundos, 3 ; Philios, 6, 7 f. 
Zoilus frieze, 157, 158-9 

... ]nius Cn. f. Am. Rufus, 71 

... ]etus, 72 
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PLATE VII 

Archive wall during excavation. Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenci. 



PLATE VIII 



PLATE IX 

Archive wall, Column 2, Does. 8, 7. Photo by M. Roueche. 



PLATE X 

Archive wall , Column 3, Does. 15, 12, 11. Photo by M. Roueche. 



PLATE XI 



PLATE XII 
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I. Doe. 7. Triumviral decree. Photo by M. Roueche. 

2. Doe. 8. S enatus consultum de Aphrodisiensibus. Left of top course. Photo 
of squeeze by F . Sear. 

3. Doe. 8. S enatus consultum de Aphrodisiensibus. Right of top course. Photo 
by M. Roueche. 
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PLATE XTY 

I. Doe. 8. Senatus consultum de Aphrodisiensibus. Second course. Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenci. 

2. Doe. 8. Senatus consulrum de Aphrodisiensibus. Third course. Photo of squeeze by Frank Sear. 



PLATE XV 

Doe. 8. Sixth course. Sherard 's Tran cription. Reproduced by permission of the British Library. 



PLATE XVI 

Does. 8/62. Sixth course. Sherard 's Transcription . Reproduced by permission of the British Library. 
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1. Doe. 8. Sixth course. Later version of Sherard's Transcription. Reproduced by permission of the British Library. 

2. Doe. 8. Senatus consu/tum de Aphrodisiensibus. Eighth course. Doe. 7. Triumviral decree. First line. Photo by 
Mehmet Ali Dugenci . 



PLATE XVIII 

1. Doe. 8. Senatus consultum de Aphro
disiensibus. Sixth course. Photo by M . 

Roueche . 
2. Doe. Sa. Senatus consultum or law, a contemporary copy. 

Photo by M . Roueche. 

3. Doe. 16. Letter of Commodus to Aphrodisias. Photo by M. Roueche. 

4. Doe. 16. Letter of Commodus to Aphrodisias. Photo by M. Roueche. 
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1. Doe. 16. Letter of Commodus to Aphrodisias. 
D oe. 17. Letter of Severus and Caracalla to Aphrodisias. Photo 

by Mehmet Ali Dugenci . 
2- 8. Detached fragments. Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenci. 
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PLATE XX 

1. Doe. 18. Letter of Severus and Caraealla to Aphrodisias. Photo of squeeze by Frank Sear. 

2. Doe. 18. Letter of Severus and Caraealla to Aphrodisias. Doe. 19. 
Letter of Severus Alexander to Aphrodisias. Photo by Mehmet Ali 

Dugenei. 

3. Doe. 18. Letter of Severus 
and Caraealla to Aphrodisias. 
Doe. 19. Letter of Severus 
Alexander to Aphrodisias. 
Photo by Mehmet Ali 

Dugenei . 



PLATE XXI 

1. Doe. 22. Letter of Gordian Ill to Epaphras. Photo by M. Roueehe. 

2. D oe. 25. Letter of Trajanus Deeius and Herennius Etruseus to Aphrod isias. Photo of squeeze by Frank Sear. 

3. Doe. 27. Photo by M. Roueehe . 



I. Does. 23- 24. Fragmentary letters, one 
certainly of Gordian IlL Photo by Mehmet Ali 

Dugenc i. 

2. Doe. 26. Photo by M. Roueche . 
3. Doe. 29. Photo by M . Roueche . 
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2. Doe. 31. Photo by M . R oueehe. 

J. D oe. 30. Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenei. 
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PLATE XXIV 
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l. Doe. 36. (1) Photo by Mehmet Ali 
Dugenei . 

, ...... \ \ •. 

2. Doe. 36 (2). Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenei. 

3. Doe. 36 (3). Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenei . 

PLATE XXV 



PLATE XXVI 

' 

-
t . Doe. 36 (4) . Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenei. 

2. Doe. 36 (5). 

3. Doe. 36 (6). Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenci . 



PLATE XXVII 

1. Doe. 37. Photo by M. Roueehe. 

2. Doe. 37. Photo by M. Roueche. 



PLATE XXVIII 

1. Doe. 38. Photo by M. Roueehe. 

2. Doe. 41. Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenci . 

4. Doe. 44. Photo by M. H . Crawford . 

3. Doe. 43. Photo by M. Roueehc. 



PLATE XXIX 

l. Doe. 45a. Photo by M. Roueehe. 2. Doe. 45b. Photo by M. Roueehe. 

3. Doe. 46. Photo of squeeze by Evan Jones. 



PLATE XXX 

2. Doe. 51. Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenei. 

I . Doe. 50. Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenei . 

3. Doe. 52a. Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenei . 

4. Doe. 52b. Photo by Mehmet Ali Dugenei. 



PLATE XXXI 

I. Doe. 53 ( I). Photo by M. Roueehe. 

2. Doe. 53 (2). Photo by M. Roueehe. 

3. Doe. 53 (3). Photo by M . Roueehe. 

4. Doe. 53 (4). Photo by M. Roueche. 



PLATE XXXII 

l. Doe. 54. Photo by M . Roueche . 
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2. Doe. 62. Reichel's Transcription. Reproduced by permiSSion of the 6sterreichische Akademie der 

Wissenschaften. 

3. Doe. 55. Photo by Mehmet Ali 4. Doe. 62. Photo by M. Roueche. 
Dugenci. 
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